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HIGHLIGHTS THIS MONTH Full contents overleaf

p74PERSON OF THE
MONTH
Simone Enefer-Doy
We speak to the chief
executive of Lifelites, a
charity that bridges the
gap between disabled
children and tech. It
works with every
children’s hospice
in Britain to install
equipment that has
a profound impact
on desperately
ill kids.

3

pages
perminute

THE LABS IN ONE NUMBER

That’s the speed at which our Labs-
winning inkjet printer spits out A4
pages. No wonder it took our overall
crown, defeating several lasers in
the process. Discover which printer
is right for you from p74.

p30

ADVICE OF THE MONTH
Ditch Google. It’s not only possible, but there
are good reasons to do so, because there are
excellent rivals to the behemoth’s services.

Whether your motivation is ethical or due to
privacy fears, you’ll find something to love –

from companies that genuinely do no evil.

COMPETITION
OF THE MONTH

Give us five minutes of your time and you
could win a fantastic prize. It’s all part of our

annual Technology Excellence Awards, where
we discover the best (and worst) companies for

support, reliability and quality of products.

PROJECT OF THE MONTH
If you’re fed up of children, parents and friends

asking you to fix their virus-ravaged PCs,
turn to our feature on p40. We explore the

different options to create a “bomb-proof” PC
that even the most ham-fisted relative can’t

break. Hopefully.

p40p123

REVIEW
OF THE MONTH

HTC Vive Pro
If you’re sick of articles promising that VR is just
around the corner, we have excellent news. This
month, we believe, that corner has been turned

thanks to HTC and its stunning Vive Pro. It’s turned
our editor-in-chief from a cautious supporter of

VR into a card-carrying fan, but it’s not only due to
the improved headset and its sharp visuals. There’s
now a feeling of maturity about the platform, from
the time-sucking games on offer to the way HTC is

enthusiastically reaching into your wallet for a
fresh wodge of cash. Forget feeling ill while

playing: the only thing that will
make you nauseous is

the price. p48

40

TECHNOLOGY
EXCELLENCE
AWARDS 2018

TECHNOLOGY

LAST CHANCE TO ENTER
Survey closes 31 July
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3 SUBSCRIBE:
THREE ISSUES
FOR £1
Subscribe to
PC Pro today and
you can benefit
from our three
issues for £1 offer –
visit subscribe.
pcpro.co.uk now.

10 Developers want to cut Google
out of Android
Privacy and regulation fears spur an Android reboot
– but can it succeed without Google?

12 Unveiled: hot hardware releases
Apremiumultraportable, a gaming smartphone
fromAsus and a range of “multisportwatches”.

13 Is Microsoft set to join Apple’s
Intel exodus?
Microsoft’s new “E2” chips could be used in the
Windows ecosystem.

14 Microsoft and open source:
friend or foe?
Microsoft says it’s committed to open source, but
critics remain sceptical about its motivation.

BRIEFING

VIEWPOINTS

24 DARIEN GRAHAM-SMITH Weneedn’t
reinvent books – but they can be smarter.

25 BARRY COLLINS We’re better off with
Monopolymoney.

25 NICOLE KOBIE GoodbyeWindows Update,
hello Chromebook.

26 DICK POUNTAIN Don’t buy a premium
phone, buy a sh*tphone.

COVER STORY
30 Eight reasons to dump Google
Google offers dozens of different online services,
but is it actually the best at all of them? No,
explains Barry Collins, who reviews eight
superior alternatives.

36 Requiem mass: is tech killing
classical music?
Far from being a fusty stick-in-the-mud, the
classical music industry is embracing change,
discovers Max Figgett.

COVER STORY
40 Build a bomb-proof PC
Jonathan Parkyn shows how to put together a
simple, safe computer for your less tech-savvy
relatives…without turning into their private
tech support team.

44 The best tools for social media
Want to grow your audience on social media
– without spending hours a day on your phone?
Nik Rawlinson reveals his secrets of success.

22 Lifelites
Wemeet the charity that’s using computer
equipment to bring critically ill children in
hospices across the country back in touchwith
their friends and families.

FEATURES

PROFILE

3 THE PC PRO
PODCAST
Join the PC Pro
podcast live every
fortnight or
download via iTunes.
Visit mixlr.com/
pcpro to sign up

p44
We show how to
make the most of
your social
media accounts
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DO YOU STILL NEED ANTIVIRUS SOFTWARE? p38

CHEAPEST&BEST IPADEVERSo why aren’t we excited? p48

Gemini PDAThe Psion-inspired
phone p58

SMARTSPEAKERSEcho vs the rest inUK’s biggest test p74

Digital refuseniksWhy peoplecling to
analogue p42

Howtoavoidsneakychargesonyourbroadband&mobilebills p30
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Why people 
Why people 
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How to avoid sneaky chargeson your broadband 
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Thehacker’sguide

WINDOWSREGISTRY

BEST MECHANICAL KEYBOARDS ON TEST

MAKE YOURPC DO EXACTLYWHAT YOUWANT
p30

Windows 10Spring UpdateEverything youneed to know p52

What can your bosssee about you?Private messages aren’tas secure as you think p46
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Claim your copyon p66
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120STEVE CASSIDY It’s nothing personal, Steve reassures
himself, as a worrying series of events make him consider

adopting a false identity.

Editor’s letter 7
The A-List 16
Readers’ comments 28

Subscriptions 108
Next month 129
One last thing… 130

124 Startups head to the suburbs
Why the tech industry isn’t locked into London.

126 Build your future-gazing skills
How to keep upwith the latest tech innovations.

127 The future of AI
Will a new agreement keep AI in check?

128 Step past airport security
The footstep system that aims to cut queues.

92 IP security cameras
IP cameras keep getting better – and cheaper.
DaveMitchell tests four options.

99 Cheat Sheet
We explore software-defined networking.

102 How to succeed with keywords
It’s vital to use search keywords in the right way
to drive an audience to your site.

106 Should I buy refurbished kit?
The pros and cons of buying “secondhand”.

FUTURES

THE NETWORK

REGULARS

113PAUL OCKENDEN Paul untangles the world of wireless and
looks at howAndroid is now fronting all manner of devices,

including a lightweight projector.

110 JON HONEYBALL A Blue Light of Death causes problems in
Jon’s much-loved Synology NAS drive, while a pair of smart

earphones prove not to be so smart after all.

REAL WORLD COMPUTING

118DAVEY WINDER Davey explores the effectiveness of Gmail’s
security enhancements, andwonders how chicken bits

helped Red Hat fight the CPUMeltdown crisis.

116KEVIN PARTNER Kevin examines the options for building
customwebsites inWordPress using the latest generation of

page builders – including one free option.

REVIEWS THIS MONTH

VIRTUAL REALITY
HTC Vive Pro 48

LAPTOPS
Dell XPS 15 2-in-1 54
HP ZBook X2 G4 Workstation 61
Acer Predator Triton 700
PT715-51 62
Dell G3 15 Gaming Laptop 63

PCs
Scan Vengeance Ti 56
Alienware Aurora 58

CHROMEBOX
Asus Chromebox 3 64

PERIPHERAL
Rocketbook Wave 65

SMARTPHONES
LG G7 ThinQ 68
HTC U12+ 70
Honor 7A 72

PRINTERS
Canon Pixma TS6150 80
HP PageWide Pro 477dw 81
Kyocera Ecosys M2640idw 82
Xerox WorkCentre 6515DNI 85
Brother DCP-J774DW 86
Brother MFC-L2710DW 86
Canon i-Sensys MF734Cdw 87
Epson Expression Home
XP-5105 87
Epson WorkForce WF-2860DWF 88
HP LaserJet Pro M15w 88
Kyocera Ecosys P5021cdw 89
Oki MC363dn 89

IP CAMERAS
Axis M3105-LVE 94
D-Link Vigilance DCS-4802E 96
Lilin ZMR6542X 97
Samsung Wisenet PNF-9010R 98

NAS APPLIANCES
Netgear ReadyNAS RR2312 100
Synology RackStation DS1618+ 101

Which of
these eight
supercharged
systems is
right for you?

p74

PRINTERS

p74
We put 12 home
and office
printers, ranging
from £80 to
£300, through
their paces

p56 It may not look like it, but there’s something
very special inside this £2,400 PC
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Jonathan Parkyn
If you’re fed up of fielding
calls from friends and
family asking for help with
their virus-ridden PCs,
turn to p40 for Jonathan’s
five bomb-proof solutions

I SUSPECT MY review of the HTC Vive Pro, from p48, is going to
annoy people. In it, I bestow a PC Pro Recommended award
upon a piece of hardware that costs £800 – evenmore if
you don’t already own the sensors and controllers from the
original HTC Vive. Oh, and it needs a high-end computer
costing around £1,500 to work at its best. Let’s call it a
£2,500 total investment and be donewith it.

Aside from the cost, there’s the sheer awkwardness
of having to wear a silly visor that’s attached to your
computer with bulkywires. Plus, those annoyed people
will ask, isn’t this an out-and-out gaming system? Surely it
has no place in the sober environs of PC Pro? (Hopefully
those same people won’t notice that we review two gaming
laptops and a further two gaming PCs this month.)

Well, yes, I take your point. But allowme to nail my
virtual colours tomy virtual mast with a virtual flourish:
VR is here and it’s here to stay. Don’t like it? Fine, don’t
buy it. Nobody is going to force you to invest hundreds into
a headset. But VR is carving out an important niche, and
while gamingmay be the driving force at themoment, its
future goes way beyond first-person shooters.

I was about to write “a decade from now” followed by a
bold prediction about VR’s invasion into healthcare and
online shopping, but that’s dangerous.Who knowswhat
the timescale will be?Who knows exactly what form it will
take?What I’m absolutely confident of is that VR is a
technology unlike any other. It grabs your attention in a
way that we’ve never seen before, andwhile that means
playing games now, in the future it couldmean remote
controlled surgery, a way to connect families across
continents that will make Skype seem like two people
yelling into a can, andwhole newways tomakemoney.

This isn’t to say that I agree with HTC’s propaganda
– sorry, marketing – around the Vive Pro, where it claims
not to aim the Vive Pro at domestic users at all. This
product, it declares, is for professionals developing VR
environments. Hmm. I think the “Pro”moniker is more
likely a justification for whacking such a big price onto it
when themore basic Vive costs £500with accessories.
Themain customers for the Vive Pro, I’m sure, won’t be
design agencies but the same suckers – sorry, I mean us
enthusiasts – who are always at the cutting edge of tech.

Naysayers will still say nay. VR, they’ll point out, has
been on the cusp of breaking through for decades. “And
look, up there!” they’ll shout. “You used the word ‘niche’.
That’s all this is. A niche for people with toomuchmoney
in their pockets and not enough sense in their heads.”

But there’s nothingwrongwith niches. Computers
were once in a niche. So were smartphones. And “success”
doesn’t need tomean a VR headset in every home. In fact,
the biggest problem for any nascent technology is the
hazy definition of what success means. Perhaps VRwill
gain a stronghold in industry long before it appeals to the
mainstream population. It might never even hit the
mainstream in the sameway as consoles, only appealing
to an adventurous subsection of society.

Maybe you’ll be in that subsection. Maybe youwon’t.
But VR has landed, it’s compelling, and even if the HTC
Vive Pro is way too expensive to be a big hit this Christmas,
I’m convinced it’s themost important product we’ll review
this year.

Max Figgett
Love classical music? Max
explores the argument
that, rather than killing
off classical music, digital
technologies are giving it a
new lease of life. See p36

Dick Pountain
Dick wants to save the
world one phone at a time.
His solution? Don’t buy the
latest and greatest when
last year’s model does the
same job. See p26

Simon Handby
Over the years, Simon has
put hundreds of printers
to the test. We challenged
him to find the best for
home and small office use.
Read his verdict from p74

CONTRIBUTORS

Tim Danton
Editor-in-chief
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Whenitcomes
toVR,seeingis
believing

Editor’sletter
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“Too many to list. I’ve never
felt like leaving Google over

its use of my data, but the way
it keeps messing with its UIs

has made me seriously
consider it more than once.”

“Chromebook, Gmail,
Calendar, Contacts, Keep,

Maps, Docs, Translate,
search. I’m not tempted to
leave – all the competitors
are just as guilty and their

products inferior.”

“Search, Gmail, Hangouts
while travelling. I use lots of
alternatives: I find Chrome

to be just poorly written.
I must live a much less

attention-worthy life than
Paul (see below), because I
find that none of the great

advert AIs manage to
show me anything that rises

above absurd.”

“I use Adwords, Analytics,
Chrome, Gmail, Maps,

Sheets, Docs, Slides, and
probably loads more too. If

a competitor came along
that was as usable I might
be tempted to change, but

the Google stuff always has
the edge. As for privacy,

I often find it useful
that Google knows stuff

about me and what I do. It
allows the stuff offered to

be more relevant.”

“Chrome, Calendar, search
and Maps. I’ve tried

DuckDuckGo, but it was like
talking to a teenager. I

always had the vague sense
it was keeping the most

useful results back.”

“Chrome (and a
Chromebook), Maps,

Gmail, Calendar and so on.
Don’t worry about how

Google uses data, worry
about what data you let it

collect. Simples.”
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Our lead feature this
month is about ditching

Google (see p30).
Which Google services
are you still using, and

do you ever feel like
leaving due to the way it

uses your data?
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Slug SectionheadSlug Sectionhead

PRIVACY AND COMPETITION concerns could
lead to a new strain of Android that
cuts Google out of its ownOS.

Growing concerns over data
collection and a perceived lack of
choice provides an opportunity for a
mobile platform that isn’t controlled
by amajor tech giant, according to
the head of Project eelo, a rival
Android-based platform.

Project eelo would be an Android
fork that eliminates all Google
services and data collection. There are
plans to launch a test version and
unveil its open-source repository to a
wider team of developers in August,
with backers receiving pre-loaded
handsets in October.

“There are growing issues and
concerns over user’s data privacy and
these are becoming geopolitical
issues,” Gaël Duval, eelo founder, told
PC Pro. “You should be able to use a
phonewithout giving away your data
and I wanted to freemyself from the
smartphone duopoly and regain
control overmy data privacy.”

Coming off the back of the
Facebook scandal and increased
scrutiny of the way tech giants collect
data, eelo could hardly be better
timed. Yet, analysts still question
whether enough people care about
privacy to change their handset OS.

“A privacy-conscious third
platformwould have limited appeal to
the public, since the smartphone
market is so far aheadwith Android
and Apple,” said Ramon Llamas,
research director for mobile devices
market watcher IDC.

“That’s not to say that it won’t
survive. There are still pockets of
interest for high-privacy, high-
security devices.”

Competition concerns
The launch comes as EU regulators are
set to rule onwhether Google – which
was last year fined $2.4 billion fine for
abusing its dominance in search –
breachedmore antitrust regulations
by forcing handset makers to install
Google’s other products.

All the indications suggest that
another big fine is coming, with some
commentators suggesting that could
spark calls for a break-up of Google.

According to Duval, the antitrust
casemeans that a forked version of
Android could actually be positive for
Google, as it would be evidence of
consumer choice. “There is a duopoly
in place in the smartphone industry
where regular users have a choice
between either Apple or any other

vendor running Android,”
he said. “Google wants
to prevent Android
fragmentation, but this is
one of the things that puts
Google in amonopolistic
situation, and that’s
actually not really good for
the company.”

The idea of non-Google
Android devicesmight
seem counter-intuitive, but
is by nomeans unheard of.
The Android fork found in
Amazon’s Kindle Fire

BELOW Project
eelo offers an
alternative to
Android users
concerned about
issues such as data
privacy

Briefıng
Background and analysis on all the important news stories

Unveiled: best new hardware
A premium ultraportable, watch
and gaming smartphone p12

Will Microsoft join the Intel exodus?
The new “E2” chips could be used
in the Windows ecosystem p13

PC Probe
Microsoft and open source:
friend or foe? p14

Privacyandregulationfearsspur
anAndroidreboot–butcanit
succeedwithoutGoogle?

Developers
wanttocut
Googleout
ofAndroid
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Briefing News

devices is almost devoid of Google
products and services, increasing the
tension between the two firms.

Eelo plans to use only open-source
elements of Android andwould join a
growing number of OS alternatives.
“There is amarket for non-Google
devices, but it’s small,” said Llamas.
“Pure Linux is a great example,
appealingmostly to developers and
other technology cognoscenti, but
there are several other smaller ones
coming out for smartphones and
smartwatches.”

In China, state-banned Google has
a relatively small footprint, but that
doesn’t mean there’s no Android –
companies build devices running
non-Google versions, a trend that is
spreading.“China is wheremost of
this development is taking place, but
it is moving towards India, Middle
East and other regions,” said Llamas.

Missing manufacturers
The question for a newOS is where it
will find an outlet – will it be able to
persuade handset manufacturers to
install it on their hardware?

That’s the hardest issue facing
eelo, analysts suggest.“Handset
manufacturers are very entrenched
with their current platform strategy,
and adding another onewould take up
cost and resources,” said Llamas.

“Then there’s building a distribution
network, as carriers and retailers are
very close to those they carry now.”

Duval claims that, if mainstream
brands won’t get on board, then eelo
would partner with an OEM. “If we
became big enough, we could start to
workwith amanufacturer tomake a
smartphone that could be pre-loaded
with eelo. It could be an idea for a
crowdfunding campaign,” said Duval,
adding that the project already has
2,000 financial backers.

Another issue that undid past rivals
was the lack of a strong developer
community and apps.“I wanted eelo
to be compatible with Android for this
reason: users are using apps,” Duval
said. “Any Android application can be
installed on eelo, andwe’ll have an
eelo store withmost common free
Android applications and open-source
Android applications.”

For security reasons, eelo will
provide only pristine unmodified
applications, and is adding routines to
detect scams and privacy issues.

A forked version of
Android could actually
be positive for Google,
as it would be evidence
of consumer choice

Five
stories
not to
miss

4Appleshaftstheminers
Apple has banned apps – and ads within
them – from running cryptocurrency
mining tools on iOS devices in a bid to
prevent battery drain. Apps and low-rent
ads have been using spare clock cycles to
mine currencies, with the proceeds going
back to the app or ad creators. Changes
to Apple’s policies mean on-device mining
is now outlawed, even if the user
downloaded an app with that intention.

1Facebook’sdata
divulginggoeson
Facebook’s data-sharing woes continue
after it was revealed that the company
had provided special access to several
companies long after it claimed to have
blocked third-parties from grabbing
personal data. A Wall Street Journal
report revealed Facebook had a whitelist
of select companies that could read
personal data about a user’s friends,
while the company had also shared
additional data with 60 device makers.

2DamagingEUcopyright
rulescreepcloser
MEPs voted to push through changes to
European copyright laws that could have
damaging consequences for the web.
Critics claim Article 13 would stop people
sharing content such as memes, as it
would first have to be checked against a
database of copyrighted content.

3Googlelaunches
standalonepodcastplayer
Google has launched its own standalone
podcast service called Google Podcasts.
Google plans to use its algorithms to
create personal recommendations and
will sync podcast progress across its
devices – such as Android phones and
Home. However, its current 3.4 out of 5
rating in the Play Store suggests that
Google Podcasts might struggle against
more established rivals.

5 Microsoftfeels
heatoverICE
Microsoft is the latest tech company to
find itself caught up in a socio-political
storm after it came under fire from its
employees over supplying services to US
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
officials who were separating children
from their parents. CEO Satya Nadella
responded to an open letter from staffers
by sending a memo saying that Microsoft
was not providing direct support.
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Asus ZenBook S
The premium ultraportable laptop
market is congested, but Asus is
hoping its ZenBook S (UX391) can
stand out from the crowd. The 13.3in
ZenBook S combines 1kg portability
with a rugged build, impressive specs
and a creative design feature intended
to make data input easier.

The ZenBook S has passed tests in
a variety of hostile environments to
reach the military MIL-STD-810G
standard, yet the standout feature
remains a bizarre hinge that elevates
the keyboard by 5.5 degrees.

This has several benefits, according
to Asus, the first being that the angle
is easier for typing. Lifting the
keyboard also delivers clearer sound
and improved cooling. The ZenBook S
takes in cool air through the extra
space beneath the keyboard and
expels warm air through the hinge,
which combined with a fan means
that the ZenBook S runs 5°C cooler
than previous ZenBook models.

While the raised keyboard system
might be ideal on a desk, analysts
aren’t sure whether it will suit all
scenarios. “It looks like you have
a similar experience to the
Surface Pro, which is okay on
the plane or lap [although] this is
actually going to be more sturdy than

the Surface keyboard as it is metal,”
said Carolina Milanesi, principal
analyst for Creative Strategies.

“Vendors are trying to come up
with little design tweaks to stand out
from the crowd – some are visually
pleasing, some add to the user
experience and some do neither. I
think this is more in the visually
pleasing category, but I do not think it
would take away from functionality.”

KEY DIGITS AND DETAILS
Price From $1,199
Availability Now
Processor Intel Core i7-8550U or i5-8250U
Screen 13,3in 3,840 x 2,160 or 1,920 x 1,080
Memory 8GB or 16GB 2,133MHz LPDDR3
onboard
Storage 1TB or 512GB
PCIe SSD, 256GB
SATA3 SSD
Ports 2 x USB-C
Thunderbolt 3,
1 x USB-C
Dimensions 311 x 213
x 12.9mm (WDH)
Weight 1kg

Fenix 5X Plus
GPS veteran Garmin has revealed
an updated series of Fenix
smartwatches, including the new
top-of-the-range Fenix 5X Plus.

Branded as “multisport
watches”, the devices add features
that allow them to be worn and
used without a smartphone close
at hand.

Some – such as the 5X Plus’s
ability to measure blood oxygen
saturation levels – might be niche,

but independent music
playback could be a boon for
runners that find a linked

phone an irritating
encumbrance.

Tracks can be downloaded
from online services – such as

iHeartRadio and Deezer – or
transferred from a computer,

with space for 500 tracks played
via Bluetooth headphones.

Another new arrival to the
Fenix range is built-in
programmable topographical
maps, which the company says
have been popular in cycling
computers and can be used with
the round-trip course creator.

The 5X Plus in particular is
designed with altitude activities
in mind and the company says
that the addition of the Galileo
satellite connectivity offers an
improvement on basic GPS,
allowing tracking in places
without a clear view of the sky.

The Fenix 5X Plus has a
claimed battery life of 20 days in
Smartwatch mode and 13 hours in
GPS and Music mode, although
models lower down the range
boast a mere four hours in GPS and
Music modes.

KEY DIGITS AND DETAILS
Price Up to £1,000
Availability Now
Compatibility iPhone, Android
Dimensions 51 x 17.5 x 51mm (WDH)
Storage 16GB
Connectivity Bluetooth

Asus’s gaming-focused ROG phone
has specs and performance that
would have put desktops to shame
not long ago. It’s based on the same
Snapdragon 845 processor as many
flagship 2018 handsets, but Asus
worked with Qualcomm to create a
tweaked version that clocks up to

2.96GHz, almost
200MHz higher
than standard.

The ROG aims
to prevent thermal
throttling of the
processor by
moving heat away
from the core
components via

a copper heat spreader and a
vapour chamber that dissipates
heat to the handset’s body.
Asus has also upped the refresh

rate to 90Hz, so the display will
show 50% more frames per second
than a standard smartphone.

The customised processor
paired with 8GB of RAM and up to
512GB of speedy UFS 2.1 storage
promises to chew its way through
the most demanding mobile titles.

KEY DIGITS AND DETAILS
Availability Q3, 2018
Price TBC
Processor Snapdragon 845
Memory 8GB
Storage 128/512GB – non expandable
Dimensions 58.5 x 8 x 76.2mm (WDH)
Weight 200g

Unveiled
The key details of this month’s hot hardware releases

LEFT Aside from
looking great, the
ROG smartphone
promises to plough
through even the
most demanding
mobile titles

ABOVE The
“multisport” Fenix
5X Plus has space
for 500 tracks and
comes equipped
with built-in maps

the Surface keyboard as it is metal,” 
said Carolina Milanesi, principal 

“Vendors are trying to come up 

The key details of this month’s hot hardware releases 

Asus ROG smartphone

tweaked version that clocks up to 

12

tweaked version that clocks up to tweaked version that clocks up to 

ABOVE The hinge
on the ZenBook S
looks odd, but Asus
says that it makes
typing easier – and
keeps it cool
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Briefing News

APPLE MIGHT NOT be the only company
set to jettison Intel’s processors.
Microsoft has portedWindows 10 to
its own chip architecture, giving
Intel’s shareholders cause to be very
nervous indeed.

Microsoft has beenworking on a
processor architecture – E2 – for
several years, but the project is
receiving fresh attentionwith reports
claiming the company hasmanaged to
port bothWindows 10 and Linux onto
the processors.

While the chipsmight not be
destined to appear in PCs, they could
play a role in a wideWindows
ecosystem, experts said. “Microsoft
has experience designing processors
for specific applications, such as the
SoCs for the Xbox,” said Shane Rau,
research vice president for computing
semiconductors at research firm IDC

“The E2 experiment suggests that
Microsoft is researchingwhat would
be an ideal processor architecture to
runWindows and carry it to different
kinds of systems,” Rau continued.
“Yes, maybe PCs, butmore likely the
very diverse world of endpoint and
edge systems on the internet.”

Microsoft has played down the
breakthrough, whichwas reported in
an article on The Register that cited
sources close to the project. Microsoft

Microsoft to join
Apple’s Intel
exodus?
New chips could be used in the Windows ecosystem

GoogletoputWindowsonPixelbooks?
GOOGLE COULD TAKE aim at
Microsoft’s Surface
customers by enabling
Windows to run on its
high-end Pixelbook
Chromebooks.

Earlier this year,
Googlemade a series
of changes to the
Pixelbook’s firmware,
with developer forum
contributors
revealing an AltOS
mode that
would allow a
second operating system
to boot on the device.

Eagle-eyed developer forum
watchers have now spotted details of
software “commits” within the Pixel
development team suggesting they

says: “E2 is currently a
research project, with no
plans to productise it.”

While Intel’s short-
term prospects aren’t
under immediate threat,
it’s the long-term shift to a
post-PC era that it should
be worried about, according
to Rau. “Technology vendors
are exploring what kind of
computing should be done, by what
andwhere,” he said.

“I think that, within the PC space,
Intel will lead for the foreseeable
future. But the long-term question is
where will computing be done if it is
not done on the PC, andwhat will do
the processing?”

Rebuilding blocks
The E2 project has been conducted
largely in secret and takes a
fundamentally different approach to
the way processors deal with data.

In traditional processors,
instructions are fed into the system,
split into cores and everythingmoves
through as if on a conveyor belt, but
instructions that rely on elements on
other cores can be left waiting for
other to be completed.

Under E2 –which relies on a
technique called explicit data graph

execution, or EDGE
– the data instructions

are split intomicro projects that can
each be handled in its own right
without relying on information that
could be gummed up in another part
of the process.

“Achieving the right balance of
power and performance for an
application is challengingwith
today’s multicore processors,” read
a now-archived version of the E2
project notes.

“E2 solves this problem by
providing the capability for cores to
dynamically adapt their resources
during execution to provide highly
efficient power and performance
hardware configurations for a wide
range of workloads.”

ABOVE The under-
wraps “E2” project
takes a completely
different approach
to how processors
handle data

plan tomake the hardware
runWindows.

Contributors to the
XDAmobile software
development community
have highlighted that
Pixelbook developers
were workingwith the
Windows Hardware
Certification Kit and
Windows Hardware
Lab Kit.

While
warning that
aWindows

versionwas by no
means a certainty, analysts said they
could see good reasons for Google to
pushWindows onto its hardware.
Currently, the Pixelbook has limited
appeal because it only runs Chrome

OS, whichmeans some key business
programswon’t run. “This could
indicate efforts by Google to broaden
the addressablemarket for Chrome by
piggybacking onWindows,” said
Geoff Blaber, vice president for
research at CCS Insight.

Given that Chromebooks can now
access millions of consumer-focused
apps – an area of weakness for
Microsoft – a dual boot machine could
prove interesting for one-device
laptop owners.“In reality, this would
be a niche, but it could be oneworth
addressing as Chrome begins to
benefit fromAndroid apps,” said
Blaber. “This would put Chrome in a
position to targetWindows’ ongoing
weakness in consumer apps.”

Google has so far declined to
comment on its plans.

ABOVE The AltOS
mode could allow
another OS, namely
Windows, to boot
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M icrosoft’s move from open-source
software pariah to key player in the
arena has been dramatic. The $7.5

billion purchase of developer platform
GitHub is the latest example of the company
planting its flag in open-source territory.

The acquisition, however, ruffled
hackles among developers, who mistrust
Microsoft’s intrusion on open-source
projects such as Linux, which Microsoft’s
last CEO, Steve Ballmer, labelled a “cancer
that attaches itself in an intellectual
property sense to everything it touches”.

Such a hard line against open source has
left developers wondering: can Microsoft
really have changed so quickly?

In a developer community survey of almost 700
members, 53% had bad feelings about the acquisition,
whereas 24% had good feelings and 23% were unsure. “The
developer community is still cynical about this sudden
change to being open-source friendly,” said Bambordé
Baldé, co-founder of developer forum Hackernoon, which
conducted the survey.

There is also a suspicion that the very public embrace of
open source is little more than PR spin. “Microsoft had to
do this,” said Baldé. “It’s not about being open, it’s because
the development ecosystem is so big and broad that, if
Microsoft stayed like it was, it would be completely
irrelevant to the developer community.

“Microsoft was forced to embrace the OSS community,
no matter what nice lines they come up with.”

Culture shift?
It’s a theory that holds water with former Microsoft
staffers who were there at the beginning of the change,
which started around the time that Satya Nadella took the
reins at Microsoft in 2014.

“Part of it is just recognising that a shift has happened
with developers – more and more were comfortable with
open source,” said Jonathan Turner, now with Mozilla, but
project manager on the TypeScript Java project that was
one of Microsoft’s first forays into collaborative coding.

“As a company that wants to connect with developers to
help build out an ecosystem around its products, Microsoft

moved to connect with them where they
were. This increasingly meant doing
more on GitHub.”

There’s also a strong feeling that the
changing attitudes and the purchase of
GitHub is geared towards pushing
projects onto its Azure web platform.
Microsoft, for its part, has admitted it
made mistakes in the past, but stresses
it has changed.

“Microsoft is all-in on open source,”
said CEO Nadella in a blog post defending
the company’s credentials. “Today we are
active in the open-source ecosystem, we
contribute to open-source projects, and
some of our most vibrant developer tools
and frameworks are open source – judge us
on now.”

Still, there are fears over what Microsoft
may do with GitHub – over the ownership
of code, or that Microsoft would have
access to private code. But even the Linux

Foundation – a former archenemy of Microsoft, but which
now counts the firm as a member – debunked this concern.

“Two of the fastest growing projects in the Linux
Foundation family, Kubernetes and Node.js, are developed
on GitHub,” the Foundation said in a blog post. “However,
(and I triple checked this with our lawyers), Microsoft does
not own Kubernetes or Node.js as a result of this
transaction. Project copyright owners retain their
ownership of their code.”

Microsoft says it’s committed to
open source, but critics remain
sceptical about its motivation,
Stewart Mitchell discovers

Microsoftandopen
source:friendorfoe?

As wary developers reacted to
Microsoft’s buyout of GitHub, there was
a surge in interest in other platforms,
something that could increase if
Microsoft meddles with GitHub. “I
would recommend all developers to
leave GitHub, and at least find some
hosting which are open source,” said
the FFII’s Henrion.

Ironically, although GitHub has been
the playground for open source, the
actual service itself remains closed.

“GitHub is built on an open source
technology (git) and hosts many
open-source projects, but the software
that provides most of the GitHub
experience is not itself open source,”
said Tidelift’s Fischer.

“So if GitHub were to move in a
direction that open source teams didn’t
like, moving to alternatives like GitLab
(which is in fact open source) is quite
possible, but it does incur some friction
for projects that would seek to do so.”

GitHubalternatives

software pariah to key player in the 

GitHub is the latest example of the company 

were. This increasingly meant doing 

changing attitudes and the purchase of 
GitHub is geared towards pushing 
projects onto its Azure web platform. 
Microsoft, for its part, has admitted it 
made mistakes in the past, but stresses 
it has changed.

said CEO Nadella in a blog post defending 
the company’s credentials. “Today we are 
active in the open-source ecosystem, we 
contribute to open-source projects, and 
some of our most vibrant developer tools 
and frameworks are open source – judge us 
on now.” 

may do with GitHub – over the ownership 
of code, or that Microsoft would have 
access to private code. But even the Linux 

ABOVE The CEO
of GitHub, Chris
Wanstrath (left),
with Microsoft’s
CEO Satya Nadella
(centre) after the
$7.5bn purchase
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Foundation, where Microsoft already has
representation on the board.”

On top of that, critics believe that Microsoft’s
GitHub could change the ebb and flow of
development, especially if it ties in new tools and
versions with its own timeline. “My fear, and
that of others, is that the roadmap becomes so
entrenchedwithMicrosoft technologies that it
starts to be useless for other ecosystems that are
out there,” said Baldé.

Contributing to the community
The statistics support Microsoft’s claims to be
more than an active participant. Open-source
development firm Tidelift combined its own
datasets with GitHub data to investigate
Microsoft’s contribution in recent years,
exploring the “commit” history across 2.8
million projects hosted on GitHub.

Its figures show input from almost 5,000
uniqueMicrosoft contributors. Only Google hadmore
people working on OSS, with 8,000, while Facebook had
2,504 unique committers and Red Hat had 4,380.

“We see evidence that Microsoft has beenwalking the
walk as a good open-source citizen over the past few
years,” Donald Fischer, CEO of Tidelift, said. “Some of this
work has been on projects that directly benefit Microsoft,
but it is hard to ignore that Microsoft has commits to over
8,000 other projects in a wide variety of areas.”

Of course, Microsoft isn’t letting its developers work on
whatever theywant and, according to Tidelift’s research,
themajority of contributions fromMicrosoft are on its own
projects – such as 25,000 commits to VS Code, 24,000 to
.NET compiler Roslyn, andmore than 18,000 to TypeScript.

But Microsoft also contributed tomore than 8,000
non-Microsoft projects, even if
some of those still benefited the
company. “We found some of these
contributions enable a Microsoft
integration, for example it pushed a
series of commits to help integrate
software withWindows and later
PowerShell,” said Fischer.

The list of its own projects that
Microsoft has open sourced backs up

the statistics: PowerShell, Visual Studio Code, and the
JavaScript engine withinMicrosoft’s Edge.

Microsoft’s increasingly pragmatic attitude to open
source is perhaps best summed up by the Shared
Innovation Initiative it launched in April to build software
in partnerships. “The oldMicrosoft – theWindows-centric
one –would have been interested in reasonably strong
protection of its intellectual property in APIs,” says Florian
Mueller of the FOSS Patents blog.

“The newMicrosoft is apparentlymore interested in
access to other companies’ APIs. It’s still far from
advocating the abolition of software patents, but it appears
to be trying hard to be part of the sharing economy in some
other ways.”

Yet, for developers who have facedMicrosoft lawsuits
and licensing issues in the past, the level of scepticism
remains high. “I am suspicious that Microsoft has changed
its attitude towards open source – it has been aggressively
enforcing its patents towards Android and Linux,” said
Benjamin Henrion, president of the Foundation for a Free
Information Infrastructure (FFII).

“Unless Microsoft apologises and refunds all the
Androidmanufacturers with the royalties it has collected
from them, I don’t see any reason to trust them. Microsoft
has several patents around things implemented in Linux or
Android, but the list was nevermade public.”

Henrion pointed to the wayMicrosoft was perceived to
derail the OOXML ISO standardisation process as an
example of how the companywould fight to protect its
own products at the expense of others.

Access to rivals’ code
As the gatekeeper of GitHub, some have also expressed
concerns that the company could be privy to toomuch
detail about rival companies’ projects, or at least have too
much sway in open-source projects. According to one
source, the feeling among people close to Microsoft’s
acquisitions was that there was at least some strategic
value in buying a place at open source’s top table.

“Microsoft is well aware that some of the value of what
they’re buying is having these companies close with their
unique identities,” he said.

Microsoft is unlikely to gain direct access to code, but
there are fears that its increased involvement would see
Microsoft in a position to steer the direction of open-source
software (OSS) in ways that suit its own goals, effectively a
Trojan horse. “In politics this concept or strategy is known
as entryism – the premise that you gain controls/leverages
over that which threatens you,” said Roy Schestowitz,
software engineer and longtime critic of Microsoft’s
business practices.

“You direct the opposition’s decisions. For example,
you could say it already does this inside the Linux

Some have expressed
concerns that Microsoft
could be privy to too
much detail about rival
companies’ projects

ABOVE Critics are
concerned that
Microsoft’s new
involvement could
alter the flow of
development
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The A-List The best products on
the market, as picked
by our editors

ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATIVES ALTERNATIVES

SMARTPHONESPREMIUM LAPTOPS

EVERYDAY LAPTOPS

This 2018 update to the all-dominant Dell
XPS 13 keeps tweaks to
the minimum:
slimmer bezels,
eighth-generation Intel
Core processors and the promise of even longer battery life are the
most important benefits. Just keep in mind that Dell has embraced
USB-C ports at the expense of the old-fashioned Type-A variety.
REVIEW Issue 284, p54

OnePlus 6
Android, 64GB, £469
from oneplus.net

Asus ZenBook 13
A brilliant 13.3in
ultraportable, which
packs an excellent
specification into a
slender 1.12kg frame –
including Nvidia graphics.
£1,100 inc VAT from
johnlewis.com
REVIEW Issue 286, p58

Asus ZenBook
UX330UA
A superb 13in laptop with
a top quality screen, but
the spec we tested is
now off sale. An updated
version (FB276T) is on
sale but we haven’t tested
it. £700 from box.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 266, p62

The OnePlus 6 is terrible news for Huawei,
Samsung and Sony, because it begs one simple
question: why on earth would anyone pay over
£700 for a flagship phone when they can get
something that’s almost as good for two-thirds of
the price? Yes, it lacks IP-certified waterproofing
and there’s no optical zoom on the camera, but
this phone is gorgeous, fast and takes rather nice
photos, too. REVIEW Issue 286, p68

Dell XPS 13 9370
Ultraportable from £1,149
from dell.co.uk

HP Chromebook
13 G1
A stylish and high-quality
laptop, but with Chrome OS,
not Windows. It’s fast, has
all-day battery life and won’t
look out of place in a
boardroom. £609 from
pcpro.link/271hpc
REVIEW Issue 271, p54

ALTERNATIVES

TABLETS

Apple iPad
9.7in tablet from £319
from apple.com/uk

While we criticise Apple – and
quite rightly – for its failure to
deliver a new design on this
thick-bezelled basic iPad, we
can’t quibble about its value
for money. With support
for the Pencil, it’s now also
a viable alternative to the
iPad Pro. REVIEW Issue 285, p48

Huawei
MediaPad M5
Pro
This stylish Android
tablet comes with a
stylus, 64GB of storage
and plenty of power. 4G,
€499 from huawei.com
REVIEW Issue 284, p70

Amazon Fire
HD 10
A top-quality tablet for
the price, with a 10.1in IPS
display and solid turn of
pace. Only the cameras
disappoint. 32GB, £150
from pcpro.link/279hd10
REVIEW Issue 279, p71

It was always going to take something special to
kick the Asus UX330 off the A-List – and it’s no
surprise that Asus was the one to do it, with the
UX410UA having the looks and feel of a
much more expensive
machine. Consider
upgrading to the more
expensive version with 8GB of RAM and a
256GB SSD, though. REVIEW Issue 280, p68

Asus ZenBook UX410UA
Stunning 14in budget laptop, £539
from pcpro.link/280zenbook

Acer Predator
Triton 700
This slim gaming laptop
is a great showcase for
Nvidia’s MaxQ GeForce
GTX 1080 graphics,
with a quad-core Core
i7-7700HQ chip. £3,000
from pcpro.link/287tri
REVIEW Issue 287, p62

Samsung
Galaxy S8
A stunning phone,
complete with a great
camera, long battery
life and chart-topping
speed. 64GB, £609
from samsung.com/uk
REVIEW Issue 273, p74

Apple
iPhone 7
Despite the launch of the
iPhone 8 and iPhone X,
the iPhone 7 retains its
place as the best-value
Apple phone. 32GB, £549
from apple.com/uk
REVIEW Issue 266, p54

It was always going to take something special to 
kick the Asus UX330 off  the A-List – and it’s no 
surprise that Asus was the one to do it, with the 
UX410UA having the looks and feel of a 

expensive version with 8GB of RAM and a 
REVIEW Issue 280, p68

Asus ZenBook UX410UA
Stunning 14in budget laptop, £539
from pcpro.link/280zenbook

Lenovo Yoga 920
An ultra-thin convertible
from Lenovo that not
only looks the part, and
has supreme power, but
also lasted for a very
impressive 12 hours in
PC Pro’s battery tests.
£1,199 from lenovo.com
REVIEW Issue 281, p51

Microsoft
Surface Book 2
A unique and versatile
laptop with a screen
that detaches to become
a tablet – the £1,830
version is our pick of the
bunch. From £1,034 from
microsoft.com/store
REVIEW Issue 281, p48

Honor 9 Lite
A huge 18:9 display and
stylish design give this
budget phone a high-end
look. There’s even room
for a dual-camera setup
on the front. £200 from
store.hihonor.com/uk
REVIEW Issue 283, p70

Apple iPad
Pro 10.5
With the Pencil and Smart
Keyboard, the Pro is
pricey but – for mobile
workers – it’s definitely
worth it. 64GB, £619
from apple.com/uk
REVIEW Issue 278, p89

Android, 64GB, £469

The OnePlus 6 is terrible news for Huawei, 
Samsung and Sony, because it begs one simple 
question: why on earth would anyone pay over 
£700 for a fl agship phone when they can get 
something that’s almost as good for two-thirds of 
the price? Yes, it lacks IP-certifi ed waterproofi ng 
and there’s no optical zoom on the camera, but 
this phone is gorgeous, fast and takes rather nice 

 Issue 286, p68
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WORKSTATIONS

ENTHUSIAST PCs

Quite aside from the bragging rights of owning a PC
built around an i7-8086K chip, this machine rewards
you with ridiculous frame rates thanks to 11GB GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti graphics. And it comes pre-overclocked to
5GHz. Use code LN84893. REVIEW Issue 287, p56

CCL Reaper GT
In a world of big black boxes, the Reaper
GT’s all-white finish stands proud. As
you’d expect, it includes some cracking
components (an AMD Ryzen 2700, 16GB
of RAM, a 250GB SSD and 8GB GTX
1080 graphics) with watercooling for
good measure. A brilliant high-end PC.
AMD Ryzen 2 PC, £1,440 from
cclonline.com REVIEW Issue 286, p80

Scan Vengeance Ti
Intel Core i7-8086K PC, £2,400
from scan.co.uk

Apple iMac Pro
There are no major design changes,
but the new iMac Pro’s internal
components are a very different
matter. Apple creates a compelling
workstation with an octa-core Xeon
processor, AMD Radeon Pro Vega 56
graphics and 32GB of ECC memory.
From £4,899 from apple.com
REVIEW Issue 284, p50

MONITORS

Philips 276E7QDAB
The obvious sacrifice you make
for a 27in IPS panel at this price is
resolution – it’s 1,920 x 1,080 – but
it offers good all-round image
quality and looks attractive on the
desk thanks to a slimline design.
£198 from alza.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 272, p75

Eizo FlexScan EV2450
1080p display, £267
from pcpro.link/263eizo

ENTHUSIAST/SMB NAS DRIVES

ViewSonic VP3268-4K
It’s true that you can buy 32in 4K
monitors for around £500, but we
think it’s still worth spending the
extra money on this ViewSonic.
In return, you get superb colour
accuracy and terrific all-round quality.
£883 from pcpro.link/286view
REVIEW Issue 286, p65

PC Specialist Apollo X02
PC Specialist provides a terrific-value
alternative with this system based
on Intel’s eight-core Core i7-7820X.
Overclocked to 4.6GHz, with support
from 32GB of 3GHz RAM and Nvidia
Quadro P4000 graphics, it proved a
solid performer in modelling tasks.
£2,500 from pcspecialist.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 281, p83

A great-value 24in IPS display that offers
more colour-accurate images than you’ve
any right to expect at this price – and a reassuring
five-year warranty, too. REVIEW Issue 263, p72

WIRELESS NETWORKING

Not the smallest nodes, but that’s for a
reason: each one crams in a dedicated 4x4 antenna array for the backhaul
alongside separate 2x2 arrays for connected clients. The result? Lighting-fast
Wi-Fi and impressively wide coverage for a reasonable price.
REVIEW Issue 282, p85

BT Whole Home Wi-Fi
The best-value mesh networking
system around thanks to a price drop
from £300 to £200. For that, you get
three discs and fast, stable speeds
throughout your home. Perfect for
medium-sized houses, and it can
now be expanded with extra discs.
£200 from shop.bt.com
REVIEW Issue 282, p81

TP-Link Archer
VR2800
A terrific value router that beams
a powerful signal throughout a
medium-sized home. Add strong
parental controls and two handy
USB 3 ports, and it’s our top choice
for people who don’t want to go the
mesh route. £191 from box.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 274, p85

Zyxel Multy X
Mesh networking, £250
from pcpro.link/282multy

An overclocked Core i9-7980XE processor, together with
64GB of 3GHz DDR memory and Nvidia’s Quadro P4000
graphics, ensured this was a great all-rounder. With a
2TB hard disk and 500GB SSD, it’s a brilliant showcase
for Intel’s top-end CPU. REVIEW Issue 281, p84

Scan 3XS WI6000 Viz
Core i9-7980XE workstation, £4,650
from scan.co.uk

Palicomp Intel i7 Nebula
Palicomp’s Nebula goes a different
route to CCL, with an i7-8700K
overclocked to 4GHz and two RAID0-
optimised SSDs to accompany its
GeForce 1080 graphics. The final
result is a stupidly quick machine –
and it includes a dazzling light show
to match. £1,650 from palicomp.
co.uk REVIEW Issue 286, p84

WIRELESS NETWORKING

Not the smallest nodes, but that’s for a 

Synology DS918+
Four-bay NAS, £486
from laptopsdirect.co.uk

Qnap TS-453Be-4G
Qnap markets the TS-453Be at
businesses rather than home
users – although, in our opinion, it’s
equally at home in both situations.
It’s straightforward to use and a
very solid performer, as well as
being extremely versatile. £515
from pcpro.link/284qnap
REVIEW Issue 284, p80

WD My Cloud EX4100
If you’re looking for a solid, speedy
NAS – particularly for a small office
– then take note of the affordable
WD My Cloud EX4100. Despite that
reasonable price, it includes four
bays, and its mid-range specification
can handle office duties well.
£325 from pcpro.link/284wd1
REVIEW Issue 284, p83

While all of Synology’s NAS drives share the
same great OS, with all the attendant apps,
the DS918+ stole top spot in our Labs due to
its horsepower, the four available drives and the sheer
number of roles it can perform. REVIEW Issue 284, p81

NEW ENTRY
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HOME OFFICE PRINTERS

WORKGROUP PRINTERS

The C600DN hit 53ppm speeds in our tests,
managing 50ppm double-sided, and produced
great results even on cheap 75gsm paper. Low
running costs of 1.1p mono and 6.4p colour only
add to its attractions. REVIEW Issue 283, p98

Kyocera Ecosys
M5526cdw
Low running costs and easy
maintenance are the key factors
here, with 1.3p per mono page and
9p for colour. Print quality is great
too, even if you’re kept waiting a
little longer for 600dpi prints.
£381 from printerland.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 279, p101

Brother HL-L9310CDW
If you can’t quite afford the Xerox
VersaLink C600DN, consider this
good-value rival from Brother. This
colour laser provides great output
quality, low running costs (1.1p/7.8p)
and speeds of up to 32ppm, as well
as plenty of security features. £440
exc VAT from printerbase.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 283, p94

Xerox VersaLink C600DN
Colour laser, £780 exc VAT
from printerland.co.uk

While this isn’t the most compact inkjet MFP, it is
one of the fastest – it hit 44.8 pages per minute
in our tests. With excellent print quality and low
running costs, the only thing that counts against it is
that you’ll need good quality paper to take advantage. REVIEW Issue 287, p81

Canon Pixma TX6150
Squarely aimed at home users with
a creative bent, the Pixma TS6150
produces excellent photos, and
quickly, too: it took 70 seconds for
a borderless 6 x 4in print. With
respectable running costs, it’s a very
classy multifunction printer for the
money. £110 from pcpro.link/287can
REVIEW Issue 287, p80

HP PageWide Pro 477dw
All-in-one inkjet, £300
from ebuyer.com

BUSINESS WI-FI

This 802.11ac router is loaded with potential,
from bolstered security to a 3G/4G SIM card
slot to expansive VPN options. There’s almost
nothing a business could ask for that it doesn’t do, making it an easy choice for any
switched-on SME. REVIEW Issue 286, p100

WatchGuard AP420
Not cheap, but SMBs wanting
enterprise-class wireless security and
central management will find it money
well spent. The cloud portal is one
of the best we’ve seen, performance
is great and WatchGuard’s WIPS
delivers smart wireless security.
£647 exc VAT from broadbandbuyer.
co.uk REVIEW Issue 281, p97

Cape Networks
Wireless Sensor
The perfect wireless monitoring
solution for SMBs thanks to a superbly
designed cloud portal that’s packed
with information – for a very tempting
price. A huge range of network and
service monitor features also impress.
£650 exc VAT from irisnetworks.com
REVIEW Issue 279, p104

DrayTek Vigor 2862Lac
Secure router, £354 exc VAT
from netxl.com

SCANNERS

A brilliant choice for heavy workloads,
the DocuMate 6440 hit speeds of nearly
70ppm in our tests. It also has a large
ADF and versatile software.
REVIEW Issue 278, p98

Brother ADS-3000N
Aimed at mid-sized workgroups,
the ADS-3000N is a solid deal: it
supports both USB and Gigabit
Ethernet network connections, while
offering 50ppm scan speeds, a robust
5,000-page daily duty cycle and a
generous software package. £384
exc VAT from pcpro.link/278ads
REVIEW Issue 278, p94

Xerox DocuMate 6440
USB scanner, £382 exc VAT
from printerbase.co.uk

Xerox WorkCentre
6515DNI
Just like the HP, this isn’t the world’s
smallest printer – but for a £299 colour
laser, it’s amazing what you get in
return. Pin-sharp scanning, great all-
round printing, and solid speeds of over
20ppm. Only high running costs count
against it. £299 from printerland.
co.uk REVIEW Issue 287, p85
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Plustek SmartOffice
PL4080
Looking for a flatbed scanner? The
PL4080 fits the bill nicely, combining
a fast 40ppm duplex ADF with an
A4 flatbed scanner. With Plustek’s
intuitive DocAction software
thrown in, it’s a great buy. £340
exc VAT from grooves-inc.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 278, p97

VIDEOCONFERENCING

This kit provides everything for a small business, with no need to hook
it up to a laptop or mobile. It’s flexible when it comes to positioning and
won’t be beaten for features or audio quality. REVIEW Issue 275, p98

Lifesize Icon 450
and Phone HD
The price is steep, but this complete
VC solution makes high-quality
videoconferencing a walk in the park
– it’s impressively easy to deploy and
use, while the audio quality delivered
by the four built-in mics was top notch.
£3,462 exc VAT from uk.insight.com
REVIEW Issue 275, p96

Logitech
ConferenceCam
Connect
If you need a portable solution for
smaller rooms, this sleek device
can be set up in seconds. Despite
its size, it can’t be faulted for quality
and the price is right, too. £254
exc VAT from pcpro.link/275log
REVIEW Issue 275, p97

Polycom RealPresence Trio
8800 Collaboration Kit
Full VC kit, £1,700 exc VAT
from pcpro.link/275poly

This kit provides everything for a small business, with no need to hook 
it up to a laptop or mobile. It’s fl exible when it comes to positioning and 

Polycom RealPresence Trio 
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Or free
3 year
warranty*

Up to

£50
Cashback*

If you need to print in high-quality A3 without it costing
the earth, our J5000 and J6000 ranges are the smart
choice. With fast first page out times, a robust build,
flatbed A3 scanning and efficient high-yield pigment
ink cartridges, they get superior quality at a seriously
low cost per page.

Order today from your usual
Brother supplier

*Until 30/06/2018. Also available on MFC-J5730DW and MFC-J6930DW

MFC-J5330DW

®

Fast
intelligent
printing
Smart inkjet range

brother.co.uk/smart-inkjet
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SECURITY SOFTWARE PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE CREATIVITY SOFTWARE
Bitdefender Internet Security 2018
A stellar selection of extras,
including ransomware protection,
along with rock-solid antivirus
protection makes this our top
choice for 2018. 3 devices, 1yr, £25 from
bitdefender.co.uk REVIEW Issue 279, p85

Avast Free
Antivirus
We recommend dumping
Windows Defender, but if
you don’t want to spend
a penny then Avast’s
superb protection makes
it the best choice. Just
ignore the inevitable,
relentless upsell. Free
from avast.com
REVIEW Issue 279, p84

Kaspersky
Internet
Security 2018
The best choice for power
users and tinkerers,
with little different from
last year’s offering – but
with so many features
already, that’s fine by us.
3 devices, 1yr, £21 from
pcpro.link/279kas
REVIEW Issue 279, p86

Microsoft Office 2016
We’ll be honest: there’s very
little here for anyone upgrading from Office 2013.
However, Microsoft’s is still the best office suite
for professionals.
Home & Student, £100 from pcpro.link/254off
REVIEW Issue 254, p62

Google
G Suite
Not a fully-featured
alternative to Office,
but it has enough core
features to cover most
people’s needs, with
extra tools available via
add-ons. And it’s brilliant
for collaboration. Free
from docs.google.com
REVIEW Issue 284, p35

Scrivener
A brilliant package for
serious writers: not
only a word processor,
but a tool that helps you
organise your ideas and
manage the process of
composition from start
to finish. Expensive, but a
trial is available. £32 from
literatureandlatte.com
REVIEW alphr.com

Adobe Creative Cloud
Adobe entrenches its position as an
indispensable resource for creative professionals,
with useful upgrades to the core print-orientated
apps such as Photoshop, and exciting new additions
for digital designers, too. Complete plan, £50/mth
from adobe.com/uk REVIEW Issue 268, p72

Serif Affinity
Photo
Don’t be fooled by the low
price: this is a serious
rival to Adobe Photoshop
in terms of features,
even if it does require a
hefty system to make it
fly. Even professionals
should give it a look. £49
from affinity.serif.com
REVIEW Issue 271, p72

CyberLink
PowerDirector
16 Ultra
An excellent tool for 360
video production and
also a fine choice for
normal video, with
powerful plugins that
boost it yet further. Not
cheap but worth it. £55
from pcpro.link/278cyb
REVIEW Issue 278, p73

RACK SERVERS PEDESTAL SERVERS SECURITY
Broadberry CyberServe
Xeon SP1-208S
It may only have a single CPU socket, but this is a big
rack server with a Xeon Silver lining. It’s a good
option for SMBs, with plenty of room to grow and
the ability to keep costs down by choosing your
own storage devices. £1,995 exc VAT from
broadberry.co.uk REVIEW Issue 284, p94

WatchGuard Firebox T15
The Firebox T15 offers
the toughest gateway
security measures
at a pocket-friendly price. It’s seems to have every
angle covered: the Total Security Suite subscription
enables web content filtering, application controls,
anti-spam, gateway antivirus, network discovery,
IPS and reputation-enabled defence. Appliance
with 1yr Total Security Suite, £429 exc VAT from
watchguard-online.co.uk REVIEW Issue 285, p100

BACKUP VOIP SERVICES

Backup Everything Business
The name makes quite a claim, but it supports Windows,
Linux, Mac, VMware, Hyper-V, Exchange and more. Add
a price that undercuts Backup Exec, and it’s a tempting
alternative. £10 per month for 100GB exc VAT from
backupeverything.co.uk REVIEW Issue 286, p94

RingCentral Office
This cloud-based VoIP service has a great set of call-
handling features. SMEs that want an easier alternative
to an on-site IP PBX will find RingCentral delivers an
affordable and powerful service. From £7.99 per month
exc VAT from ringcentral.co.uk REVIEW Issue 285, p97

3CX Phone System 15.5
There’s no getting away from it: 3CX Phone System is a
very impressive bit of software. It’s a breeze to deploy,
has a great range of features, and if you’re looking to
host your own IP PBX then you can’t go wrong. You can
even get 3CX to host it in the cloud for free for a year.
8 SC Standard, £266 exc VAT (first year free) from
3cx.com REVIEW Issue 285, p94

Lenovo ThinkSystem SR550
This is an affordable entry point to the world of Xeon
Scalable processing. The design allows you to start
small and expand as your needs grow, while the server
management features are top-class. £1,858 exc VAT
from lenovo.com REVIEW Issue 284, p98

Dell PowerEdge T130
The T130 packs a lot into its compact chassis and won’t
disturb you even in a small office, with our audio tests
measuring a noise level of only 37.9dB. Storage features
are basic, but there’s room to grow – a fine first server.
£399 exc VAT from dell.co.uk REVIEW Issue 265, p98

Panda Adaptive Defense 360
A clever cloud security solution packed with features
and priced right for SMBs. It’s easy to deploy and its
smart detection and response service hardens malware
protection. 25 seats, 1yr subscription, £1,214 exc VAT
from pandasecurity.com REVIEW Issue 273, p101

NAS APPLIANCES

Broadberry CyberStore 224S-WSS
The perfect platform for Windows Storage Server 2016
Standard, the CyberStore offers 24 hot-swap SFF drive
bays at a great price. It also provides huge expansion
potential, with seven PCI-E slots. £5,445 exc VAT from
broadberry.co.uk REVIEW Issue 274, p100

Veritas Backup Exec 20
If you want total control over your data protection,
Backup Exec 20 is the perfect choice. It’s easy to use,
yet provides a superb
breadth of features,
and the price is
within reach of
even the smallest
business. £370 per
TB exc VAT from
span.com REVIEW
Issue 286, p98

Qnap TS-1277
Thought AMD’s Ryzen processors were for consumer
PCs only? Qnap clearly doesn’t, as evidenced by the
eight-core 3GHz Ryzen 7 1700 inside this blisteringly fast
NAS appliance. The TS-1277 raced through our
performance tests, but impressed just as much for
deployment, data
protection features
and cloud backup.
Diskless, £2,436 exc
VAT from span.com
REVIEW Issue 283, p101

Fujitsu Server Primergy
TX1320 M3
Fujitsu’s smallest ever tower server, the
TX1320 M3 will immediately appeal to
space-poor SMBs. Despite including a
3GHz Xeon E3-1220 v6 processor and
two 1TB cold-swap hard disks, it has a
price to match its compact dimensions –
and includes plenty of business-friendly
features. As reviewed, £626 exc VAT
from lambda-tek.com REVIEW Issue 277, p97
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*Example price for a Bare Metal Server S with a standard configuration for one full month. Invoice amount plus costs for any additionally booked resources is due after one
month. No setup fee, no minimum contract period. The preparation time of eight minutes is based on the server‘s provisioning time after booking. Prices exclude 20% VAT.

NEW

SERVER
BAREMETAL

Trusted Performance.
Intel® Xeon® Processors.

1and1.co.uk
0333 336 5509

TRIAL
TRY FOR
30 DAYS1 MONTH

SHORT TERM
CONTRACTS1 CALL

SPEAKTO
AN EXPERT1

DOMAINS | MAIL | HOSTING | eCOMMERCE | SERVERS

Next Generation: 1&1 Bare Metal Server
High-performance, dedicated hardware – flexible and expandable!

NEW: Dedicated server with cloud features
Ready to go in 8 minutes
Flexible billing model, precise to the minute
100% enterprise hardware
Latest Intel® Xeon® E3 v6 Processors
Individual firewall configurations
24/7 expert server support

Dedicated server
with cloud features

£49.99from /month*
excl. 20% VAT
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Profile
KEY FACTS project ballooned. By 2006, it became a standalone charity

catering for the technological needs of critically ill children
and their families.

“It’s all about enhancing their lives,” said chief
executive Simone Enefer-Doy. “Some are cognitively
disabled, some are unable tomove, some are on the autism
spectrum.Whatever their ability, wewant to give them
something to use.”

It’s hard to quantify the enormity of the impact the right
technology can have on the children and their families.
Many are bedridden, many can’t speak. Incarcerated in
their own failing bodies, the technology provided by
Lifelites can unlock years of pent-up frustration. “Wewant
them to be able to play and be creative, and to control
something for themselves in a life where somuch is done
for them,” said Enefer-Doy. “But also, very importantly, to
be able to communicate. Many of them are non-verbal and
we give them all sorts of technologies that let them join in
with the life around them.”

Finding the right technology
Enefer-Doy explained that it soon became apparent after
the project started that desktop computers weren’t the
answer for childrenwith physical disabilities. However,
themarch of mobile technology over the past decade has
made an enormous difference to the charity’s work and
what it can provide. “Whenwe first started it was
computers on desks, but obviously these youngsters have
a lot of disabilities,” she said. “A lot of them use huge
wheelchairs, some of them are so poorly they can’t get out
of bed, but they still want to be entertained and join in
with life.

“The advent ofWi-Fi and portable technologies has
been amazing for what we do,” she added. “The computers
have come off of desks and onto the wheelchair trays.
They’re going into the children’s bedrooms, particularly
the iPads.We provide a special iPad package that has a
drop-proof cover and they can put them on their
wheelchair tray.”

It’s not only the hardware that Lifelites provides, but
also the specialist software and apps to gowith it. Not to
mention the accessories that allow childrenwith even the
most difficult conditions to use the equipment.

Eyegaze, for example, is an eye-tracker that allows
paralysed children to draw on screen, use a virtual

BACKGROUND INFO ON INNOVATIVE BRITISH COMPANIES

Lifelites
We meet the charity that’s using computer equipment to
bring critically ill children back in touch with their friends
and families

22

Lifelites is a charity
that provides
computing
equipment and
support to around
60 children’s
hospices across
Britain

FOUNDED 2006

STAFF 9

HEADQUARTERS
Holborn, London

WEBSITE
lifelites.org

RIGHT Simone
Enefer-Doy has been
the chief executive of
Lifelites since its
foundation in 2006

Parents will frequentlymoan that they can’t get the
kids off their tablets. Parents of critically ill children
have the opposite problem: they often can’t find the

right computer equipment for them.
Lifelites bridges the gap between disabled children and

modern technology. It works with every children’s hospice
in the British Isles to install computer equipment that has a
profound impact on desperately ill kids. It might help
childrenwithout speech to form amissing bondwith their
brother or sister, for example, or let them do something
that other childrenwould just take for granted, such as
playing video games with friends.

All this is managed by a small charity with a dedicated
volunteer network and enormous heart. Wemet with
Lifelites’ chief executive in the aftermath of the BT
Tech4Good Awards to find outmore about this
extraordinary organisation.

Lifelites started life as a
millennium project at the
Worshipful Company
of Information
Technologists –
essentially a charitable
arm of the City of
London. Back then, it
was about putting
computers on desks for
sick children, but the
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keyboard or even join in gaming sessions with their
siblings. “The first one we providedwas on a desk,” said
Enefer-Doy of the eye-tracking technology. “I immediately
saw that wasn’t right. I said to our technical support chaps,
we’ve got to find something better than this for these
children. It’s no good if you’re lying in bed, you can’t use
the Eyegaze.We put together our own package that comes
with a fairly expensive stand… so the Eyegaze can be angled
at any angle.

“Whenwe did a pilot of Eyegaze in a hospice in Kent,
the lad whowas using it there had not had a relationship
with his brother at all,” she explained. “But suddenly this
was something his brother could do as well. Theywere

playing games on the Eyegaze
together. And Luke, the lad who had
the disabilities, was beating his
brother, because hewasmore used
to using his eyes for activities.
Suddenly, you’ve got a level playing
field and brothers and sisters playing
together in a way theywouldn’t
have done [otherwise]. I can
remember the parents getting very

excited about that.”
Perhaps the greatest thing about the technology that

Lifelites provides is that it lets kids be kids – warts and all.
Enefer-Doy recounted the experience of a boy called Craig,
who uses an iPad as a speech synthesiser. “He’s created
groups of words to communicate in different ways,” she
said. “He’s got a section on his iPad called ‘Craig’s corny
jokes’. He has a love-hate relationship with his carer. He
presses the screen and the iPad says out loud ‘you dome
’ead in’. These are ordinary young people, they’re just like
any other youngsters. They have interests in fashion and
football and pop songs andwe have to give them themeans
to continue to join in with life.”

Profile

ABOVE LEFT Lifelites
provide a special
drop-proof iPad cover
that can be used on a
wheelchair tray

ABOVE RIGHT The
Eyegaze eye-tracker
allows paralysed
children to draw on a
screen, access a
virtual keyboard and
play games

What about you?
Do you work for a British technology company that could be
profiled in PC Pro? If so, get in touch: profile@pcpro.co.uk

There are 10,000
children and their families
benefitting from what we
do. We’re really punching
above our weight

But none of this specialist equipment comes cheap. You
might think that a charity such as this would benefit from
hardware donated by tech firms, but it doesn’t. Lifelites
receives very little in the way of donated equipment.
Instead, explained Enefer-Doy, “there’s a lot of companies
out there addressing disabilities with technology andwe’re
absolutely themarket for these companies.We don’t get an
awful lot donated, we have to buy it.”

A package of equipment designed to last four years
costs around £50,000. That means the charity is replacing
the equipment in a quarter of its 60 sites every year. That
cost doesn’t just cover the equipment, software and
accessories, but the staff to install andmaintain it. “We
don’t just give the technology andwalk away,” said
Enefer-Doy. “We train the [hospice] staff on how to get
the best out of the technologies we provide.”

The charity runs a technical support helpline to help
deal with any difficulties the hospice staff encounter. “If

there’s any problems at all with the
technology, they ring the helpline, and if it
can’t be solved over the phone, our tech
support people travel to the hospice and
sort it out for them. So, whilst we look after
all this complex technology, the hospice
staff can concentrate on caring for the
children and their families.”

All of this is donewith a staff of only
nine – and a priceless team of volunteers,
who help with anything from fundraising
to technical support to consulting on the
technology. “We do a huge jobwith very
few people,” said Enefer-Doy. “There are
10,000 children and their families
benefitting fromwhat we do.We’re really
punching above our weight.”

Escaping into virtual reality
Part of Enefer-Doy’s job is keeping one eye on the future,
looking out for the technologies that could provide a
further boost to the thousands of children the organisation
caters for. “We’re constantly on the lookout for the next
development in software and hardware,” she said. “We’ve
just pinpointed some new software for the Eyegaze which
we think is going to be even easier to use andmore
accessible for communicating. This isn’t just off the shelf
technology, it’s us working very hard to provide something
for a very specific and unique audience.”

One branch of technology that she’s convinced has a
future in the Lifelites portfolio is virtual reality headsets,
after the charity conducted a pilot test at a hospice in
Winchester. “We’re very excited about the possibilities of
virtual reality to enhance young people’s lives, to give
them a chance to escape from the confines of their illness,
to give them the chance to do things that theywouldn’t
otherwise be able to do,” she said.

“It’s just fantastic to see them experiencing climbing
Everest, or [watching] the Northern Lights, or swimming
in the sea with turtles, or running in the sandwith their
dog – all from the confines of their wheelchair, in a body
that doesn’t do what it’s told.” BARRY COLLINS

If you are willing to lend your technical expertise to Lifelites
or help the charity with fundraising, please send an email to
info@lifelites.org.

RIGHT The Magic
Carpet system
projects interactive
games and images
onto the floor
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Viewpoints
PC Pro readers and experts give their views on the world of technology

I’ve never beenmuch
of a reader. That
might sound a bit
odd since I’ve spent
approximately 11
years of my life
studying English
literature at multiple
universities. But who
knows – if I’d been
more assiduous
about ploughing
throughworthy
nineteenth-century
works, I might have
done it in six.

At any rate, I’ve never been someonewho
gets easily immersed in a text. I find it hard
even to get started. Back in February, when
PC Pro’s erstwhile news editor Stuart Turton
published his debut novel, The Seven Deaths
of Evelyn Hardcastle, I bought a hardback
copy on launch day – and then, tomake it as
easy as possible for myself to actually read it,
I bought it on Kindle as well. Tomy shame, I
haven’t yet opened either. It’s not that I don’t
think I’ll enjoy it – by all accounts it’s an
excellent work. It’s just that I never seem to
findmyself in themood to sit down and get
stuck into a long-form fiction.

I mention this because of an interesting
Twitter conversation that recently came to
my attention –which is to say, it was
randomly retweeted intomy timeline on

Darien Graham-Smith is
PC Pro’s associate editor,
and hopes you’ll be inspired
to write something nice in
the adjacent margin.

@dariengs

a Sundaymorning, as these things tend to
be. The spark of it was a few bright young
things who had been looking at ebooks and
askingwhy theyweren’t more whizzy and
interactive: in the words of one contributor,
“I want social highlights, notes, flashcards
and fractal readings”.

Now, if you think this sounds like a
ghastlymillennial fantasy, I couldn’t agree
more. As several respondents pointed out,
the value of literature is precisely in getting
away from “social highlights” and the like.

And yet I can’t entirely disagree with the
premise. I’ve often felt that ebooks are rather
disappointing: even on the top-of-the-range
Kindle you lose the physical and visual
substance of a real book, in exchange for
nothingmore inspiring than convenience.

What’s more, if I’m honest, I’d be a
lot more likely to get stuck into
a big book if it were a bit more

interactive. I remember the joy of checking
a tome out frommy old university library
and finding that a previous reader had – in
exhilaratingly flagrant contravention of
the rules – written their own notes in the
margins. My afternoon’s readingwas no
longer a passive, linear experience: now
there was a conversation going on, asmy

anonymous predecessor and I discussed the
work before us. Sometimes this would be
enlightening; at other times, I would find
satisfaction in disagreeing with their stupid,
superficial interpretations. Either way, it was
almost always amore engaging experience
than the usual unidirectional one.

I guess it makes sense that I nowadays
spend a large proportion of my life on
Twitter, because the dynamic is quite
similar. News and opinions come down the
line with responses tacked right onto them; I
experience the world not as amere string of
events but as a dialogue. As I’vementioned,
one such dialogue inspired this very column.

But I have to wonder: if Twitter is Twitter,
do books need to be Twitter as well? I’ve
written in the past about how habit-forming
I find that particular social platform, and
studies suggest that this sort of engagement,

where we’re constantly hopping from idea
to idea, isn’t great for ourmental health.
Perhaps it’s better not to go overboard on
gratification: I love crisps, but I don’t eat
them every day (not anymore).

What I hope is that perhaps we can find a
middle ground, because there is a place for
a social aspect to literature. As I slogged
throughmy postgraduate reading lists – and
believeme, the Victorians were never ones to
write a sentence where a paragraphwould
do – I frequently foundmyself wondering
exactly how a certain phrase or passage
would have resonatedwith a contemporary
reader. If such a reader had been somehow
able to footnote their own comments and
responses to the text, it might have opened a
treasure trove of understanding – and spared
me a lot of research. (This doesn’t just apply
to Victoriana: evenwhen I readmodern
books I often findmyself wondering whether
I’mmissing something.)

So why don’t wemake a start? The
Amazon Kindle platform already allows you
to attach “public notes” to ebooks, for other
readers to peruse. Right now the feature is
quite limited, and – perhaps for that reason
– not very well known. The idea of tapping
out your thoughts on an E ink screen isn’t
very inviting either, although these days

Amazon has a rather good speech-
to-text system, don’t you know.

And yes, there are other issues
that need addressing. Presentation
and discoverability are big ones, as
is quality control – although
perhaps requiring commenters to
say their words out loudwould
discourage themost brainless
submissions. There’s also the

practical question of who owns and stores
the data: we don’t want this budding
repository of crowdsourcedwisdom to be
locked up on a proprietary platform, but The
Seven Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle is already
pretty long, and allowing all and sundry to
tack on their thoughts would see it rapidly
balloon into amulti-terabyte database.

Even so, this I can see as an idea worth
pursuing. One thing I definitely learnt from
my studies was that conventional literature
can far outlive the shared assumptions and
understandings that underpin it. Precisely
because it has that stature, and that lasting
power, I think it’s worth defending. Rather
than trying to disrupt our literary heritage,
let’s harness the potential of ebooks to
inform and contextualise it: readers a
hundred years hence will thank us for it.

darien@pcpro.co.uk

Calls to jazz up the humble book
may sound naive, but we can
create a better reader experience

Rather than trying to disrupt
our literary heritage, let’s harness
the potential of ebooks to inform
and contextualise it

We needn’t
reinvent books
– but they can
be smarter
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Monopolies. Rotten
things, aren’t they?
We have laws to stop
them, commissions
to break them up and
furious columnists
ready to lambast
companies who
achieve such power.
Myself amongst
them. But – and keep
this under your hat,
lest the Corbyn
sandal-wearers get
wind of this

blasphemy –monopolies aren’t always a
terrible thing. Especially for consumers.

A little over a decade ago, Sky had an
outright monopoly on Premier League
football. If youwanted to watch any live
televised game in the shiny league, you had
to pay Sky £35 amonth andwait for a chap
called Steve to come and screw a satellite
dish to the side of your semi-detached.

Then the EU got involved. Not big fans of
monopolies, the EU, as Microsoft and Google
will testify. To avoid intervention from the
European Commission, the Premier League
agreed to split its television rights into six
different tranches of games that broadcasters
would have to bid for individually.

The final score? A biddingwar erupted in
which Setanta, then BT Sport, got hold of
small packages of games. The Premier League
pocketed an enormous hike in TV rights fees,
allowingWayne Rooney to finally pop down
to Cash Converters and get the furniture out
of hock, and consumers were rewardedwith
“greater choice”.

Except, weweren’t. Not really. Instead of
paying one company to watch all the
football, we now had to pay two. And as Sky
had paid an arm and a leg to retain the
majority of the rights, it didn’t drop its prices
– consumers had to paymore to watch pretty
much the same thing. It wasn’t as if Sky and

Microsoft may not
havemany fervent
fans these days, but
plenty of people
still useWindows.
Indeed, a third of
all PCs runWindows
10, and four in ten
runWindows 7,
according to Net
Applications. Most
of the computers in
my own home run
Redmond-made code:
for example, my
desktop PC runs

Windows 10, as doesmy “good” laptop, a
Dell XPS.

For working on the go, I also have what I
call a netbook. That’s no insult. Netbooks
have been the brightest idea from the
computing industry so far this century, and
I’ll fight anyonewho disagrees. The Asus
X205T that I lovingly call my netbook isn’t
quite as cheap and cheerful as the original
Asus Eee PC, but it’s quite a bit more useful.
Well, it was…we’ll get to that.

The bulk of my job is made up of three
things: typing (be it emails, transcribing
interviews, or finally bashing out an article
such as this one), online research (also
known as “Googling” and “reading Twitter”)
and talking to people on the phone or via
Skype. My preferred setup for this is at my
desk, with a proper PC, dual monitors and a
keyboard that I’m so accustomed to typing
on that if it ever brokemy output would fall
by a third.

But that’s when I’m at home.When I’m
out in the world, my needs change: rather
than a perfect pair of monitors andmy
favourite keyboard, I need a lightweight

BT had the rights to the same games and
consumers could choose which to gowith. It
was like a rail franchise. If youwanted to get
fromA to B, you had to pay two companies
instead of only British Rail.

The Premier League has just repeated this
trick with the latest round of rights sales.
This time, they threw a couple of extra
packages into themix, letting companies bid
for the rights to stream games exclusively
over the internet. Not the same games they
show on TV, whichmight actually engender
competition, but different games. This time,
Amazon decided it wanted a piece of the
action, slapping an undisclosed sum on the
table for the rights to stream 20matches
from the 2019/20 season, while BT and Sky
kept hold of the remaining games.

The Premier League is now laughing all
the way to its offshore bank, pocketingmore
than £5 billion for rights that cost just shy of
£2 billion a decade ago. And consumers,
blessedwith “unparalleled choice”, now
have to pay three lots of subscriptions to
watch the football. God bless competition.

The same’s happening in the regular
televisionmarket. When I was growing
up, you paid your licence fee, got your

four channels and that was that. Then Sky
and NTL/Virgin came along andmanaged
to extract another subscription fee from
customers for “more choice” – even if that
“choice” was often little more than repeats of
the stuff on the terrestrial channels and the
aforementioned football.

Now, the TVmarket is splintering even
further. Netflix and Amazon Prime are
staples inmany households, in addition to
the Sky/Virgin fees and themandatory
licence fee. (Mandatory in the sense that even
if you only want to watch iPlayer you now
need a licence, and good luck convincing the
terriers from TV Licensing if you don’t.) None
of these are getting any cheaper.

Even though the BBC accounts for an
ever-decreasing percentage of household
viewing, the licence fee continues to rise,
irrespective of whether you consider it good
value formoney or not. Sky and Virgin are
themasters of the incremental price hike,
discounting only when you ring up and
threaten to leave. (Now three years after
cancellingmy Sky Sports subscription, Sky is
willing to send round Rupert Murdochwith a
plate of biscuits if I’ll sign up again.) My
Netflix subscription fee has risen by 60%
since I started subscribing four years ago.

Taking the licence fee and, let’s say, 25%
of the Amazon Prime fee into consideration,
I’m paying over £550 a year for television
services alone, and that’s not tomention the
odd downloadedmovie or Sky Sports Pass on
Now TV. Manywill be paying thousands if

they have sports andmovie channels.
The variety, and arguably quality,

of television programming available
today is better than it’s ever been, but
there are still only somany hours in
the daywe can spendwatching. Are
we really better off with this increased
“competition”? Not financially.

Barry Collins is the co-editor
of bigtechquestion.com.
You can subscribe to his
views there.

@bazzacollins

Nicole Kobie is PC Pro’s
Futures editor. She
will continue to blame
Windows Update for
missed deadlines.

@njkobie

Monopolies have their downsides, of
course they do. But the advantage of paying
one, often tightly regulated, fee for an
integrated service instead of payingmultiple
fees tomultiple companies for prettymuch
the same product is undeniable.We’re
blinded by choice, but we’d sometimes be
better off with no choice at all.

barry@mediabc.co.uk

Goodbye
Windows
Update, hello
Chromebook
Sorry Microsoft, I’ve gone to the
dark side – my newest laptop is
a Chromebook

We’re better
off with
Monopoly
money
Greater choice very rarely leads
to greater competition – just
greater expense

Consumers, blessed with
‘unparalleled choice’, now have
to pay three lots of subscriptions
to watch the football
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It won’t have escaped
your attention that a
backlash against the
smartphone is going
on, in certain elite
circles. That picture
of schoolkids riveted
to their phones in
front of Rembrandt’s
The NightWatch
went viral; in The
Guardian rarely a
week goes bywithout
a columnist giving up
their phone for Lent;

and no less a figure than Simon Cowell just
confirmed doing somade him happier.

However, don’t expect me to come down
on either side of this weighty debate. I’m not
indifferent to smartphones, but I’m far from
being a power user. I work at home and still
use a landline formost calls, andwhen out on
the town or walking the green hills, I usemy
mobile mostly for consulting Citymapper
and listening tomusic. This is not Luddism: I
was running the web on a PalmPilot before
the word smartphonewas even coined, and
used a Treo for several years before Steve
Jobs’ bombshell burst onto the scene.

What it doesmean is that I don’t fret about
“the notch”, or squeezy edges, or how easily
fingerprints will wipe off my little jewel. I use
an old HTCDesire that doesme just fine: all
black plastic, it can be stuck inmy pocket
without a case, it weighs nothing, it goes two
days between charges and, if dropped, it
bounces. I rarely feel envywhen I see
someone flaunt the latest sliver of gleaming
Peacock Blue sapphire glass, andwas
beginning to think this meant a lack of libido
onmy part. And then I read JohnHerrman…

I was browsingMediumwhen I came
across Herrman’s three-year-old article
called Shitphone: A Love Story andwith that

Don’t buy a
premium
phone, buy a
sh*tphone

device with a long battery life and a display I
can read in the sun. This being London,
where bags are stolenwith some regularity,
andme being a klutz, it’s best if my on-the-
go netbook is as cheap and easily replaceable
as possible.

My little red Asus netbook fit that bill
perfectly. I’ve dropped it down the stairs,
yet it still continues to work. It’s not the
hardware that’s the problem – indeed, after
nigh-on three years, the casing is a bit
worn and a screw ismissing, but it remains
fully functional.

No, the problem is Microsoft and
Windows Update. I often don’t usemy little
laptop for days or weeks even –why leave
the house if I don’t have to? On theway out
the door, I’ll hastily grab it to do some
transcription onmy journey, one silver
lining to living a 40-minute train journey
from anywhere I would like to be. After
plonkingmyself down into a seat, I crack the
laptop open – only to see thatWindows is
installing updates.

This raises problems aside from forcing
me to sit andwait while the update
runs. My netbook has a limited amount

of storage space built in, meaning I need to
plug in an SD card to install some updates.
Sometimes even that doesn’t work; the
update downloads, but thenwon’t install for
obscure reasons.When the update has run
just fine, my Broadcom driver disappears, so
Wi-Fi no longer works, meaning I need to go
online onmy PC at home, download the new
driver, and pop it over on a USB drive – a wee
bit challengingwhen I’m on a train headed in
the opposite direction.

Windows 10was supposed to fix
Microsoft’s Update woes, and the company
has even turned to AI tomake them runmore
smoothly. But, after everymajor update that
rolls out, there are headlines about bugs and
flaws.Waiting to install a fewweeks is often
a wise choice.

I could turnWindows Update off, and
risk life online without a patched operating
system. I could carry a USB stick with the
relevant Broadcom driver on it, just in case.
Or I could give up onmyWindows netbook
and get a Chromebook.

Of course, I went for the latter option:
after all, why live a life of kludges and
frustrationwhen for just shy of £200 I can
live the life of “pick up and go” computing
that I always envisioned? There are
downsides, of course. I need to learn new
shortcuts and figure out some of the odd
file-management decisions Google hasmade.
But when I’m on theway out of my home
office into the world, I knowmy netbookwill
just work –whichmeans I can, too.

work@nicolekobie.com

title, how could I not read it? The author – a
prize-winning reporter for The NewYork
Times – describes not giving up smartphones,
but choosing instead the cheapest no-name
Chinese knock-off he could find. His article
is amusing and deadly serious at the same
time. In it, he explains in clinical detail the
phenomenology of living with a disgusting
communication device, one that shames
him in front of friends and colleagues. He
unravels the psychic wounds that propel
smartphone addiction: “The easy tactile
pleasure of a nice phonemakes you feel like
you’re at the centre of the internet, which is
designed to respond to your desires.”

But that’s only the intro; he goes on to
draw serious conclusions about the
nature and lifecycle of the consumer

electronics industry. Shitphone is just
poshphone of two years ago. Shitphone is
made from the same parts that poshphone
used to be. That’s inevitable because wafer
fabs cost moon-landing bucks and no
little Chinese bucket shopwill ever be able
afford tomake its own chips. As Herrman
put it: “Premium branded phones are the
culmination of decades of research in
wireless technology, computing, materials,
and design. Shitphones are the culmination
of decades of research inwireless technology,
computing, materials, and design –minus a
year or two.”

Branded phones are kept going by those
ever-smaller improvements in usability that
comewith new chipsets, screens and so on,
whichwill end up in shitphones in two years
time, too. Herrman points out that shitphone
had already (in 2015) been overtaken by
premium shitphone, though terminology has
changed a bit: we now call them “flagship”
phones, and alphr.com devotesmany pages
to discussing the tiny differences between
these and Apple’s latest offering.

Worldmobile phone ownership currently
stands at 7.2 billion, and it’s doubtful
whether any human artefact has ever

achievedwider usage (knives,
perhaps?). There’s no question
that smartphones provide an
invaluable service inmany parts of
the world, opening upwhole new
vistas for trading and education.
It’s also true that they consume
vast quantities of hard-to-source
elements such as tantalum and
rare-earths, and are even straining

the availability of common lithium.
Barring a total collapse of civilisation,

mobile phones aren’t going away soon, so
these problems need urgent attention. One
step towards that would be to prolong the life
of chips by settling for a shitphone instead
of a jewel phone; more valuable still would
be practical ways to recycle the contents of
phones. Reusing the chips isn’t feasible, and
it may be that stripping and re-melting alloy
cases, then grinding up the rest to extract
raremetals, is the best that could be
managed. In themeantime, I’ll try to resist
snaffling aMoto G6 for another year.

dick@dickpountain.co.uk

Mobile phone ownership stands
at 7.2 billion, and it’s doubtful
whether any human artefact has
ever achieved wider usage

Using an older phone isn’t just a
smart economic move, it’s a smart
ecological move as well

Fewer than a dozen people
have Dick Pountain’s
mobile phone number,
which is still ten more than
he’d like.
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In an increasingly interconnected world, where
smartphones talk to doorbells and fridges have their
own cameras, devices are collecting data like never

before. But where is it all stored, and how is it processed?
New smart technology and Internet of Things (IoT)

devices are constantly being developed. Whether it’s
automated thermostats or wearable tech, the collection,
processing and analysis of large amounts of data helps
application and program developers provide IoT services
to consumers. This data comes in previously unimaginable
quantities, hence the – perhaps understated – “Big Data”.

For example, a smart thermostat application could be
regularly collecting petabytes (nine zeroes) of data on
temperature, humidity, time of day and so on. A
smartwatch could collect similar amounts of
data on things such as heart rate, location,
and distance travelled. A smart fridge takes
photos of its own internal contents and
sends them over the internet to be accessed by a
user wondering if they’ve run out of milk.

All of the IoT devices are dependent on data – and lots of
it. But storing masses of data and performing calculations
and analysis on that data puts a serious drain on server I/O,
and so requires huge amounts of processing resources.

The most common solution to the problem of storing
and processing bulk-loads of data is Apache Hadoop.
Hadoop combines Google’s MapReduce algorithm with
Hadoop’s Distributed File System (HDFS). By splitting data
up into blocks that are distributed over multiple nodes in a
cluster of machines, the processing of Big Data is made
more efficient. Instead of processing and analysing one
large block, Hadoop processes multiple, smaller blocks in
parallel, significantly speeding up processing times.

Bare metal servers
Big Data processing has a particularly unique set of server
requirements. Heavy, resource-intensive processing needs
the performance capabilities of physical hardware, but
choosing that route means you miss out on the scalability
and flexibility offered by virtual servers.

With Big Data processing, the need for resources is
short-term, inconsistent, and relatively sporadic. There
might be long periods without any need for computational
or analytical processing, but as soon as the processing
begins, the server needs to be able to handle a huge

demand on resources. Because of the importance of
high-performance resources, the traditional choice for Big
Data processing has been to run Hadoop on dedicated
hardware. But this often results in over-provisioning – and
inevitably, overpayment – of resources.

Bare metal servers offer a perfect middle-ground
solution to the Big Data processing conundrum. By
combining the best bits of both dedicated hardware and
virtualised machines, bare metal servers provide a flexible
and powerful Big Data processing solution.

Bare metal servers are designed to deal with significant
but short-term processing needs. Data can be stored,
processed, or analysed on a server for as long as is

necessary, and then the server can be spun back down
again. This way, resources are not over-

provisioned, and there’s no need to continue
running the server if it’s no longer used.

In a cloud server infrastructure, there
could be dozens of virtual machines running on

the same physical server, each with its own processing
requirements, and each contending for the same resources.
However, bare metal servers are single-tenant and
resources are dedicated to only one user. There’s no
resource contention or “noisy neighbour syndrome” to
worry about, and performance will never be degraded
because there are no other VMs running on the same
server. The resources on each bare metal server is
completely dedicated to one user.

Bare metal servers can also be used as part of a network
of virtual machines, allowing full flexibility of server
architecture. The hypervisor on virtual machines often
leads to degraded performance because it’s a drain on
resources. However, there is no hypervisor layer on bare
metal servers so this virtualisation overhead is eliminated
with no sacrifice on performance.

A bare metal server is fundamentally a dedicated server,
insofar as it offers high-performance resources that are
dedicated to one user, but comes with the advantage of
flexible, pay-as-you-use billing with no contracts.

The combination of powerful resources and flexible,
no-contract billing makes bare metal servers the go-to
solution for big data processing, where resource demands
are temporary and extensive.

At Fasthosts we offer a range of bare metal servers to
suit all types of processing demands.

“The
combination
of powerful
resources
and flexible,
no-contract
billing makes
bare metal
servers the
go-to solution
for Big Data
processing”

How do you cope with the astonishing amount of
data generated by IoT devices and our data-rich lifestyles?

Fasthosts explains all

Processing Big Data
by the petabyte

begins, the server needs to be able to handle a huge suit all types of processing demands. 

For more information call us on 0808 1686 777
or visit fasthosts.co.uk
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Driving for perfection
Nicole Kobie asks, “Do driverless cars
need to be perfect - or just better than
us?” (see issue 287, p127). I accept that
driverless cars will be on the road one
day, but that day is a long way off. The
problem is giving AI the intelligence.
To write the code that will cater for all
driving conditions is too difficult, and
learning by experience has the
disadvantage of causing deaths during
the learning process.

I have been driving for over 50
years and I am still learning. Now and
again I encounter a novel driving
situation. I react correctly due to a
combination of foresight and
intuition, and by skilfully controlling
speed so as to have time to react.
Knowing what that speed is in itself
a subtle skill which is difficult
to quantify.

To answer Nicole’s question, we
need perfection, and it is attainable,
one day. Don’t hold your breath.
AlanWheatley

Mr Not-so-cool for one reader
I thought I would try Paul Ockenden’s
suggestion in your July issue (see
issue 285, p113) of using the Mrcool
power bank to extend my Arlo Pro
security cameras’ battery life. I
purchased two Mrcools and tested
them on two cameras: one with the
original battery plus Mrcool and one
with just the Mrcool. In both cases,
the Mrcool was fully depleted in less
than a week.

This was with light camera usage
– just motion and sound detection,
with no live feed – so I don’t see how
they would extend the battery life up
to six months as envisaged by Paul.
Paul Radford

Paul Ockenden replies: I notice you
say you used Arlo Pro cameras for
your test. In the RWC column you’ll
see I was using an Arlo Go rather
than a Pro.

If you’re getting less than a
week’s use from the power bank, I
suspect that you’re actually using the
newer Arlo Pro 2, which is a lot more
power-hungry when connected to
a Quick Charge capable power
source – when the camera detects
this it enables various local
processing functions.

The combination of the MrCool
power bank and the Arlo Go camera
continues to work really well here.

Ubuntu + Windows = Mac
Reader David Evans (see issue 285,
p16) asks why anyone would choose
an Ubuntu-only laptop when
dual-booting Windows and Linux is
so easy. My last laptop was dual-boot
Ubuntu and Windows. It was fine,
until I noticed that the only time I
booted it in Windows was to run the
regular Windows updates…

Now I’m a happy Mac user.
ChrisWebster

Windows Update
and Office repairs
We have five PCs at home and a
five-machine subscription to Office
365. Over the past three weeks, the
PCs have all updated to the latest
version of Windows 10, after which
every Microsoft app on each machine
reported as not being “validated”.
Attempting to validate online failed
each time so, although the application
would load and open, we couldn’t
create new items. I checked my office

account and it was valid to March 2019
with all installs being valid.

The only solution appeared to be a
full Office “repair” over the internet,
which took 30 minutes on each
machine. How can a company such as
Microsoft be so inept as to distribute
an update that cripples its own
applications? As you can imagine, we
are well fed up with all things
Microsoft. Chris Moxham

More VoIP
I read your business buyer’s guide to
VoIP (see issue 285, p92) with much
interest, having just gone through an
upgrade to BT Cloud Voice with a
client. There are a few things that we
weren’t made aware of that I think
people should know.

First, missed calls become missed.
Each phone acts as an independent
unit, which doesn’t register missed
calls if they’re picked up by another
phone in the hunt group. This renders
your missed call log on the individual

phone useless, because many
calls missed by the hunt group
are buried in missed calls that
were actually picked up by
someone else. This is a common
problem with VoIP systems.

Second, portals are
frustrating. Yes, they can show
you just about anything, but it
takes a long time to configure
what you want. You can’t save a
portal, and if you leave it then
the timeout will disconnect you
quite quickly.

And there’s more. When
messages are left they can only
be left on one phone rather
than held at hunt group level,
meaning you can only deal

Starletter
When Barry Collins sits down to write a column, in the
back of his mind he might have an image of where
people are as they read it. At home, on the train or in a
coffee shop perhaps? I bet “on the khazi in the Novotel
at Tehran airport” is not on your list.

That unnecessarily graphic piece of detail aside, it
was with a wry smile that I read Barry’s column
regarding Google’s AI trying to sound human (see
issue 286, p25). The article I read immediately prior to
this was the one about SatoshiPay (see issue 286,
p22). Before the end of the opening sentence I
thought, “I bet Barry wrote this”. My eyes jumped to
the end of the article and – sure enough – he did.

As a very long-term subscriber to PC Pro, I can
generally tell who the author of a piece is. Each human
has their own stylistic fingerprint and I find it highly
unlikely that this well ever be realistically mimicked
by an AI. AI may be able to take a set of stock market
data for example, and turn it into a readable report,
but it will never be the sort of prose people will pay to
read. Nor will it ever be able to provide the human
slant on a topic that other humans crave.

So long as you continue to produce quality articles
that stand out from the clickbait nonsense that ruins
most websites, actual journalists producing physical
magazines will have a future. Gavin Hall

PC Pro editor-in-chief Tim Danton replies: Thanks
Gavin – we’ll keep on trying our best!

Our star letter writer wins a copy of Serif Affinity Photo. Five years in the making, it
provides sophisticated image-editing tools and a meticulous focus on workflow.

BELOW When looking
for a VoIP system for
your business, bear in
mind how it scales up
to multiple phones
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buyer’s guide
to VoIP

BUSINESS FOCUS

can be terrifically simple to install too.

And it supports professional features

such as digital receptionists, call

management and forwarding and

voicemail and IVR (interactive voice

response) services, which can create a

positive impression of your business.

Indeed, you’re going to have to

embrace VoIP before long anyway. BT

warned us some time ago of its

intention to switch off its PSTN and

ISDN networks andmigrate all

existing customers to IP networks by

2025 – and it won’t be offering new

PSTN and ISDN services

from 2020. The switch is

coming; the only question

is how andwhen you

embrace it.
But don’t be daunted.

There’s a diverse and

ever-growing range of

VoIP solutions on the

market, so you can be

confident of finding one

that suits your needs. On

the pages that follow, we

round up a selection of

both cloud-hosted and

on-premises IP PBX

systems to help youmake

the jump to VoIP.

BELOW Use an online

speed test to check

your broadband

connection can handle

voice traffic

The businessbusinessThe business
buyer’s guideguidebuyer’s guidebuyer’s

VoIPVoIPto VoIP
Traditional phone services are being
discontinued. It’s time to switch to VoIP
– or perhaps to upgrade your existing
PBX system. Dave Mitchell reveals all

Slug Sectionhead

The Network
Practical buying and strategic advice for IT managers and decision makers

Cheat Sheet: Cyber kill chain
How to use cyber-attackers’
strategies against them p99

Document management
The many benefits – and potential
pitfalls – of digitisation p102

Time to update your website?
How do you know the time is
right and what to look for? p106

If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” is a

worthy rule of thumb – but if

you’re too resistant to change, you

can end up hanging onto outdated

technologies for far longer than is

wise. So it is with PSTN and ISDN

telephone systems, whichmany

companies still rely on for their

critical communications, even though

they’ve long been superseded by VoIP

technology. Indeed, VoIP is somature

that if you already have an IP-based

system in place, it’s probably time to

re-evaluate your options.

If you need a killer reason to switch

to VoIP, the big one is cost. Compared

to traditional landlines, VoIP offers

huge savings in call costs, especially

for international calls. Formost

businesses that will be a persuasive

argument on its own, but there’s

more; VoIP is simple to configure - so

you can set up new starters or enable

hotdeskingwith just a few clicks - and

the option of cloud hostingmeans it

24/04/2018 15:50:57
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The Network BusinessFocus

Broadband questions
Switching to VoIP requires little in the

way of infrastructure, but you do need

tomake sure your internet connection

can handle the traffic. VoIP is very

sensitive to network conditions, and

an overloaded connection is likely to

lead to garbled, stuttery calls – which

is hardly the professional image you

want to project to customers. If you’re

not sure whether your connection is

fast enough, you can test it using free

online tools, such as those at

voipreview.org.
If your connection isn’t fast

enough, you’ll need to upgrade to a

faster link, or get a second line

dedicated to VoIP traffic. If you’re

running your own onsite IP PBX, you

may also need to configure your

firewall to allow external users to

access VoIP services. Look for QoS

(quality of service) settings too: these

allow your router to identify voice

traffic and prioritise it over data, to

keep things clear and smooth.

Keep on trunking
The basic requirement for any VoIP

system is a SIP (session initiation

protocol) trunk, which connects your

PBX to the public phone network.

There’s no shortage of operators

who’ll provide this service; the price

will depend on howmany channels

you need – that is, howmany

simultaneous VoIP calls youwant to

support. Formoderate IP phone

usage, one SIP channel for every thre
e

users is a decent starting point, but it
’s

a good idea tomonitor how your staff

use their phones during busy times to

get a clearer idea of the number

required. Nomatter many channels

you have, you can set up asmany

extensions as you like, andmake

unlimited internal calls.

To test this month’s VoIP systems,

we used the SIP trunk service

provided by VoIP Unlimited.

There are plenty of

alternatives, but we particularly like

its web portal, which provides trunk

status, call statistics, diagnostics and

the option to block calls to premium-

rate and international numbers.

When choosing your own

provider, look for one that will port

your existing phone numbers across

to the trunk. Somewill charge for

this service, but it’s worth doing –

this way, youwon’t have to advise

customers of new numbers

or reprint business cards and

marketingmaterials.

Onsite or cloud-hosted?
Running your own IP PBX is cheaper

than using a cloud provider, and it

gives you total control over your VoIP

services. You can purchase

preconfigured hardware appliances,

or install the back-end software on a

server you already own.

Don’t skimp on the hardware,

though. An IP PBX uses a lot of TCP/

UDP ports and can be quite resource

hungry.We suggest you avoid

running your PBX on a server that’s

already handling other duties: you

don’t want to risk conflicts with other

applications on the same host, which

can be difficult to diagnose and fix.
For smaller
businesses that

don’t have the onsite expertise to

configure andmanage an onsite IP

PBX, there’s nothingwrongwith

cloud-hosted solutions. The price is

higher, but themarket is competitive,

with plenty of providers to choose

from, and lots of convenient packages

that include preconfigured SIP

trunks, channels and call routing

features.
Management is easy too: normally,

there’s a web portal that lets you keep

an eye on your VoIP services nomatter

where you are. Cloud hosting also

means remote workers can access

VoIP services even if themain office is

offline or otherwise inaccessible.

Softly, softly
VoIP doesn’t just mean cheaper calls

– it can also cut costs by eliminating

the need for physical phones. Many

providers, including 3CX and

RingCentral, offer softphone apps for

Windows, Mac, iOS and Android

devices, which can be usedwith

lightweight headsets. There are plenty

of these to choose from, and youmay

be able to get discounts if you buy

them from your VoIP provider.

Alternatively, if you prefer desktop

handsets, there’s a good range of

IP-compatible models out there too.

We tested this month’s services using

low-cost Yealink T23G IP phones,

which are easy to provision and have

great hands-free operations, but agai
n

you have plenty of options; other

vendors such as Snom, Polycom and

Grandstream all offer affordable

and feature-rich handsets.

VoIP really is an easy win for

small businesses, allowing them to

reap the benefits of cheap local and

international calls, easy scalability

and professional call handling

features – and it’s perfectly poised

for the next generation of mobile

workers. Read on for our reviews,

to see which solution is best for

your business.

ABOVE 3CX speeds up

iOS softphone
registration by

providing a QR code in

the user’s web portal

ABOVE LEFT For

testing, we use SIP

trunk services
provided by VoIP

Unlimited

BELOW Our Yealink

T23G IP phones are

good value and very

easy to provision
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Look out Google: many of our
participants are already switching.
“I use OneDrive as it integrates well
with Microsoft Office apps,” wrote
Neil McKenzie. “I disabled Chrome
on my OnePlus 3 as it seemed to be
draining battery, tried Dolphin but
settled on Firefox.”

On the desktop, several of you
wrote to say that you use Firefox in
place of Chrome and DuckDuckGo
instead of Google’s search engine.
Dropbox was also a popular
alternative to Google Drive.

“As for Android, the only true
competitor is iOS, which is both
freakin’ expensive and annoyingly
uncustomisable,” explained Jesse
Moes, who pointed out that
“YouTube simply has so much
great content, it’s hard to find
worthy alternatives.”

with them on the phone that took
them. Thatmeans, if the person on
that desk is away, another personwill
have to go to that specific handset in
order to deal with voicemails.

Switching is (prettymuch) a
one-way process. Themove to Cloud
Voice was almost seamless with barely
any downtime. Themove back from
Cloud Voice to standard ISDNwill
involve downtime of up to five days.
(BT is optimistic that it might keep it
to less than a day.) I can’t think of
any business that can tolerate a day
without phones – and no, you can’t do
it at weekends.

So, if you’re running a business
and considering VoIP, bear these
points inmind.With one phone it’s
probably quite a good system but
when you scale it up to hunt groups
and three or four phones it
becomes difficult.

I asked BT about themissed call
problem on several occasions during
a training session. The response,
“nobody ever complains about it”,
was answered by a chorus from other
users in the session saying, “it’s
rubbish but what’s the point of
complaining – nothing happens”.

Users no longer want to solve BT’s
problems and simply put upwith it.
So, slowly, the system becomes worse

andworse and BT retains its low
complaint scores.Neil Barton

Blowing raspberries
Thank you for your article on building
a Raspberry Pi home server (see issue
286, p42). I take a different view,
however. For the past twomonths,
I’ve been using a Raspberry Pi as my
main computer. Admittedlymy
requirements are pretty basic – just
some online office work through
Google Drive, a bit of browsing and
email – but it’s mademe question
whymore businesses aren’t rolling
out the diminutive British wonder
across their organisations.

It’s so cheap, easy to set up,
simple tomaintain and cheap to run.
With four USB ports on the “larger”
devices, built-in Bluetooth andWi-Fi
and a decent OS, it’s surely got
everything regular office workers
could ever need.

Or am Imissing something?
Perhaps someone could enlightenme.
Colin Robert

It’s the best company for
creating software, especially AI.
Google Assistant is definitely the
best voice assistant out there
MatthewC

Google knows more about me
than my wife does, and probably
more than I do. That is scary
Ryan Thomas

All right, but apart from the
Search, the Maps, Classroom,
Assistant, Open Source, Android,
Drive, a news gathering system,
and public YouTube, what has
Google ever done for us?
mobailey

Can you give up Google? In this issue, we’re looking at alternatives to
Google (see p30). We asked you – and readers of Alphr.com – whether that
was even a faintly realistic proposition…

It’s made me
question why more
businesses aren’t
rolling out the Pi across
their organisations

Personally, I’ve always
preferred Windows 10 Mobile to
Android. I adore my Lumia 950
XL and it will be a sad day when
it dies
Anonymous
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T
he samewayMicrosoft
leveragedWindows to
hook us on to the other
products in its portfolio,
so Google uses search to
drag us towards its other

services. But are all of them best in
class? No, not even close.

We’ve scoured through Google’s
extensive repertoire of software and
services and tested them against rivals
in eachmarket. If you’ve been sucked
into the Google way of doing things,
here’s your escape route.

@ P C P R O F A C E B O O K . C O M / P C P R O

1 Chrome
Chrome is the first appmany

people install on a new PC, but there
are better alternatives – and one of
them is conveniently built on the
same browser engine.

Vivaldi runs on Chromium, the
open-source engine that sits
underneath Chrome. That has one big
advantage: access to the ChromeWeb
Store. All the extensions you’ve grown
accustomed to in Chrome can also be
installed for Vivaldi.

Vivaldi’s muchmore than Chrome
with a fresh lick of paint, though. It
provides a tremendous set of tools for
power users – people whowant a
browser to domuchmore than house
their bookmarks and passwords.

Found yourself 20 links deep in a
website and don’t want to press Back
20 times to fight your way back to its
homepage? Vivaldi’s Rewind button
– just along from the regular Back
button –will quickly get you back to
the start of the domain.

The browser’s Notes feature is a
blessing for those of us who spend
hours researching stuff online.
Highlight a passage of text in the
browser, right-click to Copy To Note,
and you’ve got a lasting, searchable
reference saved, alongwith a link to
the original piece should you ever
need to refer back.

The browser even has its own Task
Manager, allowing you to squelch
troublesome tabs without dragging
the rest of the browser downwith it.

Vivaldi is supremely customisable,
has a strong ethical bent and doesn’t
try to force you downGoogle tunnels
at every turn like Chrome does. The
only serious downside is that Vivaldi
is yet to release its promisedmobile
version, making cross-device browser
sync impossible.

2 Photos
Google Photos has undeniable

strengths, especially if you’re an
Android user. A seamlessly backed up
copy of every photo or video you take
on your smartphonemight be worth it
for that alone.

1

2

3

VIVALDI ISMUCHMORETHAN
JUSTGOOGLECHROMEWITH
AFRESHLICKOFPAINT
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Gmail is popular for both personal and
professional use, and we haven’t found
a genuine contender that we would
recommend in its place. But we have
found something that arguably
improves it, turning it into a more
modern communication tool.

Email remains indispensable, but
collaboration services such as Slack
and Microsoft Teams are definitely
nibbling away at the edges, replacing
much of the communications traffic

that used to end up on emails cc’ed
around the office.

Redkix (redkix.com) aims to deliver
the best of both worlds – if not entirely
successfully. You log in with your work
email account (it supports Gmail, Office
365 and Exchange) and are presented
with an interface that will look instantly
familiar to users of Slack or Teams.

You can access your inbox and
calendar as normal using the relevant
links, but the interesting stuff happens
down below. Colleagues can be
cobbled together into Groups and then
sent a message – the equivalent of

cc’ing them in – but the crucial part is
that they don’t have to have signed up
for Redkix to respond. They just see it
as an email arriving from you and can
reply back from their regular inbox.
You see the replies arriving as a
threaded conversation in Redkix. The
same applies to direct messages sent
to a single person.

Where it starts to fall down is when
those colleagues are sent a group email
and can’t see who else is in the group

without clicking a discreet link at the
foot of the message. The other
respondents aren’t included in the To
or CC fields, but do get to see the reply.
We can see that leading to all sorts of
inadvertent faux pas, when someone
replies to an email sent apparently
from only you and ends up replying to
the group instead.

Redkix will appeal to those
who hate dealing with a regular
email inbox and are born
Slackers; just beware of
its potential perils for
office politics.

who hate dealing with a regular 

Slackers; just beware of 
its potential perils for 
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But there are alternatives, with
Flickr our top pick. It’s in themidst of
transition to new owners, after years
of neglect at the hands of Yahoo, but
one of the few good things it did for
Flickr was give every customer 1TB of
free online storage for their photos.
This dwarfs the free quota of storage
provided by Google Photos, which is
sharedwith Drive, Gmail and any
other Google services youmay use.
After more than a decade of picking up
titbits of free storage here and there,
my Google storage quota still stands at
only 17GB – almost 60 times less space
thanwhat Flickr’s handing out.

Google’s Snapseed (available on
both Android and iOS) is undeniably
brilliant for a free photo-editing app,
offering almost all the tools a casual-
grade tinkerer would want. If your
ambitions are loftier and you’re
looking for a Photoshop-grade tool,
the Affinity Photo app for iOS (only
compatible with high-end iPads) is
astonishingly powerful for only £20.
Pay careful attention to the bundled
video tutorials, though, particularly
those on saving and exporting files;
for all its strengths, Affinity has a
peculiar way of handling files and
operating some common tools.

3 News
When theywrite the book on

how journalismwasmurdered,
Google Newswill be amongst the chief
suspects. Turning once respected
publications into click-chasers,
Google’s tight bundling of News into
its main search engine is the reason
why you’ll see everymajor newspaper
site nowwriting stories about what
hours Tesco keeps on Bank Holidays,
just tomake sure they’re funnelling
enough traffic to their sites.

The standalone Google News site
(news.google.com) is a poorly
formattedmess. The one thingwe do
still like about it is a recent conversion
to supporting proper journalism
courtesy of its Fact Check section,
where you’ll find links to articles such
as “What does immigration do to
wages?” – a fire extinguisher to the
flames that Google itself started by
rewarding inflammatory clickbait.

When it comes to alternatives,
we’re split. For breaking news, we
prefer the rolling stream of headlines
that comes from newsnow.co.uk. It
has a dated, text-heavy design, but it’s
quick-loading and easy to browse,
letting you scan hundreds of headlines
for a story that catches your eye.
Highly granular categorisation also
makes it possible to scan headlines on
topics as broad as “technology” and as
specific as “novelty gadgets”.

Flipboard (both an app and a
website at flipboard.com) is our pick

Make Gmail better?

FLIPBOARDBOTH
ASKSFORYOUR
INTERESTSUPFRONT
ANDLEARNSTHEM
ASYOUGOALONG
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for amore personalised news stream.
It both asks for your interests up front
and learns them as you go along,
presenting a tailored stream of
headlines in an attractive, magazine-
style format. Once trained, it’s very
good at piquing your interest with
stories you’d be unlikely to find on a
regular news trawl.

4 Drive
It’s hard to be too critical of

Google Drive when it hands you a free
bucketful of gigabytes for storage, but
it’s not the best in the business.

We use a paid-for version of Google
Drive to share files for the production
of this verymagazine, but its less-
than-flawless synchronisationmeans
that older files linger on people’s
machines. It also wants to funnel you
into the Google way of doing things.
Document version history is much
easier tomanage if you’re using
Google Docs for text-based documents
rather thanWord files, for instance.

Dropbox remains the king of cloud
storage in our experience. No service
is perfect, but we can’t remember the
last timewe had a serious sync error,
and even if things do gomissing,
Dropboxmakes it easier than Drive to
restore an old version and fish out an
accidentally deleted file.

Dropbox also hasmuchwider
support for third-party integrations.
If an app offers cloud storage for its
files, it will almost always support
Dropbox. The same can’t be said of
Google Drive.

If you’re a Dropbox fan but work in
an organisation that uses Google
Drive, you can get the best of both
worlds. The brilliant Cloud HQ
(cloudhq.net) lets you sync a Dropbox
folder with one on Google Drive.
We’ve been using it for over two years
now. In that time, the only problem
we hadwas whenwe temporarily hit
our storage limit on Dropbox and the
sync failed to resume automatically
when files were cleared, but there are
understandable reasons for that.

5 Maps
Google Maps is the definition

of a generic brand – it’s almost
everyone’s go-to service when they
need to findwhere that restaurant is
or want directions on their phone.
And it’s good, no question.

But there are better services out
there, one of themGoogle-owned.
Waze is a better option for turn-by-
turn navigation on your smartphone.
It has several advantages over Google
Maps: the ability to planmultiple
journeys in advance and get a
notificationwhen it’s time to leave;
Spotify integration in theWaze

@ P C P R O F A C E B O O K . C O M / P C P R O
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interface, meaning you don’t have to
skip between apps at traffic lights to
change your playlist; and an unerring
ability to divert you around traffic
jams being chief amongst them.

We’re somewhat baffled why
Google Maps andWaze still co-exist.
Surely it makes little sense for Google
to prop up two satnav apps? Let’s hope
we’re not tempting fate.

Where both Google Maps andWaze
fall down is pinpoint accuracy. Try
andmeet someone in themiddle of
Hyde Park, on a beach in Cornwall or
half way up a hill in the Lake District,
and Google’s wares are about asmuch
use as a puffer jacket in a sauna.
Recently covered in our very own
Profile section, what3words (see issue
285, p22) breaks the entire globe into a
grid of 3 x 3m squares and gives each
of them a three-word name.

So, if you’ve set down your picnic
blanket in Hyde Park andwant to
direct friends to your precise patch,
tell them to openwhat3words, search
for “moss.jelly.payer” and they’ll be
there in five.

6 Keep
We’ll square with you –we

put Keep on our list and thenwent to
play with it again, just to check it
hadn’t got any better since we last
fiddled with Google’s to-do-list-cum-
notetaker.Wewere pleasantly
surprised to find it had improved,
with features such as timed reminders
for to-do items now appearing in
Google Calendar and a new Chrome
extension for quickly clipping things
you’ve found on the web.

Still, it’s not quite as good as
long-standing to-do list apps. Our
current favourite is Todoist, which
has apps for all themajor platforms
and aweb interface to boot. Todoist’s
great strength is its categorisation:
to-do tasks can be assigned to
different projects, allowing you to
see all the jobs you have yet to
complete on a specific job and a
chronological list of to-dos across all
of your projects.

Entering tasks is a doddle, once you
get used to Todoist’s syntax. Enter
“Write column Tuesday #PCPro” for
example, and it will automatically add
a task to write column in the PC Pro
projects folder with a deadline of
Tuesday. There’s no faffing around
with fancy dropdownmenus to set
the date like there is with some other
to-do-listers.

Reminders are synced to your
Google calendar if you sign in with
your Google account, and you can also
add to-do items fromAlexa or Google
Assistant. Some advanced features are
premium (£2.50 permonth), but we
get bywith the freebie version.

7

8

TODOISTHAS
APPSFORALL
OFTHEMAJOR
PLATFORMS
ANDAWEB
INTERFACE
TOBOOT
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7 Play Music
PlayMusic has one long-

standing trump card: it lets you
upload your personal music library to
Google’s cloud, giving you access to
that obscure AC-DC bootleg album
you bought on CD in 1992wherever
youmay be.

But that’s as far as its appeal goes.
There’s no freemiummodel, as there
is with Spotify, allowing you to play
songs from the library in exchange
for the occasional audio ad. And it
doesn’t have anywhere near asmany
personalisation features as Spotify for
subscribers. For example, Spotify’s
Daily Mixes provide a never-ending,
personalised stream ofmusic from
different genres that are perfect for
backgroundmusic, whether you’re
working in the office or washing
the car.

Google also offers little in the way
of exclusive content, while you’ll find
a regular (ahem) stream of “Spotify
Singles” from big-name artists, where
they’vemade live studio recordings
exclusively for Spotify subscribers.

8 Calendar
There’s not a lot wrongwith

Google Calendar as a service. And
after many years of leaving the web
interface to rot, a recent revamp
means Calendar finally looks like a
modernweb app, not a contemporary
of Duran Duran.

Still, you can do better. In fact,
you could do a lot worse than the
Calendar app forWindows 10when
it comes tomanagingmultiple
calendars. Themonth view is clearly
presented, with appointments from
different calendars colour coded for
extra clarity. The weather forecast
embedded into the calendar is a
thoughtful touch if you have an
external meeting or an outdoor event
that could be imperilled by the Great
British Summer.

The Add Calendars feature tucked
away at the bottom of the screen is
another valuable addition. This lets
you drag in fixtures from various
sports leagues or events. At the time of
writing, for example, you could add
the football World Cup fixtures and
make sure you cleared your diary for
England’s ritual penalty-taking
humiliation (if we have won the thing
when you’re reading this, it’s nice to
know PC Prowas still appreciated by
someone in the year 2086).

All manner of sports are covered
and you can drag in fixtures for your
favourite team. Sowhether you’re
followingWasps in the Aviva
Premiership or Sussex in the County
Championship, you should be kept
bang up to date on their fixtures.

@ P C P R O F A C E B O O K . C O M / P C P R O

If there’s one area where Google
remains an immovable, dominant force,
it’s search. Yet, there are interesting
alternatives to Google, most of which
don’t compete on the strength of their
results, but the strength of their values.
Here are a few ethical alternatives to
Google to consider:

Ecosia
Ecosia is the up-and-coming search
engine. It’s offered as one of the preset
search engines in Vivaldi and is a
Bing-powered search engine that’s
trying to save the planet. Ecosia pledges
to return 80% of its profits from search
ad revenue to tree-planting projects
around the world.

You can’t fault its transparency: it
publishes a monthly financial report
(documents.ecosia.org) revealing

exactly how much has been earned in
spent. In April 2018, for instance, it
donated more than €340,000 to
tree-planting projects and stuck a
further €74,000 into marketing to help
spread word about the site and boost
future revenues. It even reveals how
much staff take home each month:
the salaries of its 33 staff (including
freelancers) came to only €72,000.
Nobody, it seems, is getting rich off
this company.

DuckDuckGo
Now approaching its tenth birthday,
DuckDuckGo counters one of people’s
biggest fears about Google: being
constantly traced.

The search engine doesn’t collect
personal data, meaning the results
you see when you search are exactly
the same as the next person sees,
because the site has no way of making
the results more relevant to you as an
individual – nor to profit from such
personal profiling.

So how does it stay alive? It serves
ads from the Yahoo-Bing search
alliance network, but these aren’t
based on your search history or recent
buying behaviour. You might see ads
for digital cameras on DuckDuckGo,
but they won’t be for the one you were
looking at on Amazon five minutes ago.
Or, at least, not through design.

StartPage
Formerly known as Ixquick, StartPage
claims that it was the first search

engine dedicated to protecting
people’s privacy.

What does that actually mean? It
doesn’t use identifying cookies or
record IP addresses – it doesn’t collect
any personal data whatsoever.
Alongside every link in its Google-
powered search results you’ll find a
‘Proxy’ link, which allows you to visit
the site with anonymity, although that
does still have its downsides. All
JavaScript is disabled for security
reasons, for example, rendering many
websites inoperable.

If you’re really against the Google
vibe, then StartPage also offers its
own webmail service (StartMail),
which has PGP encryption baked in.

Searching for alternatives
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Classicalmusic

BELOW In the
mood for Mahler or
Mendelssohn?
Search Bachtrack
for concert listings
and reviews

RIGHT The handy
My Bachtrack app
allows you to find
performances near
you, add them to a
“wishlist” and
quickly buy tickets
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recordings are categorised. YouTube’s
rap sheet is hardly better: it’s been
accused of liftingmoney out of the
pockets of musicians, composers and
record labels by allowing “pirate”
recordings to proliferate.

In 2013, one of the world’s most
famous pianists, Krystian Zimerman,
spotted a cheekymember of the
audience recording his performance
on their smartphone. “Would you
please stop that?” Zimerman asked
– admirably politely – while still
playing. However, the interruption
meant he lost his stride and he left the
stage shortly afterwards. Zimerman
returned later to explain that bootleg
footage posted on YouTubemeant he
hadmissed out on recording contracts
in the past. “The destruction of music
because of YouTube is enormous,”
Zimerman told the audience.

“Spotify and YouTube are amixed
blessing,” David Karlin, director of
classical music website Bachtrack,
told PC Pro. “On the positive side,
they’re great for listeners whowant to
try out lots of different music and
aren’t going to be listening to one
album often enough to justify buying
it. They alsomake brilliant research
tools: if I want to find out how a piece
sounds, I can do so immediately. But
they havemajor downsides. Their user
interfaces are very poor for classical
music, making it extremely hard to
find specific recordings. And the
considerable endeavour of creating
album covers and inserts is lost, which
particularly impacts opera, where
onewants to follow the libretto [the
words] while listening.”

Mark Pemberton, director of the
Association of British Orchestras
(ABO), is more upbeat about the
situation. “I take a positive view,” he
explained. “Streaming has opened

up access to classical music for
millions of people whomay never
have considered it part of their
entertainmentmix before.

“I hadn’t realised there was a vast
number of classical concerts on
YouTube,” Pemberton added. “But a
quick glance shows some impressive
numbers. 11 million views for Chicago
Symphony Orchestra’s Beethoven
Symphony No.9? That has to be
welcome news, and proof that there
is a huge audience out there for
classical music.”

But do stratospheric view counts
translate to concert tickets and album
sales, two key sources of revenue for
the industry? “I doubt there is any
empirical evidence of a link between
YouTube views and live attendance,
but the fact that the ABO’s statistics
show an increase in audiences from
fourmillion in 2010 to fivemillion
in 2016 is evidence there is growth,”
said Pemberton.

Bachtrack, and its accompanying
appMy Bachtrack, is set up to convert
that interest in classical music to
bums on seats. Founded in 2008, the
London-basedwebsite lists thousands
of upcoming concerts, operas and

dances around the world, as well as
providing detailed reviews of the
latest hot tickets. “Bachtrack does
two key things that a conventional
magazine could not do,” explained
Karlin. “First, it gives people easy
access to knowwhat’s being
performed in a way that was
previously either impractical or
downright impossible. That means,
quite simply, that people can go to
more concerts inmore different places
than before. Secondly, our linkage
between listings, reviews and (more
recently) articles means that people
can navigate the site to learn huge
amounts about the performers and
themusic that theymay be planning
to see. So, our principal impact is to
widen people’s scope.”

Idagio for strings
Dissatisfactionwith Spotify and Apple
Music has led to a new breed of
dedicated classical music-related apps
(see overleaf). Berlin-based streaming
service Idagio is one of themost
popular, having developed a
proprietary datamodel that presents
tracks in a clear and concise way.
Costing £9.99 permonth for MP3-
quality sound and £14.99 for CD-
quality audio, the app aims to be, in
the words of its website, “the very
best interface for classical music”.

killing classical?s tech   killing classical?

Classical music has long been
portrayed as a stick-in-the-mud, but,
as Max Figgett discovers, it’s far
more innovative that you would think
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ABOVE Idagio
makes it far easier
to find recordings
and, thanks to deals
with the major
labels, there are
nearly a million
tracks to explore

ABOVE Pamina and
Papageno in action
in 1927’s production
of The Magic Flute
at Berlin’s
Komische Oper
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“Unfortunately, themodel that
the big streaming services provide is
not really made to fit classical music,”
Idagio’s communicationsmanager
EliasWuermeling told PC Pro. “If you
look at Spotify, for example, it has
threemain categories, which are
artist, album and song title. But, if you
look at classical music, you have
somuchmore relevant information
such as composer and orchestra, so
the question is: who’s the artist in
that sense?”

This confusion can potentially
lead to classical albums being left
forgotten in a dusty corner of Spotify.
“Artists are dependent on the fact that
somebody listens to their music and, if
you don’t find an artist’s music or an
orchestra’s album, they don’t get
heard – and they don’t get paid,” said
Wuermeling. “That’s where Idagio
comes in andwe solve the problem for
users and artists through a search
tailor-made for classical music.”

To prosper, Idagio had to attack
streaming in a different way. “At the
beginning of Idagio, in 2015, the aim
was to show that there is space for a
technical product for classical music
– one that’s simpler than other
streaming services and has a right to
exist,” explainedWuermeling. “We
focused a lot on creating that data
model as well as the user experience
and figuring out how to structure the
data tomake it like a big, easily
accessible library.Wewanted to set
up the structure of that library so you
could just walk in and immediately
findwhat you’re looking for.”

It’s an appealing idea and a boon
for anyonewho has tried to find a
specific recording on Spotify only to
bemet with “No results found”. But
the key is the breadth of content.
Luckily, Idagio hasmade impressive
progress on that front, too: “We signed
contracts with all of themajor labels
that hold a large share of the classical
music catalogue – Universal, Sony
Music andWarner Music,” said
Wuermeling. “We also have a contract
with over 600 independent labels and
we’re going to reach onemillion
tracks by the end of the summer.”
That’s a lot of Vivaldi.

How to animate Mozart
It’s not just the personal listening
experience that’s being uprooted by
technology. The British independent
performance company, 1927, has
received fistfuls of awards for its
innovative pairing of classical music
and visuals. Its re-imagining of
Mozart’s TheMagic Flute as a 1920s
silent film, complete with German
Expressionism-influenced animations
by 1927’s co-artistic director Paul
Barritt, has proved very popular. After
premiering at Berlin’s Komische

Oper in 2012, where it is still in
the repertoire, the production
has toured the world
incessantly, garnering rave
reviews everywhere from
Guangzhou in China to
Minneapolis andMoscow.

As TheMagic Flute is one
of themost famous and
frequently performed operas
ever written, youwould have
expected 1927 to be nervous
about changing toomuch. Not
so: “One of the good things, for
us anyway, was whenwewere
first asked ‘do youwant to do
TheMagic Flute?’, I was like
‘who’s that one by again?’” Barritt
admitted. “Obviously, as soon as I
started listening to TheMagic Flute,
I found it really interesting, but,
specifically classical music – Mozart,
Haydn and composers like that – I
really didn’t listen tomuch at all until
we startedmaking it. So we came to it
without any baggage, which I think
was probably quite helpful.”

As for the animations, they were a
no-brainer. “With TheMagic Flute,
our first instinct was always to go
‘let’s make it like a big silent film’. It
makes complete sense as it’s all in
bits,” Barritt continued. “Normally,
there’s all of this text in between,
which I assume used to be funny in
the 18th century, and I thought ‘God,
really?’. Our first instinct was to cut it
completely, but thenwe thought
‘maybewe could do it as silent text
plates’ and, as wewere doing it as a
silent film, it seemed like a really good
idea for the show.

That’s easier said than done
because lining up the complex
animations withMozart’s music took
enormous technical prowess. “I
would build it all into little cues and it
operates a bit like lighting. There are
800 cues in TheMagic Flute. Every
animated event is a cue and the cues
are written into the score and
somebody sits there and hits the cue.
The point is that the conductor can go
at whatever tempo he or she wants
because that’s an important thing –
sometimes they go fast, sometimes
they go slow.”

It’s a technique that 1927 used
again in a double-bill production of
Igor Stravinsky’s ballet burlesque
Petrushka andMaurice Ravell’s opera
L’enfant et les Sortileges, which
premiered last year. Little surprise,
then, that Barritt is hopeful about the
future relationship between classical
music and tech. “There’s no reason
why, because we’ve got all of this
media stuff, those twoworlds can’t
completely join up,” he explained. “It
makes sense. If Wagner was around
nowadays, he would be using
animation in his operas. 100%.”

No funeral march
Whether an animated version of
Wagner’sDer Ring des Nibelungen
is your idea of heaven or hell, one
thing’s clear: people within the
classical music industry are upbeat
about a tech-centric future. “We are
entering a time inwhich the different
arts aremerging together a bit more
and I think that’s a good place where
that can happen... I think anything
that makes it a bit more exciting and
mad is good. The technology is there
to do that,” said Barritt.

ABO’s Pemberton also offers a rosy
view of what the futuremay hold: “I
suspect that orchestras will still be
giving great concerts in great halls,
alongside an online audience. And
orchestras have always embraced
technology, from the long player
through CDs, and are already using
digital tools to reach new audiences.”

There’s no evidence of tech getting
in the way of the live performance
experience, either. “If you go to a
concert of great music played by
wonderful performers in a beautiful-
sounding hall, your experience will
be broadly unaffected by the latest
technology,” said Bachtrack’s Karlin.

Karlin believes technology is
having amuch greater impact on
classical music outside of the concert
halls. “There are plenty of ways in
which technology can be positive for
classical music, whether it’s quick
online access tomusic scores (the
International Music Score Library
Project (IMSLP) for the older ones,
themusic publishers’ sites for the
newer), online aids to learning your
instrument, the crashing cost of
filming performances in superb
quality, the ability to stream
performances widely (just look at
Bachtrack’s Video section) and a
whole raft of ways, perhaps still
somewhat experimental, in which
electronics have been used in
composition,” he explained.

Let’s just hope that audiences are
more receptive than theywere in
Milan in 1914...
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PROOF
PC Jonathan Parkyn explains how to put together a

safe, simple computer for older (or younger)
relatives… without turning yourself into their
private tech support team
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B
eing the tech-savvy one
in the family is a double-
edged sword. It’s great to
help elderly parents and

other relatives, but once they know
you’re willing to help themwith their
computer problems, you’re always on
call. And, when ransomware or some
other disaster strikes, it’s inevitably
you they’ll turn to – not Microsoft
nor their PCmanufacturer’s actual
tech support team – for assistance.
With the best will in the world, it can
be pretty annoying to find yourself
reduced to the role of a helpdesk
operator.Wouldn’t it be brilliant if
you could prevent their computer
from having any such problems in the
first place?

Well, one solutionwould be to
tackle the source of many problems:
Windows itself. Asmuch as we love
Windows, it’s intrinsically prone to
precisely the sort of problems –
viruses, slowdowns, update issues and
Blue Screens of Death – that you’ll be
called upon to resolve. Installing
security software often isn’t enough,
either. Luckily, we have some
alternative ways tomake a PC easy to
use, reliable and, above all, safe.

The Linux method
Swapping outWindows for a Linux
install – or running it side by side with
Windows in a dual-boot configuration
(see overleaf) – has several important
advantages, depending onwhich
distro you opt for.

There’s no shortage of choice in
this regard and your decision is likely
to be governed by your preferences, as
well as the requirements and/or skill
level of the person you’re building the
PC for.We recommend LinuxMint,
which, in recent years, has defined
itself as one of the best distros for
anyone switching fromWindows.

There are four variations of Linux
Mint available from linuxmint.com
at themoment – Cinnamon, MATE,
Xfce and KDE – eachwith a slightly
different desktop environment. For
older users who are familiar with
Windows, Cinnamon is the best bet.
It’s straightforward, clean and
modern looking.

32-bit versions of all the desktop
environments are available as well as
64-bit varieties. In addition, the
distro’s lightweight system demands
and support for a wide range of
hardwaremeans that LinuxMint
works just as well on older systems as
it does new ones. As such, it’s a great
way to keep an oldermachine going
when the PC’s original OS – XP or

Vista, for example – is no longer
supported and vulnerable to infection.

As well as looking andworking a
lot likeWindows, LinuxMint comes
pre-installed withmany of the tools
most users will need, includingmedia
players, email and LibreOffice, which
will be instantly recognisable to
anyonewho has usedMicrosoft Office.
There are hundreds of other software
packages to install, too – including
Skype, Spotify and other popular
applications – which are all available
for free via LinuxMint’s spanking
new Software Manager.

The chief benefit of LinuxMint is
that it’s secure. Password-protected
root access prevents system-level files
from being tamperedwith, and
malware is virtually nonexistent.
That’s not to say that Linuxmalware
is completely unheard of. Earlier this
year, a malicious package was
discovered in the Ubuntu Snap app
store – a cryptocurrencyminer called
2048buntu,
disguised as a
game. Malware is
still so rare,
though, that you
could get away
with not installing
any security
software. For those
who prefer to err
on the side of
caution, though,
there are free
antivirus (such as
ClamAV) and
firewall tools (such
as Gufw) that
can be put in place
for a belt-and-
braces approach.

Themain
disadvantage of
going the Linux route is that, no
matter how similar distros such as
LinuxMintmay seem toWindows, it
will inevitably takemany users a
while to get used to how certain
things work, so you could potentially
end up receivingmore “support” calls
in the short term.

Turn a PC into a
Chromebook… sort of
Chromebooksmake for a great
alternative to aWindows system,
particularly for those who need
little more than aweb browser and
email. Chromebooks are usually
lightweight, fast and very
straightforward to use, thanks to
Google’s ChromeOS operating
system; this worksmore like a

BOTTOM You can
convert a laptop
into a Chromebook-
like device via the
CloudReady Home
Edition software

CHROMEBOOKS
ARE FAR LESS
SUSCEPTIBLE TO
ATTACKS THAN
WINDOWS PCs

BELOW The
Cinnamon flavour
of Linux Mint is
ideal for users who
are used to the
Windows interface
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THE S MODE
WOULD BE A LESS
RISKY OPTION
THAN FULL-FAT
WINDOWS 10 FOR
LOYAL USERS

TOP The Surface
Laptop comes
ready equipped
with Windows 10 S

ABOVE Try out
Windows 10 S mode
by downloading
the Education
preview installer
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But there’s a problem. Currently,
Windows 10 in S mode is only
officially available on a handful of
devices, including Microsoft’s own
Surface Laptop. You can “test” S mode
by downloading the Education
preview installer from pcpro.
link/287education, but there are
numerous stumbling blocks to
contend with. Driver support is
limited, for example, so there’s a
chance some of your devices may not
actually function once S mode has
been installed. Moreover, the S mode
installation can only be activated if

web browser running apps than a
full-blown OS.

Just like Linux, Chromebooks are
less susceptible to malicious attacks
than Windows PCs. This is partly
due to the fact that the Linux-based
OS is much less of a target for hackers
and malware writers than Windows,
but also because Chromebooks come
with advanced security features
baked in – namely a custom firmware
chip, which uses a process called
Verified Boot to prevent malware
from modifying system code. In
addition, a Trusted Platform Module
(TPM) generates tamper-proof
encryption keys.

Their portability, relative
simplicity and low cost make them
ideal for students and younger users,
but Chromebooks are also well suited
to older users and anyone who
doesn’t want the hassle of wonky
Windows updates and compatibility
issues. The trouble is that even the
cheapest Chromebooks – such as the
Asus C202 – will still set you back
around £180.

However, there is a free way of
converting an existing PC into a
Chromebook-like device: by
installing Neverware’s CloudReady
Home Edition (neverware.com/
freedownload), which is essentially
a version of the open-source
Chromium OS that underpins
Chrome OS. Load the CloudReady
installer onto a USB flash drive, plug
it into the PC you want to install it on,
then reboot and follow the steps.

Before you sign up your entire
family, there are some caveats to
consider. Firstly, unless the PC
concerned is on Neverware’s list of
certified models (pcpro.link/287list),
compatibility isn’t guaranteed.
Uncertified PCs may still work, but
“may have unstable behaviour, and
our support team cannot assist you
with troubleshooting,” according to
the tool’s installation page. That said,
we’ve got it working on several
non-certified machines without any
deal-breaking bugs.

Many non-officially sanctioned
PCs also lack the TPM hardware
needed to capitalise on the operating
system’s encryption features, and
Verified Boot isn’t supported under
CloudReady at all. Updates won’t
necessarily come as thick and fast as
they might on a real Chromebook,
either – CloudReady users can expect
to receive patches and security fixes
four to ten weeks after they’re

released for Chrome OS. It’s
also worth noting that many
central features of Chrome OS
are missing or work differently
under CloudReady – even basic
functions, such as sharing
files from within apps and
geolocation in Google Maps,
don’t work.

Those qualifications
aside, CloudReady offers
much of what many
older and younger users
will need, without the
risk of installing a dubious
EXE file, encrypting a hard
disk with ransomware or
spending six hours
rebuilding a PC because of a
borked Windows Update.
And it will look instantly
familiar to anyone used to
running Chrome on a PC.

Run Windows
10 in S mode
Windows 10 S used to be an
entirely separate edition of
the operating system, but
since the April 2018
Windows Update (see issue
286, p52), it has been officially
recategorised as a “mode”. Some
consider Windows 10 S mode a direct
competitor to Google’s Chrome OS,
by locking down the OS to make it
more secure and streamlined. In S
mode, users aren’t able to install or
run Win32 desktop applications –
only Windows Store apps can be used.
Other functions are either disabled
(including command line controls) or
restricted – the only default web
browser allowed is Edge, for example.

This may sound limiting, but it
theoretically makes the OS a much
safer environment. For instance,
Windows Store apps are vetted by
Microsoft and aren’t allowed access to
system folders in the way that desktop
programs are. Performance should be
improved too, since apps don’t slip
themselves into startup routines.

Windows 10 in S mode doesn’t
eradicate the need for security
software altogether, though, and
users will need to rely on the OS’s
built-in Windows Defender program,
since there are currently no third-
party antivirus tools that support
the mode. Even so, S mode would be
a less risky option than full-fat
Windows 10 for loyal, older users who
are reluctant to leave behind the
familiar Windows environment.

released for Chrome OS. It’s 
also worth noting that many 
central features of Chrome OS 
are missing or work differently 
under CloudReady – even basic 
functions, such as sharing 
files from within apps and 
geolocation in Google Maps, 
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YOU CAN RUN A VIRTUALISED INSTANCE
OF WINDOWS UNDER A LINUX HOST
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THE CASE
FOR A MAC
It used to be the case that Apple
computers were considered much
safer than PCs – a fact that Apple
gleefully used to its advantage in its
notorious Mac vs PC commercials in
2007 (pcpro.link/287advert). It’s
still true that macOS is harder to
exploit than Windows – and it
certainly requires fewer updates –
but it’s far from immune. Security
firm Malwarebytes has uncovered
four new types of macOS malware
this year alone, including one called
OSX.MaMi; this changes DNS
settings and prevents you from
changing them back. Head to
pcpro.link/287malware to read
more about the current evolution
of macOS malware.

Macs are arguably easier to use
than Windows, but this is somewhat
relative. Anyone who has used
Windows computers all their life
may still struggle with macOS, at
least initially. And then there’s the
cost factor. Apple Mac computers
are more expensive than ever,
thanks to the weakened pound,
making them one of the least
affordable options. Frustratingly,
macOS is still tied to Apple’s
hardware. You can’t just buy a copy
of the operating system and install it
on an existing PC… unless you’re
brave enough to delve into the murky
world of Hackintosh builds, that is.
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One option here would be to create
a dual-boot configuration, so that the
PC started in a safe OS by default, but
could also be booted toWindows,
should the user ever need to access a
specific application. LinuxMint
supports dual booting and, assuming
Windows is already installed, it’s
pretty easy to achieve; just select the
“Install Linux alongsideWindows”
optionwhen installing the OS. Sadly,
dual boot support is being phased
out of CloudReady and is no longer
available for fresh installs – see
pcpro.link/287dual for more.

Linux users get another option for
running oldWindows applications:
virtualisation.Wine (winehq.org) has
been allowing users to runWindows
programs under Linux for years, but
support is far from universal. A
further possibility would be to run an
entire virtualised instance of
Windows under a Linux host –
virtualbox.orgwould be your best
bet for that. You could even sandbox
theWindows VM by disabling
networking, thereby effectively
eliminating security risks. The only
real drawbackwith this is that you’d
need a full copy of the edition of
Windows youwant to run and valid
licence to activate it.

ABOVE Linux Mint
supports dual
booting and
makes it easy to
set up

your existing device is running
Windows 10 Pro,Windows 10 Pro
Education orWindows 10 Enterprise.
If the PC concerned is running
Windows 10 Home, you’re out of luck.

In a recent blog post (pcpro.
link/287blog), Microsoft’s Joe Belfiore
confirmed that further changes to S
mode are inbound: “Starting with the
next update toWindows 10, coming
soon, customers can choose to buy a
newWindows 10 Home orWindows
10 Pro PCwith Smode enabled.” This
may beworth future investigation.

Dual-booting and
virtualisation
One of the biggest barriers to building
a non-Windows box for older
relatives is compatibility. Not only do
they have to get used to an entirely
new operating system, but they also
have to learn how to use all of the
programs and tools that replace the
ones they’ve been using for years on
theirWindows PC. In some cases,
you’ll find like-for-like replacements;
LibreOffice and Gimp are virtually
identical whether you’re using them
onWindows or Linux, for example.
But theremay beWindows-only
applications that your users just
won’t be able to dowithout.
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logged in, search for “tweet your
instagrams” and you’ll immediately
find an applet that will automatically
repost full images to Twitter –
although note that it only works for
single-image posts.

Automate your
research
IFTTT isn’t just useful for linking
Instagram and Twitter. There are also
applets for Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr
and YouTube among others. For
example, see ift.tt/2JHEr2R for an
applet that automatically cross-posts
your tweets to Facebookwhen you
use a specific hashtag, meaning you
can easily decide which should be
shared, rather than having to take an
all-or-nothing approach.

Other applets can help you keep
track of what people are talking
about, and ensure that you’re always
posting timely, relevant content. At
ift.tt/2JB9yRO, you’ll find an applet
that searches Twitter every hour for
hashtags that match a specified search
term. Any tweets that it finds are
added to a Google spreadsheet for easy
review. It’s a great way tomonitor a
story that’s relevant to your business,
or to your personal interests.

responses, as you’ll have to keep an
eye onmultiple platforms.

Still, cross-posting is a good tool
to have in your toolbox, and it isn’t
hard if you automate the process.
Instagram is a good place to start, as it
has built-in support for cross-posting
your content to Twitter and Facebook.
Since it’s owned by Facebook,
integrationwith that platform is
neatly implemented: your pictures
will show up in friends’ timelines as if
you’d posted them there directly.

If you cross-post to Twitter,
however, you’ll just get a link to the
original Instagram entry, rather than
a nice image. To post your picture
directly, skip Instagram’s built-in
cross-posting tool and head over to
IFTTT instead (ifttt.com). Once you

S
ocial media just
keeps getting busier
and noisier. So if
youwant your
personal
profile to
attract

attention – or if youwant
your business account to
perform as well as it possibly
can – you need tomake sure
you’re posting regular content
that’s worth interacting with.

That may sound like a lot to ask,
but there’s a wealth of tools out there
that can help with both sides of the
equation. Here’s how you can spend
less time posting and still attract a
loyal, growing audience.

Cross-posting
Cross-posting – posting the same
content to several platforms – is an
obvious way tomultiply your social
media reach. But if you do it carelessly
or to excess, it can backfire. If your
followers connect with you on
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and
more, they’ll get fed up of seeing the
samemessages over and over again.
Andwhile cross-posting itself is easy,
it becomes harder to stay on top of
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Want to grow your
audience on social media
without spending hours a
day glued to your phone?
Nik Rawlinson reveals
some social secrets

If youwork for a business that
needs to keep a proactive eye on social
media buzz, you should also check out
the applet at ift.tt/2l8LYND, which
updates your chosen Slack channel as
soon as anyone posts a tweet that
matches your search term. You can
then respond or retweet right away
– customer service agents, take note.

Passive posting
IFTTT can evenmake social media
posts on your behalf, to keep your
followers up to date with your
activity. The applet at ift.tt/2y9ptS6
will automatically tweet new
favourites that you save to Pocket; at
ift.tt/2l54ZQV you’ll find one that will
tweet out a link every time there’s a
new post on yourWordPress blog.

Youwill notice, though, that
both applets are still triggered by
something you do. If youwant a fully
automated system that can post in the
evening and at weekends while you’re
out having a life, turn to buffer.com.

Simply put, Buffer lets you queue
up content for Twitter, Facebook,
LinkedIn, Google+, Instagram and
Pinterest, which it will publish for you
according to a schedule.With a free
account, you can connect up to three

social media accounts (although
Pinterest isn’t included) and schedule
up to ten items.

If you’re using Buffer for business
– and a lot of people do – then $15 a
month for a Pro account allows you to
connect up to eight accounts, and
queue up to 1,000 posts. Other plans
cater for larger businesses, extending
tomore than 150 social accounts, with
25 teammembers and up to 2,000
posts at a time.

Buffer will automatically set up a
schedule for you, so by default when
you add something to the queue it will
go live when the next posting time
rolls around. Naturally, though, you
can customise the schedule, assign
posts to a specific slot or set a bespoke
publication time, so your post
coincides with an announcement,
launch or the expiry of an embargo.

Better yet, Buffer has its own apps,
allowing you to schedule content
that’s drawn directly from other apps
on your phone – and it integrates with
third-party services such as IFTTT,
Feedly (feedly.com) and Pocket.

Look sharp
It may be a cliché that a picture is
worth a thousandwords, but it’s

nowhere truer than on social media.
Indeed, an image is oftenmuch better
than a chunk of text: not many people
will bother to read a lengthy screed
on Facebook, and Twitter is certainly
the wrongmedium for long-form
prose. Research by Buffer found that
tweets with images received 18%more
clicks than those without, 89%more
favourites and 150%more retweets.
If those stats haven’t convinced you
that you need to be posting images,
nothingwill.

Not all images are equal, however.
Eye-tracking studies conducted by
Nielsen Norman Group found that
decorative pictures in social media
posts were completely ignored (pcpro.
link/287nielsen). Rather, the research
found that “users pay attention to
information-carrying images that
show content that’s relevant to the
task at hand”. In other words, you
can’t just throw any old image onto
your posts – your pictures need to
have a purpose.

Happily, creating information-rich
graphics isn’t hard. Canva (canva.
com) and Adobe Spark (spark.adobe.
com) are two options that make it
easy to find relevant pictures, overlay
meaningful text and export your

Best
tools for
social
media
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results in the right shapes and formats
for different social platforms. Spark
has rudimentary video composition
tools too, with eight video themes,
widescreen and square formats, as
well as a selection of royalty-free
soundtracks to choose from. Canva
and Spark have free and premium
accounts, and Adobe’s premium
offering is also included in a full
Creative Cloud subscription.

Making an impact
on LinkedIn
To an extent, Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter aremuch of amuchness
– the same sort of fun, personal
content generally plays well on all of
them. However, LinkedIn, with its

professional focus, is a bit different:
whatever you publish could be seen as
representing your employer, and
could be referred to the next time you
land a job interview.

That doesn’t mean that the same
general posting principles don’t
apply, though. Indeed, if you use the
site’s publishing platform, Pulse,
LinkedIn isn’t all that different to
Facebook: you get a business blog
attached to your profile, which
aggregates your posts with other
contributors’ offerings. You can add
photos and videos to the body of each
post, alongwith a featured image that
appears at the top, and other LinkedIn
users can like and comment on posts.
LinkedIn itself provides interaction

1 analytics so you canmonitor what is
and isn’t working.

The first message then is not to
neglect LinkedIn in your social media
portfolio. One tip: for your featured
image, choose something that’s not
only relevant to your subject but
striking enough tomake people stop
scrolling. The optimal size for this
image is 744 x 400 pixels.

There’s another noteworthy aspect
to LinkedIn, too: the SlideShare
platform, which allows you to share
entire presentations on the site – a
great way to showwhat you’re doing
professionally, or dig into a subject in a
more accessible and visual way than
would be possible in a Facebook post.
Indeed, LinkedIn itself uses SlideShare
to distribute its Publishing Playbook,
full of advice for anyone just getting
started with LinkedIn publishing
(pcpro.link/287playbook).

SlideShare supports PowerPoint,
OpenOffice Presentations and PDFs of
up to 300MB. If you need to use specific
fonts, you should convert your
presentation to PDF first and upload
that, remembering that any slides that
build up overmultiple clicks will need
to be saved as separate pages.

Nothing you upload to SlideShare is
automatically added to your LinkedIn
profile – but, inmost cases, it makes
sense to enable this, as it’s an easy way
to help keep your public profile fed
with fresh content.

Like Pulse, SlideSharemaintains
detailed analytics on the performance
of your posts at slideshare.net/insight,
where it tracks social shares,
comments, views, actions andmore –
so you canmonitor your performance
over time, identify which content
resonates with your audience and
tailor your future posts accordingly.

Automation
Finally, because nobody has time to do
everything they need, online or off,
let’s look at a fewmore automation
tools that can help youmanage your
social media profiles.

Chatfuel (chatfuel.com) is a clever
service that lets you build your own
chatbot for Facebook. It’s entirely
form-based, so you don’t need any
programming experience, and you
certainly don’t need to be an expert on
Facebook APIs. For businesses that
receive a predictable set of enquiries, a
bot can be a great time-saver, freeing
up staff and allowing customers to get
an immediate response even outside of
working hours. You can put together
a basic Chatfuel-branded bot for free:
if youwant to get rid of the Chatfuel
logo andmanage your bot’s audience,
you’ll need to sign up for a Pro
account, costing $30 amonth.

Post Planner (postplanner.com) is a
more reactive tool. It pulls photos and

1Rather than using
Instagram’s built-in

cross-posting tool,
use an IFTTT applet to
post your full images
directly to Twitter

2This IFTTT applet
searches Twitter

for specific hashtags
every hour and adds
them to a Google
spreadsheet, making
it easy for you to
track what people
are talking about

3With a free Buffer
subscription, you

can connect up to
three social media
accounts and then
schedule up to ten
future posts

4Canva is a great
free resource for

creating attention-
grabbing graphics
and images that you
can later share on
social media

5SlideShare allows
you to share

entire presentations
on LinkedIn, which is
a great way of going
into more detail than
you would in a
Facebook post

2

3
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As we’ve mentioned, both Spark and Canva
come with a library of free photos, and you can
never have too many images. You can take your
own photos, but if you want to create a lot of
social media graphics, consider signing up to a
stock photo site such as Stock Unlimited
(stockunlimited.com). Free users can make
use of a library of 60,000 images, and you can
access the full library of over a million visuals
for just $79 per year, or $15 a month.

It’s not the only option, though. There are
plenty of sites out there offering high-quality
photos for free. Here are our favourites.

BucketListly
bucketlistly.blog/photos
A great place to find stunning travel photos,
which you can use free (with attribution) for
non-commercial posts. The 7,000+ photos on
offer cover big swathes of Europe and Asia,
though there’s nothing for the UK or US yet.

Gratisography
gratisography.com
Your first port of call when you’re looking for
something fresh and quirky. Carefully
composed and with striking use of colour, these
images can be edited and used in both personal
and commercial projects – just don’t sell them in
their vanilla state.

ISORepublic isorepublic.com
Not the largest library, but the 3,000+ stock
photos hosted here are offered under a free

Creative Commons licence, for you to use how
you like. There’s also a dedicated library of food
photos at foodiefactor.com.

Kaboompics kaboompics.com
This site lets you search not only by subject but
other useful things such as dominant colour
and image orientation. The terms of the licence
allow you to reuse the pictures, just so long as
you don’t resell them.

Pexelspexels.com
Not just a photo library, but a good collection of
videos too, all free for commercial and personal
use with or without attribution. It’s one of the
larger libraries with more than 40,000 stock
shots currently on offer.

Picjumbopicjumbo.com
Search through more than 1,900 photos – or
download the whole lot for a $15 contribution
(or more, if you’re feeling generous). At around

half a penny a shot, it’s a very cost-effective
start to your own local image library.

Pixabaypixabay.com
An enormous resource with more than 1.4
million royalty-free stock photos in its library.
All can be used in personal or commercial
projects with no need to credit the original
photographers, and dedicated Android and
iOS apps make it easy to find stock shots when
you’re blogging on the go.

StartupStockPhotos
startupstockphotos.com
As the name suggests, this library focuses on
startup culture, with plenty of pictures of
people and businesses. Best of all, they’re
offered under a full Creative Commons
licence, with no rights reserved.

StockSnap stocksnap.com
This library is particularly useful for its shots
of humans in all sorts of environments. There
are dedicated categories for the two sexes,
plus options for families, couples and abstract
concepts such as “Happy” and “Love”.

Unsplashunsplash.com
One of the first free stock photo sites to gain
widespread public attention, this is a huge
library of stunning royalty-free images that
you can use without payment or attribution in
both commercial and personal work. It’s still
one of our favourites.

Find the perfect pic – for free

articles from the Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram accounts you follow,
alongwith RSS feeds you subscribe
to and hashtags you’re interested in,
then ranks what it finds so you can
instantly see what’s getting themost
engagement. You can then retweet,
like or respond to themost popular
posts, so you’re always on the ball.
Like Buffer, it also has scheduling
tools for unattended posting around
the clock; plans start at $3 amonth.

And if youwant to build an
Instagram audience, it’s worth
looking at tools that automatically
like posts and follow users on your
behalf, in the hope that the posters
will notice and follow you back.
SocialDrift (socialdrift.com) does this
using clever algorithms that analyse
hashtags, locations and followers of
followers, but it’s steeply priced at $13
a week or $39 amonth. RoboLike
(robolike.com) performs a similar
service, liking other people’s posts
on Instagramwhen theymatch your
targeted hashtags, for amore
affordable $7.77 amonth.

Just oneword of warning: before
deploying any kind of automated
service on a social network, make sure
your use of it doesn’t breach the
network’s terms and conditions.

4
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E very new technology needs a
tipping point before it explodes.
In the case of virtual reality,

we’ve beenwaiting for decades. So
long, that many people - including
several within PC Pro - have written it
off. It may seem bizarre to herald the
HTC Vive Pro as the breakthrough
product, but at last we’ve seenwhat’s
capable when hardware and software

meet in themiddle to create
something genuinely great.

When I took delivery of the Vive
Pro for an in-depth test – as I write
these words, I’ve been living with it
for twoweeks – I didn’t have such
amazing expectations. I’ve used the
HTC Vive, playedwith the Oculus
Rift through its various incarnations,
and currently have threeWindows
Mixed Reality headsets sitting on a
shelf behindme. They’ve all shown
promise, but the Vive Pro – in cahoots
with a slew of VR games – has taken
me from a supporter of VR into a
genuine fan.

So what’s new?
The reasonmy expectations were so
low are simple: on paper, the Vive Pro
doesn’t seem like such a huge upgrade
on the Vive, Oculus Rift orWindows
Mixed Reality.Who cares that the
resolution per eye has been boosted
to 1,400 x 1,600 – is that really so
different to the 1,080 x 1,200 of the
original Vive? After all, they both have
a 110-degree field of view and 90Hz
refresh rate.

The difference, it turns out, is huge.
It’s all about clarity. It’s about reading
instructions without thinking about
it; about the obstacles hurtling your

PRICE Headset only, £666 (£799 inc VAT)
from htc.com

SCORE

Slug SectionheadReviews
The biggest, best, most exciting products in tech – tested, evaluated and reviewed

The definitive VR experience of the moment. Hideously
expensive, but worth it for those who love the cutting edge

HTC Vive Pro
RECOMMENDED
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BELOW HTC has
shifted weight from
the front to the back,
making it more
comfortable

“The key development over
the past 18 months is that
the big games developers
are now taking virtual
reality seriously”

waywith added realism;
about the world surrounding
you looking smoother and
more lifelike. I’m not
suggesting you think that
you’re in the real world, but
this is the difference between
Toy Story andWho Framed
Roger Rabbit. For the duration
of the game, you can suspend
your disbelief.

The other significant change
is the integrated audio.Where the
Vive relied on you plugging your
own earphones or headphones into
a 3.5mm jack, the Vive Pro includes
an integrated set of headphones that
you pull down and adjust to fit over
your ears.

These include 3D spatial audio for
obvious reasons, but the biggest
surprise was howwell they blocked
the outside world. There was one
terrifyingmoment where I was
immersed in a game and didn’t hear
my son come intomy office and call
for my attention; when I felt a tap on
my arm I was genuinely shocked.

I could have avoided this by
switching on the “conversation
mode”, which uses an extra
microphone to pick up sounds
happening in the room. Or you can
use this mic to enable noise
cancellation in the headphones.

Heads up(grades)
HTC has also tweaked the design of
the headset. This isn’t obvious from
first glance, admittedly, where it
looks like the only change is to its
colour – it’s dark blue rather than
dark grey. However, the Vive Pro is
more comfortable thanks to HTC
switching some of weight load from
the front to the back.

HTC has alsomade it much
easier to adjust the headset, which
is a relief when you’re having to
fight your children to use it.
Rather than having to fiddle
with three straps, it’s nowmore
like a bike helmet: you loosen
the knob at the back, place it on
your head, tighten it, and then
make a final adjustment with a
single strap that runs from the
front to the back. This lifts the
Vive Pro from the bridge of
your nose.

Having said all of that, it
isn’t as comfortable as I
would like.Withmy glasses
on, I can feel the added
pressure onmy nose when I
start playing. Once I’m in the
games, all my other senses
take over and I ignore it, but
the pressure does still
diminish the pleasure of
using the Vive Pro.

What’s more
surprising is that my
three school-age
children have no such
worries. Had I allowed
it, they would have
been happy to keep
playing for hours at
a time.

Setup hurdles
If you already own an
HTC Vive, installation is
simplicity itself. Unplug your
current HTC Vive headset, plug in
the new one. (You’ll be delighted by
the simplified cabling, too: where the
Vive was connected by three wires to
the link box, the Vive Pro requires
only one.) If this is your first Vive,
though, then you’ll need to go
through a similar rigmarole as before.

The Vive system relies on two
sensors that must bemounted
diagonally opposite one another in
your room, at approximately head
height. I used two camera tripods to
positionmine, but you canmount
them onto walls permanently using
the supplied kits or plonk them on
bookshelves and hope theywork.
Note that each one needs to be within
3m of a power socket.

These sensors connect wirelessly to
a small link box, roughly the size of a
Kit Kat, which plugs directly into your
PC: one cord feeds into a USB 3 port,
the other into a DisplayPort.
Naturally, it also needs a power
supply. Don’t forget that you’ll also
need to keep the twowireless
controllers charged too, but
these only require a standard
micro-USB cable.

HTC guides you
through this process
via its setup
software, but it’s
still a faff. There
are a number of
hurdles that can
trip you up, from
needing the latest
firmware to downloading
SteamVR to avoiding HTC’s

The Vive Pro has slightly faster system requirements
than the Vive, although you’ll only need a processor
that can match an Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350.
Graphics are more demanding: at the very least, you’ll
need a Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9
290. The rest of the specs shouldn’t be a problem: 4GB
of RAM, DisplayPort 1.2 or newer, one USB 3 port, and
Windows 8.1 or higher. Windows 10 is recommended.

It doesn’t take a genius to see that the graphics
card is the key component. While Microsoft claims
Windows Mixed Reality can get away with mid-range
GeForce cards, HTC says, “for the best experience
[you’ll need] Nvidia GeForce GTX 1070/Quadro P5000
or above, or AMD Radeon Vega 56 or above.”

I tested with the Alienware Aurora PC (p58),
which had no problems running the Vive Pro, but I
recommend downloading the ViveCheck app from
pcpro.link/287check to make sure your machine is
quick enough.

ABOVE Unlike the
Vive, the Vive Pro
features an integrated
set of headphones

efforts to sign you up to its
Viveport subscription
service (this works like
Netflix, costing £8
permonth but giving
you access to a range
of VR titles).

Fun times
But thenwe come to the

good bit: the games. I
stopped playing games on

my PC almost two decades
ago, but VR has suckedme back

in. My current favourite is Beat
Saber, which is a simple rhythm
gamewhere you have to scythe
through approaching blocks – in the
right direction, at the right time –
and avoid obstacles. It’s simple,
ridiculously enjoyable and gets the
heart pumping.

We’re also seeingmore
VRDLCs – that is,
downloadable content –
for “traditional” games.
These are particularly
powerful in stealth games
such as Payday 2, where
you have to pull off bank

heists by avoiding guards. Some
dedicated VR games employ a similar
tactic, with themuch-loved Budget
Cuts being an obvious example.

The key development over the
past 18months, though, is that the
big games developers are now taking
VR seriously. Two contrasting

examples: The Elder Scrolls V:
Skyrim VR for RPG fans,

Fallout 4 VR for those
who like a bit of

post-apocalyptic
fighting

How fast does your
PC need to be?
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(although note that the latter
desperately needs an update to take
advantage of the Vive Pro’s higher
resolution). Nomatter which genre
you favour, chances are that youwill
find a high-quality game developed
by a big name, withmore to come
later this year.

The future is wireless
Nor is this the end for the Vive when
it comes to hardware. HTC is already
advertising a wireless adapter based
on Intel’sWiGig technology, which
means you can cut the cords entirely
and roam around your VR
environment freely.

This begs two questions I can’t yet
answer: howmuchwill it cost and
how longwill the battery last? I can
speculate, though, based on HTC’s
own (more basic) TPCast, which costs
£300 and lasts for around two hours.

HTC’s marketing for the upcoming
wireless adapter promises “long hours
of VR freedom”, so I’m hoping for
three to four hours and amore
aggressive price. However, “hope” is
the keyword here, because HTC is
alreadymilking Vive customers for
every cent.

Price to pay
There’s no clearer
sign of this than the
pricing structure of
the Vive Pro itself.
Existing Vive owners
can upgrade to the
Vive Pro for £799,
which is for the headset
only. I find that a staggering
amount to askwhen all you’re
getting compared to the original is
the upgraded resolution and headset
design. Despite themany advances of
this version over the existing Vive,
which is still on sale at £499 for a
system complete with controllers and
sensors, if I was an existing Vive
owner I’d wait for the price to come
down before buying.

So what if you’re new to Vive?
You’ll still need to buy the Vive Pro
headset for £799, but also the Vive
Accessory Starter Pack. This costs
£480 on its own, but if you buy both at
the same time then HTCwill discount
it to £249. That brings the total price
to £1,048. There’s noway to sugar-
coat that, although HTC does its best
by suggesting you buy it on credit for
around £48 permonth over two years.

SPECIFICATIONS
Dual 1,440 x 1,600 resolution 90Hz AMOLED
screens Bluetooth USB-C DisplayPort 1.2

integrated mic and headphones 257 x
300 x 110mm (WDH) 555g 1yr warranty

Last month, we reviewed the Oculus Go
(see issue 286, p64), heralding it as a VR
breakthrough. This may make pedants
wonder how many breakthroughs VR
needs, but it’s important to distinguish
between mobile VR – where all the
processing is done on the headset –
and desktop VR such as
the Vive.

The Oculus Go
provides an
excellent
introduction to
VR, not least
because it’s so
easy to use, but it
can’t rival the Vive
Pro for breadth of
games or richness. For example, while
Beat Saber isn’t available on the Oculus
Go, various simplified clone games are
available – but in comparison they’re
poor imitations.

Then again, the Go costs £200 and it
also has content you can’t find on the
Vive. Most recently, the BBC’s VR app for
watching World Cup games was only
released for mobile headsets. Then again,
I’m not sure anyone would want to sit
watching football with a Vive headset on
for 45 minutes at a time.

This is toomuchmoney, especially
whenmixed reality headsets cost
around £300 and you can invest in
the Sony PlayStation 4 VR system for
around £500 (including the console

and VR headset). And
don’t forget that Facebook
must be feeling the
pressure of the Vive Pro,
meaningwewould expect
to see Oculus Rift 2
announced soon – even if
its launch is more likely to

be in 2019 than 2018.
Despite this, I’m seriously tempted

by the HTC Vive Pro. As is so often the
case, you’re paying the price for

being an early adopter, but this
feels like an investment in a
platform that’s going
somewhere. Sure, you can
wait a year for prices to fall
and rival hardware to
appear, but think of all
those Beat Saber sessions
youwon’t have played in
themeantime. If you love
technology, you’ll love the
HTC Vive Pro. TIM DANTON

ABOVE To adjust the
headset, simply loosen
the knob at the rear,
put the Vive Pro on
your head and tighten

LEFT On paper, the
Pro doesn’t seem like
a big upgrade, but the
difference is huge

BELOW The dark blue
Vive Pro is a touch
more stylish and
compact than the Vive

“You’re paying the price
for being an early adopter,
but this feels like an
investment in a platform
that’s going somewhere”

Mobile vs desktop
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Laptops and PCs
We run our own benchmarks on every
Windows andmacOS systemwe test.
These are based around image editing,
video editing andmultitasking (where
we run the video editing benchmark
while simultaneously playing back a
4K video). At the bottom of each laptop
and PC review you’ll find the system’s
score in each of these tests, plus an
Overall score.

If a laptop scores 70, say, then it’s
30% slower than our reference
system – a PCwith a Core i7-4670K
and 8GB of RAM. If it scores 160, then
it’s 60% faster.

We test laptop battery life by playing back a full-screen video until the
battery runs out.We set the screen brightness to 170cd/m2, or as close as we
can get using its settings, and switch to Flight mode.

How we test
What our awards mean

Screen quality
In each laptop,
phone, tablet and
monitor review you
will see our
conclusions about
the screen quality.
Some of this will be
subjective, but we also
test each screen using a
Display i1 Colorimeter.We
measure formaximum
brightness, colour accuracy and

consistency – theremay be a
difference in brightness,

say, from themiddle
and the edges of
the panel.

We alsomeasure
Delta E, which gives
a guide as to how
accurately the panel

displays a colour.
Anything under 1 is

excellent and likely to be
difficult for the human eye to
distinguish; 1-2 is still strong; above
this suggests a panel that you
shouldn’t trust for colour-accurate
photo editing.

Phones and tablets
We run a selection of publicly
available benchmarks on all the
phones and tablets we test. First,

we run Geekbench 4
(geekbench.com). This
is a good test of the
processor and
memory in
particular, and
includes both a test
for single-core and
multi-core
performance. See

below for a selection
of scores to provide a

reference of what’s good…
andwhat’s not so good.

We also run the graphics-intensive
GFXBench (gfxbench.com) to see how
well the phones and tablets are likely
to perform in games.

As with laptops, we test
smartphone and tablet
battery life by playing
back a full-screen
video until the
battery runs out.
We set the screen
brightness to
170cd/m2, or as close
as we can get using
its settings.

ABOVE We put PCs
and laptops through
intensive benchmarks
and test laptops for
battery life

RECOMMENDED

Recommended
This, quite simply, is a
product we would
recommend
you buy – if it meets
your needs.

A-List
The best buy in its
category right now.
The product will also
feature on our A-List,
starting on p16,
updated each month.

Labs Winner
Each month we run a
group test, or Labs.
This product has
managed to beat all
others to top position.

The pcpro.link
Throughout the magazine you’ll see
pcpro.link shortcuts. Enter these into
the address bar of your browser and it
will take you to a particular page, which
will either be too long or awkward for
us to publish or will take you to the
precise shop from which to buy. If it’s
Amazon, note that we have an affiliate
deal in place so we will receive a
commission from each sale. This will
never affect our verdict of a product,
and if another reputable vendor is selling
the product cheaper then we will use
them instead.

Prices will vary
Prices we publish are correct on the day
we publish, but we often see prices
change – especially on sites such as
Amazon. However, we do work with
British PC retailers to ensure the prices
we quote for their systems are correct.
If the price isn’t being honoured, contact
us via letters@pcpro.co.uk.

626

Geekbench 4, multi-core

Apple iPhone X
Samsung Galaxy S8
Huawei P20 Pro
OnePlus 5T
LG G6
Honor 7X

6,806
6,658

4,137

8,804

3,457

10,390

BELOW We play back
a video, setting the
screen to 170cd/m²,
until the battery runs
out to test battery life

LEFT & FAR LEFT To
measure a screen’s
sRGB gamut coverage
and Delta E, we use a
Display i1 Colorimeter
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WI4000-Series
Based on the mainstream Intel® Socket 1151 platform
which supports Intel® Core™ i3, i5 and i7 CPUs with
up to six cores and dual-channel DDR4 memory
for excellent performance in a wide variety of DCC
applications.

WI6000-Series
Based on the high-end Intel® Socket 2066
platformwhich supports Intel® Core™ i7 and i9
CPUs with up to 18 cores and high-bandwidth
quad-channel DDR4 memory for superlative
performance in a wide variety of DCC applications.

3XSWI4000 Design
• Intel® Core™ i5 8600K processor
overclocked to 4.8GHz

• 16GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4
3000MHz

• 4GB NVIDIA Quadro P1000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

3XSWI4000Viz
• Intel® Core™ i7 8700K processor
overclocked to 4.8GHz

• 32GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4
3000MHz

• 8GB NVIDIA Quadro P4000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

£1,479.99 INC
VAT £2,239.99 INC

VAT

3XSWI6000 Design
• Intel® Core™ i7 7820X processor
overclocked to 4.5GHz

• 32GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4
2666MHz

• 4GB NVIDIA Quadro P1000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

3XSWI6000Viz
• Intel® Core™ i9 7900X processor
overclocked to 4.5GHz

• 64GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4
2666MHz

• 8GB NVIDIA Quadro P4000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

£2,039.99 INC
VAT £3,249.99 INC

VAT

Customise your workstation today at

Bespoke Graphic
Workstations
Perfect for design, engineering, rendering,
visualisation and VR
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Ultrabook, Celeron, Celeron Inside, Core Inside, Intel, Intel Logo, Intel Atom, Intel Atom Inside, Intel Core, Intel Inside, Intel Inside Logo, Intel vPro, Itanium, Itanium
Inside, Pentium, Pentium Inside, vPro Inside, Xeon, Xeon Phi, and Xeon Inside are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or other countries.

Intel Inside®.
Powerful Productivity Outside.

WI8000-Series
Based on the ultra high-end Intel® Socket 3647 platformwhich supports
a pair of Intel® Xeon™ Scalable CPUs with up to 28 cores each and high-
bandwidth 6-channel DDR4 memory for superlative performance in a
wide variety of DCC applications which require a lot of CPU cores.

3XSWI8000 Sim & CFD
• 2 x Intel® Xeon™ Silver 4114 10 Core with HT
• 96GB ECC Registered DDR4 2400MHz
• 2GB NVIDIA Quadro P620
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

3XSWI8000Viz
• 2 x Intel® Xeon™ Silver 4114 10 Core with HT
• 192GB ECC Registered DDR4 2400MHz
• 8GB NVIDIA Quadro P4000
• 250GB SSD & 2TB HDD
• 3 Year PremiumWarranty

£4,449.99 INC
VAT £5,869.99 INC

VAT
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Small irritations are like Japanese
knotweed. If left unattended, the
plant can cause serious

problems, and that’s exactly how I feel
about one aspect of this Dell’s
keyboard. It’s not the action of the
fancy “MagLev” magnetic key
switches; they’re noisy, perhaps, but
also comfortable. responsive and
spacious. It’s one element of the
layout that’s the problem.

The Page Up and Page Down keys
lie immediately on top of the left and
right cursor keys, like buttercream on
a sponge cake, so it’s horribly easy to
catch one of the former by accident.
When you use the cursor keys as often
as I do, that’s a serious drawback. In
the first hour of using the Dell XPS 15
2-in-1, I accidentally switched tabs
(Ctrl+Page Down) about 14 times. It’s
highly irritating.

Not a cursor-key-cluster-jockey?
Then you probably won’t mind.
However, if you do use them a lot,
don’t underestimate how frustrating
this tiny layout quirk can be – like
knotweed, it will grow and grow until
you simply can’t take it anymore.

That’s a shame because the Dell
XPS 15 2-in-1 is a laptop with few
flaws. The glass-topped touchpad, for
instance, is a dream to use. It might
not be as large as some, but it’s
responsive and has a feather-light,
reliable clicking action.

Winning design
The physical design of the laptop is
attractive, practical and feels durable:
like an overgrown Dell XPS 13, but
with two beefy 360-degree hinges
visible just above the keyboard. These

allow the 15.6in display to be folded
flat for docking purposes or pushed
right over so you can present or watch
movies without the keyboard getting
in the way.

It isn’t the lightest 15in laptop as a
result, weighing a hefty 2kg, but the
slim bezels surrounding the screen
ensure it doesn’t take up a huge
amount of space in your bag. It’s slim,
too, measuring 16mm at the rear of
the tapering chassis when closed and
9mm at the front.

Otherwise, this 15in convertible is
classic XPS. Black, soft-to-the-touch
carbon fibre surrounds the keyboard
and touchpad, while thick matte-
silver aluminium plates sandwich the
XPS’ internals. A pair of long rubber
feet underneath prevent the laptop
sliding around on the desk.

There’s also a decent selection
of ports and sockets situated around
the laptops edges, with a pair of
Thunderbolt 3 ports on the left edge
and two USB-C 3.1 ports on the right-
hand side. You get a microSD slot
and a 3.5mm headphone jack,
while network connectivity
stretches to 2x2 802.11ac
Wi-Fi, Gigabit Ethernet
and Bluetooth 4.2 via
the laptop’s
embedded Killer
Wireless 1435 chipset.

It’s a shame Dell
couldn’t stretch to
the Killer Wireless
1550, which supports
160MHz channels for
stonking maximum
speeds of up to 1.73Gbits/
sec, but the 1435 here does
benefit from some of Killer’s
more interesting features, such as
the ability to connect via Ethernet and
wireless at the same time and have
high priority packets directed via the
fastest connection automatically.

As for security features, the XPS 15
2-in-1 has both facial recognition –
via the dual-camera array embedded
in the bottom bezel below the screen
– and fingerprint login, via a reader
that’s integrated into the power
button, both of which function swiftly
and reliably.

Screen reflections?
Our review sample included a 15.6in
1,920 x 1,080 IPS touchscreen, but you

can also specify the
machine with a higher
resolution 4K display if
you have £2,199 to spend.
Full HD may not sound
particularly impressive,
especially for a machine
this size, but it’s not a
problem: text and

graphics look crisp at normal
viewing distances. Whichever model
you choose, you’ll benefit from a
glossy finish with a remarkably
effective anti-reflective coating.

Quality-wise, the 1080p display
is excellent, too. Out of the box

it hits 90.8% sRGB coverage
and peak brightness

reaches 414cd/m2, which
is easily enough to work
outdoors in a shady
part of the garden.
Contrast is excellent,
with a measured ratio
of 1,640:1 and general
colour accuracy is

decent without being
outstanding.

As the XPS 15 2-in-1
has a touchscreen with

stylus support, it’s also
possible to use the Dell XPS 15

as a massive drawing or sketch pad.
I would hesitate to recommend that
you use it for jotting down notes
purely due to its size, but you could do
that at a pinch.

BATTERY: video playback, 8hrs 29mins

ABOVE Despite being
slim and looking great,
the Dell XPS 15 2-in-1
feels durable

Dell XPS 15 2-in-1
A slimline workhorse of a
laptop, but it’s let down
by one rather irritating
keyboard flaw

Price As reviewed, £1,416 (£1,699 inc VAT)
from dell.co.uk

“As the XPS 15 2-in-1 has a
touchscreen with stylus
support, it’s possible to use
the display as a massive
drawing or sketch pad”

SCORE

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

BENCHMARKS

Image
editing

118

Video
editing

123

Multi
tasking

126

BREAKDOWN SCORES

OVERALL 123 ABOVE The position of
the Page Up and Down
keys is irritating, to
say the least
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Killer Kaby Lake G
However, perhaps the Dell XPS 15
2-in-1’s most intriguing feature is
inside the chassis. Instead of one of
Intel’s eighth-generation “Coffee
Lake” CPUs, the Dell XPS runs one of a
selection of quad-core Kaby Lake G
chips. These incorporate AMD’s
Radeon RX VegaMGL graphics chip
for graphics and use Hyper-Threading
technology to support a total of
eight threads.

The Intel Core i5-8305G in our
review device runs at 2.8GHz and
Turbo Boosts up to 3.8GHz. The Core
i7-9705G in themore expensive
variants of the XPS 15 run at 3.1GHz
and boost to 4.1GHz but share the
same GPU. In our reviewmodel (the
baseline spec), there’s 8GB of DDR4
RAM and 256GB of NVMe SSD storage,
but Dell offers four configurations:
you can upgrade to a 512GB for £150,
double the RAM to 16GB and upgrade
to a 4K screen for £2,199, or choose
the top-end versionwith 1TB of SSD
storage for £2,499.

Evenwith only 8GB of RAM inside
our review sample, it’s a fast machine.
In ourmedia-creation benchmarks,
the Dell XPS 15 2-in-1 gained an
overall score of 123, which is the
highest we’ve seen on a 2-in-1
machine of this size.

It’s 20% quicker than
theMicrosoft
Surface Book 2 15,
which has a Core
i7-8650U and discrete
Nvidia GeForce 1060
graphics, and outperforms it
when it comes to graphics-intense
tasks, too.

InDirt: Showdown at 1,280 x 720
andwith settings at medium, the Dell
returned an average frame rate of
53ps. That figure dropped to a
still-just-about playable 32fps with
the resolution bumped up to 1080p.
And it plays the notoriously poorly
optimised PlayerUnknown’s
Battlegrounds (at 1,440 x 900with
medium settings) a lot more smoothly
than the Huawei Matebook X Pro,
which has both an Intel Core-i7 8550U
and discrete Nvidia MX150 graphics
on board.

The Dell’s 256GB SKHynix NVMe
PCIe SSD is the oneweak performance
spot, though. It produced sequential
read andwrite speeds of 2,126MB/sec
and 509MB/sec in our tests, results
that are far from the fastest I’ve
come across.

But the Dell XPS 15 2-in-1 stages a
comebackwhen it comes to battery
life, with the six-cell, 75Wh unit
delivering an impressive 8hrs 29mins
in our video rundown test. That’s not
quite as good as the result the regular
non-2-in-1 XPS 15 achieved, or the
Surface Book 2 15in with its twin
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batteries, but it’s still impressive for a
laptop as beefy as this one.

Solid value
With prices starting at a £1,699, the
Dell XPS 15 2-in-1 is not only
impressively powerful, it’s also a good
valuemachine. It’s cheaper than the
Microsoft Surface Book 2 15in, yet
performance is inmost regards better
– and it’s slimmer andmore portable.

Coupledwith good build and
decent screen quality (and, no, you
really don’t need a 4K screen, even on
amachine this large), it’s comfortably
one of the best convertible 15in
machines I’ve ever used. Only the HP
Spectre x360 x15 comes close (see
issue 274, p64).

The one thing that might put you
off – I know it doesme – is the knotty
problem of that daft cursor cluster
design. Youmight decide, as I did in
the end, that it’s worth losing Page

Up and Page Down from your
keyboard by remapping the keys, but
that’s beside the point. You shouldn’t
have to do that on a laptop costing
this much.

So that’s one star off knocked off
the overall score, which is a shame,
because otherwise the Dell XPS 15
2-in-1 is a top-class machine.
JONATHAN BRAY

SPECIFICATIONS
Quad-core 2.8GHz Intel Core i5-8305G
processor 4GB Radeon RX Vega 870 M GL
graphics 8GB RAM 15.6in IPS display, 1,920
x 1,280 resolution 256GB M.2 NVMe SSD
720p webcam 802.11ac Wi-Fi Bluetooth 4.2

2 x Thunderbolt 3 2 x USB-C 3.1
DisplayPort microSD card slot Windows 10
Home 75Wh battery 354 x 235 x 16mm
(WDH) 2kg 1yr on-site warranty

ABOVE The 15.6in display can be folded flat or
pushed right over, so you can watch films
without the keyboard getting in the way
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A t the very start of June, when I
originally approached Scan to
provide a top-end PC for this

month’s issue, the company suggested
AMD’s Ryzen 2 chip wouldmake a
great foundation. And for good
reason. This is the chip that powered
two of three awardwinners in last
month’s powerhouse PCs group test
(see issue 286, p74), including Scan’s
own 3XS Gamer.

The followingmorning, 40 years to
the day since Intel released its
landmark 8086microprocessor (see
opposite), my phone buzzed. “Have
you heard about the 8086K Intel has
released at Computex?”asked Scan’s
technical specialist.

Rather than admit my
ignorance, I quickly
scanned the
headlines from the
show and said of
course, how could
he even begin to
think I’dmiss such a
landmark
announcement. He
paused, clearly not
believing a word of
my lies. “We’d like
to use that instead of
the Ryzen 2.”

I agreed,
explaining that I’d
been thinking the
very same thing.

A monster arrives
The followingweek, Scan’s box
arrives. Packed to the gills with
protective packaging, it’s worth
noting that Scan pays attention to the
little things in a way others don’t. For
instance, eachmachine comes with a
build form that lists all the
components and details the checks
your PC has been put through, while a

rescue USB flash drive is Velcroed into
its innards.

Scan tends not to bling its gaming
PCs to themax, in stark contrast to the

Palicomp Intel i7
Nebula that won
our Labs.
Instead, the
Vengeance Ti is
dressed in a
relatively
sombre Corsair
Carbide 275R
case. This is
where Scan
saves some
money, because
it’s a mid-range
case finished in
plastic rather
than the brushed
aluminium it
aims to emulate.
Considering all

the power packed
within, it’s a compact chassis at 225 x
460 x 455mm, but that still leaves
plenty of room inside for
watercooling kits – which is
fortunate, because Scan
includes a Corsair H100i
watercooling unit to
keep the CPU at a
comfortable
temperature.

The Corsair
theme extends
to a 650W
Corsair RMX
80Plus Gold
power supply
and 16GB of

Corsair Vengeance
DDR4memory,
split across two
3,000MHz DIMMs.
These slot into
Asus’ ROG Strix
Z370-F Gaming
motherboard, with
two further DIMM
sockets free if you
decide to upgrade
in the future.

The case
includes tempered
glass for you to
gaze lovingly
through, but again
you shouldn’t
expect a full
lightshow. The
EVGA graphics
card, which
consumes two
backplates,
backlights its
name, while Asus
pimps the Strix
with one
programmable
light, but that’s

your lot. Instead, feast your eyes on
Scan’s pristine internal wiring,
with nothing to get in the way of
future upgrades.

Scan already supplies an Asus
PCE-N15wireless expansion card in
this configuration, but there are four
slots free: one PCIe x1 slot below the
graphics card, two PCIe x16 slots, and
onemore PCIe x1 slot sandwiched in
between.With high-end audio
already included as part of the Asus
ROGmotherboard, there are no
obvious upgrades other than a second
GeForce graphics card.

Nor is there any immediate need
for upgrades elsewhere, with the
specifications list reading like a best of
show: the 500GB Samsung 970 Evo
NVMeM.2 SSD, in particular, is a
cutting-edge choice. There’s a 2TB
Seagate hard disk for extra storage
space, plus room for onemore hard
disk, but note the lack of housing for
an internal DVDwriter.

Clock that clock
All these high-end components

mean the Scan Vengeance is
raring to be overclocked.

Scan’s engineers do
much of the hardwork,
with the processor
arriving pre-
overclocked to
5GHz across all six
cores (you can
push it further
yourself if you
wish). Factor in
the 11GB EVGA
GeForce GTX 1080

ABOVE The tidy
interior means that
future upgrades will
be a cinch

Scan Vengeance Ti
Scan builds a thoroughbred
gaming PC around Intel’s
Core i7-8086K processor.
It’s expensive but worth it

PRICE £2,000 (£2,400 inc VAT)
from scan.co.uk (use code LN84893)

SCORE
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tasking

324

BREAKDOWN SCORES

OVERALL 281

LEFT The unshowy
Corsair case belies
the sheer amount of
power inside the
Vengeance Ti

BELOW Scan includes
a Corsair H100i
watercooling unit to
help overclocks go
even further
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Ti graphics card, which is also
overclocked from 1,556MHz to
1,606MHz, and it was no shock to see
this PC race through our benchmarks.

Let’s start with PC Pro’s own,
where it stormed to an overall score of
281. That’s fast enough to beat all the
PCs in last month’s Labs, but not by a
hugemargin: the Palicomp Intel i7
Nebula, with a Core i7-8700K
overclocked to 4.8GHz, 16GB of
memory and an 8GB GeForce GTX
1080 graphics card, scored 275. And
that has the distinct advantage of
costing £1,550.

The gulf between last month’s
systems and the Vengeance became
farmore obvious in our gaming
benchmarks, with the Scan averaging
65fps inMetro: Last Light at 4K
compared to 47fps for the Palicomp
(which also topped the table in that
benchmark last month). There was an
even bigger gap in Rise of the Tomb
Raider at 4K, with the Scan hitting a
67fps average to the sub-50fps we’re
used to seeing fromGeForce GTX
1080-equippedmachines.

The only drawback to such
stunning performance is noise. At
idle, when it consumes 69W, the Scan
produces a hum but nothing
distracting. Push it to 100% and the
consumption leaps to 380W and the
fans roar. You’ll want to turn the
speakers up a tad to drown them out.

Vengeance verdict
It’s clear, then, that this is a stupidly
fast system if you enjoy games. And a
stupidly fun system if you enjoy
overclocking.While it would be
tempting to say it’s also stupidly
expensive, in fact it’s not: sure, you
are not getting that muchmore
performance than, say, the Palicomp
in last month’s group test, but the
Vengeance will nail 60fps at 4K in
most modern games, evenwith
settings set to High.

The only real shame is that there’s
nothing on the outside that screams
how special this machine is. To the
casual observer, it’s a basic-looking
unit with a 3XS badge on its front.
There’s no 8086K sticker and nowild
lightshow, so only youwill know
what a beltingmachine this is. Still, as
they say, it’s what’s on the inside that
counts. TIM DANTON

“It’s the first Intel
processor to hit 5GHz in
turbo mode, and its first
six-core processor with a
4GHz base frequency”

Intel is in nostalgic mood, marking the
40th anniversary of its first 8086
processor with a special
edition Core i7-8086K chip.
It’s worth taking a breath
to say why the 8086
chip was so special:
when released on 8
June 1978, it was the
first 16-bit processor
and gave birth to the
x86 instruction set
that underpins every
desktop chip and OS
out there.

It’s only a little ironic,
then, that Intel itself didn’t
really care about the 8086. It
was a defensive tactic, designed to
combat the threat of the Zilog Z80
processor; for those who got a B- in their
Intel history quiz, Zilog was a company
created by ex-Intel engineers. Intel’s
management was far more interested in
what it saw as the silicon future: a 32-bit
chip called the 8800 designed for
mainframes. (It proved too ambitious –
when finally released in 1981, it was slower
than its main competitor, and Intel stopped
its production in 1986.)

“Because nobody expected the design
to live long, no-one placed any barriers in
my way and I was free to do what I wanted,”
the project leader, Stephen Morse, told US
technology magazine PC World back in
2008. “The only requirements that
management gave me were to make it
somehow 8080-compatible… and that it
address at least 128KB of memory.”

It’s telling that things might have been
very different if Zilog’s engineers had taken
a similar approach. Having enjoyed
success with the 8-bit Z80, they decided its

SPECIFICATIONS
4GHz Intel Core i7K-8086K processor
overclocked to 5GHz Asus ROG STRIX
Z370-F Gaming motherboard 16GB
3,000MHz Corsair Vengeance DDR4 RAM
11GB Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti SC2 iCX
graphics Corsair H100i watercooling
512GB Samsung 970 Evo M.2 PCIe SSD 2TB
hard disk Asus PEC-N15 Wi-Fi Windows 10
Home 212 x 361 x 473mm (WDH) 3yr
warranty (1yr on-site, 2yr RTB)

Behind the Intel Core i7-8086K
– and the 8086 it celebrates
The 8086K is a far less important chip than the 8086, but there’s
still much to like about this overclock-friendly beast

16-bit successor, the Z8000, would have a
different design that wasn’t backwards-
compatible. When their customers
realised that programs couldn’t be
migrated to the new chip, they looked
around for a processor that would work.
Namely the 8086.

No wonder, then, that Intel has broken
out the party poppers on the chip’s 40th

anniversary. It gave away 8,086 of
its limited edition Core i7-8086K

chips to lucky fans – and will
only produce 50,000 in

total. It’s the first Intel
processor to hit 5GHz

in turbo mode, and
also the first six-core
processor with a 4GHz
base frequency “out of
the box”.

Other than this, you
would struggle to tell the

difference between the
i7-8086K and the i7-8700K.

Put them through an X-ray
and they’ll look identical: six

cores, 12 threads, 12MB of L3 cache,
a 95W TDP. The difference is that Intel

has selected the most overclockable
versions of the i7-8700K and given them a
different name. Oh, and it’s charging an
extra £60 or so for the privilege.

So, from a purely economic point of
view, is it worth the price? For keen
overclockers, yes. Specialist retailer Silicon
Lottery’s testing suggests that every

i7-8086K can be overclocked
to 5GHz with ease, compared
to the top 86% of 8700K
chips. Move up to 5.1GHz, and
50% of 8700K chips can
make the jump; 92% of
8086K chips achieve this
feat. Note that this overclock

is for all six cores, not for a single core
being turbo boosted.

The reason it’s only worth it for
overclockers is that, for everyday
performance, you can get more decisive
gains by buying a faster SSD – and that will
deliver all-round benefits rather than

jumps in specific tasks.
But, for once, you have
to ask if it’s worth being
so rational. The Intel
Core i7-8086K is a
phenomenally fast chip,
and I suspect that its
limited edition status,
together with its unique
name, will mean it’s
remembered (and
bought second-hand) far
longer than the
otherwise identical
8700K. TIM DANTON

PRICE £317 (£380 inc
VAT) from scan.co.uk

ABOVE A “family
photo” of the 8086K
with its incredibly
important ancestor
from 1978

BELOW Intel gave
away 8,086 of its
limited edition chips
and will only produce
50,000 in all
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The familiar Alienware headmay
glow from the front of the case,
but this is no in-your-face

gaming PC. Activate “Blackout”mode
in the AlienFX settings and all the
lights switch off, leaving an ordinary-
looking system in its wake. If you
seek disco-style RGB strobe lighting,
go elsewhere.

There are other hints that this is a
pedigree gaming PC. The carry handle
built into the top; its chiselled
profile; and all the
powerful hardware
that’s packed
within.

For this is a
compelling
specification.
Intel’s unlocked
Core i7-8700K
takes top billing;
Dell supplies the
processor at its
standard speeds,
but you can use
the Alienware
overclocking
controls to tweak
it. There are two
overclocked
profiles – the
more aggressive
one boosts clock
speeds to 4.6GHz,
but our air-cooled
system proved unstable at
that point. It was happier with amore
gentle boost to 4.5GHz.

This had a notable effect on
benchmark scores.While the Aurora
scored 204 in our tests at standard
settings, it jumped to 216 with the
overclocks in place. To put that in
perspective, it meant our sample
videowas rescaled from 4K to 1080p
in 8mins 11secs instead of 8mins
44secs. A respectable improvement.

It’s gamingwhere such tweaking
really makes sense, though, andwith
our reviewmachine shippingwith an
8GB GeForce GTX 1080 graphics card
this system is built for play. Pre-
overclock, it romped to 83fps in
Metro: Last Light Redux at 1080p
with settings set to themax. That
rose amodest 2fps with
overclocking. It was amore telling
story inDirt: Showdown, however,
where it jumped from 117pfs at
1080p, Ultra settings, to 127fps.

These overclocks do cause
temperatures to rise inside the case
and the noise jumps a fraction too,
but don’t imagine that this is a
noisymachine. Thewhine of its
fans blend into the background
once you put somemusic on, only
making themselves knownwhen
the CPU is pushed to its limits.

Still, to put the Aurora into
perspective compared to “proper”
gaming systems, you only need to look
at the Scan on p56. I’m not just talking
about its results in our benchmarks,

although these speak for
themselves. I’m also
talking about the
scope for upgrades
and enhancements.

For instance, the
grey sides of the
Aurora are plastic to
the tempered glass of
the Scan, and once
you take the side
panel off you’re
greeted with a sight
more at home in a
corporate PC than one
aimed at hardcore
gamers. Yes, it’s nice
to see two tool-less
caddies at the bottom
for adding disks, and
it’s also clever how
the panel containing

the power supply swings
aside to reveal the

motherboard. This makes it easy
to add extra cards or upgrade the

memory, with three sockets free.
However, all that soulless grey
steel and exposed
wiresmake it
feel a poor
cousin to
the Scan.

In fairness, this isn’t
Alienware’s top-end system.
The fearsome Alienware
Area-51, which starts at £1,749,
fulfils that brief. Instead, the
Aurora is for those on a smaller
budget – its bottom-endmodel
includes a Core i3-8100 and
Radeon RX 560 for £749 – and
who aren’t after all-out power.

But this does leaveme
wondering why anyone

would buy this rather than a custom-
mademodel from a British company,
be that Scan, Chillblast, PC Specialist
or any number of companies that have
graced these pages. Is it for a sense of
security? Perhaps. You only get a
year’s warranty with the Aurora, but
it’s on-site cover. Value? It’s certainly
always worth haggling with Dell’s
representatives online, and looking
out for its occasional discounts, but
assuming you’ll pay the full amount
that Dell quoted us for this system,

that’s still £200more than
the Palicomp Intel i7
Nebula that won our
group test last month
(see issue 287, p74).

There are little
delights. For instance it’s
nice to see three top-

mounted USB 3.1 ports on the front of
the chassis, for easy access if you place
it below your desk. It’s also forward-
thinking to include a USB-C port,
while Alienware neatly integrates a
DVDwriter below the backlit alien
head. These are all design flourishes
beyond British companies, which
must rely on chassis provided by
third-partymanufacturers.

There’s much that Dell gets right
with the Alienware Aurora, but
ultimately it’s a pimped-up version
of a standard desktop. If I was
buying a gaming PC at this price,
I’d choose British. TIM DANTON

Alienware Aurora
A solid gaming system for
those who want the
reassurance of a big name,
but it lacks ambition

PRICE As reviewed, £1,566 (£1,879 inc
VAT) from dell.co.uk

SCORE

SPECIFICATIONS
3.7GHz Intel Core i7K-8700K processor
Dell motherboard 16GB 2,933MHz
HyperX DDR4 RAM 8GB Nvidia GeForce
GTX 1080 graphics 256GB M.2 PCIe
SSD 1TB hard disk DVD writer
Windows 10 Home 212 x 361 x 473mm
(WDH) 1yr on-site warranty

ABOVE Despite
looking appropriately
extraterrestrial, the
Aurora isn’t equipped
with all the RGB bells
and whistles

“Pre-overclock, the
Alienware Aurora romped
to 83fps in Metro: Last
Light Redux at 1080p with
settings set to the max”
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LEFT Alienware has
neatly placed a DVD
writer underneath its
familiar logo

BELOW Take off the
side panel and the
Aurora looks more
like a corporate PC
than a gaming beast
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Thewords tablet andworkstation
aren’t natural bedfellows, but
that’s precisely the combination

HP offers in the ludicrously powerful
ZBook X2 G4Workstation. If the
Microsoft Surface Pro is a
bantamweight fighter, the ZBook is a
super heavyweight. It’s all muscles,
brawn and attitude, with a chunky
bezel that lends the tablet a rugged
feel – it’s designed to survive the
military standard 810G tests.

I suspect HPwon’t thankme for
the heavyweight comparison, though,
because this also draws attention to
two key stats for anyone thinking of
carrying the ZBook X2 around: its
1.65kgweight and 16.5mm thickness.
That’s without the detachable
keyboard, which increases those
figures to 2.17kg and 20.3mm.
Still, it’s possible to hold
the ZBook in one hand,
andmuch of the time
you’ll use this
machine on a table
anyway. Here,
its chunky
kickstand
comes into
its own, allowing
you to view the
tablet at any angle
you require.

Unlikemost tablets,
the ZBook doesn’t limit the
creative work you can do, either.
For instance, Photoshop springs into
action after ten seconds, with Nvidia
Quadro graphics inside to help
professional design tasks. Don’t

expect great gaming performance,
though, with just 29.6fps inDirt:
Showdown at 1080p, Ultra settings.
We saw better scores in Cinebench
R15, managing 110fps in the OpenGL
benchmark and 554 in the CPU test.

I was surprised by the ZBook’s
performance in PC Pro’s benchmarks.
It fared well in the photo-editing task
with a score of 118, but I expected it to
race through the video-editing section
of our tests, where we use Handbrake
to convert a 4K video into 1080p. In
fact, it was 3% slower than our
reference Core i5 PC, and it could only

muster a disappointing 71 in
ourmultitasking test.

That’s surprising when
it has four cores,
eight threads and
32GB of RAM to
play with.

Having said
that, I’ve
never seen
Chrome snap
to attention

as quickly on a
laptop as it does with

the ZBook X2.
HP hopes you’ll whizz

through your tasks by using
the shortcut buttons on the left- and
right-hand side of the bezels. These
are context-sensitive, programmable
shortcuts, so youmight use them for
Actions in Photoshop for instance. My
only criticism is that they’re black
buttons in a black framewith raised
black indentations, so you’ll need to
rely onmusclememory.

Thenwe come to the 14in, 4K,
matte screen. HP describes it as a
DreamColor display, and you can use
the software to switch colour profiles
(sRGB, Adobe RGB and DCI-P3 being
just three of the options). Unusually
for a laptop or tablet, it also supports
hardware calibration.

It covers 98.6% of the sRGB colour
space and 95.7% of Adobe RGB, which
are both excellent figures, and I was
also happywith a 1,502:1 measured
contrast and 380cd/m2 brightness. But
I was hoping for Delta E scores of
below 2; in fact, it scored 3.82. That’s
not dreadful,but it means you can’t
rely on this screen for colour accuracy.

Digital artists should be happy
with the drawing-on-screen

experience, though, with
4,096 pressure-sensitive
levels and support for
natural tilt, while a
roughened feel to the
display adds a friction that
mimics pen on paper.

Tomy surprise, I liked
the detachable keyboard. This is far
more rigid thanmost offerings, with
enough key travel that you forget
you’re typing on a thin piece of metal
rather than a normal laptop. I also like
that it connects via Bluetooth, so you
can sit it separately from the screen.

Note that there’s just one Type-A
USB port, so youmay need to throw a
USB-C port replicator in your travel
bag. Youmaywell want to include the
power brick too: with a 4K screen to
keep lit, the Zbook only lasted for 4hrs
54mins in our video rundown test.

Despite its imperfections, I’m a fan
of this rugged little machine. If your
job relies on Adobe programs, it could
save you time, and potentially open up
newways of working. TIM DANTON

BATTERY: video playback, 4hrs 54mins

HP ZBook X2 G4
Workstation
The mobile creative’s
dream, with a staggering
amount of power packed
inside a tablet

PRICE As reviewed, £3,142 (£3,770 inc
VAT) from hp.com/uk

SCORE
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SPECIFICATIONS
Quad-core 2.3GHz Intel Core i5-8300H
processor 2GB Nvidia Quadro M620
graphics 32GB RAM 14in IPS display, 3,840
x 2,560 resolution 1TB M.2 PCIe SSD 720p
webcam 802.11ac Wi-Fi Bluetooth 4.2
HDMI 1.4 USB 3 2 x Thunderbolt 3 USB-C
SD card reader Windows 10 Pro 70Wh
battery 365 x 227 x 20.3mm (WDH) 2.17kg
3yr RTB warranty

ABOVE The ZBook’s
thick bezels house
very useful shortcut
buttons, which can
save time in programs
such as Photoshop

“I’ve never seen Google
Chrome snap to attention
as quickly on a laptop as it
does with the HP ZBook X2
G4 Workstation”

LEFT With 4,096
pressure-sensitive
levels and a rough,
paper-like feel, the
display should appeal
to digital artists

OVERALL 88
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Rejoice! Gaming laptops are
getting slimmer.Where once
youwould need a 4kgmonster

to house a top-end graphics card,
Nvidia’s Max-Q GeForce GTX 1080 –
an underclocked version of the
desktop GTX 1080 –means the
Predator weighs a vertebrae-friendly
2.4kg. That’s heavier than the 2.2kg
Asus ROG Zephyrus (see issue 279,
p68), but at 18.9mm thick this remains
a highly portable gaming beast.

Beast is an apt word, too. The
2.8GHz quad-core Intel Core i7-
7700HQ processor is ably supported
with 16GB of DDR4 RAM and a 1TB
PCIe M.2 SSD. The Triton 700 achieved
an excellent 128 in our benchmarks
and proved just as impressive in
Geekbench 4: a score of 4,443 and
14,774 in the single-core and the
multi-core tests respectively are
near-identical to the Zephyrus.

The same can be said about gaming
performance, as both laptops share
the same GPU. In benchmarks such as
Metro: Last Light Redux andDirt:
Showdown, the Triton 700managed
72fps and 113fps respectively with
everything on the highest settings.

In real-world tests, the laptop hit
over 300fps in Counter-Strike: Global
Offensivewith everythingmaxed out,
while themore visually intense PUBG
hits around 120fps on Ultra settings.
Hooked up to an external 1440p
monitor, these figures drop to around
200fps and 95fps respectively, with
anti-aliasing turned off.

You’ll need to be plugged into the
mains to achieve this performance.

Unplug it, and you’ll notice amassive
drop. You’ll also notice the battery
meter plummeting: the Predator
lasted amere 2hrs 9mins in our video
rundown test. Still, it’s not surprising
given the sheer power housed inside.

The 120Hz panel inside the
Predatormay also eat away at the
battery, but that’s fine byme. Any
avid PC gamer will tell you that a 60Hz
panel is horrid to play on, but with
Nvidia’s G-Sync technology in tow,
it’s a joy to play games on the 15.6in
Full HD (1,920 x 1,080) IPS panel.

It hits a contrast ratio of 1,053:1, so
a tad behind the Asus ROG Zephyrus’
1,253:1 but still pretty good. Colour
accuracy is mediocre with an average
Delta E of 2.99, so youwon’t want to
do any serious photo editing on it, and
I was disappointed by a peak
brightness of 330cd/m2.

Acer parks two front-facing
stereo speakers on either side
of the keyboard. These are
loud enough to entertain,
and can be fine-tuned
through the Dolby Atmos
software, but you’ll need a
Bluetooth speaker for any
serious listening.

There are plentiful USB
ports spread across the two
sides: three USB 3, one USB 2 and
one USB-C. The right-hand side
also houses a Gigabit Ethernet port,
with a 3.5mmheadphone andmic
jack on the left. HDMI 2 and
DisplayPort outputs sit conveniently
at the back of the laptop.

Acer opts for a full-sized keyboard
with a number pad, but I often hit
hash rather than Return, and
instead of pressing the left-sided Ctrl
button, my little finger sat in between
the Fn and Ctrl keys. That was a pain
when I was crouching to shoot in
CS:GO, where Ctrl is the default
button to crouch.

The keyboard’s performance,
however, is incredible, thanks to
mechanical switches with a short
travel distance. I even found it better
for typing thanmy 2015 Apple
MacBook – high praise indeed. The
keys themselves are backlit with RGB
lighting, all customisable for patterns
and colour through Acer’s Predator

Sense software.
I’ve saved arguably this

laptop’s most surprising
feature for last: the
trackpad. This sits above,
rather than below, the
keyboard, where it
doubles up as a viewing

window for the RGB-enabled
AeroBlade 3D fan. Covered in Corning
Gorilla Glass, it looks spectacular, but
note that there are no physical mouse

buttons and that it gets incredibly
hot during gaming sessions. It’s
alsomuch less responsive than
a normal touchpad. Thank
goodnessmost gamers use
an external mouse.

The Acer Predator
Triton is a gaming laptop
with lashings of power. It
has a responsive panel and
excellent keyboard. The

battery life and oddly placed
trackpad are the only black

marks – aside from the price. But
£3,000 is nowwhat you have to pay
for the best, most versatile gaming
laptop.CHRISTOPHER MINASIANS

BATTERY: video playback, 2hrs 9mins

Acer Predator Triton
700 PT715-51
Acer’s streamlined Predator
is packed with the latest
innovations, making it the
pinnacle of portable gaming

PRICE £2,500 (£3,000 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/287tri

SCORE
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BREAKDOWN SCORES

SPECIFICATIONS
Quad-core 2.7GHz Intel Core i7-7700HQ
processor 8GB Nvidia GTX 1080 with Max-Q
Design graphics 16GB RAM 15.6n IPS
display, 1,920 x 1,280 resolution 1TB PCIe
SSD HD webcam 802.11ac Wi-Fi
Bluetooth 4.1 HDMI 2 DisplayPort
3 x USB 3 USB 2 Windows 10 Home 54Wh
battery 393 x 266 x 18.9mm (WDH) 2.4kg
2yr RTB warranty

ABOVE Not only does
the Predator look
great, but it’s easy to
carry at 2.4kg and
18.9mm thick

“With Nvidia’s G-Sync
technology in tow, it’s a
joy to play games on the
Predator’s 15.6in Full HD
(1,920 x 1,080) IPS panel”

ABOVE The keyboard
is lovely to type on due
to the short-travel
mechanical switches

OVERALL 128

RECOMMENDED
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Dell isn’t putting all its gaming
eggs into the Alienware basket
(see p58). Back inMarch, it

announced the G3 and G5 gaming
laptops, with the idea that these 15in
and 17in laptops would offer a budget
alternative to Alienware kit. A sensible
move, it would seem, so wewere keen
to test an early example.

The G3 here is actually the
lowest-specmodel in the range. That
means a quad-core Core i5-8300H
processor and GeForce GTX 1050
graphics, alongwith a 256GB SSD, so
hardly bargain basement. You can
even specify a two-disk setup, but one
of the beauties of the G3 range is that
it’s easy to add this yourself further
down the line. Remove eight screws,
prise the base off, and you have full
access to the empty 2.5in SATA drive
bay (and an empty SODIMM slot). It’s
also possible to remove and replace
the battery from here, although you’ll
need to treat the connectors with care.

Dell claims this is its slimmest ever
gaming laptop, but don’t expect a
svelte masterpiece of art deco design.
The closest it gets to style is the backlit
keyboard and blue edging around the
trackpad, although I’ll admit the grey
crosshatch squares on the base can
catch the light nicely. Really, though,
it’ a bog-standard Dell machine with a
couple of visual flourishes. People
won’t be queueing up to gaze at it.

Nor will they gasp in wonder at its
frame rates. At the screen’s native
1080p resolution, the undemanding
Dirt: Showdownmanaged 67fps at
Ultra settings, whileMetro: Last Light
returned a 24fps average with settings

turned to themax. Both games caused
the fans to run at full throttle, too,
which is unusual for this normally
sedate laptop. Dropping each setting
down a notch, but keeping the
resolution at 1080p, saw a 72fps
return inMetro, so it is playable. Start
playing Fortnite or
Overwatch, though, and
you’ll quickly dial the
settings to the lowest quality.

Youmay be tempted to
upgrade to the GeForce GTX
1050 Ti model, which should
give a 15% to 20% boost in
performance, but that costs an
extra £150. This upgrades the
processor to a Core i7-8750H,
and swaps your single 256GB
SSD for a 128GB SSD plus 1GB
hard disk, so it’s worth considering.

As a day-to-day system, though,
this £799model is more than fast
enough. An overall score above 100 is
great in a laptop and demonstrates
the power of Intel’s newH series of
laptop processors – these sit just
above the U series we’re used to. All
those easy upgradesmean this laptop
should also keep going for years. My
first upgrade would be to double the
RAM,which should give it a push, but
it’s by nomeans necessary.

The one thing you’re stuckwith is
the screen. This is the only aspect of
the Dell G3 Gaming that is
disappointing, with amaximum
brightness of 244cd/m2 andwoeful
colour accuracy: it covers less than
50% of the sRGB gamut, while its
Delta E averaged at 7. The ideal is a
Delta E of less than 2, so this is not the
laptop for photographers on the go.

There’s a full-size HDMI 2 output if
you have a screen handy, but note the
lack of USB-C ports. Instead, you have
one USB 3 port on either side, an SD
card reader, and a handy Gigabit
Ethernet connector. Dell provides
somewireless smarts, too, with

SmartByte software pre-installed so
you can prioritise traffic by content
type (such as streaming video) when
connected via the 2x2 802.11ac card.

I can’t get excited by the keyboard.
It’s full-size, with a number pad to the
right, but the action of the keys is

limp. In Dell’s defence,
all the keys are well-

sized and it makes no silly
layout decisions, while the

precision trackpad responds
well to gestures.

Where it wins – evenwhen
placed opposite the similarly
thin Acer Predator Triton 700
– is for portability. That may
sound oddwhen it’s heavier
(2.53kg vs 2.4kg) and thicker
(22.7mm vs 18.9mm), but with

a battery life of 7hrs 30mins in our
video rundown test you can get away
with leaving the power supply behind
– you couldn’t do that with the Acer.

This isn’t enough to earn the G3
Gaming an award – the screen is too
big a letdown – but if every penny
counts, and a GeForce GTX 1050
graphics card will deliver enough

acceleration for the
games you’re interested
in, then don’t write it off.
Yes, it’s boring. But it’s
also powerful, practical
and has an easy upgrade
path. TIM DANTON

BATTERY: video playback, 7hrs 30mins

Dell G3 15
Gaming Laptop
A versatile performer
thanks to the GeForce GTX
graphics, but don’t expect a
great deal of excitement

PRICE £666 (£799 inc VAT) from dell.co.uk

SCORE

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

BENCHMARKS

Image
editing

125

Video
editing

132

Multi
tasking

101

BREAKDOWN SCORES

SPECIFICATIONS
Quad-core 2.3GHz Intel Core i5-8300H
processor 4GB Nvidia GTX 1050
graphics 8GB RAM 15.6in IPS display,
1,920 x 1,280 resolution 256GB SATA
SSD 720p webcam 802.11ac Wi-Fi
Bluetooth 5 HDMI 2 2 x USB 3.1 SD
card reader RJ-45 port Windows 10
Home 56Wh battery 380 x 258 x
22.7mm (WDH) 2.53kg 1yr C&R
warranty

ABOVE Dell claims the
G3 15 is its slimmest
ever gaming laptop at
22.7mm thick

“All those easy upgrades
mean this laptop should
keep going for years – and
my first upgrade would be
to double the RAM”

ABOVE Not the
world’s most stylish
laptop, despite Dell’s
attempts to add blue
highlights

OVERALL 115

BELOW There may not
be any USB-C ports,
but the G3 15 has a
handy SD slot and
Gigabit Ethernet port

from dell.co.uk
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Chromebooks have obvious
appeal. Secure, cheap and
portable, they’re such a

compelling alternative toWindows
laptops that our own Futures editor,
Nicole Kobie, has just invested in one
for her travels (see p25). They also
suffer from none of those annoying
Windows Update problems: you can
pick one up after months and it will
just work.

Chromeboxes, though, have never
had the same X factor. They’ve only
found a niche in schools and colleges,
where the ability for students to log
into their account with an email and
password, combinedwith their ease
of management, make them an
attractive choice. But Asus believes
the Chromebox 3 has appeal to home
users, too, thanks to a combination of
Intel silicon, low prices and built-in
support for the Play Store.

We tried the very cheapest version,
based on an Intel Celeron processor,
4GB of RAM and a 32GB SSD,
but you can buy a
higher-end unit with a
Core i3-7100U, 4GB
RAM and
64GB SSD
– the obvious
drawback
being that this
almost doubles
the cost to £450.

I’d love to say
that the Celeron
version is so spritely
there’s no point in
spendingmore, but sadly
“laggy” is amore fitting
description. If you’re used to a
Windows PCwhere Chromewindows
launch in an instant, you’ll find the
Chromebox 3 irritating at first; even
themouse seems a little sluggish.
This subjective feeling was backed
up by its scores in the Android version
of Geekbench 4: 2,323 single-core
and, oddly, a lowermulti-core result
of 2,206.

Still, I soon got used to this
machine taking amillisecond or two
longer thanmyWindows laptop.
Sure, websites don’t always spring

instantly to life, but if all youwant to
do is respond to emails, tap reports
into Google Docs andwatch Netflix
then this machine is more than
capable. Indeed, I hooked it up to a 4K
screen using the HDMI output and for
80% of the time it was exactly like
using aWindowsmachine.

You get jolted back to ChromeOS
reality when something doesn’t work
– or at least, not like you expect it to.
For instance, I decided to use the
Outlook app to handle email rather
than the web interface. It seemed to
install fine, but then said I needed to
install a browser. A tad ironic when
ChromeOS is basically a browser.

Happily, theWord Android app
works beautifully, allowing you to
access all your files saved on OneDrive
with a single click. You can resize

the window towork, say,
with the browser open

on the left andWord
on the right, with
the onlymajor
difference

compared
to the
Windows-
based
experience
being

the stripped-
down ribbon.
I had less success

with the Netflix app. It
allowedme to listen to shows

but not actually watch the action,
which I see as a drawback in a
video-basedmedium. Luckily, the
Netflix Chrome add-onworks fine,
and you have the choice of listening
via your screen or using the 3.5mm
audio output for hooking up speakers
or earphones.

This is a quiet little system, too. If
all else is still in your office, you’ll
notice a faint whirr from the fans
inside, but this fades into the
background. Fix it onto the rear of
your screen using VESA fittings (not

supplied in the box) and youwon’t
even notice it’s there.

It helps that this is a well-equipped
PC for wireless comms. There’s
Bluetooth 4.2 and 802.11acWi-Fi, so
you could get awaywithwires just for
HDMI and power. Thanks to a USB-C
3.1 port that supports power input, if
you have a suitably equippedmonitor
then you don’t even need the external
power brick. It essentially turns your
monitor into an all-in-one PC.

This isn’t to suggest the box lacks
ports. There are two Type-A USB 3.1
ports at the front, alongwith a
microSD slot; this Celeron-equipped
version includes another Type-A USB
3.1 and two USB 2 ports at the rear,
while its Core brethren benefit from

faster USB 3.1 connections
all round. In addition,
there’s a USB-C 3.1 port
for speedy data transfer,
power delivery and
hooking up a screen via a
DisplayPort adapter (not
included). You can even

use the Chromebox to power two 4K
displays at once.

All of this adds up to a surprisingly
versatile computer.Would I want it
as mymain system? No, because it
doesn’t have enough power and I want
full-fat programs, not lightweight
apps designed for Android.Would it
work as a secondary all-purpose
system for guests, or for businesses
where demands are less intense?
Undoubtedly. Indeed, its inherent
security and ease of management
make it muchmore appealing than a
traditionalWindows system.
Especially when it costs just £250.
TIM DANTON

SPECIFICATIONS
Intel Celeron 3865U processor Intel HD
Graphics 610 4GB RAM 32GB M.2 SSD
TPM module 802.11ac Wi-Fi Bluetooth 4.2
RJ-45 port microSD card reader USB-C 3.1

2 x USB 3.1 2 x USB 2 HDMI 149 x 149 x
40mm (WDH) 1kg 1yr RTB warranty

ABOVE Handily, there
are two Type-A USB
3.1 ports and a
microSD slot at the
front of the device

“If all you want to do is
respond to emails, tap
reports into Google Docs
and watch Netflix then it’s
more than capable”

LEFT The pint-sized
Chromebox 3 can be
fixed to the back of
your monitor using
VESA fittings

RECOMMENDED

Asus Chromebox 3
An attractive option for
schools and businesses that
don’t need heavyweight
computing devices

PRICE As reviewed, £208 (£250 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/287asus

SCORE
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N othing – repeat nothing – can
replace the immediate tactile
satisfaction of scribbling notes

with pen and paper. Not Apple Pencil,
not the Galaxy Note, nothing that
involves a stylus and a slab of glass.

RocketbookWave doesn’t attempt
to replace pen and paper – it is pen
and paper. However, it attempts to
bring some of the benefits of digital
writing systems by letting you scan
your handwritten notes with a
smartphone and thenwipe the book
clean by giving it a quick spin in the
microwave. Is it the proverbial best
of bothworlds?

Agonisingly, not quite. As someone
who’s spent years andway toomuch
disposable income trying to bring
some order tomy handwritten notes,
the RocketbookWave looked (if you’ll
forgive the pun) good on paper.
However, a couple of weeks spent
jotting notes on its pages reveals flaws
that prevent it from earningmy
unqualified endorsement.

The first sticking point is the pens
you have to use. The Rocketbook
system is only compatible with Pilot’s
Frixion pens – one comes free with the
book. Jot down a phone number in
your bookwith a nearby Biro when
you’re on a phone call, and that’s your
page ruined – it can’t be erased. That
said, the Frixion range is widely
available and not hideously expensive
(£8.99 for a pack of five rollerballs on
Amazon); you just have to remember
to keep pen and pad close by.

The pad itself isn’t lined but
markedwith a feint grid of squares
that aid the scanning process. That
makes jotting notes slightlymore
awkward that it needs be. I’m
constantly squinting to check I’m on
the line, which is something that
doesn’t even entermy consciousness
with regular notepads.

The scan is performedwith the
accompanying smartphone app (iOS
and Android), which is immaculately
designed. Rocketbook is also
integrated with a number of well-
known services, including Dropbox,
OneNote, Google Drive, Evernote and
email. You simply tick a box at the

bottom of each page
to tell it which service or services you
want the scanned notes delivered to
and the rest is done seamlessly.

Files are delivered to their
destination as PDFs, but forget about
anything like OCR – you’ll have to rely
on the destination app (such as
OneNote) to convert handwriting into
searchable text, which has always
been imperfect inmy experience.

The scans are high resolution: up to
4,032 x 3,024 onmy test Galaxy S7,
but the default resolution is 3,264 x
1,836. That’s perfectly sufficient to
make handwriting legible or retain
the detail of hand-drawn diagrams.
Scans are straightened perfectly, too.
However, the grid of squares on the
page is partially visible on the scanned
results and some ofmy scans were
marred by bluemarks, which I
suspect is the result of the scanned
page getting damp at some point.
These are notebooks you need to take
good care of.

ABOVE It may look
like a normal notepad,
but don’t use a normal
Biro – the Rocketbook
system only picks up
Pilot’s Frixion pens

Rocketbook Wave
A clever – but ultimately
flawed – attempt to bring
pen and paper into the
digital age

PRICE £22 (£26 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/287rock

“If you absolutely refuse to
be parted from pen and
paper and want some of the
benefits of digitisation, it’s
worth consideration”

SCORE

Each 80-page
notebook can be re-used
up to five times. The
wiping process is
straightforward: pop
the notebook on your
microwave oven’s
rotating plate, place a
mug of water on top of
the notebook to prevent
the pages from charring,
and blast the book at
full power until the blue
logo on the front of the
pad disappears. Then flip
the notebook over and
repeat. The whole
process takes less time
than cooking a ready
meal.

Are the pages wiped
absolutely clean? Not
quite. If you look closely,
you can still see the
underlying trace of what
was written on the pages
previously. However,
some of that’s down to
indentations – I press
quite firmly when
writing, so I’m scratching
the page as I write. And,

of course, themore you
re-use the books, the worse the
show-through from previous etchings
becomes. It’s by nomeans a show-
stopper, but it makes it even harder to
see where those grid lines are when
you’re writing.

Thenwe come inevitably to the
price. The 15.2cm x 22.6cm

“Executive” notebook
costs £26, whichmakes
evenMoleskine notebooks
look like pound shop
items by comparison. If
you got all five uses out of
your RocketbookWave,
that price effectively

tumbles to around a fiver a book, but
would you get all five uses?

Even after only a fortnight inmy
work bag, the RocketbookWave is
starting to look tatty. It’s just a
hard-bound paper notebook, after all.
Andwith the potential to ruin pages
with coffee stains, smudges or
absentmindedly jotting notes with the
wrong type of pen, I think the chances
of getting all the way through five full
re-uses of the book are slim.

You have to admire the ingenuity
and design effort that’s gone into the
RocketbookWave. If you absolutely
refuse to be parted from pen and
paper andwant some of the benefits of
digitisation, it’s worth serious
consideration.

However, the accumulation of
several small flawsmeans it won’t be
replacing a regular notepad and Biro
inmy office. BARRY COLLINS

BELOW Our test
Rocketbook looked
tatty after a
fortnight’s use
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Your bonus software
We scour the globe to negotiate the best software deals for
our readers, from extended licences to full programs you
don’t need to pay a penny for. Here’s this month’s lineup

One-year, single device licence worth £32
heimdalsecurity.com

IT’S A SAD fact of life that not everything online is
trustworthy.Whenyoudownload and install
software, youneed to be sure it’s safe – and that it’s
fully patched against vulnerabilities and exploits.

Heimdal Proprovides a valuable second layer of
security for yourPC to bolster your regular security
suite. Not only does it protect you frommalicious
software and similar threats, it also scans your
installed applications and searches online for the
latest updates. If it finds any, itwill download them
securely, fromreputable sources, to ensure your
protection is completely up to date.

Thismonth,we’re offering you theprofessional
version of this tool,which also includes traffic-
basedmalware detection, protection against
untrusted software from third-party sources, a
web-protectionmodule to protect you from
malicious sites, andmuchmore. REQUIRES Windows 7 or later; 60MB hard drive space; online registration

Heimdal Pro 2018

How to claim your bonus software

For more information, see pages 66 and 67 in the main magazine

Your unique coupon code

Download
instructions
If you have any queries about our
download service, please contact us
at software@pcpro.co.uk

www.pcprodownload.co.uk
Enter the issue number

from the magazine’s spine

into the box under the PC

Pro logo and click submit.

You’ll also need the code

printed below

Enter the web address printed above into your
browser’s address bar. Then enter this month’s
issue number (which you can find on the
magazine’s spine) into the box under the PC Pro
logo, and click Submit.

Enter your email address and the unique

coupon code printed below into the relevant
boxes, then click the Submit button.

Browse through this month’s choices and
follow the instructions to download and register
the software.

The registration process varies from program
to program, so please read the instructions
carefully. They explain exactly what you need to
do for each program.

To download your software

ABOVE If you’ve bought
the Bonus Software
edition of PC Pro, it will
include this card between
the current pages

1Visit the PC Pro
download site at
pcprodownload.

co.uk. You’ll need to
enter the coupon code
printed on the card,
along with your email
address. We’ll send
you an email to confirm
that your code has
been registered. On
subsequent visits,
you’ll be able to access
the download area by
entering only your
email address.

3If the software
needs registering,
click the purple

Register button, or
follow the instructions
on the left of the product
page (again, please read
these carefully). In some
cases, you may need to
register for a PC Pro
Software Store account
– if you don’t already
have one – and you
might be prompted to
re-enter the coupon
code on the card.

2Once you’re into
the download area,
you can access this

month’s bonus software
by navigating to the
relevant product page
and clicking the red
Install button. For trial
software, freeware
and other downloads,
click the Install button
below the product
description, or
follow the onscreen
instructions (please
read these carefully).

4Please be sure to
install and register
your bonus

software before the
date shown below.
After this date, we can’t
guarantee that it will
still be possible to
download or register
the bonus software.
If you need assistance
with the coupon code
or registration issues,
please contact us at
software@pcpro.
co.uk.

pcprodownload.co.uk
Remember to claim your software by 31 August 2018

Total
value this

month
£152
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Watchdog Online Security
Pro 2018

One-year, single device licence worth £35
watchdogdevelopment.com

THIS SMART SECURITY tool usesmultiple antivirus
engines to detect threats your regular security
softwaremightmiss. It’s easy touse,with options
for quick or thorough scans, and its cloud scanning
platformminimises the impact onyourPC.

Its reports detail any threats discovered, andyou
can choose to delete individual items, exclude them
if you’re sure they’re safe, or clean yourwhole
systemwith a single click.

Watchdog also offers real-timeprotection, and a
quick “Smart Scan”whenyour systemstarts. If you
don’t need that level of protection, you can set up a
customschedule or disable active scanning from
the Settings dialog. REQUIRES Windows XP or later; 50MB hard drive space; online registration

Fully remove stubborn applications fromyour system, including all
associated files andRegistry keys
Create and compare snapshots of your system to identifywhich
changes aremadewhen applications are run
Manage the Registry,wipe your internet history, defragment your
hard drive and create pre-application SystemRestore points

Clean and optimise your Registry, delete junk and duplicate files,
control startup programs and fixWindows problems
Detect and removemalware to keep you and your data safe both
online and off
Fully uninstallWindows applications, schedule PC shutdowns and
securelywipe confidential files

Ashampoo Uninstaller 6
Full product worth £30
ashampoo.com

REQUIRES Windows 7 or
later; 75MB hard drive
space; in-application
registration

Six-month licence
worth £10
iobit.com

REQUIRES Windows XP
or later; 50MB hard drive
space; online
registration

IObit Advanced SystemCare 11 Pro iolo System Mechanic 17

Speed up, optimise and repair your computerwith this all-in-one
PCmaintenance and tweaking tool
Defragment your hard drive, optimise your internet connection,
compact the Registry and remove unnecessary startup programs
SSDAccelerator helps keep solid-state drives running at peak
performance

Abelssoft PC Fresh 2018

Regain your PC’s out-of-the-box performance by answering
simple, plain-English questions for an individual diagnosis
Configure startup programs, turn off resource-hungryWindows
services and optimise keyWindows settings
Identify large files andwasted hard drive space, defragment your
disk and temporarily turn off non-essential items

Full product worth £26
abelssoft.net

REQUIRES Windows 7 or
later; 50MB hard drive
space; online registration

Six-month licence
worth £20
iolo.com

REQUIRES Windows XP
or later; 50MB hard drive
space; online registration
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I t’s time to get your sunglasses out,
but hold the factor 50 cream. You
don’t need your shades to protect

your eyes from the sun, but from the
brightest screen I’ve ever seen on a
smartphone.

But why, LG, why?While having a
display this bright is handywhen the
sun beats down, especially if you
happen to be skiing in the Dolomites,
in everyday use it’s hardly essential.
In fact, the benefits of such a super-
bright display are debatable for
anything but HDR video.

So how bright is super-bright?
Measuredwith an X-Rite i1 Display
Pro colorimeter, the G7 clocked
951cd/m2 at its max. It won’t stay this
bright for long: after pressing the
Boost icon to the left of the brightness
slider, it sears your retinas for only a
short while before falling to around
850cd/m2. Just make sure you don’t
accidentally hit Boost in a darkened
room as your eyes will take a few
minutes to adjust.

Ten bits of good news
The good news is that the brightness
isn’t the only area where the LG G7
pushes the boat out. The screen is a
ten-bit panel, whichmeans it’s
HDR10-compliant. Plus, as withmost
of 2018’s flagship smartphones, its
long, tall aspect ratio of 19.5:9means
that there’s plenty of screen space
without the phone being too big to
hold in one hand.

More specifically, the G7’s display
measures 6.1in across the diagonal,
delivers a near-4K resolution of 3,120
x 1,440 and is, according to LG, 30%
more power-efficient (at a brightness
of 500cd/m2) than the LG G6’s. It’s
reasonably colour accurate, too, but
only in the DCI-P3 colour space.

Despite a list of colour profiles as
long as your arm (Auto, Eco, Cinema,
Sport, Game and Expert), not one of
them is targeted at sRGB. Still, for
most folks the wider gamut of DCI-P3
will bemore pleasing to the eye. It’s
pretty good, too, covering 95.7% of
that colour space.

The display also has a notch – just
like nearly every other flagship
smartphone of 2018. This notch isn’t
as wide as the one on the Apple iPhone
X but is a touch broader than that of
the Huawei P20 and P20 Pro. LG offers
the option of “hiding” it using a black
bar, while simultaneously using the
extra screen space flanking the notch
for notifications.

You can evenmake it
prettier if you like: in
the bizarrely titled
“New second screen”
section in the settings
menu you can choose to
display a gradient on
either side, which
softens its edges. I say
don’t worry; you’ll soon
get used to it.

Other than that, the
LG G7 is a pretty phone.
It’s clad in Gorilla Glass
5 on the front and back
andwill be available in
the UK in blue, black
and “platinum” grey,

all with a glossy finish that attracts
fingerprints. Themost eye-catching
colour – “raspberry rose” – won’t be
coming to the UK, alas.

It’s also IP68 dust- andwater-
resistance certified andMil-SPEC
tested. A fingerprint reader sits in the
centre of the rear panel below a
vertically arranged dual-camera
array, while the volume buttons are
on the left edge and the power button
on the right. The bottom of the phone
is home to a single speaker grille, a
3.5mmheadphone jack and a USB-C
port for charging and data transfer.

There’s also an extra key: situated
just beneath the volume buttons on
the left edge is a digital assistant
button, used to summon Google
Assistant. Pressing it once activates
Google Assistant, while a double press

calls up Google Lens.
Far-fieldmicrophone
tech helps the phone pick
up your voice from over
5m away.

High-end
performance
The LG G7 is powered by a
top-end Snapdragon 845,
with 4GB of RAM and
64GB of storage. It’s a
snappy feeling phone,
and the benchmarks are
on a level with all the
flagship smartphones of
2018. Overall, it isn’t quite
up there with the OnePlus

PRICE £525 (£630 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/287lg

RECOMMENDED

All the luxury and pace of the
Samsung Galaxy S9 but at a lower
price. What’s not to like?

LG G7
ThinQ

BELOW Like the
iPhone X, the LG G7’s
display has a notch
(left), but you can hide
it under a bar (right)

SCORE
ABOVE The
19.5:9 aspect
ratio means
the phone has
plenty of
screen space –
without feeling large
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“As you point the camera
at a scene, words fade in,
floating above recognised
elements on screen in
real-time”
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Geekbench 4, multi-core

8,783
8,617

8,499

4,137

784
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OnePlus 6
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LG G6
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80

HIGHERISBETTER
HIGHERISBETTER

HIGHERISBETTER

6 or Galaxy S9, but there isn’t much in
it and in every respect the phone is a
slick performer. It unlocks quickly,
whether you choose to use the
rear-mounted fingerprint reader or
face unlock; it transitions from screen
to screenwithout delay; even its
camera software, so sluggish on the
HTCU12+ (see overleaf), is responsive.

Battery life is fine, but nothing out
of the ordinary. It lasted 13hrs 37mins
in our video rundown benchmark,
which is better than the LG G6 but an
hour behind the Samsung Galaxy S9
and the Huawei P20 Pro – and nearly
four hours behind the OnePlus 6.

Camera and audio
Speed isn’t the only notable thing
about the LG G7’s camera software,
though. It’s also “smart”.

In amove that apes Huawei and
Asus’ intelligent cameras, the LG G7
can recognise objects and different
types of scene andmake adjustments
to the camera. As you point the
camera at a scene, words fade in on
the screen, floating above recognised
elements in real-time, showing the
inner thoughts of the algorithm as
it goes about its business; after a
second or two, it settles on an overall
theme: sky, person, flowers or city,
for example.

Although it works well, don’t
expect 100% accuracy: frequently,
words that are disconnectedwith
the subject matter will float across the
screen. In one example, the camera
identified the side pod of a Formula-E
car as a flip-flop, the front wing as
people and the wheel as “sport”.

Still, there’s plenty about the
software that’s positive. Themanual
mode, in particular, is brilliant and,
unlike prettymuch every other
smartphone on the planet, allows
you tomanually adjust and lock
exposure andwhite balance for video
as well as stills.

The camera hardware isn’t bad,
either, following closely in the
footsteps of last year’s LG G6. You get

twin 16-megapixel rear cameras, both
with optical image stabilisation. One
of the cameras shoots a regular
77-degree view of your scenewhile
the other captures a 122-degree
wide-angle view.

The secondary camera is also
employed to produce blurred-
background portrait photographs,
and it’s good to see LG pushing the
boundaries a little here: it applies the
blur in real-time so you can see how
successful your shot is likely to be
without having to capture shoot,
review and then capture again.With a
slider to adjust the amount of blur
applied, it’s the best UI for a portrait
mode I’ve come across.

There’s also a special low-light
mode that uses four-to-one pixel
binning to capture scenes in dark
environments down to a single lux.
I’m not a fan – it produces
over-processed, unnatural-looking
images – but that’s no great loss since
the camera is a decent performer in
low light. Not quite as good as the
OnePlus 6, but you have to zoom in
close to see its deficiencies, which are
a slight over-saturation and over-
keen compression.

It’s a fine video camera, too,
delivering footage at up to 30fps in
4K that’s packedwith detail and
reasonably stable. You can record in
HDR10, too, without video footage
turning into a slideshow as it did on
the Sony Xperia XZ2.

The last key improvement for the
LG G7 is in audio.With a “sound box”
25 times larger than the LG G6, sitting
in the bottom-right corner just
behind the speaker grille, the G7’s
Boombox speaker is capable of
kicking out audio at impressive
volume levels. It can also use surfaces
it’s placed on as a resonator, boosting
lower-frequency sounds. There’s still
no bass to speak of, but popping the
phone on awood table improves the
audio’s richness.

The LG G7 is a big improvement
over the LG G6, which is a relief. While

BELOW The G7 will be
available in blue, black
and grey in the UK, but
not “raspberry rose”

69

the LG G6 initially looked like it would
be one of the best phones of 2017, it
was swiftly overtaken by the rest of

themarket. This year,
LG’s flagship arrives later
in the year, with far more
capable internals, and it’s
all the better for it. It isn’t
the bargain that the
OnePlus 6 is, but in return
for the extra £130 you’re

getting a wide-angle secondary
camera and flexible video capture.
And, at £599, it’s more reasonably
priced than either the Samsung
Galaxy S9 or the Huawei P20 Pro.

In short, the LG G7 is a great phone
at a very reasonable price. If youwant
more of a flagship feature set than the
OnePlus 6 can offer but can’t quite
stretch your funds to a Galaxy S9 or
Huawei P20 Pro, it’s an excellent
alternative. JONATHAN BRAY

SPECIFICATIONS
Octa-core 2.8GHz/1.7GHz Qualcomm
Snapdragon 845 processor 4GB RAM
Adreno 630 graphics 6.1in IPS screen, 1,440
x 3,120 resolution 64GB storage microSD
slot (dual SIM model only) dual 16MP/16MP
rear cameras 8MP front camera 802.11ac
Wi-Fi Bluetooth 5 NFC USB-C connector

3,000mAh battery Android 8 71.9 x 7.9 x
153mm (WDH) 162g 1yr warranty
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T he HTCU12+might just be the
least-hyped smartphone of the
year. It arrives at the end of a

splurge of flagship announcements
andwithout the fanfare, glitz or
glamour of many of its rivals. But this
smartphone is not to be trifled with.
If you aren’t seriously tempted by the
end of this review, then you’re a
better person thanme.

Sowhat happened to the HTCU12?
Fear not, you haven’t missed it. HTC is
skipping its non-plusmodel entirely
in 2018, having declared that the U12+
is its big release of the year. There isn’t
going to be an HTCU12++ (or a U12.5
or a U12 Play or whatever): if youwant
to buy a top-end HTC phone in 2018,
this is your choice.

Winning by design
The good news is that there’s no
significant area where HTC falls
behind this year. Last year’s U11 was a
great phone, but its 16:9 screen
quickly looked out of date. The U12+,
on the other hand, is everything a
modern smartphone should be. It has

a tall-and-narrow 6in, 18:9,
Quad HD screen that fills most
of the body of the phone

with barely any
bezels to the
left and right

of the
screen.
There’s

no notch, and the phone has two
front-facing cameras as well.

These 8-megapixel f/2 aperture
cameras are used, like the rear
cameras on the OnePlus 6, to add
blurred backgrounds to selfies more
accurately thanwould otherwise be
possible with a single camera. It’s an
interesting feature and one that HTC’s
other flagship rivals have yet to add
to their handsets.

Flip the phone over and things
become slightly less interesting, with
a rear camera flash joined by a
fingerprint reader. In terms of
features, there’s nothing out of the
ordinary. The rear panel is glass, just
like prettymuch everymajor
range-topping smartphone today.

HTC rescues things, however, by
ensuring the phone comes in unusual
and rather funky colours. Ceramic
Black looks great, with a layered,
silvery sheen. In an echo of last year’s
stunning Solar Red, there’s now
Flame Red, which veers attractively
between purple and gold (but oddly
rarely touches on red) depending on
how it catches the light.

There’s also a translucent version
in blue with a part of the rear panel
revealing the circuit boards, ribbon
cables and surface-mount
components that are usually hidden
beneath the surface. This model and
Ceramic Blackwill be available at
launch; alas, the Flame Red version
will arrive later. Note that the HTC
U12+ doesn’t pick up fingerprints as
badly as the original U11 did last year
and, when it does, it’s considerably
easier to wipe clean.

Finally, there’s
IP68 dust- and

water-resistance, bringing it level
withmost of its modern rivals. HTC’s
famous “BoomSound” speakers have
been improved, meaning you can use
the phone as amini radio at a pinch,
and the firm has boosted 4G top
speedswith support for up to 1.2Gbits/
sec downloads – a shade faster than
the OnePlus 6’ top speed of 1Gbit/sec.
There’s still no 3.5mmheadphone
jack, though, which is disappointing.

Edge Sense 2
Themost controversial element of the

HTCU12+’s design is its
new pressure-sensitive
volume and power
buttons – an extension of
the U11’s “squeezy” frame.

I can see whyHTC
might have thought this
was a good idea. In

theory, it means it’s easier for HTC to
seal the phone against the elements
and, since there are nomoving parts
to break or get gunked up, the phone
should bemore reliable. But I can’t
get over howweird the keys feel and
howmuch pressure they require
to activate.

Edge Sense (what HTC calls its
squeezy feature) has also been given a
boost in this generation. Dubbed Edge
Sense 2, it now supports an extra
gesture: the double tap, which you
can enact with a firm tap of the thumb
on either edge. By default it’s set to
launch one-handedmode, but it can
also be set to, say, take a screenshot. It
works, but the zone that’s enabled for

PRICE £583 (£699 inc VAT) from htc.com

SCORE

“The U12+ is everything a
modern smartphone should
be: it has a tall-and-narrow
6in, 18:9, Quad HD screen
that fills most of the body”

ABOVE The stunning
Flame Red version of
the HTC U12+ veers
between purple and
gold, depending on the
light conditions

HTC U12+
A number of unique features – and the
funky design – set the U12+ apart, but
the OnePlus 6 is far better value
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SPECIFICATIONS
Octa-core 2.8GHz/1.7GHz Qualcomm
Snapdragon 845 processor 6GB RAM
Adreno 630 graphics 6in Super LCD screen,
1,440 x 2,880 resolution 64GB storage
microSD slot dual 16MP/12MP rear cameras

dual 8MP/8MP front cameras 802.11ac
Wi-Fi Bluetooth 5 NFC USB-C connector

3,500mAh battery Android 8 73.9 x 9.7 x
157mm (WDH) 188g 1yr warranty

BELOW The “squeezy”
volume and power
buttons are pressure
sensitive, but we’re
not fans

double taps is too low and requires
much thumb contortion.

It’s also now possible to “train”
apps to workwith the full range of
Edge Sense squeeze shortcuts (long,
short, double squeeze) so there’s no
need to rely on developers to put in
extra effort to build in support. Again,
though, the process for setting this up
is convoluted.

Edge Sense is unique, but I suspect
that HTC’s efforts here have been in
vain.When I used the U11 last year I
hardly ever used the feature and it’s
the same story with the HTCU12+. The
fact I’ve activated the featuremore
frequently by accident is telling.

More useful is the confusingly
named “holding gesture”. Simply put,
if you’re holding the phone, you can
prevent the screen rotating or
dimming; let go, and hold the phone
by the ends, and the phone rotates its
display as normal.

Speed and stamina
There are no prizes for guessing
that the HTCU12+ comes with
Qualcomm’s top-of-the-rangemobile
processor, the Snapdragon 845 (see
how its performance compares
against rivals in our LG G7 ThinQ
review on p68). HTC backs it with 6GB
of RAM and either 64GB or 128GB of
speedy UFS 2.1 storage. You can
expand this via amicroSD card, and
note the dual SIM, too.

On-screen graphics performance
lags behind the OnePlus 6 and XZ2 in
benchmarks due to the phone’s higher
resolution, but you can knock the
resolution down to Full HD+ if you
wantmore frames per second.What’s
more worrying is that the phone
simply doesn’t feel as responsive and
quick as the OnePlus 6 does as you
move from app to app.

As for battery life, the U12+ has a
3,500mAh battery, which is
slightly bigger than either
the OnePlus 6 (3,300mAh)
or the Sony Xperia XZ2
(3,180mAh), so it will get
you comfortably through
a day, but there’s nothing
out of the ordinary here.

In our video rundown
battery test, with the
screen brightness locked
to 170cd/m2, the U12+
lasted for amiserly 11hrs
49mins – and this is with
the display in its more
power-efficient FHD+
mode. That’s well behind
the competition, which
suggests HTC’s Super
LCD technology isn’t as
efficient as the AMOLED
panels used in rivals such
as the OnePlus 6 and
Samsung Galaxy S9.

will produce an unerringly detailed
shot with well-defined edges and a
nicely blurred background.

It’s a pretty good stills camera, too,
even if it can’t quite match the
OnePlus 6 – a phone that also happens
to be £230 cheaper – in either good
light or poor. The problem, as ever
with HTC phones, is that the default
JPEG compression is too heavy-
handed, resulting in the loss of subtle
details and fine textures. This afflicts
the dual camera on the front of the
HTC 12+ evenmore. Its portrait mode
works nicely again, but skin tones

look unnatural.
The HTCU12+ counters
with its optical zoom – a
feature the OnePlus 6
doesn’t have – andwill
shoot 4K at 60fps with
OIS enabled. It uses
fourmicrophones,
too, which allows
the phone to pick up
audio with
impressive clarity.
But there’s such a
difference in stills

quality, particularly in
low light, that I prefer to

shoot with the OnePlus 6.
And that’s before I even get to

the performance of the camera app,
which again feels sluggish. Hit the
shutter button and there’s always a
short delay before your image is
captured, whether you’re shooting
with HDR on or off.

Pluses and minuses
The HTCU12+ is a highly competent
phone. It has the specifications to
rival the best around and, in its Flare
Red and translucent blue colours, a
unique look, too. It’s a better phone
than the Sony Xperia XZ2 and, at
£699, it’s cheaper than both the
Galaxy S9 and Huawei P20 Pro.

The issue for HTC is that it follows
hot on the heels of the OnePlus 6, a
smartphone that undercuts the HTC’s
price by £230 and has a jaw-dropping
combination of power and value, as
well as a superior camera.

Get used to reading those words,
by the way. That’s something HTC
and, indeed, the smartphone industry
as a whole, is going to struggle to
come to termswith for the rest of the
year. JONATHAN BRAY

BELOW The rear
camera produces
stunning portrait
photos

The 2,880 x 1,440 display is good,
but don’t get too hung up about that
high resolution: I generally kept it in
FHD+, and doubtmany people will
notice the difference.

Colour reproduction is excellent. It
delivered 97.3% of the colour space in
sRGBmode, and 95.5% in DCI-P3
mode, so it’s an excellent phone for
streamingmovies. Both of these are
impressive numbers and colour
accuracy is decent, too. The HTC
U12+’s weakness is that the display
isn’t particularly bright, reaching a
maximum of 384cd/m2 without
auto-brightness enabled –
however, contrast is superb.

Unsnappy cameras
The camera is the area
wheremost of the big
phonemanufacturers
are attempting to outdo
each other this year and,
while the HTCU12+
doesn’t do anything
particularly different (on
the rear), it’s keeping up
with the Joneses.

So, you have a dual-
camera setup, with themain
“UltraPixel” camera offering
12-megapixels of resolution, a wide
aperture of f/1.75 and a pixel size of
1.4um, while the other delivers
16-megapixels, an aperture of f/2.6
and a pixel size of 1um.

Unlike the OnePlus 6, these enable
the full gamut of dual-camera
capabilities. So, while they can be
used to add a blurred “bokeh”
background to portrait images with
the second camera adding depth data,
you also get 2x optical zoom.

The portrait mode is nothing short
of stunning. Put the right amount of
distance between your subject and the
background and the U12+’s cameras
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Amonth has gone by, so
naturally Honor has released
another phone. This time, it’s

shooting low: the Honor 7A is the
cheapest phone in its budget Honor 7
range, which now ramps up from the
7A to the 7C to the 7X.

As you’d expect from a smartphone
that costs less than £150, the 7A’s
specifications aren’t groundbreaking.
It houses an ageing Snapdragon 430
processor, also seen in phones such as
the Nokia 6 andMotorola Moto G5,
and an underwhelming 2GB of RAM.
This combo returned a single-core
score of 688 in GeekBench 4, with
2,824 in themulti-core test. To put
this in perspective, the Moto G6
scored 740 and 3,920
respectively, while the
Samsung Galaxy J5
(2017) managed 800
and 3,736.

Nor is it cut out
for gaming. In the

GFXBench
Manhattan
GPU test,
the Honor
7A achieved
an off-screen
average frame
rate of 7fps.While
that beats the Galaxy’s
5fps, the Moto G6 edges ahead
with 9fps. As should be obvious,
none of these budget phones are
good choices for gaming.

Where the 7A pulls ahead of
its rivals is design. It has the
appearance and feel of amuch
more expensive phone, with a
tall, slender figure, curved
corners and aluminium frame.
Honor UK opts for the bruised
colour palette, with the 7A
available in only two colours:
black and blue (not gold as in
other countries). The plastic
casing on the rear feels cheap in
the hand, but you’d never guess
this phone cost under £150. It’s
slim and light, too, at 7.8mm
and 150g.

Then there’s the display.
Honor’s 5.7in IPS screen ditches

the usual 16:9 aspect ratio
seen onmost budget handsets for a
stunning 18:9 display with a 720 x

1,440 resolution. Colour
accuracy isn’t amazing – it

only covers 80% of the
sRGB colour gamut
– but amaximum
brightness of of
432cd/m² is fine.

“Fine”
describes the
13-megapixel
camera, too.
Honor savesmoney
by cutting down on

features, although
Bokeh is available, but

there’s no optical image
stabilisation or phase-detect
autofocus. At least the dual-tone LED
flash on the rear helps in low light.
The front-facing, eight-megapixel
camera includes a feature called Soft
Light, which can be toggled on and off
using the camera app. Designed for
taking selfies in dim conditions, Soft
Light employs the screen as a
makeshift flash so you don’t end up
with horribly noisy, grainy selfies.

The Honor 7A ships with the
Android 8 operating system, with
Honor’s own customOS layered on
top. Here the humble processor shows
its hand, with the UI unresponsive at
times. Sometimes you have to swipe
or tap the screen two or three times to
get the desired effect.

ABOVE Honor has
ditched the normal
16:9 aspect ratio for a
stunning 18:9 display

Honor 7A
The 7A has the sleek, stylish
looks of a much pricier
phone – but you may be
better off with a Motorola

PRICE £117 (£140 inc VAT)
from hihonor.com

“Honor has gone one step
further by edging out the
low-end competition in key
areas such as display and
security features”

SPECIFICATIONS
Octa-core 1.4GHz/1.1GHz Qualcomm
Snapdragon 430 processor 2GB RAM
Adreno 505 graphics 5.7in IPS screen, 720 x
1,440 resolution 16GB storage microSD
slot 13MP rear camera 8MP front camera

802.11n Wi-Fi Bluetooth 4.2 micro-USB
connector 3,000mAh battery Android 8
73 x 7.8 x 152mm (WDH) 150g 1yr warranty

SCORE

I’m not a fan of the
fingerprint reader either.
Situated towards the top of
the phone’s rear, this can be
picky. Once, after several
failed attempts, and despite
my index being placed right
on top of the reader, it
demanded that I washmy
perfectly clean hands and
promptedme to use
pattern unlock.

There’s another security
feature that may be of
interest: Face Unlock. The
Honor 7A is by far the
cheapest phone on the
market to feature such
technology, and it works
beautifully, clockingmy
mug in a split-second. It’s
the fastest way to unlock
the phone, but Honor still
warns that someone could
hack into your phone by
using “an object that
resembles you”.

The rest of the physical
layout is as per usual. There
are power and volume
buttons on the right, a 3.5mm

headphone jack at the top, a
micro-USB port and distortion-
plagued speakers on the bottom edge.
More impressive is the nifty triple-
stack SIM and SD slot, which lets you
load it upwith two SIM cards and add
up to 256GB of storage to the limited
16GB internal allocation.

An 11hrs 39mins result in our video
rundown test is as we’d expect from a
budget phone, edging ahead of the G6
by an hour, but if battery life is key

then consider the
Samsung Galaxy J5 – this
lasted another six hours.
Still, the 7A should see
you through a full day if
you only subject it to
messaging, phone calls
andmoderate app usage.

Honor has long proven its skills at
producing budget smartphones you’d
actually want to buy.With the 7A, it
has gone one step further by edging
out the low-end handset competition
in key areas such as display and
security features. It’s a high-quality
budget smartphone, although I’m
more tempted by the better-balanced
Motorola Moto G6 and Samsung
Galaxy J5. TOM BRUCE

ABOVE LEFT The 13-
megapixel camera is
fine, but don’t expect
advanced features

FAR LEFT The Honor
7A is both slim and
light, measuring only
7.8mm thick

BELOW You may want
to make use of that
headphone jack – the
speakers are plagued
by distortion
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ABOVE You can use
IPVanish’s map view
to select a specific
server location

IPVanish
Slick and speedy, with in-
depth options that techies
will love, but note the lack of
support for US Netflix

PRICE $78 per year from ipvanish.com

“The Quick Connect mode
gets you protected in a few
clicks, while the server list
lets you browse a mass of
useful information”

SCORE

I PVanish recently had amajor
redesign, but we suspect it will still
appeal to its target market of more

technical users. While some VPNs
launch in aminimal, applet-style
window, this one is a big, multi-
tabbed affair full of bandwidth graphs
and real-time info updates. Even the
Quick Connect mode is more in-depth
than rivals, letting you select not just a
country, but an individual server in a
specific city. It’s not difficult to use,
but the emphasis is clearly on control
rather than simplicity.

This makes it ideal for advanced
users who like to tinker.Want to
change the VPN protocol or toggle
different types of leak protection on
and off? Go ahead. You can also
choose to obfuscate OpenVPN traffic
(to foil services that try to use deep
packet inspection to detect VPN
usage), automatically switch IP
addresses periodically, or use
IPVanish’s ownDNS servers for
additional leak prevention. It’s safe to
say that, when it comes to privacy,
IPVanish always goes the extramile.

Despite its rich feature list,
IPVanish is easy to get around. The
Quick Connect mode gets you
protected in a few clicks, while the
server list lets you browse amass of
useful information, with proper
search tools and options to sort the
servers by country, response time or
load. Themap view that used to
dominate the
Windows app is
no longer front
and centre, but
it’s still there if
you prefer to pick
locations in a
visual way. And
while we’re not
quite sure what
purpose the
real-time
bandwidth graph
really serves, it
looks pretty cool.

IPVanish
boasts over 1,000
servers across 60
countries, and
while the vast

majority of these are in North America
or Europe, there are also outposts in
Brazil and South Africa, plus a decent
selection in Asia – particularly in
Hong Kong and Singapore.Whatever
your requirements, therefore, you
shouldn’t have any problems finding
a suitable server, and it rarely takes
more than a few seconds tomake the
initial connection.

Connection speeds are somewhat
mixed.We found that short-distance
connections, to servers in the UK and
the Netherlands, retained between
83% and 86% of our regular
connection speed, which is fine if not
exceptional. Where IPVanish shines is
in UK to US VPN connections: here
we saw download speeds of over
22Mbits/sec – a clear step ahead of
NordVPN’s 20.3Mbits/sec and Avast
Secureline’s 19.1Mbits/sec.

That makes IPVanish brilliant for
US-based video streaming services –
aside from the unfortunate fact that
the service is currently blocked by

Netflix’s ever-evolving anti-VPN
measures. You should also be aware
that speeds in Asia are far less
impressive: whenwe tried routing
our traffic via Hong Kong and
Singapore, our download speeds
remained stuck below 4Mbits/sec
across multiple tests.

IPVanish states that it doesn’t
monitor, record or store any
information on your traffic or your
use of its services, and it also has a
tolerant attitude to torrenting.
However, the company is based in
the US, so any information it does
collect could be sharedwith various
intelligence agencies – including
those of the UK. If that concerns you,
a service based in another country

might be a better option.
Price-wise, IPVanish

sits roughly in themiddle
of the VPNmarket. It’s not
hugely expensive, with a
$10monthly plan and a
discount $78 annual
subscription, but some

rivals are $10 to $20 a year cheaper.
So where does that leave us?

Certainly, it doesn’t knock NordVPN
from its perch as our pick of the VPN
services: it’s almost as fast as
IPVanish, just as reliable and it’s
currently doing a better job of
unblocking US streaming services.

Nevertheless, IPVanish is a
polished, well-designed VPNwith an
impressive and highly configurable
set of privacy features. Other services
may be cheaper or faster, and some
customersmay be put off by the idea
of US jurisdiction, not tomention the
lack of Netflix. If you’re looking for
control, however, you’ll struggle to
find another VPN that comes close.
STUART ANDREWS

LEFT A groovy real-
time graph allows you
to track bandwidth in
certain locations
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PRINTERS
We may be edging closer to a world of autonomous cars, but

paper still rules in homes and offices around the country.
Quite right too. While Instagram may be king of the pithy

message, if you want to communicate serious information then the
combination of paper and ink reigns supreme.

So what’s new? While we investigate the power of refillable ink in a
separate article on p90, the truth is that we haven’t seen dramatic
changes since our last mainstream group test almost two years ago
(see issue 262, p74). Print speeds continue to rise and quality edges
forward, but the main changes are cosmetic: a large touchscreen is now
the norm rather than the exception.

Our advice also stays the same. While you’ll probably replace your
phone and laptop every two to three years, printers have a tendency to
hang around. So think long-haul. Take a close look at running costs,
because the upfront printer price is always going to be smaller.
Carefully consider exactly what features you’ll need, whether that’s an
automatic document feeder for scanning longer documents or speedy
printouts. Sadly, these are rarely add-on features.

Luckily, we’ve done the hard work. By testing 12 printers ranging
from £80 to £300, and covering the full gamut – some pun intended –
from black-and-white laser to five-cartridge inkjet, the answer should
be as clear as five-point sans serif text on 75gsm recycled office paper.
Printed on the right printer, of course.

CONTRIBUTOR: Simon Handby
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This monthwe’ve focused on
the kind of printers and
multifunction printers (MFPs)

that the discerning usermight buy for
a small office, or for creative or office
use at home. There’s quite a spread,
ranging from an £80 inkjet up to a
ruthlessly quick £480mono laser
MFP, and each offers something
different.We’ve assaulted each of
themwith a battery of tests, and
picked four that stand out.

What not to buy
If youwalk into a big supermarket,
you’ll be hit with a number of
too-good-to-be-true specifications
for a too-good-to-be-true price. The
reason, of course, is that this is all too
good to be true. Youmay have low
upfront costs, but chances are that
you’ll be restricted to low-capacity
cartridges and the running costs will
quickly ramp up. Our one-word
advice? Avoid.

So how do you find your perfect
printer or MFP? The first step is
deciding between the two. Even if fax
technology increasingly looks like
somethingwemade up to tease
millennials, it’s a rare person indeed
whowill never want to scan or copy.
These days a smartphone can help
with both, but the results are usually
better from anMFP – you should
strongly consider one if you don’t
already have a standalone scanner.

Colourful question
Nine of the 12 devices reviewed here
can print and copy in colour, but three

are based onmono laser printers. For
some people, the lack of colour
printing is a deal-breaker, but if you
can live without it, mono lasers offer
highly reliable, consistent and fast
text. They’re the ideal choice if you’re
printing lots of correspondence. If
space and budget permit, you could
even supplement a fast mono laser

with a secondary inkjet,
but it’s unlikely to be the
best value approach (and
adds the administrative
burden of needing to keep
two sets of toner and ink
in stock).

When deciding onwhich type of
device to buy, the final question is:
laser or inkjet? Muchwill depend on
what you’ll use it for, and personal
preference, butmake sure you
challenge your preconceptions: laser
printers aren’t automatically cheaper
to run than an inkjet, for example, and
they’re not always faster.

Case in point: the HP PageWide
technology, on show here in the
PageWide Pro 477dw (see p81). This
hit almost 35 pages perminute (ppm)
inmono, compared to the 19.5pmm
of the Kyocera Ecosys P5021cdw
laser printer.

ABOVE Forget the
upfront price – it’s the
cost of replacement
inks that really
matters

HOWTOCHOOSE
THEPERFECTPRINTER

Want a great printer for your home or small office?
Here’s what to look for

A mini guide to printer and scanner terminology
Printers offer a minefield of abbreviations and weird words. Here’s our guide to what the most common ones mean

ADF – automatic document feeder,
which sits atop the printer and feeds
pages for automatic scanning

dpi – dots per inch, a measure of how
granular a printer or scanner is

duplex – two-sided printing

ipm – images per minute, a measure
of scanning speed

MFP – multifunction printer, so
typically one that can also scan and
copy. Some MFPs can also fax

ppm – pages per minute, a measure of

printing speed

simplex – one-sided printing

TTFP – we’ll try to avoid this horrible
abbreviation, but it stands for time to
first page. It depends not only on the
printer but the PC you’re using.

Similarly, the TTFP will vary depending
on the complexity of the print

TWAIN – an application
programming interface (API) that
means third-party programs such as
Adobe Photoshop can grab an image
directly from the scanner

“Make sure you challenge
your preconceptions: laser
printers aren’t always
cheaper to run than an
inkjet, for example”
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Find your features
Once you’ve decided on a type of
device, think about how its features
compare andwhich ones you actually
need. Awired Ethernet connection is
best if youwant to share a device with
themaximum speed and reliability,
but inmany cases a wireless
connectionwill be fine (andmeans
you can place the printer out of sight).

Think, too, aboutmundane things
such as paper handling. Most of the
devices here can automatically print
on both sides of a sheet of paper,
which can reduce waste and produce
more professional looking results, but
only HP’s PageWide Pro 477dw has a
paper tray big enough to accept an
entire ream. It’s also got long-lasting
supplies, which should reduce the
time you spend loading it up, ordering
new ink and generally not being able
to print. If you’re looking at MFPs, an
automatic document feeder (ADF) can
be invaluable for multipage scans,
copies or faxes, but it’s a waste of
money if you’remostly interested in
carefully scanning your old photos.

Finally, consider whether you need
features such as a front panel memory
card slot or USB port. Direct printing
and scanning can be useful,
particularly if youwant to keepwork
confidential from colleagues, but
home and small office inkjets can
usually only print image files, not
PDFs or other office documents.

Speed and costs
Speed isn’t everything, but it can be
helpful if you’re sharing a device
between several users. Manufacturer
speed claims are usually taken from
idealised conditions – our table (see
p78) and reviews tell you how fast
prints, scans and copies really were.

The cost of owning a printer is
often quite different to the cost of
buying it in the first place. Running
costs canmake a cheap printer
expensive, and turn a pricey one into

the highest page costs, whereas
another inkjet – HP’s PageWide Pro
477dw – has the lowest. It’s worth
pointing out that laser and inkjet
yields are calculated to different
standards, andmay both be sensitive
to factors such as the number of pages
in a typical job, and how long printers
are left idle before jobs. For this
reason, it’s best to treat running cost
calculations as highly indicative,
rather than exact.

a bargain, but working out the true
costs can be tricky. Our table also
compares the cost of keeping each
device in ink and toner.Where
longer-lasting supplies such as fusers,
belts or drumsmake a significant
difference, wemention it in reviews.

Look at the figures and you’ll see
that it’s impossible to generalise about
whether lasers or inkjets are cheapest.
Epson’s Expression Home XP-5100
andWorkForceWF-2860DWF share

Inkjet or laser, we put all printers and
MFPs through a battery of tests, designed
as much to bring out greatness as to
uncover weaknesses. First off, we run
untimed quality tests involving blocks
of strong colour and regular patterns –
the objective here is to show up uneven
printing or inkjet colours that run into
each other. We print a page of text in font
sizes down to tiny 5pt, and use an eyeglass
to scrutinise the results.

Next, we dust off the stopwatch and
send the printer 25 pages of black text.
We time from the moment we click Print
to the point when the first page arrives in
the output tray, and continue until the last
page is done to get both a time to first
page (TTFP) and a pages per minute
(ppm) figure for black text. For inkjets, we
repeat the test in draft or fast mode, while
on a laser we’ll repeat it from cold to
assess warm-up time.

We then send a 24-page colour
document of web, magazine pages and
presentation slides to get a speed for
colour (or, for mono printers, mono)
graphics. On a colour laser, we get a
TTFP, and again repeat it from cold. On
duplex-capable printers, we print ten

pages of this document onto five sheets of
paper. Then we switch to a printer’s best
quality setting, load up photo paper if
necessary, and time two 10 x 8in photos
and six 6 x 4in photos – the latter test is
borderless on inkjets that support it.

For MFPs, we test copy speeds from
standby, timing a single page and, where
supported, ten pages from the ADF in
both mono and colour. We use an imaging
app to acquire images via TWAIN, timing
from the moment we click Scan to the
moment the image is complete and
control is returned to the user. We time a
preview, an A4 scan at 150 and 300dpi,
and a 6 x 4in photo at 600 and 1,200dpi.
Then we capture a Kodak Q60 scan target
(see image below) at 600dpi, which helps
us spot strengths and problems with
colour accuracy or dynamic range.

On top of these core tests, we use a
power meter to measure consumption
in sleep and standby modes, and the
peak consumption when printing or (if
supported) copying. We poke buttons,
load up various paper feeds, try direct
prints and scans, and fool around with
mobile and cloud features. If we find
problems, we’ll tell you about them.

How we test

ABOVE Automatic
document feeders
are essential if you
frequently copy
multipage documents

ABOVE Along with all our printing tests, we scan a Kodak Q60 reference target at 600dpi to
check for colour accuracy and dynamic range
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RECOMMENDED

Brother DCP-J774DW Brother MFC-L2710DW Canon i-Sensys
MF734Cdw

Canon Pixma TS6150 Epson Expression
Home XP-5105

Print technology Inkjet MFP Mono laser MFP Colour laser MFP Inkjet MFP Inkjet MFP

Overall

Information

Price (inc VAT) £100 (£120) £96 (£115) £317 (£380) £92 (£110) £75 (£90)

Supplier pcpro.link/287bro ebuyer.com printerland.co.uk pcpro.link/287can currys.co.uk

Manufacturer brother.co.uk brother.co.uk canon.co.uk canon.co.uk epson.co.uk

Warranty 1yr RTB 1yr RTB 1yr RTB 1yr RTB 1yr RTB

Reliability score 1 88% 88% 86% 86% 83%

Dimensions (WHD) 400 x 341 x 151mm 580 x 517 x 434mm 471 x 469 x 460mm 372 x 315 x 139mm 375 x 347 x 187mm

Weight 6.6kg 14.7kg 26.5kg 6.2kg 5.5kg

Printing

Max print resolution 600 x 1,200dpi 600 x 600dpi 1,200 x 1,200dpi 4,800 x 1,200dpi 4,800 x 1,200dpi

Mono speed (claimed/tested) 27ppm/8.3ppm 30ppm/23.8ppm 27ppm/23.8ppm 15ppm/12ppm 14ppm/16ppm

Colour speed (claimed/
tested)

23ppm/5.4ppm N/A 27ppm/20.6ppm 10ppm/3.9ppm 7.5ppm/5.1ppm

Paper input (capacity) Tray (100), photo (20), rear
(single)

Tray (250), manual feed (1) Tray (250), multi-purpose (50) Tray (100), rear feed (100
plain or 20 photo)

Tray (150 or 20 photo)

Paper output 50 120 150 Not stated Not stated

Paper maximum size
(weight)

A4/legal (300gsm) A4/legal (230gsm) A4/legal (200gsm) A4/legal (300gsm) A4/legal (Not stated)

Double-sided printing

Black cartridge (pages) LC3213BK (400) TN-2420 (3,000) 046 H (6,300) PGI-580PGBK XXL (600),
CLI-581BK XXL (6,360
estimated)

502XL (550)

Colour cartridge (pages) LC3213C cyan, LC3213M
magenta, LC3213Y yellow
(400 each)

N/A 046 H cyan, magenta and
yellow (5,000 each)

CLI-581C XXL cyan (820),
CLI-581M XXL magenta (760),
CLI-581Y XXL yellow (824)

502XL cyan, magenta and
yellow (470 each)

Cost per page mono
(standard)

3.6p (ISO/IEC 24711) 2p (ISO/IEC 19798) 1.7p (ISO/IEC 19798) 3p (ISO/IEC 24711) 4.8p (ISO/IEC 24711)

Cost per page colour
(standard)

8.1p (ISO/IEC 24711) N/A 8.7p (ISO/IEC 19798) 5.6p (ISO/IEC 24711) 8.6p (ISO/IEC 24711)

Monthly duty cycle (pages) 1,000 max 2,000 max 4,000 recommended,
50,000 max

Not stated Not stated

Other functions

Max scan resolution 1,200 x 1,200dpi 600 x 2,400dpi 600 x 600dpi 1,200 x 2,400dpi 1,200 x 2,400dpi

Automatic document feeder 50 sheets 50 sheets duplex

Fax

Cloud features AirPrint, Google Cloud Print,
Mopria

AirPrint, Cortado Cloud Print,
Google Cloud Print, Mopria

AirPrint, Google Cloud Print,
Mopria

AirPrint, Google Cloud Print,
Mopria

AirPrint, Google Cloud Print

Mobile support Android, iOS Android, iOS Android, iOS Android, iOS Android, iOS

Interface

Display 6.8cm colour touchscreen Backlit LCD 12.7cm colour touchscreen 7.5cm colour touchscreen 6.1cm colour screen

Front connections None None USB None SD memory card

Rear panel USB Ethernet, USB Gigabit Ethernet, USB USB USB

Wireless 802.11b/g/n 802.11b/g/n 802.11b/g/n 802.11b/g/n 802.11a/b/g/n

Power

Sleep (W) 0 2 0 1 0

Standby (W) 2 3 14 3 4

Active (printing or
copying, W)

13 1,027 1,312 24 14
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LABS WINNER RECOMMENDED RECOMMENDED

Epson WorkForce
WF-2860DWF

HP LaserJet Pro
M15w

HP PageWide Pro
477dw

Kyocera Ecosys
M2640idw

Kyocera Ecosys
P5021cdw

Oki MC363dn Xerox WorkCentre
6515DNI

Inkjet MFP Mono laser printer Inkjet MFP Mono laser MFP Colour laser printer Colour laser MFP Colour laser MFP

£67 (£80) £62 (£75) £250 (£300) £403 (£483) £143 (£172) £217 (£260) £248 (£298)

lambda-tek.com ebuyer.com ebuyer.com pcpro.link/287kyo pcpro.link/287ky2 pcpro.link/287oki pcpro.link/287xer

epson.co.uk hp.co.uk hp.co.uk kyoceradocument
solutions.co.uk

kyoceradocument
solutions.co.uk

oki.co.uk xerox.co.uk

1yr RTB 1yr RTB 1yr on-site 2yr RTB 2yr RTB 3yr RTB 1yr on-site

83% 83% 83% N/A N/A N/A N/A

375 x 347 x 230mm 346 x 189 x 159mm 530 x 407 x 467mm 417 x 412 x 437mm 410 x 410 x 329mm 427 x 509 x 444mm 420 x 506 x 500mm

6.4kg 3.8kg 22.2kg 19kg 21kg 29kg 30.7kg

4,800 x 1,200dpi 600 x 600dpi 2,400 x 1,200dpi 1,200 x 1,200dpi 1,200 x 1,200dpi 600 x 1,200dpi 1,200 x 2,400dpi

14ppm/16.1ppm 18ppm/17.6ppm 40ppm/34.9ppm 40ppm/34.1ppm 21ppm/19.5ppm 30ppm/20.8ppm 28ppm/23.1ppm

7.5ppm/5.1ppm N/A 40ppm/21.2ppm N/A 21ppm/17.1ppm 26ppm/16.6ppm 28ppm/20ppm

Tray (150) Rear feed (150) Tray (500), multi-
purpose (50)

Tray (250), multi-
purpose (100)

Tray (250), multi-
purpose (50)

Tray (250), multi-purpose
(100)

Tray (250), multi-
purpose (50)

30 100 300 150 150 150 150

A4/legal (Not stated) A4/legal (120gsm) A4/legal (300gsm) A4/legal (220gsm) A4/legal (220gsm) A4/legal, custom length
to 1,321mm (220gsm)

A4/legal (Not stated)

502XL (550) 44A (1,000) HP 973X (10,000) TK-1170 (7,200) TK-5230K (2,600) 46508712 (3,500) 106R03480 (5,500)

502XL cyan, magenta
and yellow (470 each)

N/A HP 973X cyan, magenta
and yellow (7,000 each)

N/A TK-5230C cyan,
TK-5230M magenta,
TK-5230Y yellow (2,200)

46508709 cyan,
46508710 magenta,
46508711 yellow (3,000
each)

106R03690 cyan,
106R03691 magenta,
106R03692 yellow
(4,300 each)

4.8p (ISO/IEC 24711) 3.8p (ISO/IEC 19798) 0.9p (ISO/IEC 24711) 1p (ISO/IEC 19798) 2.1p (ISO/IEC 19798) 1.4p (ISO/IEC 19798) 1.9p (ISO/IEC 19798)

8.6p (ISO/IEC 24711) N/A 3.8p (ISO/IEC 24711) N/A 10.6p (ISO/IEC 19798) 9.6p (ISO/IEC 19798) 9.1p (ISO/IEC 19798)

Not stated 1,000 recommended,
8,000 max

4,500 recommended,
50,000 max

2,000 average, 50,000
max

30,000 max 3,000 recommended,
45,000 max

3,000 recommended
50,000 max

1,200 x 2,400dpi N/A 1,200 x 1,200dpi 600 x 600dpi N/A 600 x 600dpi 600 x 600dpi

30 sheets N/A 50 sheets duplex 50 sheets duplex N/A 50 sheets duplex 50 sheets duplex

N/A N/A

AirPrint, Google Cloud
Print

AirPrint, Google Cloud
Print, Mopria

AirPrint, Google Cloud
Print, Mopria

AirPrint, Google Cloud
Print, Mopria

AirPrint, Google Cloud
Print

AirPrint, Google Cloud
Print, Mopria

Android, iOS Android, iOS Android, iOS Android, iOS Android, iOS Android, iOS Android

6.1cm colour
touchscreen

None 10.9cm colour
touchscreen

10.9cm colour
touchscreen

Backlit LCD Backlit LCD 12.6cm colour
touchscreen

None None USB USB USB USB USB

Ethernet, USB USB Ethernet, USB Gigabit Ethernet, USB Gigabit Ethernet, USB Gigabit Ethernet, USB Gigabit Ethernet, USB

802.11b/g/n 802.11b/g/n 802.11b/g/n 802.11b/g/n 802.11b/g/n No 802.11n

0 1 3 0 1 10 11

3 2 17 15 6 10 21

21 846 58 1,123 996 1,185 1,079
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Canon Pixma TS6150
If you’re after a creative
all-rounder for the home,
it’s hard to beat Canon’s
Pixma TS6150

PRICE £92 (£110 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/287can

about as good as you will get from a
MFP, showing excellent colour
accuracy and sharply focused
detailing. Dynamic range was very
high, with the scanner able to
distinguish all of the shades in our
scan target. Plain paper prints were
great, too, exhibiting dark black text
– quite crisp by inkjet standards –
and punchy colour graphics. Shade
control was excellent, with smooth
progressions in our presentation slide
backgrounds, and we couldn’t make
out any grain with the naked eye.

The printer also excelled on photo
paper, delivering natural looking
prints with sharp detailing. For some
judges their tone was a touch warm,
making skin tones slightly flushed,
but colours were generally accurate
and controlled. Our black and white

test print didn’t quite have the sizzling
contrast we see in dedicated photo
printers, but it was otherwise good,
and free of any colour cast.

There were a couple of weaker
areas. At 2.3 images per minute (ipm),
duplex prints were on the slow side,
and at the default settings they were
more faint than the same pages
printed on one side only – you could
tweak this if you don’t mind waiting
longer. Surprisingly, given the strong
printing and scanning, colour
photocopies were also a touch drab.

While we’re whinging, this MFP
does have a couple of other irritations.
After stocking its rear tray you need to
remember to close the dust cover, but
it’s so tiny that it’s easily overlooked.
The scanner lid is opened by a recessed
handle in the front edge: grab it
anywhere else and you’ll invariably
end up lifting the entire scanner bed,
such as you would when replacing the
ink tanks. Once it’s up, it’s released
with a counter-intuitive lift, after
which it floats back down – pushing it
down results in an unsettling clack.

Canon doesn’t seem to have
mastered touchscreen printer controls
yet, either, but this is one of the
company’s best efforts. While drag
gestures aren’t supported, the
TS6150’s menu system is intuitive,
and its screen responds consistently.

Overall, this is a classy MFP.
Compact and quiet, it’s easy to live
with, and offers great all-round
performance with few rough edges.
It’s easy to recommend, then, but
high-volume users should beware its
comparatively high black ink costs.

The TS6150 is aimed at home
users with a creative bent. A
monument to polished black

plastic, its looks might be a matter of
taste, but its squat stance and
uncluttered panels both appeal –
control is via a 7.5cm colour
touchscreen. Despite its size, the
TS6150 includes two paper trays: an
enclosed one in the base, and a rear
feed for plain or photo papers. There’s
also automatic duplex printing and
support for wireless networks.

While common-or-garden inkjets
plod along with four colours, the
TS6150 has a five-ink setup
comprising pigment black ink for bold
text on plain paper, and dye-based
black, cyan, magenta and yellow
tanks for graphics and photos.
Replacements come in standard, XL
and XXL sizes. Calculated for the
latter, running costs are a reasonable
8.6p per page of A4 graphics and
text, but at 3p per page, the black
component is surprisingly expensive.
That’s a shame: although the printer
does have two black inks, the
dye-based one is barely used in the
plain paper ISO/IEC 24711 standard –
it’s the pigment ink that’s pricey.

Expensive black prints aside,
there’s plenty to love about the
TS6150. It produced our 25-page text
test at 12ppm – typically for the Pixma
range, draft printing was no quicker
– and colour graphics at 3.9ppm. It’s
more impressive when printing
photos, needing only 70 seconds for
each borderless 6 x 4in print at the
highest quality setting. Photocopies
were quick enough, at 13 seconds in
black or 23 seconds in colour.

Tested over Wi-Fi, scans were also
quite rapid, with previews complete
in seven seconds, and a 300dpi A4
scan needing only 19 seconds. Things
slowed down at higher resolutions,
with a photo scan taking 31 seconds at
600dpi and about a minute and a half
at 1,200dpi. Still, both times are
competitive for a home device.

Where the TS6150 really delivers is
in the quality of its results. Despite a
so-so 1,200 x 2,400dpi maximum
resolution, scanned images were

ABOVE If you like
black plastic, this is
the MFP for you

BELOW Canon’s
TWAIN interface is
one of the best – easy
to use, yet full of
advanced features

SCORE

RECOMMENDED

about as good as you will get from a test print didn’t quite have the sizzling 

InkjetInkjetInkjet
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HP PageWide Pro 477dw
Want an MFP for office
work? The PageWide Pro
477dw is bulky but nothing
short of brilliant

PRICE £250 (£300 inc VAT)
from ebuyer.com

performance. Tested over wired
Ethernet it delivered A4 scans at either
150dpi or 300dpi in eight seconds. A
600dpi 6 x 4in photo scanwas equally
as fast, and at 1,200dpi the capture
completed in 27 seconds. Perhaps not
surprisingly, photocopies were also
brisk, with a single page needing just
11 seconds. A ten-page ADF copy took
34 seconds in black, or 44 seconds in
colour.With the ADF handling duplex
scans in a single pass, double-sided
copying is also very quick.

As with any inkjet, there’s a
trade-off between speed and quality,
but even at the fastest setting prints
were far better than a typical inkjet’s
draft mode. The default “Professional”
setting produced strong black text
and punchy colour graphics free from
banding, grain or other inkjet

artefacts. Photos were roughly as
good as we’d expect from a colour
laser, although the colour balance of
both photo and graphical prints
proved sensitive to paper quality, with
the best results coming on thicker,
whiter stock. Both alsomissed the
waxy sheen typical of a good colour
laser print.

With the same caveats,
photocopies were excellent, with
unusually strong colour and shade
reproduction. Scans were alsomore
than good enough for office purposes,
although high-resolution photo scans
appeared to have been sharpened,
making them look a little artificial at
100% zoom.

Broadly, the 477dwmatches the
quality of a colour laser, but it’s much
faster and quieter than any laser in the
same price range, and costs less than
half as much to run. It has some other
key advantages: with no fuser to heat,
its power consumption is far lower
– wemeasured a peak of 58W,
compared to 1,079W for the Xerox
WorkCentre 6515 reviewed on p85.
Finally, it’s quicker to get going: from
standby, the 477dw spat out a first
page in just seven seconds, although
after an hour sitting idle this did rise
to amore laser-like 17 seconds.

It’s hard to argue against the
PageWide 477dw for a busy small
office. Yes, it’s sensitive to paper
quality, but any extra cost there is
more than offset by savings on ink.
Otherwise it’s fast, comparatively
stylish, and produces great results.
We can’t see a compelling reason not
to choose it over a laser.

HP’s PageWide Pro 477dw is by
far themost expensive inkjet
in this group, but it’s unlike

any other. The clue’s in the name:
while the print heads in a normal
inkjet whizz back and forth across the
paper, which has to wait for them to
cross, in HP’s PageWide system
there’s a single set of heads spanning
the full width of the page. Freed from
the need to wait for moving print
heads, the paper can get a shift on. For
the 477dw, HP quotes amaximum
speed of 55 pages perminute – the
realm of high-endworkgroup laser
printers – although at the default
quality it’s a moremodest 40ppm.

The PageWide Pro 477dw isn’t
really out to get small office inkjets;
it’s positioned as a genuine rival to
laser devices. Considering this, HP has
wisely avoided small ink cartridges in
favour of genuinely heavy duty
supplies: the 477dw arrives with about
3,000 pages worth of black ink and
1,500 of colour, and replacement
supplies are rated at 10,000 black
pages and 7,000 for each of cyan,
magenta and yellow. That cuts down
onmaintenance andwaste, but it also
means low running costs: each page of
text and graphics will cost about 4.7p,
while mono pages are less than 1p.

Several years after the debut of
PageWide technology, there’s still a
sense of surprise that an inkjet can
print this quickly. Send a print job,
wait for the dust cover tomotor open,
thenwatch as pages cascade into the
output tray. The 477dwwas
comfortably the quickest colour
printer in this test, dispatching 25
pages of black text at 34.9ppm, and
extending this to 44.8ppm over a
100-page jobwhenwe dropped the
quality to the “General Office” setting.
It delivered our complex colour
graphics test at 21.2ppm, and reached
12.2 images perminute (ipm) on our
graphics duplex test. Kyocera’s Ecosys
M2640idwwas about 25% faster on the
latter two, but it’s a mono laser that
costs significantlymore.

We aren’t keen on HP’s overly
prescriptive TWAIN scan interface,
but it’s hard to fault the 477dw’s scan

ABOVE It looks
different, it works
differently and the
results are impressive

BELOW Like any
inkjet, print quality
settings make a big
difference to output
speeds. The default
works for most jobs

SCORE

Inkjet
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Kyocera Ecosys
M2640idw
Ridiculously fast, the
M2640idw is overkill for the
smallest offices, but great if
you can afford it

PRICE £403 (£483 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/287kyo

minutes of head scratchingwhenwe
came to scan.

Get theM2640idw up and running
and there’s precious little time for
sitting around. It’s very fast,
delivering its first page of text in just
eight seconds (18 seconds from cold),
and going on to complete our test at
34.1ppm.Mono graphics shot out at a
breakneck 28.2ppm, while duplexed
graphics arrived at 15ipm – one of the
fastest results we’ve timed.

The printer was barely troubled by
photos, despatching two 10 x 8in
images in 16 seconds, and printing
six 6 x 4in images onto three sheets in
19 seconds.

We timed a single-page copy at
seven seconds and a ten-page copy at
only 23 seconds. Although a ten-sheet
duplex copy did take 70 seconds,
that’s still an impressive 17.1ipm.
Scans were – surprise – very quick,
with a preview completing in nine
seconds, and a 6 x 4in photo captured
in just 14 seconds at either 600 or

1,200dpi. We scanned an A4 page at
300dpi in nine seconds, but our other
test resolution – 150dpi – wasn’t
available among the presets.

Generally speaking, this MFP’s
speed doesn’t come at the expense of
quality. Text was sharp and black,
only starting to appearmore faint on
thin fonts of 8pt or below. Graphics
were well exposed and sharp,
although theyweren’t entirely free of
banding. Photos (never amono laser
strong point) were surprisingly good,
evenwhen printed directly from a
USB stick.

Wewere happywith the sharpness,
colour accuracy and exposure of our
test scans, althoughwe found it hard
to apply the perfect crop in the scan
interface’s tiny previewwindow;
photo scansmight need a bit of tidying
up in an imaging program. The only
real disappointment was that
photocopies were too dark: lightening
them up by a couple of steps preserved
more detail, but caused some lighter
shade fills to appear patchy.

TheM2640idw has a ceramic drum
that’s guaranteed for the lesser of
three years or 100,000 pages, so in all
likelihood it will only ever need new
toner. It arrives with enough for 3,600
pages, after which replacements last
for twice as long, minimising waste
and hassle and promising running
costs of about a penny per page. It
may be expensive to buy, but the
M2640idw is cheap to run, ruthlessly
quick and produces decent results. If
you aren’t bothered about colour
prints and need a heavy duty office
MFP, it’s a fine choice.

At just shy of £500, Kyocera’s
Ecosys M2640idw is themost
expensive device in this test,

yet it’s based on amono laser printer.
While you don’t get colour, you do
benefit from a claimed 40ppm print
speed, support for wireless and
Gigabit Ethernet networks, duplex
everything, a faxmodem and control
through a 10.9cm colour touchscreen.
The details are impressive, too: the
50-sheet ADF contains dual scanning
elements, so it can capture both sides
of an original in one pass, and you can
rattle off double-sided copies or faxes
with theminimum of hassle.

One area where Kyocera skimps is
the standard 250-sheet paper tray – at
this price, andwith such a fast printer,
we’d expect something capable of
swallowing a ream. Frustratingly,
although you can expand the printer
with one or two additional trays, these
also only take 250 sheets. If youwant
to load a full ream, you’ll have to split
it into two.

This isn’t a good looking device.
The scanner unit is wider than the
printer base it sits on, with ponderous
overhangs at each side. Making things
worse is the substantial front lip
housing the control panel – neither
the panel nor the scanner bed can be
lifted up to give better access to the
150-sheet output tray. Overall,
however, it’s fairly compact, and
although the printer makes a good
deal of noise, it’s free from loud clacks
or clunks, and quickly pipes down
after a job – it’s not too antisocial to
share a deskwith.

We encountered a bigger
annoyance in Kyocera’s setup
program.While the print and scan
drivers installed without issue, the
scanner wasn’t automatically
configured and added as a TWAIN
source – you need tomanually run a
configuration utility, choose your
device from a huge and badly sorted
list of models, thenmanually provide
its IP address. This wouldn’t be so bad,
but there’s nothing obvious to tell you
about this step, which led to a few

ABOVE Cream with
black bits – bad for
Wimbledon, school
uniform for printers

BELOW Setting up
Kyocera’s TWAIN
scan source is fiddly

SCORE

RECOMMENDED
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Xerox WorkCentre
6515DNI
The best colour laser here,
with excellent prints, speedy
output and an intuitive
screen – but it’s costly to run

PRICE £249 (£299 inc VAT)
from printerland.co.uk

TheWorkCentre’s intuitive
touchscreen pivots through a full 90
degrees, but at times it feels as though
it’s a victim of its own sophistication.
It takes virtually aminute to boot up,
and although it responds clearly to
commands it can subsequently be
slow to load up and displaymenus and
information pages. The “key” press
noise is unusually quiet and subtle:
we found that leaving it on helped
prevent confusion over inputs.

Generally, this MFPwas about as
fast as Canon’s similarly specified
i-Sensys MF734Cdw (see p87). It
delivered black text at 23.1ppm, and
colour graphics at 20ppm, with
duplex colour graphics emerging at a
decent 11.5ppm. Copies were also fast,
with a singlemono page arriving in
ten seconds, and ten pages needing 29
seconds. In colour, the same jobs took
12 and 49 seconds respectively. A
ten-page duplex colour copy took 77
seconds, equivalent to 15.6ppm.

Scanningwas swift, if not exactly
breakneck. Previews completed in 11
seconds, with an A4 scan at 300dpi
taking 25 seconds. Only our 1,200dpi
6 x 4in photo scan needed longer – 80
seconds. Strangely, given that we
tested over Gigabit Ethernet, the data
transfer seemed to take far longer
than the actual physical scan process,
which usually sounded like it was
donewithin ten seconds or so.

It’s hard to fault any of the results
from this MFP. Its scans showed good
colour accuracy and a high dynamic
range, with every shade in our test
target clearly distinguished. Text was
pin sharp, while graphics were crisp,
punchy and vice-free. Photo quality
was as good as we’ve seen from a laser
printer, particularly direct prints from
an inserted USB drive – printed from a
PC, a couple of our test shots had a
slightly cool colour bias. Black copies
were essentially perfect, so wewere
surprised to find colour copies were a
little dark and de-saturated.

Despite someminor niggles, this is
a great colourmultifunction device
for a small office. It’s a shame, then,
that with toner working out at 11p per
black and colour page it’s not
particularly cheap to run. Factor in all
its longer life maintenance items and
the costs go up to 11.6p per page. If you
really want a laser device, this is a
great choice, but be aware that HP’s
PageWide Pro 477dw (see p81) costs
the same, is generally faster, produces
similarly good results, and costs less
than half as much to run.

It’s hard tomake a colour laser
MFP look attractive, but Xerox has
done its best. A few curves and

minimal clutter help it look slightly
smaller than it is, while its cream and
blue plastic at least differentiates it
from the laser pack. Another nice
touch: the hinged touchscreen control
panel is more neatly integrated than
the one on Canon’s i-Sensys
MF734Cdw. Overall, the 6515DNI is
almost handsome.

This is another highly specified
MFP. In its base there’s a laser printer
rated at 28ppm in both black and
colour, while the 50-sheet ADF on
top has twin image sensors, allowing
it to scan, copy or fax double-sided
originals with aminimum of fuss. You
can connect it via USB, wireless or
Gigabit Ethernet, and below the
touchscreen there’s a USB port for
walk-up printing or scanning. There’s
a substantial multipurpose tray, too.
It’s rated for 50 pages, but it’s a shame
that themain cassette only holds 250
sheets. You can buy an additional
550-sheet tray for £130.

TheWorkCentre 6515 has been
around for a while, and its setup
program hasn’t agedwell. Although it
installed the printer and scanner
without any apparent problem, we
subsequently found that all duplex
print options were greyed out in both
the PCL and PostScript drivers. With
some help fromXeroxwe found that
the duplexer hadn’t been detected
during the install, andwere able to
switch it on by adjusting the printer
properties. We’d recommend ignoring
the driver CD altogether and simply
downloading Smart Start from the
Xeroxwebsite – it installs newer
drivers that worked perfectly.

The latest version of Xerox’s PC
software is easy to use, but while its
Mobile Link Android app supports
quite advanced scanner workflows,
it’s overcomplicated for casual users
in a small office. Formobile printing,
there’s an Android print service, plus
support for Apple AirPrint, Google
Cloud Print andMopria.

ABOVE A tad big for
the smallest offices,
but the WorkCentre
6515DNI looks smart

BELOW Xerox’s
Android app for
scanning could be
more user-friendly

SCORE
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switching to draft quality literally
doubled the speed. Colour prints were
comparatively quick, however, with
our complex graphics test arriving at a
creditable 5.4ppm. Photocopies were
swift, with a single A4 page needing 17
seconds in black or 21 seconds in
colour. Scan speeds were a little slow,
with a 150dpi A4 scan needing 29
seconds, although at 80 seconds our
1,200dpi 6 x 4in photo test was quite
competitive.

Wewere broadly happywith
prints and photocopies on plain paper.
Text and graphics were strong, and
free of obvious inkjet artefacts such as
grain, but colours were a touch drab.
Although fine for occasional use,

photo quality wasn’t a strong point,
with colours again looking a little
under-saturated.

We encountered problemswith
Brother’s TWAIN scan interface,
whichwouldn’t return a scanned
image to the host application –we
used the bundled iPrint&Scan app
instead. The results looked dark
regardless of whether we specified a
“Document” or “Photo” original. Nor
could it distinguish the eight darkest
shades on the Q60 target we use to test
dynamic range.

Other than its compact design,
the DCP-J774DW lacks stand-out
features.Withmixed results and high
running costs, it’s not great value.

Brother’s DCP-J774DW is a
compact inkjet MFP aimed at
home users. At this price,

though, its specification disappoints.
While duplex printing is supported,
there’s no faxmodem, USB host port
or automatic document feeder.
Creative users are similarly short-
changed: while it’s nice to see a
dedicated photo paper tray, there’s no
SD card slot for direct photo printing.

The DCP-J774DWuses a capillary
ink system, where the heads are fed
via tubes from stationary ink
cartridges. Replacements aren’t
cheap: we calculated running costs of
11.7p per A4 colour page, of which
black ink costs a whopping 3.6p.

Tested overWi-Fi, this printer
delivered our 25-pagemono letter test
at a leisurely 8.3ppm, although

inserting the supplied drum and
toner. You get only 700 pages in the
box, after which replacements can be
bought with either a 1,200 or 3,000-
page life. Even calculated for the
latter, costs are a considerable 2p per
page, or 2.5p once you factor in the
new drum you’ll need around every
12,000 pages.

Start using theMFC-L2710DW and
there’s plenty to like. Despite its speed
it’s relatively quiet, seeming almost
silent next to the industrial Oki
MC363dn (see p89). The ADF is quick
enough that, should you forget to
extend its paper stop, you’ll be picking
originals up off the floor after cloning
them.We timed a ten-pagemono copy
at just 33 seconds, with a single page
needing nine seconds. Printing was
also rapid, nudging 24ppm on black
text and only fractionally slower with
complex graphics.

Unfortunately we encountered the
same issues with Brother’s TWAIN
scan interface as we did with the
DCP-J774DW (see above). While
previewsworked perfectly, a scan
wouldn’t return an image to the host
application. Again, we completed our
testing using the iPrint&Scan app, but
here the results were far better: dark
shades were clearly distinguished,

right down to the second-darkest
shade in our test target. Black text
prints were excellent, so it was
disappointing to find that graphics
and photos were dingy. Photocopies
emerged far too dark, too.

TheMFC-L2710DW is a simple,
compact mono laser MFPwith lots to
recommend it, but its drawbacks
include dark graphical prints and
photocopies. More significantly,
steep-ish page costs mean it will prove
expensive if it’s put to anything other
than light use.

Brother’s MFC-L2710DW looks a
bit like it’s carved out of coal,
but otherwise it ought to fit the

bill for a home or small office. In its
base sits amono laser rated at a giddy
30ppm, and on top there’s a scanner
with a 50-page ADF. You can connect
theMFC-L2710DW via USB, wired
or wireless networking, andmake
prints, scans, copies or faxes. It’s not a
bad specification for themoney, but
while the printer supports duplexing,
the ADF doesn’t –multipage double-
sided copies could be a fiddle.

Setting up theMFC-L2710DW
involves sliding the paper stops in the
clattery and brittle-feeling paper tray,
dropping in some paper, then

ABOVE Looks that
only a mother could
love, but the
MFC-L2710DW does
have some strengths

ABOVE The Brother
DCP-J774DW’s main
attraction is its
compact design

Brother DCP-J774DW
Brother’s smart inkjet MFP
is let down by poor scans and
high running costs

PRICE £100 (£120 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/287bro

Brother MFC-L2710DW
Brother’s MFC-L2710DW is a
competent mono laser MFP,
but let down by running costs

PRICE £96 (£115 inc VAT)
from ebuyer.com

SCORE

SCORE
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On the device itself, control is via
that huge 12.7cm touchscreen. But we
found it didn’t always respond unless
we were quite deliberate with our
prodding – the “key” beep, usually an
annoyance we turn off, was actually a
necessary confirmation. That’s
perhaps a blessing in disguise, as it
took us several minutes to work out
how to disable it: the interface isn’t as
intuitive as it could be, and oddly the
sound settings are accessed via a
dedicated button.

Canon offers host-based, PCL and
PostScript drivers, which all look and
behave near-identically. Get printing
and the MF734Cdw is surprisingly
quiet, given that it delivered our mono
letter test at a rapid 23.8ppm and our
complex graphics test at 20.6ppm.
Mono copies were quick, needing ten
seconds for a single page or 34 seconds
for ten pages, but the same jobs in
colour took 15 and 58 seconds – a bit
slower than we’d expect. Scans were
quick over Gigabit Ethernet, with
previews completing in seven
seconds, and an A4 150dpi scan in 15
seconds. We captured a 6 x 4in photo
at the maximum 600dpi in 30 seconds.

The MF734Cdw produced excellent
results. With sharp focus, accurate
colours and ample dynamic range,
scans were about as good as we’ve
seen from a laser device. Photocopies

were great, text was sharp and black,
and colour graphics were bold, if a
little less saturated than we’d like. At
10.4p per page this MFP is slightly
cheaper to run than Xerox’s
WorkCentre 6515DNI (see p85), which
is similarly capable. However, the
latter costs £80 less to buy – we’d
narrowly pick it over the MF734Cdw.

Canon’s i-Sensys MF734Cdw
looks like the result of a
teleportation incident involving

a colour laser MFP and a phablet. Its
slick touchscreen control panel
overhangs the printer slightly on the
right – we’d be worried about it
getting knocked off.

We’ve no worries about the
MF734Cdw’s specification, however.
This multifunction printer combines
a 27ppm colour printer with a
50-sheet ADF capable of scanning
both sides of an original in a single
pass. It also supports Gigabit Ethernet
and wireless network connections,
has a fax modem, and there’s a front
panel USB port for walk-up printing
and scanning.

Start using the XP-5105 and you
will notice that it’s remarkably quiet,
with high-resolution scans in
particular being almost inaudible.
Unfortunately, the next thing you’re
likely to notice is a low ink warning,
as the bundled setup cartridges have a
miserly capacity. We completed our
regular plain paper tests, comprising
about 90 pages, but received a
low-ink warning on starting our
photo tests.

Two 10 x 8in photos, one
borderless A4 print and two
borderless 6 x 4in prints later, and the
XP-5105 had run out of both cyan and
magenta ink – joining a select club of
fewer than ten box-fresh printers that
couldn’t make it through our standard
tests. This wouldn’t be so bad if
replacement ink was cheap, but even
calculated for the XL replacements,
costs work out at a steep 13.4p per A4
page – of which the black component
is a dizzying 4.8p.

That’s a shame, as in some ways
the XP-5105 is promising. It flew
through our black letter test at 16ppm
and managed a strong 5.1ppm in our
more complex colour graphics test.
Photo prints seemed quick, too –
those two 10 x 8in prints took only
three minutes each. Print quality was

generally good, although we noticed
some subtle banding in colour fills on
plain paper, while duplex graphics
were noticeably fainter than regular
ones. Typically for Epson, scan quality
was very high, although scan speeds
weren’t as quick as we would expect
in this class – tested over Wi-Fi with a
line-of-sight to the router, a 150dpi A4
scan needed 25 seconds.

Unfortunately, the details are all
somewhat academic. With
unremarkable specifications, stingy
ink supplies and high running costs,
the XP-5105 is hard to love, and
despite some strengths it’s impossible
to recommend.

Epson’s Expression Home
XP-5105 is a compact inkjet
MFP. At its core it’s virtually

identical to the WF-2860DWF (see
p88), but here it’s tuned to home and
photo use, with an SD memory slot on
the front panel. There’s automatic
duplex printing, and you can join it to
a wireless network, but otherwise
there’s nothing exciting about the
specification. The XP-5105 is exclusive
to the Dixons Carphone group – its
sister model, the XP-5100, ships
without bundled optical character
recognition (OCR) software, but is
otherwise identical.

ABOVE A compact
inkjet with plentiful
features but fearsome
running costs

ABOVE The
MF734Cdw can do
almost everything, and
doesn’t hang about

Canon i-Sensys
MF734Cdw
It’s a good all-rounder, but
the i-Sensys MF734Cdw is
just a touch expensive

PRICE £317 (£380 inc VAT)
from printerland.co.uk

Epson Expression Home
XP-5105
It’s smart and quick, but
Epson’s XP-5105 is
ultimately disappointing

PRICE £75 (£90 inc VAT)
from currys.co.uk

SCORE

SCORE
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printer, and given the
WorkForce’s office bias, we
prioritised our plain paper
tests, which with an ADF
involve two additional ten-
page copies compared to the
Expression. After about 80
pages, we noticed a
deterioration in print quality,
followed by a low ink warning
for the black, cyan and
magenta cartridges. About 25
pages later, midway through
our ten-page colour photocopy
test, we ran out of black ink.

As with the XP-5105,
ongoing running costs are high
– even using the XL cartridges. Here,
the high costs are even more of
a shame as the WF-2860DWF is
otherwise quite a likeable device.
Tested over wired Ethernet, it
managed 16.1ppm on our text test,
and delivered 5.1 pages of colour
graphics every minute.

At 14 seconds, a single-page black
copy was quick, but the ten-page
mono job took more than two and a
half minutes. The only compensation
is that print quality was generally
fairly high, while scans were excellent
for an office-focused device.

The WF-2860DWF and XP-5105
provide a useful demonstration that a
wireless connection needn’t be a

bottleneck, even in data-intensive
jobs. The WF-2860DWF was three
seconds slower than the XP-5105 in all
five of our timed scan tests, despite
the latter relying on Wi-Fi. At 28
seconds to scan an A4 page at 150 or
300dpi, it’s a touch slow.

We’ve generally been impressed
with Epson’s WorkForce and
WorkForce Pro printers over the
years, but the WF-2860DWF is an
unfortunate misfire. While on the
surface it offers excellent value for
money – all those features for £80! –
even moderate users will quickly run
up big ink bills.

At first glance, Epson’s
WorkForce WF-2860DWF
could be the perfect

multifunction printer for a home
office. It’s compact and smart, but also
loaded with useful office features:
think duplex printing, wired and
wireless networking, and a 30-page
automatic document feeder (ADF).
Unlike Epson’s similar Expression
Home XP-5105 (see p87) there’s
touchscreen control, and even a fax
modem in case you need to send
messages back to the 1990s.

However, that’s where the fun
ends. This MFP supports the same ink
range as the XP-5105 and comes with
the same vacuous setup cartridges.
Forewarned by experience with this

(WPS) or letting HP’s install program
configure it over a USB cable. We
chose the latter, but subsequently
couldn’t print to it – even though HP’s
Device Toolbox software could
communicate with the printer.
Reinstalling cured the issue.

A simple machine, the M15w’s
driver is similarly low on frills. All the
basics are there, but the one option on
the Advanced tab is to reverse the
print order. We like the simplicity:
most users just want to print with no
frills. Send a print job and the M15w
immediately impresses with very
quiet, clunk-free printing, again
making it easy to live with. We
measured a peak power use of 846W
– low for a laser – while standby power
was just 2W.

Given this printer’s modest
specifications, we were happy with
our results. A first page arrived in nine
seconds, after which black text
appeared at 17.6ppm and complex
graphics at a relaxed 8.9ppm. Two 10 x
8in photos took 48 seconds, while the
printer needed a minute to print six 6
x 4in photos onto three A4 pages. Text
was as excellent as we’d expect. Mono
graphics were generally good –
typically for a cheap laser there was
some very subtle banding – while

photos appeared over-sharpened,
but most users would neither notice
nor care.

A great, basic printer, then, but
there’s a big “but”. The M15w arrives
with a startup cartridge fit for only
500 pages. More significantly,
replacements are only rated at 1,000
pages and, at the time of our test, they
cost £38 each. The resulting 3.8p per
page means that this excellent printer
is only suited to very occasional use,
which makes the M15w difficult to
wholeheartedly recommend.

Not everyone needs bells and
whistles. HP’s LaserJet Pro
M15w is a very compact,

single-function printer focused on
delivering mono text and graphics.
There’s no scanner or fax modem, and
you won’t need to clear an entire
desktop to find somewhere to put it:
with the paper trays closed, it
measures 346 x 189 x 159mm (WDH).
Rated at only 18ppm and with no
automatic duplexing, it won’t break
any productivity records, but with
Wi-Fi support it’s an unobtrusive
companion in a small home office.

With no control panel, connecting
the M15w to a wireless network is a
choice of using Wi-Fi Protected Setup

ABOVE The M15w is
probably the smallest
laser printer we’ve
ever seen

ABOVE The
WF-2860DWF looks
like a great home
office MFP – but it’s a
little disappointing

Epson WorkForce
WF-2860DWF
An affordable home office
MFP that’s ruined by high
running costs

PRICE £67 (£80 inc VAT)
from lambda-tek.com

HP LaserJet Pro M15w
Tiny, quiet and simple, the
M15w would be perfect if it
wasn’t so expensive to run

PRICE £62 (£75 inc VAT)
from ebuyer.com

SCORE

SCORE
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it’s likely to last for the printer’s
lifetime. In theory, that cuts down on
waste and costs, but while the first is
undoubtedly true, here the second
benefit doesn’t materialise. Kyocera
ships the printer with standard,
1,200-page toners. After they’re
exhausted, you can buy replacements
rated at 2,600 pages (black) and 2,200
pages (cyan, magenta and yellow). But
even using these, and with no drum to
replace, running costs are a punishing
12.7p per page.

The P5021cdw prints with a
minimum of fuss. There’s some fan
noise, but generally it’s well muted
and free of any harsh edges. In our
tests, which include the time taken
to spool the print job, it came quite
close to Kyocera’s stated speeds,
managing text at 19.5ppm and colour
graphics at 17.1ppm. At 8.8ppm,
duplex print speed was quite
reasonable. At the highest quality
setting, the printer needed 38 seconds
to produce two 10 x 8in photos, and
37 seconds to print six 6 x 4in photos
onto three pages.

Print quality was generally very
high, with predictably good black text
and crisp colour graphics. Shade
gradients were seamless, while colour
fills emerged looking solid and even.
We were less impressed by its results
in our photo tests, which printed with

a pronounced blue-green tint.
Changing the colour mode to Vivid
made things less aquatic, while
selecting “Text and photos” greatly
improved all but one subject, but
that’s a little fiddly. Photos printed
from an inserted USB key didn’t suffer
the same issues.

A reasonably priced, reasonably
good colour laser printer, the
P5021cdw is let down mainly by its
high running costs – even a black page
will cost 2p. As such, it’s hard to
recommend in this company.

I f you don’t need scans or copies,
but colour is all-important,
Kyocera’s Ecosys P5021cdw might

just fit the bill. It’s a reasonably
compact colour laser printer, capable
of a claimed 21ppm speed in black or
colour. Its standard 250-sheet paper
tray is supplemented by a 50-sheet
multipurpose feed – you could add
another 250-sheet tray, but doing so
will cost almost as much as the printer
itself. Duplex printing comes as
standard, along with wireless
networking and Gigabit Ethernet.

As with other Kyocera Ecosys
printers, the P5021cdw features a
ceramic, long-life drum – here it’s
guaranteed for the first of three years
or 100,000 pages, and in practice

printing or scanning, and spinning up
its shouty cooling fans momentarily
even when simply scanning from the
platen. It’s not especially intuitive to
use compared to touchscreen rivals,
and, according to our measurements,
its power saving mode didn’t actually
save any power.

Whinging aside, this is a very
capable and quick MFP for the money.
While it took around 37 seconds to
warm up and deliver a first page, or 17
seconds from standby, it went on to
deliver text at 20.8ppm and colour
graphics at 16.6ppm. Scans were
extremely fast, ranging from six
seconds for a preview up to just 21
seconds for a 1,200dpi photo, and
photocopies shot out at 34 seconds for
ten black pages, or 38 seconds in
colour. With a single-pass duplex
scanner, double-sided copying is fast
and fuss-free.

While black text quality was
superb, our other results were less
impressive. At the default setting,
graphics, photos and photocopies had
a dark, under-saturated look.
Switching to the Office Colour profile
improved the former two, but they
still weren’t entirely to our tastes. On
the plus side, Oki’s toner produced a
lovely gloss finish across text and

mid-to-dark graphics. Scans were
good enough for most office uses, but
the driver’s Auto Adjust feature
proved inconsistent, sometimes
returning images with a warm brown
colour bias.

The MC363dn doesn’t produce the
best results, but it’s good value, and
no more expensive to run than the
other colour lasers in this test. It’s far
better than it looks, but it wouldn’t be
our top choice.

Oki’s MC363dn looks like it’s
fallen through a wormhole
from the 1990s: big, heavy

and unapologetically strewn with
buttons. While it misses out on snazzy
touchscreen controls, however, its
specifications are impressive for this
price. There’s a fax modem, duplex,
scans and copies, a front panel USB
port for walk-up prints and scans, and
a Gigabit Ethernet connection at the
back. The only significant omission is
wireless networking – this adds
around £70 to the price.

This MFP’s looks aren’t the only
reason you wouldn’t want to share a
small office with it: it’s particularly
noisy, clattering away whether

ABOVE Hide it in a
dark corner and you
might grow to love the
Oki MC363dn

ABOVE Quiet
operation makes the
P5021cdw a good
office mate

Kyocera Ecosys
P5021cdw
We enjoyed using the Ecosys
due to its quiet operation,
but it’s costly to run

PRICE £143 (£172 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/287ky2

Oki MC363dn
Ugly as sin it may be, but
Oki’s MC363dn offers a lot
for the money

PRICE £217 (£260 inc VAT)
from pcpro.link/287oki

SCORE

SCORE

Labs Printers@ P C P R O F A C E B O O K . C O M / P C P R O
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SHOULDYOUCONSIDER
REFILLABLEPRINTERS?

You don’t need us to tell you that
printing is expensive. For the
nine colour printers on test

here, the average cost of an A4 page of
mixed text and graphics is almost 11p.
With a 500-page ream of colour
printing likely to set you backmore
than £50, running costs should be a
significant considerationwhen
choosing a printer.

Consumers have long sought ways
to reduce print costs, from third-party
supplies to refillable ink tanks. Now,
manufacturers are finally beginning
to offer alternatives to consumers.
HP’s Instant Ink is a subscription-
based service where users pay for a
certain volume of printing permonth.
When ink gets low, the printer itself
orders more cartridges. Epson’s newer
ReadyInk is similar, but works
without the subscription.

Refillable ink
If low page costs are essential, there’s
an interesting alternative to cheap
printers and expensive cartridges.
Refillable ink tank printers ditch
cartridges in favour of large, static
ink tanks in the printer itself. Epson
pioneered the system for UK
consumers with its EcoTank range of
printers andmultifunctions, and
Canon hasmore recently launched its
similar Pixma G-series range.

Refillable ink tank printers
typically arrive with one or two sets of
ink bottles that contain enough ink for
several thousand pages. Replacement
ink usually costs less than £10 a bottle,
slashing ongoing running costs to
under a penny per page. Naturally,
there’s a catch: you’ll pay
considerablymore up-front.

Do the sums, though, and a
refillable printer will almost certainly
save youmoney in the long run.
Recent examples such as Epson’s
EcoTank ET-4750 or the Canon Pixma
G4510will set you back around £300.
They’re broadly comparable to the
typical small office inkjet MFP you
might buy for £100. That might arrive
with 200 pages worth of ink, but the
G4510 comes with about 6,000 pages,
and the ET-4750with enough to print
a claimed 11,200 colour pages.

If you bought all three MFPs and
printed 5,000 pages from each, the
refillable models will have cost
whatever you paid for them.
Assuming that your £100MFP had
typical 10p-per-page running costs,
the same amount of printing would

cost you £580. In fact,
in this example, you
would only need to print
around 2,500 pages for
either of the refillable
ink tankmodels to work
out cheaper.

Life with a refillable
The savings are significant, then, but
what are they like to live with?
Epson’s EcoTank printers are on their
second generation, with revisions and
improvements to the tanks and the
filling process. Ink bottles are now
physically keyed so you can’t fill the
wrong tanks, and they’ll slot in and

disgorge themselves without help
from you –we’re yet to spill a drop
from the new design. Canon’s system
is less sophisticated, but it offers
similar reductions in cost, plastic
waste and hassle.

There are two key limitations to
themodels we’ve reviewed so far. The
first is that, as yet, neither Epson nor
Canon’s system has a foolproof
awareness of the tanks’ ink level.
Allowing a tank to run dry could
create problemswith the capillary
tubes feeding the ink heads, meaning
you have to keep an eye on the fill
level yourself. It’s also imperative to
remember to keep an ink tank printer
level and transport it very carefully:
after all, nobody needs an impromptu
homemakeover from 300ml of
escaped ink.

Both Epson and Canon’s ink tank
systems reduce running costs in
return for a bigger outlay on the
printer itself. Unfortunately, we have
been disappointed by the performance
of many refillable ink tankmodels
we’ve reviewed, which have either
been slow or produced inferior prints
to their cartridge equivalents. There
have been exceptions – Epson’s A3
EcoTank ET-7750 springs tomind –
but our general impression is that
while ink tank printers end the
cartridge rip off, consumers still
aren’t getting everything they’re
paying for.

RIGHT Buying a
refillable could save
money, but keep an
eye on ink levels to
avoid running dry

BELOW HP and Epson
both offer ink on
demand, with refills
posted to your home
automatically

“Unfortunately, we have
been disappointed by the
performance of many
refillable ink tank models
we’ve reviewed”

Printers are cheap and printing expensive – but a new
generation of refillable devices is changing the rules
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Another printer group test just
completed and I’m sitting
around in the usual fallout: 12

printers, more than 1,000 sheets of
printed paper (fear not, I reuse then
recycle all of it), and a bin bag full of
various plastic, film, foam and
polystyrene packaging. I’ve been
doing this for 14 years, and the
printers kind of still look the same –
sowhat’s actually changed?

Happily, more than youmight
expect. Digging back in time tomy
first group test turned up some
fascinating results. In 2004, the fastest
performances from nine different
photo inkjets included 7.6 pages of
black text perminute, and 2.3ppm for
colour graphics – today’s equivalent is
about twice as fast. The cheapest
inkjet cost £61 (£92 inc VAT in today’s
money) andwas a single-function,
USB-only device. It delivered text at

1.7ppm, and colour graphics at a
stupefying 0.4ppm. You could have
drawn them quicker yourself.

Skip forward a couple of months
and I wrotemy first laser printer labs.
In November 2004, the fastest black
text result was a zippy 28ppm, but ask
the same printer for colour and it was
a torpid 5ppm. The labs winner could
reach 19ppm in black and 15ppm in
colour, but it was a single-function
device costing £680 (that’s equivalent
to £1,023 today). If youwanted
duplex, it was a £265 (£399) option.
Contrast that with Xerox’s
WorkCentre 6515DNI: 25% faster to

print, able to duplex scan,
copy and fax, with a
massive touchscreen and
support for Gigabit and
wireless networks, all for
less than a third of the
inflation-adjusted price.

“A lot has changed in 14
years, even in the beige and
black world of printers and
multifunctions. Weird, then,
that we never noticed”

Simon Handby is an IT
journalist who can
identify printer
models by sound alone

Of course, printers have got
cheaper because they’remore
expensive to run, right?Well, not
really. 2004 pre-dated the current
ISO/IEC 24711 inkjet yield test we use
as a reference, so the comparison is
approximate, but those nine inkjets
averaged 2.7p for a black page and 7p
in colour: more than 4p and 10p a page
in today’s money. The nine lasers
averaged 1.5p in black and 6.8p in
colour, so 2p and 10p today.

So what’s my point? A lot has
changed in 14 years – even in the
beige and blackworld of printers
andmultifunctions. The paperless
office is yet tomaterialise, but
overwhelmingly, today’s printers are
faster, cheaper and havemore
features – and they cost nomore to
run.Weird, then, that we’ve never
really noticed. Progress, it turns out, is
both a wonderful and subtle thing.

VIEWFROMTHE LABS
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A lot has changed in the past 14 years, but are printers
still the same? Simon Handby ruminates

Test results
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The Network BusinessFocus

Raising your budget to £200 gives
you a good choice of business-grade
1080p cameras, which are ideal for
general office surveillance. Note that
not all 1080p cameras will have the
same field of view, however – that’s
down to themanufacturer’s choice of
lens. If youwant tomonitor large
areas such as factory floors, shops and
lobbies, check that the camera’s
horizontal and vertical field of view
are wide enough.

For evenmore detail, especially if
you have one camera covering a wide
area, youmaywant to step up to a
4MP camera with a native resolution
of 2,560 x 1,440. You can even go right
up to 4K: as you’ll see on the pages
that follow, such cameras deliver
exceptional image quality. However,
they’re expensive, and excessive for
small office surveillance duties.

Camera formats
IP cameras come in a few different
physical shapes and sizes. For indoor
surveillance, the dome camera is one

of themost popular designs: this has
the lensmounted in an adjustable
housing inside a plastic ormetal
casing, allowing it to be fitted on a
wall or ceiling. Themost compact
“mini-dome”models are remarkably
small, making them a good choice for
discreet surveillance.

Bullet cameras, by contrast, are
very visible – somemight say that’s a

benefit – but their cylindrical housing
is easy to weatherproof, whichmakes
them ideal for monitoring outdoor
areas. It’s also possible tomount
infrared LED illuminators around the
lens, so they can see in the dark.

If you’re choosing a camera for
outdoor use, check that it has a
minimum IP65 ingress protection
rating, so it won’t get ruined by rain
and dust. IP66 is better for exposed
locations, as this means the camera
canwithstand power jets of water. If
you’re worried about vandals, look for
cameras with an IKmechanical
impact rating – IK10 is the highest.

Browser blues
Once your camera is in place, you’ll
want someway to watch its video
stream. This is normally done in a
browser – but not all cameras work
equally well with all browsers. If you
want the best compatibility, look for a
camera with amodern HTML5web
interface. Otherwise you’ll likely have
to choose between a H.264 andMotion
JPEG (MJPEG) stream: the former is
more efficient in terms of network
usage, but it doesn’t workwith
Microsoft Edge or Google Chrome. You
may end up having to dust off Internet
Explorer 11 in order to view your
H.264 camera feeds.

Most cameras also come bundled
with dedicated viewing and recording
software, but you can use third-party
surveillance tools if you prefer.
Milestone’s xProtect Essential+ is one
of our favourite options: it’s free for
up to eight cameras, supports
unlimited recordings andworked fine
with all the four cameras we tested
this month.

Camera power
Most business-class cameras support
Power over Ethernet (PoE); this is a
great convenience, allowing you to
locate your cameras wherever you
want using a single cable, andwithout
being constrained by the location of a
power socket.

If you don’t already have a PoE
infrastructure, you can purchase little
mains-powered injector boxes – also
called “midspans” – that add power to
an Ethernet connection and cost as
little as £25. For larger deployments,
it’s more economical (and practical) to
invest in a powered switch that lets
you runmultiple PoE devices from a
single power socket.

Whether you’re shopping for a
complete surveillance system or just
something to watch over the shop
floor, there’s an IP camera solution for
every business. On the following
pages, we’ve tested four quite
different models at prices to suit every
pocket – so read on to see which one
fits your requirements best.

LEFT All four cameras
on test this month
were powered by our
TP-Link PoE switch

BELOW Milestone’s
xProtect Essential+ is
a great surveillance
platform – and it’s free
for small deployments

BELOW Samsung’s
4K camera delivers
astonishing detail
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Axis M3105-LVE
A discreet external IP
camera that delivers superb
video quality and works with
almost any web browser

PRICE £329 exc VAT from
networkwebcams.co.uk

with excellent
contrast and colour
balance, and the
camera responds
quickly to changing
lighting conditions. No
matter which browser
we used, everything
was beautifully smooth,
with no jerkiness and
a latency of less than
one second.

The view can be easily
customised by tweaking
the various settings at the
bottom of the screen. You
can experiment with
different resolutions and
aspect ratios, switch to a

different frame rate and
enable Axis’ Zipstream

technology to reduce video storage
demands. It’s also possible to set up
custom viewing areas, and use the
digital PTZ function to scroll around
the screen and zoom in – although
quality does visibly deteriorate once
you get up to high zoom ratios. If
you’vemounted the camera on its side
to watch a tall, narrow area, you can
easily rotate the live image tomatch.
For convenience and efficiency, you
can also enable adaptive resolution,
which automatically resizes the live
view to fit the browser window.

Video capture functions are
equally smart. The camera comes with
Axis’ Motion Detection 4 app, which
lets you set upmultiple areas of view
tomonitor or ignore, with options to
ignore small, brief movements. You

can then set up actions
that will be triggered
whenevermovement is
detected – options include
recording to the camera’s
internal microSD card,
sending video to a
network share, uploading

images to HTTP and FTP servers or
emailing them to selected recipients.

TheM3105-LVE is relatively pricey
for a 1080p camera, but image quality
is excellent, and all the important
surveillance features are present and
easy to use. Since it works seamlessly
with all popular browsers, it’s a great
choice for small businesses whowant
security withminimal upheaval.

ABOVE The plastic
casing is tough enough
to mount outdoors

LEFT The camera’s
H.264 stream worked
seamlessly with every
browser we tried

“If you’ve mounted the
camera on its side to
watch a tall, narrow area,
you can easily rotate the
live image to match”

The Network BusinessFocus @ P C P R O F A C E B O O K . C O M / P C P R O

SPECIFICATIONS
1/2.8in RGB CMOS 2.8mm f/2.0 lens 1080p
(max res) 25fps MJPEG/H.264 10/100
Ethernet PoE IR illuminator microSD
card slot IP66 IK08 Axis Companion
software 101 x 101 x 93mm (WDH) 380g
wall-mount bracket 3yr RTB warranty

you get a goodwide field of view,
stretching 115° horizontally and 64°
vertically, and the lens is mounted
behind a flat cover that keeps
reflections to aminimum. A built-in
IR illuminator gives the camera an
impressive degree of night vision, too:
we found night-time footage was
surprisingly detailed, right up to the
maximum quoted distance of 15m.

The Axis software, meanwhile, is a
pleasure to use. During installation,
the browser-based setupwizard
insists you set a strong password for
root access. It then runs through
setting the resolution, andmatches
the frame rate to yourmains
frequency to ensure video footage
isn’t marred by flickering lights.

With this done, you can check out
the camera’s live view – and this is
very good indeed. Video is pin-sharp,

SCORE

Some IP cameras will only work
with certain browsers – but with
Axis that’s a non-issue. The

company’s software is fully HTML5
compliant, and doesn’t require any
browser plugins for high-efficiency
H.264 video streams.We found it
worked perfectly withMicrosoft Edge,
Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox and
Internet Explorer.

The camera itself is a mini-dome
design, with amaximum resolution of
1080p at 25fps, and it’s suitable for
outdoor as well as indoor surveillance.
An IP66 ratingmeans the casing is
dust-tight and can shrug off powerful
water jets, and the plastic exterior can
be repainted or exchanged for an
optional black shell to help it blend in
with its surroundings. It’s fairly tough
too, with an IK08 external mechanical
impact rating; that means it’s robust
enough to handle an accidental blow,
although it probably wouldn’t survive
a determined vandal.

Physical deployment couldn’t be
simpler. There’s a single RJ-45
Ethernet port in the base – the camera
needs to be powered by an 802.3af PoE
source – and the wall-mounting kit
comes with a waterproof rubber
grommet to feed the cable through.

Once the camera’s in place, you
can twist and tilt the spherical lens
housing to your desired direction,
then just tighten the screws to lock it
in place.Whichever way you point it,

RECOMMENDED
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D-Link Vigilance
DCS-4802E
A great-value outdoor
camera for small businesses
– although image quality is
merely acceptable

PRICE £137 exc VAT from ebuyer.com

“The lens is surrounded
by a generous 14 IR LED
illuminators, which give
a promised night-vision
range of 20m”

SPECIFICATIONS
1/3in 2MP RGB CMOS 2.8mm f/1.8 lens
1080p (max res) 30fps IP66
MJPEG/H.264 10/100 Ethernet PoE
14 x IR LEDs 10x digital zoom D-Link
D-ViewCam software 113 x 113 x 78mm
(WDH) 2yr RTB warranty

ABOVE The D-Link
DCS-4802E’s small
size makes it very
inconspicuous

an admin password – it’s blank by
default, which is a bit worrying.

Wewere also unimpressedwith
what happens next. The interface
opens upwith the camera’s live view,
but in bothMicrosoft Edge and Google
Chrome this comes with a warning
that you “may have difficulties
receiving images and video”, due to
unsupported plugins. You can ignore
these warnings, but the live view is so
jerky it’s virtually unusable, and the
digital zoom function isn’t available.

The simple solution, if you can
stomach it, is to switch to Internet
Explorer 11. Doing so immediately
gave us smooth video in both H.264
andMJPEG formats at all resolutions.

Theweb interface offers plenty of
advanced features, too.Wewere able
to create separate stream profiles for
desktop andmobile viewing, each
with its own resolution, codec and
frame rate. From the live view page,
handy buttons let you switch to a

full-screen view,
record on demand

and take snapshots
with a click.
You can also draw

grids to decide where
motion detection should
be active, and set an
overall sensitivity level.
Actions such as sending
video footage or snapshots
to FTP and NAS servers or
email addresses can be
automatically triggeredwhen

motion is detected.
If you don’t fancy firing up IE,

you can alternatively use D-Link’s
free D-ViewCam software. This is
pretty decent, supporting up to 32
cameras with recording tomultiple
storage locations. On ourWindows 10
host it gave us perfectly smooth video,
plus a functional PTZ control panel.

The camera has a 2MP CMOS
sensor with a native 1080p resolution,
and in good light it delivers clean
videowith natural-looking colours.
It’s perfect for monitoring indoor
office spaces and corridors, although
the focus did seem a little soft, leaving
distant objects slightly blurred.

If you’re planning to position it
outside, however, then
bewarned: in bright
sunlight, we found the
exposure automatically
dialled down so far that
shadowy areas were very
dark, and some detail was
lost in themurk.We

weren’t impressed by the DCS-
4802E’s night-time performance
either. The lens is surrounded by a
generous 14 IR LED illuminators,
which give a promised night-vision
range of 20m, but we found
that overnight footage came out
disappointingly grainy, and suffered
from an unpleasant smearing effect.

Clearly the DCS-4802E isn’t the
greatest camera in the world – but it is
very affordable, and nicely compact.
If you’re happy using IE, and don’t
demand the highest standards of night
vision, it’s a decent choice for small
businesses on a limited budget.

LEFT Image quality is
good, but the camera
isn’t great at handling
adverse lighting

SCORE

The DCS-4802Emini-dome IP
camera is designed to be equally
at home indoors and outdoors.

Its IP66 rating confirms that it’s fully
weather-proof against dust and
heavy jets of water, while its modest
dimensionsmake it ideal for low-key
surveillance. It should bemounted
high enough to be out of harm’s way,
however, as it doesn’t have a vandal-
proof IK rating.

That’s not to say it’s flimsy. The
camera dome casing is held in a sturdy
mount, and its three-axis friction
joints allow it to bemanually rotated
and adjusted both vertically and
horizontally. A captive, waterproof
65cm Ethernet cable emerges directly
from the camera’s base; the
expectation is that you’ll power it via
PoE, although you can buy an optional
12V power supply if you prefer. The
camera can bemounted directly on a
wall or ceiling, or for a sturdier siting,
D-Link also offers optional metal
mounting brackets costing around
£35. Note that the cable has a chunky
housingmeasuring around 3cm in
diameter, so wherever you choose to
mount it you’ll probably need to drill
a big hole to feed it through.

Once the camera’s in place and
connected to your network, you
shouldmake it an immediate priority
to open up the web interface and set
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ABOVE The Lilin
ZMR6542X’s twin
infrared LEDs give it
excellent night vision

The Network BusinessFocus

Lilin ZMR6542X
This four-megapixel camera
delivers bags of detail and
plenty of high-end features
– at a very reasonable price

PRICE £288 exc VAT
from networkwebcams.co.uk

L ilinmight not be as familiar as
the other brands in this month’s
roundup, but this Taiwanese

company has a solid pedigree, having
been in the surveillance game since
1980. Its latest ZMR6542Xmini-dome
camera ticks all the important boxes
– and it features a four-megapixel
CMOS sensor, delivering a better-
than-HD video resolution of 2,688 x
1,520 pixels at up to 20fps.

It’s up to youwhether youmount it
indoors or out: with an IP66 rating,
the enclosure can handle the worst
the British weather can throw at it,
should you choose to use it for
external monitoring. Lilin doesn’t
quote an IKmechanical impact rating,
but the solidmetal lens housing and
plastic mounting feel like they could
handle a good beating.

The camera itself works very
nicely. Video looks sharply focused,
and colour balance is very natural. If
we had to criticise, we’d note that its
exposure compensation isn’t quite as
fine as you’ll find on Axis’ camera: it’s
not bad, but if you’remonitoring an
outdoor scene in full sunlight, areas of
shadow tend to get a tadmurky.

On the flipside, the ZMR6542X is
very good in the dark. Two powerful
IR LEDs sit next to the lens, and in our
night-time tests the camera captured

an impressively clean image
with plenty of detail, right up to the
(uncommonly long) quotedmaximum
range of 30m.

Viewing the footage was easy too,
as the live view streamed perfectly in
Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome,
Mozilla Firefox and Internet Explorer
11. The web interface isn’t entirely
browser-agnostic, however: the
snapshot and instant-record buttons
only appeared in IE 11, andwhile
zoom buttons are available in Edge
and Chrome, IE 11 gives you the
friendlier option of panning and
zooming by draggingwith themouse.

Another slight hiccup is the fact
that the live video containsmore
detail thanwill fit into a regular
browser window. On a 1080p display,
we had to scale our browser window
down to 60% to see the whole scene.
Alternatively, you can click the

screen-scale button,
which automatically
shrinks the video to fit
the browser window.

You’re not limited
to a single view, either:
you canmonitor up to
three video streams from
the browser interface,

whichmay be frommultiple
cameras, or separate streams

from a single unit. For each
stream you can choose between

H.264 andMJPEG codecs, with
resolutions ranging from 1080p down
to 352 x 240 pixels for mobile viewing.

On themotion detection page,
meanwhile, you can use themouse to
select image areas to bemonitored for
movement.We particularly like the
tripwire feature, which lets you draw
lines onto the live view and triggers an
event if anything passes through
them. You can even link tripwire
events to semaphore options, so
events are only triggered if a line is
crossedwhile the semaphore
rectangle is showing a specific colour,
such as a red or green traffic light.
Once an event is registered, images
can be automatically sent to FTP and
HTTP servers, a network share and
up to five email addresses.

For those who prefer to use Lilin’s
native software, the free Navigator
Lite 2 applicationworked fine on our
Windows 10 host. It automatically

detected our camera, and
presented us with a
well-designed console
capable of displaying up
to 16 camera views in one
screen. Register with Lilin
and this goes up to 36
simultaneous camera

views across dual monitors.
If youweren’t previously familiar

with Lilin, the ZMR6542X confirms
the company as a force to be reckoned
with. At £288, it’s a very attractive
choice for SMEs that want to keep an
eye on the big picture.

LEFT With so much
detail, we had to scale
down the live view to
see the whole scene

“The tripwire feature
lets you draw lines onto
the live view and triggers
an event if anything passes
through them”

SCORE

RECOMMENDED

SPECIFICATIONS
1/3in 4MP RGB CMOS 2.8mm f/1.6 lens
1080p 30fps MJPEG/H.264 10/100
Ethernet PoE 2 x IR LED illuminators IP66

Lilin Navigator Lite 2.0 software 115 x 115 x
91mm (WDH) 436g 3yr RTB warranty
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Samsung Wisenet
PNF-9010R
Samsung’s all-seeing eye
delivers phenomenal image
quality and a superb feature
set – it’s not cheap, though

PRICE £739 exc VAT
from networkwebcams.co.uk

to worry about rain or grime
– and its thickmetal casing and
polycarbonate dome have the highest
possible IK10 impact rating, so it
should survive even a concerted
vandal attack.

Setup is simple, and the first time
you log into the web interface you’ll
be required to set up a secure
password. One slight catch is that
you’ll need to use Internet Explorer to
watch high-resolution video and
access the full range of features. If
you’re using Edge, Chrome or Firefox,
you’ll have to use the “plugin-free”
profile, which drops the resolution to
800 x 600 pixels and lacks options for
changing the stream profile.

Still, using IE isn’t a huge hardship
– and it allowed us to enjoy stunning
image quality, with pin-sharp focus,
great colour balance and bold
contrast. Movement is lovely and
smoothwith no noticeable latency,
and although the 16x zoom is of the
digital variety, the camera captures so
much detail that you can zoom in a
very longway before image quality
deteriorates significantly.

Night vision is more limited: the
camera’s six IR LEDs only have an
effective range of about 5m, but if you
mount the camera on the ceiling, this
gives you a pretty good all-round view
of the area below it.

LEFT The fisheye view
covers an enormous
area and offers
superb image quality

“Event-based actions allow
the camera to respond to
audio, tampering, external
alarms, network
disconnection and more”

ABOVE The Samsung
PNF-9010R isn’t much
to look at, but this is no
ordinary camera

The Network BusinessFocus

It’s also worth noting
that if youwant to use the camera

in fisheyemode, you’ll have to drop
the resolution slightly to 9MP. If the
360° globular view doesn’t suit, you
can switch to single or double
panoramamodes, which straighten
things out into one long image, or two
images showing the view in opposite
directions. There’s also a good range
of PTZ options, so you can use the 16x
digital zoom and virtual pan and tilt
functions to explore what your
camera can see.

Of course, the camera isn’t just for
real-timemonitoring. An extensive
range of event-based actions allows
the camera to automatically respond
to audio, tampering, external alarms,
network disconnection andmore.
Video can be uploaded to FTP servers,
sent to email addresses or saved to a
NAS appliance or the internal
microSD card. Schedules can also be
used to record images at set intervals.

Motion detection is
well covered, too. Video
analytics can detect
movement in specific
directions, or objects
being removed or added to
the scene. And the built-in
people-counting and

heatmap features are ideal for retail
units: you canmonitor the shop floor
and track the greatest concentrations
of footfall.

In all, theWisenet PNF-9010R is an
exceptional camera. Its massive 12MP
sensor delivers superb image quality,
it’s tough enough to survive whatever
the world throws at it – and its wide
range of event-based actions ensures
that it will fit intomore or less any
sort of surveillance role.

SCORE

The namemight sound boringly
generic, but Samsung’sWisenet
PNF-9010R is something special

– it’s the first IP camera we’ve tested
with an Ultra HD 4K sensor. Yes, this
unassuming discus captures video at
resolutions up to 4,168 x 3,062 pixels
– and it also features the latest H.265
compression technology, to help keep
your captures to amanageable size.

The price, of course, is a lot more
than you’ll pay for a 1080p camera,
but you’re getting a lot of surveillance
for yourmoney: the hemispherical
design offers a full 360° all-round view
from the ceiling, while mounting it on
awall delivers a 180° vista.

Likemost IP cameras, the PNF-
9010R can be PoE-powered – although
unusually its Ethernet port runs at
Gigabit speeds to accommodate
chunky 4K video streams. There’s also
a separate power socket if youwant to
use the optional mains adapter, along
with an integratedmic, amicroSD
card slot and audio jacks for an
external microphone and speaker. If
that’s not enough flexibility for you,
the cable bundle also features an I/O
connector block, which can be used to
add features such as a door sensor and
an alarm system.

It’s a hardy thing, too. An IP66
ratingmeans you canmount the
PNF-9010R outside, without having

SPECIFICATIONS
1/1.7in 12MP RGB CMOS 2.1mm f/2.2 lens 4K
(max res) 20fps MJPEG/H.264/H.265
Gigabit Ethernet PoE 6 x IR LED
illuminators microSD card slot internal
mic 16x digital zoom IP66 IK10
Samsung SmartViewer software 146 x 146 x
64mm (WDH) 805g 5yr RTB warranty

RECOMMENDED
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SDN 2.0: intent-based networking
Brace yourselves, software-defined
networking is about to get even
smarter, with the emerging idea of
intent-based networking.

Already being hailed as “SDN
2.0”, IBN builds on the principles of
SDN, embracing higher levels of
automation and making more use
of machine intelligence. You might
feel dubious about entrusting your
network to an AI program, but bear
in mind that, right now, the vast
majority of network downtime is
caused by human error.

At any rate, IBN won’t be making
big-picture strategic decisions. It’s

more about reducing the burden of
tedious management tasks, which
currently eat up a lot of expensive
administrative time.

The upshot is that when a
user plugs in a new device or
launches an application, an IBN
environment should be intelligent
enough to automatically connect it
to whatever resources it needs,
drawing on machine learning
algorithms and your own policies.
As with a self-driving car, the user
tells the software what they want
to do, and the software figures out
how to make it happen.

“In this Internet of Things
age, your business is likely
to need to manage an
ever-growing swarm of
connected devices”

Davey Winder discovers the
smarter, more flexible way to
define and manage a network
Software-defined networking?What’s that?

Simply put, a software-defined network (SDN)
is onewhere specialised software handles the
decision-making, while comparatively basic
hardware does the regular donkeywork of
shunting data packets around. To use the
industry jargon, the control plane is separated
from the data plane.

Is that a new thing?We’ve been using router
configuration scripts forever.
The idea – likemost good ones – does have roots
in earlier approaches, such as Perl scripts that
pass configuration settings to routers. But SDN
is amore centralised concept. Rather than
pushing out individual scripts to every single router and switch, SDN
lets one controller application run awhole network, regardless of its
size or complexity.

It sounds a bit like you’re describing a virtual network.
It’s true, there’s some overlap with the way that virtual networking
lets youmap software-defined topologies and even virtual servers
onto a physical network. But that’s not the defining feature of SDN:
the important part here is that the brains stand alone, rather than
being built into the devices that forward data back and forth. In fact,
that very propertymakes an SDN strategy a great starting point for
building a virtual network, or virtualising a legacy infrastructure.

Sowhat exactly do the “brains” do?
The brain of an SDN is the controller platform, an application that
provides centralisedmanagement and strategic services for the
network. You can think of it as the control interface that connects the
switches underneath to the applications above. It also provides an
ideal framework for auditing network devices, and bringing analytics
into the equation.

That all sounds very elegant, but is there a real business benefit?
Entrenched network structures can hold businesses back from
reaping the benefits of automation and virtualisation. There’s a
reasonwhy Amazon, Facebook, Google andMicrosoft all use
software-defined networking for their hyperscale cloud operations.

But you don’t need to be a billion-dollar enterprise to benefit. If
anything, it’s smaller businesses that need to bemore agile and
responsive these days, and SDN is a great way to build that into your
infrastructure. It’s an easy investment to justify, too: it can ease
capital expenditure, with less need for purpose-built hardware, and
more opportunity to pay as you grow. And operating expenses can be
cut too, thanks to easier network design and deployment.

So SDN is all about agility? Isn’t that a bit of a flashy buzzword?
Agile has become a buzzword, but that doesn’t mean it’s not an
important and valuable principle. In this Internet of Things age, your
business is likely to need tomanage an ever-growing swarm of
connected devices, frommany different vendors and all with
different network roles and rights. Centralisedmanagement software

Software-defined networking

is almost indispensable – and full
360° visibility is also an extremely
valuable aid to security compliance.

SDN is a security thing too?
If you think about it, all network
management is at least partly about
security. However, compared to the
old approach of attaching static
security policies to LANs, VLANs and
interfaces, the dynamic nature of
SDN is amuch better fit for an
application-driven infrastructure.
Indeed, as the SDN controller gives
you better overall visibility of what’s
happening on your network, it can
also help you to create the right
policies in the first place.
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Netgear ReadyNAS
RR2312
Huge storage density at a
great price – but if you want
10GbE speeds, you’ll have to
look elsewhere

SCORE
PRICE Diskless, £1,198 exc VAT
from ebuyer.com

I f you’re hungry for storage, but
short on rack space, Netgear’s
ReadyNAS RR2312 could be the

answer to your prayers. It’s themost
capacious 1U rack NASwe’ve seen,
cramming no fewer than 12 LFF hard
disks into its compact chassis. This is
nomean feat: it’s achieved by
squeezing amicro-ATXmotherboard
into the back, leaving space up front
for three banks of four SATA drives.

While this is a clever bit of
engineering, it doesmean the RR2312
is unusually deep at 934mm. After
installing it in our 42U 1,000mm rack
cabinet, we foundweweren’t quite
able to close the rear door, owing to
the power cable sticking out the back.
Luckily we had a shorter L-shaped
power connector to hand, or we’d
have had a problem – it’s that tight.

On the upside, drives are a doddle
to fit: you just slide off the top cover,
drop each disk into a bay and push it
onto the combined SATA/power
connector until it locks into place.We
used a quartet of 8TB Seagate NAS
drives, but the RR2312 is certified for
use with Seagate’s 12TB IronWolf NAS
drives, so you can pack in amassive
144TB of raw storage.

The appliance is built around a
quad-core 2.1GHz Atom C3538 CPU,
partnered by 2GB of DDR4memory.
At the rear, there are four Gigabit
Ethernet ports plus two USB 3
connectors – but themotherboard
doesn’t have a PCI-Express slot, so
10-Gigabit upgrades are off the table.

Configuring our storage was as
easy as you could ask for. The free
RAIDar app discovered the appliance,
loaded the ReadyOS software and ran
through a brief setupwizard.We
opted for a single X-RAID2 array,
allowing capacity to be quickly
expanded by addingmore drives; if
youwant traditional RAID arrays and
multiple volumes, you can set that up
using the Flex-RAID option.

Besidesmulti-disk redundancy,
Netgear’s ReadyOS platform also
offers a variety of built-in data-
protection features, including Btrfs
copy-on-write protection, unlimited
snapshots, cloud backup and
on-appliance virus scanning. These
are all pretty simple to use: to enable
copy-on-write, you just have to tick
the “bit-rot protection” option during
NAS share and iSCSI LUN creation.
Ticking the continuous protection box
lets you schedule regular hourly, daily
or weekly snapshots, and should you
need to recover files, folders and
LUNs, it’s easily done from theweb

console, where snapshots can be
mounted as network shares for simple
drag-and-drop file restores.

As well as the regular management
interface, you can also take advantage
of Netgear’s ReadyCloud portal,
which lets you access andmanage the
device from anywhere on the internet.
Individual users can be set up to
remotely view, add or delete files and
folders from the portal.

Cloud syncing is another strength:
the latest version of Netgear’s
ReadyOS supports Azure, OneDrive,
Amazon S3, Amazon Drive,Wasabi,
Google Drive and Dropbox. Netgear
also offers its own Vault cloud backup
service, with a business subscription

costing around £30 per
month for 2TB of storage.

NAS performance is
good by Gigabit Ethernet
standards. Accessing our
share from aWindows
server, we saw sequential
Iometer read andwrite

speeds of 113MB/sec and 110MB/sec.
Drag-and-drop copies of a 25GB test
file averaged 112MB/sec (read) and
109MB/sec (write), while our backup
test using a 22.4GB folder with 10,500
small files was completed at a very
creditable 87MB/sec.

To test maximum throughput, we
connected to our share from four
separateWindows systems, on
dedicated Ethernet connections, and
ran Iometer on all four systems at the
same time. This yielded impressive
cumulative read andwrite speeds of
452MB/sec and 397MB/sec, indicating
there’s plenty of headroom here to
serve a small business.

If you’re looking for a lot of storage
in a small enclosure, youwon’t do
better than the ReadyNAS RR2312. A
10GbE optionwould havemade it
slightlymore future-proof, but even
without that it’s a slick, great-value
appliance. DAVE MITCHELL

LEFT ReadyOS offers
a good spread of cloud
and data-protection
features

“If you’re looking for a lot
of storage in a small
enclosure, you won’t do
better than the Netgear
ReadyNAS RR2312”

SPECIFICATIONS
1U rackmount chassis 2.1GHz Intel Atom
C3538 2GB DDR4 12 x LFF hot-swap SATA
drive bays supports RAID0, 1, 5, 6, 10, 50, 60,
XRAID-2, hot-spare, JBOD 4 x Gigabit
Ethernet, 2 x USB 3 fixed 350W PSU 5yr
NBD hardware warranty

ABOVE A nifty design
allows Netgear to
squeeze 12 disks into
a 1U NAS

great price – but if you want 
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Synology RackStation
DS1618+
A powerful, well-priced
desktop NAS with a tonne of
business features and a
welcome 10-Gigabit option

SCORE
PRICE Diskless, £634 exc VAT
from transparent-uk.com

Synology launched its first six-bay
NAS, the DS3018xs, last year;
now it’s following up with the

DS1618+, a serious-looking appliance
aimed at small businesses. It features a
current-generation Atom C3538 CPU
and a respectable 4GB of DDR4 RAM,
expandable to a huge 32GB, making it
one of Synology’s most powerful
desktop NAS units.

At the back of the chassis you’ll
find four Gigabit Ethernet ports, three
USB 3 connectors and dual eSATA
ports – each supporting one of
Synology’s five-bay DX517 expansion
units, for a maximum of 16 drives.
There’s space for a single PCI-Express
card too, so you can add a 10GbE
adapter, or Synology’s M2D17 dual M.2
SSD high-speed cache card. SODIMM
slots are conveniently tucked behind a
removable hatch on the underside.

For testing, we slipped four 10TB
Seagate IronWolf hard disks into the
appliance’s tool-free drive carriers.
Synology’s software picked them up
right away, and formatted them as one
big 27.3TB SHR-1 (Synology Hybrid
RAID) array. Traditionalists can
choose RAID5 or 6 arrays, but SHR lets
you expand your array just by adding
more disks, and you can even convert
an SHR-1 array on the fly to an SHR-2
dual-drive redundant array.

With your volume created, it’s time
to dive into Synology’s DSM software.
The latest version (6.2) has recently
emerged from beta testing, and it’s
brimming with backup features. For
starters, Btrfs volumes support
on-demand and scheduled snapshots,
which can be replicated to remote
Synology appliances. The Hyper
Backup app, meanwhile, manages all
your local, remote and cloud backups,
with helpful wizards to walk you
through a huge range of backup tasks.

Then there’s the Cloud Sync app,
which supports a whopping 22 public
providers – and in the Cloud Station
Server app you can create a private
cloud to host your own backups. We
also liked the Active Backup for
Servers app, which uses SMB and
rsync for agentless backups from
Windows and Linux servers.

If you beef up the memory, the
DS1618+ even makes a perfectly good
virtualisation host. We had Windows
Server 2016 up and running inside
Synology’s Virtual Machine Manager
app inside 20 minutes, with regular
snapshots in case of disaster.

And if this month’s guide to IP
cameras has whetted your appetite,
Synology’s Surveillance Station app is
worth a look. Two camera licences are
included in the price; we had no
problem connecting both the Axis
M3015-LVE and Samsung PNF-9010R
at once. We set recording schedules,
enabled motion detection and used
the e-Map to pinpoint their location.

If the DS1618+ has a weakness, it’s
slightly inconsistent performance.
Using an Emulex 10GBase-T adapter
(which worked straight out of the box)
we obtained fast Iometer sequential
read speeds of 9.2Gbits/sec, but much
lower 4.3Gbits/sec write rates. Adding
a second 10GbE connection and
running the test over both at once
gave us cumulative read and write
rates of 11.9Gbits/sec and 5.1Gbits/sec.

It was a similar story in our
real-world tests: our
25GB test file was read
from the appliance at
4.8Gbits/sec, but written
back more slowly, at
3.4Gbits/sec. Still, that’s
fast enough for any small
business. And general

backup performance was better, with
our 10,500 small files written at a
respectable 2.3Gbits/sec.

With its up-to-date CPU and big
memory capacity, the DS1618+ is a
great choice for storage duties – and
for several other roles besides. Yes,
10GbE performance is uneven, but it’s
not a big problem, and at just £634 for
a diskless unit it’s very hard to
complain. DAVE MITCHELL

LEFT Synology’s DSM
6.2 delivers a rich set
of surveillance and
backup features

“With its up-to-date CPU and
big memory capacity, the
DS1618+ is a great choice
for storage duties – and for
several other roles besides”

SPECIFICATIONS
Desktop chassis 2.1GHz Intel Atom C3538
CPU 4GB DDR4 (max 32GB) 6 x LFF/SFF
hot-swap SATA drive bays supports RAID0,
1, 10, 5, 6, SHR-1/2, hot-spare, JBOD 4 x
Gigabit Ethernet 3 x USB 3 2 x eSATA
PCI-Express slot 3yr hardware warranty

ABOVE Six bays
support up to 72TB of
internal capacity

RECOMMENDED

With your volume created, it’s time And if this month’s guide to IP ABOVE  Six bays 
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Search keywords have an iffy
history. In the early days of the
internet, it was common for

websites to stuff dozens of half-
relevant terms into their metadata –
the idea being to trick search engines
into directing visitors to your site,
almost regardless of what theywere
searching for.

Search engines are now smarter
than that – you can’t persuade Google
that your site is the web’s foremost
reseller of secondhand computers
simply by repeating the words a
hundred times on every page.

But keywords are still hugely
important. Using relevant terms in
appropriate places on your website
helps visitors – and search engines
– quickly findwhat they’re looking
for. Andwhen you’re buying online
ads, choosing the right keywords
ensures that your adverts will appear
beside relevant searches.

In this article we’ll explore the best
ways to select and deploy keywords
– and how to trackwhat they’re doing
for you. The goal is to help visitors to
find your site “organically” (that is, by
entering their own search terms), and
also tomaximise the number of
customers acquired through paid-for
ads.

Finding the best keyword
Imagine you’re launching a new bed
and breakfast business. You’ve hired
a contractor to put together a website,
but you don’t have a budget for
making lots of changes later on once it
goes live – so you need tomake sure
it’s working hard from day one. The
question is: which keywords do you
want to repeat throughout the site?
Are you going to write “bed and
breakfast”, “bnb” or “b&b”?

Youmight instinctively go for the
first option. It’s the “correct” term,
and it’s clear and simple. But look at
the graph opposite, which tracks how
many people have been searching for
these three different terms. Over the
past year, more UK-based Google
users have been searching for “b&b”
than for “bed and breakfast”. And
despite the rise of Airbnb, “bnb” on its
own fares evenworse.

Themessage is clear. Since Brits
are searching for “b&b”, that’s the
phrase you should consistently use in
your copy, as well as in the alt tags of
images and at least one crosshead on
each page. It’s also the best single
term to target when buying context-
sensitive ads.

Clearly this information about
search volumes is hugely valuable –

and believe it or not, it’s completely
free to access at Google Trends
(trends.google.com). It can be a real
eye-opener to comparemultiple
terms and see which is more popular:
as another example, if you’re selling
used cars, Trends would suggest that
you favour “VW” over “Volkswagen”,
since the German automaker’s
initials have outperformed its full
name over the past year. Indeed, in
someweeks there have been five

times asmany people
searching for “VW”
as “Volkswagen”.

The same principle
applies regardless of
what line of business
you’re in. If you’re
renting outmobile

homes, for example, “camper” beats
both “campervan” and “camper van”.
Whereas, if you’re selling knitting
patterns, “jumper” beats “sweater”
– and hardly anyone ever asks Google
for a “pullover”.

Think like a customer
Google Trends is a very powerful tool,
but it’s not the be-all and end-all of
onlinemarketing. Even if you litter
your website with references to “b&b”
or “VW”, that won’t make it rise to the

“Using relevant terms in
appropriate places on your
website helps visitors – and
search engines – quickly find
what they’re looking for”
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top of the search results because
everyone else is using the same terms,
and you’re competing with some
huge businesses.

For instance, whenwe search for
“campervan”, the first hits we get are
Gumtree and eBay, with themain
Volkswagen site following close
behind. For a keyword such as this,
your small business is likely to be
buriedmany pages back.

So how do you get an edge? The
answer is to think less like a business
andmore like a customer. Don’t try to
attract everyone in the world who’s
looking for a bed and breakfast –
focus onmaking yourself visible to
the people who need to find you. If
you’re running a van hire business
in NorthWales, for instance, make
sure your site refers to “campervan
hire in Snowdonia”, “renting a
campervan inWales” and
“campervan holidays in Llandudno”.
That will help bring you to the
attention of the people who are
actually likely to become customers.

Thesemulti-word phrases are key
to search engine optimisation (SEO).
Although theremay not bemany
people searching for a given set of
terms, consultancyMoz calculates
that 70% of overall search engine
activity is of this type (pcpro.
link/287seo). Practitioners refer to
this as the “long tail” of search traffic.

So it’s clear what you need to do:
anticipate the specific searches that
your customers will bemaking, and
include themword-for-word on
your site. Don’t worry aboutmissing
out on volume – the visitors you do
attract will bemore valuable. As
Moz explains, “long tail keywords
often convert better, because they
catch people later in the buying/
conversion cycle. A person
searching for ‘shoes’ is probably
browsing, and not ready to buy. On
the other hand, someone searching

F A C E B O O K . C O M / P C P R O

TOP Google Trends
lets you compare
search terms by
geographic region

for ‘best price on Air Jordan
size 12’ practically has their
wallet out.”

Long tail advertising
The long tail isn’t just about
the keywords you embed in
your site – it canmake your
advertisingmuchmore
effective, and even save you
money. If youwere to invest
£20 a day advertising to
UK-basedweb users
searching for the word
“campervan”, Google
estimates that youwould get
around 13,000 impressions
and 71 clicks (see adwords.
google.com for more statistics
of this type).

That might not sound like a
bad return, but these clicks
are likely to include people
looking to buy a camper van,
people looking for spares, or
those seeking garages,
insurance deals or any
number of other related
services. It’s likely that not a
single one of those 71 visitors
will be looking to hire a van
inWales.

If you refine your
keywords, you can domuch better.
At first, the figuresmay not look
very encouraging: “campervan hire
wales” and “motorhome hire wales”
combinedwill only attract an
estimated 562 impressions, and just
30 clickthroughs. However, that’s
still a big increase in engagement – up
from 0.5% of the audience to 5.3%.
And since the search termwasmuch
more relevant to our specific
business, it’s likely that those 30
people will include some bona
fide customers.

We can do better still by targeting
some additional terms. Adding
“camper van hire wales”, “campervan

103

bed and breakfast

bnb

b&b

rental wales” and “motorhome rental
wales” brings an extra ten visitors a
day to our site – without increasing
the advertising budget.

Of course, we still won’t get as
many visitors as wewould from
targeting the general term. In fact, we
can expect to see only just over half as
many. But those visitors are vastly
more likely to become customers –
whichmeans amuch better return on
your advertising budget.

What are people
searching for?
Knowing that the long tail delivers a
relevant and engaged audience is all

ABOVE Specific
keywords may
deliver a smaller
audience, but it’s
likely to be a more
valuable one

BELOW Certain
keywords perform a
lot better than others
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very well, but how do youwork out
the best long tail phrases to target?
Again, the answer is to think like a
customer. Google uses what it knows
about page structure and popular
searches to guess which pages will
best match a user’s search terms. You
can explore this by searching for your
own business and seeing what
suggestions pop up as you type, as
well as which pages come upwhen
you hit return. (Ideally, you should
do this in a web browser you don’t
normally use, so that your results
aren’t diluted by your own search
history and preferences.)

In our example case, searching for
“campervan hire in wales” gives us
results that include geographic
variations, and a variety of closely
related phrases. Predictably, these
include “VW” and “UK”; one you
might not have anticipated is
“wedding”, but knowing it’s there

tells you that it’s worthworking into
your site. Other terms include
“affordable”, “budget”, “luxury” and
“weekend”, which you can target
depending on themarket you’re
going for.

These suggestions are largely the
result of latent semantic indexing
(or “LSI” for short), which is the
process bywhich search engines link
keywords together based on past
searches, and on the information they
find alongside search terms on the
pages they index. To save you having
to try out hundreds of similar
searches, tools such as LSI Graph
(lsigraph.com) can interrogate Google
on your behalf and pull out an
extensive list of combinations. Typing
in “b&bwales” gave us a lot of great
ideas, like “by the sea”, “seaside”,
“best places to stay in wales”,
“farmhouse b&b north
wales” and so on. All of this
can inform new content or
tweaks to what already
exists on our site.

Finding the
keyword sweet spot
If there’s a problemwith
all this analysis, it’s that it
can leave youwanting to
target dozens of keywords,
and diluting the overall
effectiveness of your site.
What you need is a
keyword analysis tool
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Avoid keyword stuffing
The specific keywords your potential audience is searching for
should feature prominently on your site. However, don’t
overdo it by peppering them across every page or you might
end up getting penalised for trying to game the system.

An easy solution is to use an SEO plugin such as Yoast
(yoast.com). This tool measures keyword density in blog
content and will warn you if you’re at risk of being downgraded
for keyword stuffing. Originally, it used to flag up a warning if
more than 4.5% of the words in a post matched a target
keyword – but search engines have got stricter and it will now
pick you up if you exceed 2.5%.

It will also warn you if your page appears to have fewer
than 300 words of body content as such pages do poorly in
search results. If you make this your target minimum word
count, you shouldn’t be using your chosen keyword more than
seven times on each page.

So, where should you put the keywords? The strongest
positions are the headline, the first paragraph and any cross-
headings within the content. If you want to put it elsewhere,
you may need to add some extra content, to make sure you
stay on the right side of the keyword ratio.

that can help you zero in on themost
effective combination of terms.

One such utility, Keyword Tool
Dominator (keywordtooldominator.
com), spins out any search term you
enter for the “.com” or “.co.uk”
versions of Google. It ranks each
result frommost to least popular,
meaning that, if there are several
options that suit your content, it’s
easy to see which is more likely to
deliver the results you need.

Another option is Moz’s Keyword
Explorer tool (moz.com/explorer),
which takes a slightly different
approach to deliver a lot of
information about your chosen
keywords and phrases. Rather than
ranking keywords, it gives you a
difficulty score, indicating how tough
you’d find it to win a page-one
position in search results when
competing against every other site
on the web targeting the same

keywords. For “b&b”, for example, it
gives us a difficulty score of 44/100,
with an organic clickthrough rate of
around 64% – that’s not bad, but it
could be a lot better.

These numeric metrics make it
very easy to compare the expected
performance of different terms. If we
try out a few variations on our
keywords, it’s clear which search
term is easiest to rank for.

Since “b&b northwales” also has
the highest organic clickthrough rate,
it’s a no-brainer. Even if wewere
based in Llandudno, we’d be wise to
emphasise the region as well as the
specific town in ourmarketing.

Life after Google
In this article we’ve focused almost
exclusively on Google, and it’s pretty
obvious why. According to analytics

firm Statcounter, Google represents
around 90% of the searchmarket –
and 93% onmobile devices. Second-
place Bing has a tiny 3.24% of the
market, then Yahoo on 2.08%.

Even if things change in the future,
the principles we’ve discussed above
aren’t engine-specific. Any
improvements youmakewith Google
inmind should help across the board.

On that note, though, it’s
important to remember that nothing
on the web lasts forever. Once you’ve
got your keywords in place, monitor
their performance and, ideally, repeat
the tests we’ve discussed every few
months and check that you’re still
targeting the best keywords. New
competitors may enter themarket,
visitors’ tastes can change, and search
engines periodically tweak their
algorithms, so something that works
todaymay be less successful in six or
12months’ time.

Search term Difficulty Organic clickthrough rate

b&b 44 64%

b&b wales 28 86%

b&b north wales 22 90%

b&b llandudno 24 85%

ABOVE This blog post
shoots itself in the
foot by including the
keyword too often

BELOW Google is the
number-one search
engine by far
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Some refurbished kit is safer than
new,” Scan Computers’ Keith
Williams told us, before

admitting that he isn’t a fan of the
word “refurbished” at all. When
products have been retested, re-
warrantied and put back on sale, he
describes them as being “recertified”.

He described the tortuous route a
product might take from the Far East
to a British desk: a dozen time zones,
countless distribution centres, from
hot and humid factories to cold and
dry aircraft. Every step of the way
there’s potential for something to
work its way loose.

Whatever it is, Williams claimed,
“it’s normally an easy fix – and then,
when they’re retested at the local
centre, they’ll do double the tests that
it needs.”

Products that are dead on arrival
are rarely fatally flawed. That presents
an opportunity for a savvy buyer.
Youmay be picturing secondhand
equipment, butmuch refurbished or
recertified hardware has never been
used. Not only is it good as new, it may
have been through amore strenuous
testing procedure than the factory-
fresh alternative.

Where PCs are concerned, the
product might simply have been
unwanted rather than flawed.
“Laptops should come out of retail
stores with a 14-daymoney back
guarantee,”Williams said. But, if they
come back, “a lot of stores haven’t got

time to test them themselves, so
they’re sold off to a refurbish house at
amuch lower cost than retail.”

Yet, even if it was returned before
its first boot, the retailer often needs
to take a loss if it wants to get it off its
books. “They’ll take off the VAT, then
discount the balance to 40% or 50%
of the value. The refurb house will buy
it at that price, do any cleansing it
needs, often using Blancco to blank
offWindows before a full reinstall.
They’ll do 70 to 100 additional tests,
replace any damaged packaging, swap
out faulty parts for originals, then sell
it to Scan.”

Even after the refurbishment
house and a retailer such as Scan has
marked it up for profit, business
buyers can expect tomake a saving of
20% on the latest kit.

If you’re happy to buy
something a little older, the
savings will be even higher.

Winding back
the clock
Tier 1 Asset Management is a
data security company
workingwith some of the
financial sector’s biggest
high-street names. Most
refresh their IT on a three-
year cycle, but where
shops, home users
andmany small
businesses
could safely

leave their hardware at the tip for
recycling, these institutions need to
ensure that the processes they use
won’t expose any customer data.

“So, they give it to a data security
company like us,” said
Tier 1’s CarlWatts. “We
securely remove the data,
providing the institution
with an audit trail and, as
a by-product, having the
equipment to sell.”

As well as individuals,
Tier 1 also sells into business and
education sectors, offering a peace-
of-mind guarantee that nobodywill
stumble across sensitive information.

“Themost expensive laptopwe’re
selling is the Lenovo ThinkPad X1
Carbon Ultrabook,”Watts said,
reeling off specs that include a Core i7
processor, Full HD screen and a 256GB

SSD. The asking
price, for a Grade
A refurbished
unit, is just £619
including VAT
and delivery
(£515 exc VAT).
“Bear inmind this
machine is just
over two-and-a-
half years old. If
youwere to buy
the new equivalent
Lenovomodel
today, visually they
don’t lookmuch

“You may be picturing
secondhand equipment, but
much refurbished or
recertified hardware has
never been used”

BELOW Why spend
£1,500 on a new
ThinkPad when you
can pick up a similar,
refurbished model for
under half the price?

THE BUSINESS QUESTION

Nik Rawlinson speaks to those in the
know to find out why buying “secondhand”
kit isn’t as big a risk as it may seem

Should I
be buying
refurbished
IT kit?
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different. The processormight be
slightly faster, but the specifications
won’t deviate that much, and you
would be looking at spendingwell
over £1,500.”

While the £1,500machinemay
last longer, the economics of buying
refurbished kit oftenwork in its
favour. Paying a half or a third of the
full price gives businesses the
flexibility to upgrade two or three
times within a regular purchasing
cycle and, often, buy higher-specified
hardware thanwould be available at
entry-level prices elsewhere.

Understanding grading
The grade A kit thatWatts refers to
will haveminimal marks, a warranty
and no broken parts. However, all of
themanufacturers grade their kit
differently, and it’s important to
check precisely what theymean
before you buy.

Theweek before we spoke,
Williams had been offered a
consignment of AppleWatches. They
were the latest model, “beautifully
packed, with all the parts and a
ten-monthwarranty”. Yet, while the
product itself was pristine, themobile
network selling them hadmarked
them down to grade B.Why? Some of
the boxes weremarked.

When grading is such a subjective
matter, it’s important to have some
comeback. Tier 1 and Scan both,
predictably, stressed the importance
of buying from a source with a history,
reviews and, more crucially, a
guaranteed future.

“If you’re buying through eBay,
are you getting a genuineMicrosoft
licence?Will themachine stop

working in sixmonths’ time? Could it
have some software on there that you
don’t know about because it’s not
been data wiped properly? There
could be anything on that machine,
you just don’t know,” saidWatts.

Williams agrees. “What guarantees
have you got from them about the
tests that have been done? [Buy from
eBay and] it could be a guy sitting in a
garage who has bought something
from a car boot sale, given it a wipe
over with an oily rag and put a
non-official copy ofWindows on it.”

Which brings us to a secondary
benefit to buying refurbished: it may
be the only way businesses can
legitimately get their hands on a
freshly installed copy ofWindows 7,
whichMicrosoft still licenses for use
on refurbished kit.

Different…
but the same
With unpredictable
availability, buying
refurbished kit is often seen as
most practical for smaller
businesses that only need to
outfit a couple of seats at a
time. That’s not always
accurate, though. Tier 1
processes 80,000 laptops
and desktop PCs a year,
usually bought in large
quantities from big
businesses who invest
in bulk.

Scan, too, buys large
loads to provide
adequate levels of
stock, such as the
2,700 Nexus phones
and tablets it bought

fromGoogle. Advertising them at a
third of the usual price attracted 7,000
orders in the first 24 hours. Naturally,
not everyone could be satisfied.

However, with a little bit of
research, browsing the listings can
turn up significant levels of stock

under alternative names.
Stock codes, like the
European Article Number
(EAN), may be changed
on otherwise identical
products to denote the
fact that they’ve been
refurbished – and to save

anyone about to spend £1,000 on a
laptopwondering why the same thing
is on sale for half that price elsewhere.
Other times, whole product names
can be changed, as happenedwhen
the Samsung Galaxy Note 7 was
recalled when the battery was
identified as a fire risk.

“But 95% of the product was okay,”
said Scan’sWilliams, who grades
Samsung’s refurbishment process as
“second to none”.

Ninemonths after the recall,
Samsung re-released the phone as
the Galaxy Note FE, or Fan Edition,
with a lower-capacity power cell and
trimmed price tomatch. The £999
phonewas now selling for £399,
despite being ostensibly the same
product, and the additional work
Samsung had done to get it ready for
market. This included a new eight-
point battery check tomake sure it
was safe.

“If a product is recalled, they fix the
problem and it’ll probably be safer
than it was when it was sold the first
time,”Williams explained, bringing
us full circle.

I once did a job for a charity
whose patron was Princess

Anne. One afternoon, some time
after I’d rebuilt most of its server

room, I was hunkering down behind the rack when
the door popped open and there stood HRH. Used
to seeing a motley mess of desk-side, bottom-end
servers, she surveyed the cluster of rackmounts I’d
installed and said, “Those look expensive. Where
the **** did they come from?”

“eBay, Ma’am,” I said.
Refurb machines confer one vital advantage:

they let you break out of the slapdash and cavalier
assessments of what right-sizing really means for
your sector. We’ve all seen the alleged headcounts
supportable by a “small business” server sold with
a single disk and a motherboard that looks like it fell
out of a 1990s mobile phone.

Then there are the staggering prices for equally
incapable NAS devices. For the sort of money you
would pay a NAS vendor, you can buy a fantastically

over-engineered ex-corporate (or better still,
ex-government) top-end workstation or enterprise
grade server.

I’ve built up a variety of sources for good refurb
kit over the years, mostly on eBay. One such,
originally known by its eBay handle of “ed_the_
bear”, has now gone all corporate at etb-tech.com.
Same deals, same grade of kit: just a change of
name to placate the querulous. Perhaps my finest
eBay blag was some HP servers, in their custom
rack, with keyboard tray, liberated from the
semi-secret income tax cheque processing centre
in (mumble) Yorkshire. They had upgraded, and the
managers told the IT contractor to sell the old kit.

You’ll notice I haven’t yet mentioned laptops,
despite many people thinking of these when they go
for refurb. Be careful, because laptops live the
hardest of lives and are in the highest demand.

Instead, think infrastructure. I like to put
enterprise-grade LAN switches into smaller
businesses by buying secondhand – dead easy, as

long as you’re careful about the cooling fans –
replacement can be expensive. My most ambitious
refurb switch was €7,500-worth of pitch black,
wardrobe-size HP ProCurve kit, bought from a
specialist fibre broker in southwestern Germany.

The drive there and back was worth it on two
counts. One, the savings: black ProCurves at the
time were €47,000 in this configuration. And two:
the expression on the customs officer’s face when
I popped open the boot and told him that my
Japanese import Subaru was worth one-twelfth of
the list price of the switch it was carrying.

All these systems ran smaller organisations
than their spec sheets imply. The HP servers went
to the London Cycle Campaign, the black ProCurve
to some lawyers. And they’re excellent proofs of
concept in buying refurb, because all of them ran
for at least half a decade. Most were replaced
before failure, rather than dying in the saddle.
These days I think people who insist on new are
odder folk than those who join me in the dumpster.

The expert view Steve Cassidy

BELOW Firms don’t
only change the stock
codes of refurbished
kit but sometimes the
whole name, as in the
Galaxy Note FE

“Buying refurbished may be
the only way businesses can
legitimately get their hands
on a freshly installed copy
of Windows 7”
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Iknowwe’ve all heard of Blue
Screens of Death. No doubt, dear
reader, you’ve suffered them over

the years whenWindows decides to
have a kernel panic and throw all of its
toys out of the pram. But a blue
flashing LED of death is a new one.
And it was the starting point of quite
a lot of wasted time.

First, the back-story. I love NAS
boxes, especially the units from
Synology. I know others swear by
QNAP and other vendors, but
Synology satisfies all of my
requirements. I have small units for
IP camera storage and backup. I have
another pair for music-streaming.
And I have two large ones for data
backup in the lab.

They’re not primary storage,
but secondary units. However, I
love the range of capability that I
get with them – a solid file system,
plus support for cloud backup and
archive solutions such as Dropbox
and Backblaze. And the ability – with
the bigger units, at least – to replicate
parts of the file system between
boxes. Not only that, but you can keep
snapshots of the file system, which
allowsme to roll back to previous
versions of terabytes of data at the
click of a mouse.

The UI is pretty comprehensive
and obvious, themenus work, and
they’re pretty much a low-stress
solution. This is the reason I have two.
One is a 12-drive unit, with a five-
drive expansion cage. The second, the
hero of our story, is a 12-drive bay unit
filled with 8TB hard disks and a pair of
SSD drives in RAID.

So about this blue LED issue. When
it flashes fast, it tells me that it’s
sorting out its hair andmakeup, and
getting ready to strut its stuff onmy
network. It does this after booting,
and before connecting to the LAN.

This is normally fine, because the
blue flashy period typically lasts
for around aminute. Then the first
LAN light comes on as a Gigabit
Ethernet connection is made, and the
status LED lights up in orange while
everything is checked out. Finally, the
status LED goes green and the blue
flashing LED stops flashing. All very
simple; all very easy to use.

Right up until the point where the
blue LED stays flashing and the first
LAN line stays resolutely dark. Now
at this point, you really have no idea
what has gone wrong. There’s no UI;
there’s no display panel. You can’t
connect to it over the LAN because the
LAN is disconnected. It doesn’t even
throw out a plaintive beep sequence
to provide a clue.

A trip to Google remindsme that
Intel had an issue with the Atom
processor that meant it could
randomly die. This affected Synology
boxes made up to about a year ago
when the fault was found. I don’t
knowwhat the conversation was like
between Synology and Intel, but I can
guess it was fairly brutal.

I raised a support ticket through
the Synology website describing the
issue. I also wrote an email to

Synology’s PR team in the UK. Almost
immediately, Synology support
sprung to life and informedme that
my box had probably died, and that
they’d overnight me a replacement
together with an RMA to return the
offending dead item back to them. At
this point, there was nothing left to do
with it, so I went to the pub.

The next morning, our UPS chappy
dropped off the new unit and took
away the old one. I put all 12 of the
drives into the new unit in the correct
order and pressed the power button.
The blue LED started flashing… and
continued to flash. After some ten
minutes, it was clear that whatever
was happening with the original unit
was happening with this one. I wrote
an update email to Synology.

Then I decided to try a few things.
First, I tried only connecting one
Gigabit Ethernet cable to the box,
because I was running four in a
bonded arrangement. That didn’t
work. I pulled out all the drives and
powered up the box. It booted, in a
fashion, and I could connect to it
across the network. I updated
Synology via email. Then I took a
spare 10TB hard disk, mounted it into
the drive cage carrier, and popped

Jon is the MD of
an IT consultancy
that specialises
in testing and
deploying hardware

@jonhoneyball

“Aftersome10minutes, itwasclear
thatwhateverwashappeningwith
theoriginalunitwashappeninghere”
A Blue Light of Death causes problems in Jon’s much-loved Synology NAS
drive, while a pair of smart earphones prove not to be so smart after all

JONHONEYBALL

BELOW When the blue
light in the bottom
corner of your
Synology won’t stop
flashing, you know
you’re in trouble
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that into slot 1. It booted and offered
to set up the NAS for me. This seemed
a good idea, because it really isn’t
clear where Synology actually holds
its boot information. Is it in NVRAM?
Is it on the disks? This isn’t obvious
from the documentation.

Hallelujah – amiracle had
occurred! The NASwas up and
running. But it had one 10TB hard disk
rather thanmy 80TB RAID. I shut it
down and updated Synology via email.

I found some instructions that
told me nowwould be the right
point to pull out the fresh disk and
put my array back in place. I tried it. I
got the blue blinking LED of death for
tenminutes.

I decided to be sneaky. I put the
hard disks of my array into the NAS,
offset by one slot, thus allowing the
fresh 10TB to sit in slot 1. Somy drive 1
was in slot 2, drive 2 in slot 3, and so
forth. This doesn’t allowme to load up
the cache, but it’s only cache so it
shouldn’t matter, should it?

The unit booted, and I could see my
RAID array. This pleasedme greatly.
But it was covered with all sorts of
nasty errors about the cache being
absent. I told it to sort itself out. I
updated Synology via email.

Finally, I pulled the 10TB disk and
movedmy array back by one slot.
Many jokes weremade at this point
about “Option Base 1”, which is a very
old programming joke that hopefully
none of youwill understand.

I powered up the NAS and –mercy
be – it booted. My data was present,
butmy account information appeared
to be toast, andmy 2FA login had
gone. In addition, most of my services
weremissing, too, so file system
replication was broken. Nevertheless,
it was up and running – in amanner of
speaking – and now I could start to fix
themess. I updated Synology via
email, informing the company that it
was nowmostly working.

At this point, I’d sent eight emails
on day two to Synology and not had a
response. Mildlymiffed, I pointed this
out to the PR team. Almost
immediately I received a response
from them and the support staff.

Two days on, I’m still sorting out
NAS to NAS replication. Do I know
what happened? No. Might it have
been the Atom issue? Maybe, I have no
way of knowing. Am I happywith the
recovery process? Right now, I’m in

twominds. Firstly, it ought to be
possible to find out what is going on,
but it’s baked into the design that
nothing works until the network
interface starts up. I did recover my
data, and that’s a good thing. But you
should never be in a position where
failure of a device causes data loss. If
you are, thenmore fool you.

I guess I just hoped that the “move
drives to new box and hit the power
button” had worked better and that it
was less of a ballache. Do I still like my
Synology boxes? Yes, of course. Am I
glad I havemore than one unit storing
important data? Absolutely.

GDPR in the machine
You have to laugh. In all the nonsense
and email storms about GDPR
compliance, the good people at

Ghostery sent out an email to
customers informing them all about
the company’s position on GDPR,
and how everyone is being really
responsible. I received it, as a
Ghostery enthusiast and customer.

Except for one issue: instead of
using BCC for themass emailing, it
used CC. So I got a long list of
Ghostery customers onmy email,
and they got my email address –
on an email about GDPR. No, you
couldn’t make it up. I’ve asked
Ghostery to ask its legal team for a
comment, just because I’m feeling
naughty. (Update: Ghostery has
put out a fulsome apology. Full
marks, at least, for recognising what
it has done wrong.)

Dell XPS 27
Last month I detailedmy tale of woe
regardingmy old Dell XPS all-in-one
desktop, how it died, and then how I
used it hooked up to a Surface Book. It
was amarriagemade in hell, and it
simply wasn’t going to last.

The obvious solution was to get
another computer. I tend to like the
Dell products, so trundled over to its
website. A newDell XPS 27 seemed
just the job. Intel i7-7700 processor
running at 3.6GHz, 32GB of RAM,
1TB SSD, a decent AMDRX570
graphics card with 8GB of RAM,
and a 4K display. It wasn’t cheap at
£2,599, but I couldn’t bringmyself

ABOVE When one Dell
XPS all-in-one dies, it’s
only sensible to spend
£2,599 on a new one

BELOW Ghostery
customers received a
sensible GDPR email...
with everyone else
on the list cc’ed
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to cough up the £4,249 for a top-
end Microsoft Studio.

The XPS 27 arrived within a
few days, and I set it up. Almost
immediately, I had to do a Skype call
with some clients, so I thought my
shiny new Dell would be ideal. Only
then did I discover that the front-
facing video camera sits below the
screen, right down by the keyboard. It
gave an excellent view of my manly
torso and chiselled facial features, but
precious little of anything else.

For a moment, I gave serious
thought to whether I mounted the
Dell the wrong way up on my desk.
But no, it really is designed to work
that way. I have no idea what the
thinking process was at Dell that
resulted in this design decision.
Where someone said, “I know, I’ve got
a great idea: Why don’t we make the
webcam look at everyone’s stomach?”
Truly, my mind boggled.

I moved on to the inevitable full
update that the system required,
which took the usual few hours.
Dell has a tool called SupportAssist
that checks drivers, hardware,
and that carries out various tune-up
tasks. I was somewhat amused to see
it reporting that my PC hadn’t been
optimised in the past 464 days. As
I doubt not a single component of
the computer existed 464 days ago,
this didn’t come as a surprise.
Although I’m left to wonder who
tested this code.

As a brand-new machine, I thought
it would be wise to have some sort of
rapid recovery mechanism. So I

decided to give Acronis True Image
2018 a whirl. It’s been a while since
I used True Image, so a refresh of
its capabilities seemed in order. I
popped a USB 3 external hard disk
into a spare socket, fired up the
software, and told it to go ahead
and make a full image backup.

I confess I haven’t yet done
something that I consider to be an
non-negotiable task – if you run
imaging software, then you absolutely
must try it out to prove it works.
And do this in plenty of time before
disaster strikes. The point at which
you have to recover a smoking wreck
of a computer isn’t the best time to
discover that your imaging solution
has some playful issues. I haven’t
done this yet, but will do in the next
few weeks.

So far, True Image 2018 has
impressed – except for one thing. It
runs a process called Acronis Active
Protection, which claims to stop
ransomware from making mass
changes to data files on your hard
disk. All of this seems a good idea,

except it threw a large wobbly when
Dell SupportAssist decided to update
itself, reporting that 1,256 files were
affected. Fortunately, a quick scan
of the log showed the offending files

to be in the C:\
Program Files\Dell\
SupportAssist\
folder, so nothing
was actually going
badly wrong. It
might be nice if the
two products played
together in a more
harmonious fashion,
though.

Sennheiser
Smart Ambeo
headset
I’m a huge fan of
Sennheiser products.
The company has a
strong reputation
in the headphone
world for delivering
excellent products
and a superb service.
It’s also one of the few
vendors that actively
has a spare parts
process in place for
when you inevitably
break them.

I was intrigued by
its new Smart Ambeo
headset, which

combines in-ear headphones with
high-quality microphones built into
each ear capsule. The idea is that you
can record what’s happening around
you: this could be a crowd scene, or at

ABOVE What a fine
place for a webcam –
thanks Dell

LEFT Dell SupportAssist and Acronis True Image
aren’t working together in complete harmony

popped a USB 3 external hard disk 
into a spare socket, fired up the 
software, and told it to go ahead 
and make a full image backup. 

I confess I haven’t yet done 
something that I consider to be an 
non-negotiable task – if you run 
imaging software, then you absolutely 
must try it out to prove it works. 
And do this in plenty of time before 
disaster strikes. The point at which 
you have to recover a smoking wreck 
of a computer isn’t the best time to 
discover that your imaging solution 
has some playful issues. I haven’t 
done this yet, but will do in the next 

So far, True Image 2018 has 
impressed – except for one thing. It 
runs a process called Acronis Active 
Protection, which claims to stop 
ransomware from making mass 
changes to data files on your hard 
disk. All of this seems a good idea, 

you: this could be a crowd scene, or at 

of the log showed the offending files 

Sennheiser 
Smart Ambeo 
headset
I’m a huge fan of 
Sennheiser products. 
The company has a 
strong reputation 
in the headphone 
world for delivering 
excellent products 
and a superb service. 
It’s also one of the few 
vendors that actively 
has a spare parts 
process in place for 
when you inevitably 
break them.

its new Smart Ambeo 
headset, which 

ABOVE Sennheiser’s
Smart Ambeo headset
is a curious thing, so I
hope my replacement
set works – the first
pair certainly didn’t
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Paul owns an agency
that helps businesses
exploit the web, from
sales to marketing
and everything
in between

@PaulOckenden

a concert, or anywhere youwant to
record. Since they’re in-ear, they
create a “binaural” recording, which
can provide a very realistic sense of
surround, including height.

I had a particular, somewhat odd
requirement. I’m doing some research
into the efficiency of in-ear hearing
protection for motorbike users. I have
the GRAS IEC reference Ear & Cheek
Simulator, and have been using a
near-field loudspeaker to generate
pink noise to act as the noise source.

That’s fine, but the noise you get in
your helmet – road noise andwind –
isn’t pink at all. It has a muchmore
low andmid-frequency than high
frequency. So it seemed tomake
sense to have an understanding of
what the frequency shape actually is
in practice. The Ambeo headset
seemed ideal for this; pop them
intomy ears, on with the helmet,
hit record and off we go. I could then
get a pretty reasonable representation
of the real noise shape.

I quickly started running into
issues. First, Sennheiser doesn’t
provide an app throughwhich to do
the recording, but recommends
Apogee MetaRecorder. No problem,
I downloaded it. I assumed it would
just work, with the Ambeo headsets
acting as a dongle because they
connect via a Lightning cable to my
iPhone. But no. MetaRecorder will
record only 60 seconds of stuff until it
stops. Unlocking this costs money.
You’d think that when you have just
paid some £260 for a recording device,
it would comewith an appropriate
recorder app?

Next, it seems that there’s no
record level control. There’s basically
high and low, and that’s it. High
seems super-sensitive, so low is
neededmost of the time. But there
is no fine-tuning.

Evenmore annoying is the
provision of active noise cancellation.
Like you, I’m used to getting on a
plane, firing upmy noise-cancelling
headphones, and dozing off into
a quiet slumber. Turning noise
cancellation on and off appears to
do almost nothing with Ambeo. I even
measured it on the GRAS test rig.

I raised the issues with Sennheiser
technical support, and went around
the houses a few times. I’ll report back
when I hear more – no pun intended.

“TheTVhasbecomewireless– as
ourhomesandofficesareflooded
withajumbleofRFsignals”
Paul untangles the world of wireless and looks at how Android is now
fronting all manner of devices, including a lightweight projector

PAULOCKENDEN

I f I think back to the tech in homes
and offices a few years ago, one of
my overridingmemories is wires.

Behind every TV set you’d find
electronic spaghetti, and you’d
discovermuch the same in the corner
of every office. Things havemoved on.
Thewires are still there, of course, but
they’re gradually decreasing asmore
of our gadgets becomewireless.

That tangle behind the TV hasn’t
disappeared, mind – it too has become
wireless, as our homes and offices are
floodedwith a congested jumble of RF
signals. And trying to get a reliable
Wi-Fi connection is much like it used
to be when trying to find a spare
socket to plug in your latest gadget.

I’ve written quite a bit over the
years about various tools you can use
tomonitor and optimise your wireless
networks. In particular, I’m a huge
fan of Metageek’sWi-Spy RF receiver
dongles and Chanalyzer software
(despite the cheesy name). Slightly
cheaper is its inSSIDer Essential
bundle, which offers the dongle and a
slightly cut-down version of the
software – it’s still great. You can use

inSSIDer without a dongle, just
relying on the network card in your
laptop, but it isn’t as flexible since it
will only detectWi-Fi traffic. If there’s
something else stomping all over the
Wi-Fi bands then youwon’t know
about it without an external receiver.

For 2.4GHz use there’s amuch
cheaper option, although it isn’t in the
same league. For around £12 fromUK
sellers, you can buy an inch-square
board that has an OLED display on the
front and an Arduino board sitting
behind it running spectrum analysis
software. To find it, search for
“Lantian spectrum analyzer” (with a
z!). It’s based on a homebrew project
that first appeared on the RC Groups
forums (pcpro.link/287ard), but as
you’ll see from that discussion, the
original designer isn’t overly bothered
by the fact that a Chinese company is
now selling a product based on his
design and software.

The tiny boardwill workwith
anything between 5 and 16 volts, and
it comes with a two-pin JST power
socket of the type commonly used by
radio-controlledmodels. I simply
bought a 4 x AA battery holder with
the requisite plug already attached for
a couple of quid from amodel shop.

Plug the battery into the Lantian
module and you’ll instantly get a
real-time display of the 2.4GHz
spectrum used byWi-Fi, Zigbee,
and various other devices. You’ll find
that it’s devices such as speakers,
headphones and babymonitors that
can kill Wi-Fi. Many such devices
aren’t even legal to sell in the UK.
But walk aroundwith the Lantian
board in your hand and you’ll
quickly locate sources of 2.4GHz
interference. Oh, and then switch
on yourmicrowave oven and scare
yourself with the amount of
interference it produces. Don’t
worry, it won’t be enough to cook you,
but you’ll see exactly whymicrowave
ovens can have a detrimental effect
onWi-Fi performance.

Since the device is based on the
Arduino sketch in the forum thread

BELOW The tiny
Lantian module
shows a real-time
display of activity in
the 2.4GHz band

jon@jonhoneyball.com
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that I linked to above, you can
actually play with the code to adjust
the display speed and averaging
calculation used, for example.
However, at the heart of the device
is the nRF24L01+module fromNordic
Semiconductor, whichmeans that
you can’t update this little scanner
to copewith different frequencies.
It’s strictly a 2.4GHz device.

If you need a portable spectrum
analyser with greater flexibility, RF
Explorer remainsmy go-to device.
I’m now onmy thirdmodel. I started
off with the original device, which
covered 240-960MHz. At the time
that was useful, because notmuch
happened above those frequencies.
There were no 3G or 4Gmobile phones
back then. But then along came an
upgradedmodel, the 3G Combo,
which included two receivers. The
original one still covering 240-
960MHz and a newwide-band board
that went from 15MHz to 2.7GHz.

It might seem odd to keep the old
receiver when the new board also
covered those same frequencies, but
the older onewasmore sensitive so
was still useful. I soldmy original RF
Explorer and bought the (then) new
3G Combomodel instead. And I’ve
used it many times since. For example,
whenMrs O found that the central
locking on her car wasn’t working at
home but was fine elsewhere, I was
able to track it down to a firmware
update onmy Smappee energy
monitor causing a signal repeater to
go into a loop and flooding the
neighbourhoodwith 433MHz! It
would have been impossible to find
that problemwithout the RF Explorer.

The latest model is the 6G Combo.
This time it does dispense with the
original receiver, and includes
boards covering 15MHz-2.7GHz and
4.85GHz-6.1GHz. This is useful,
because it covers both 2.4GHz and
5GHzWi-Fi bands.

I asked Ariel Rocholl, the designer
of the RF Explorer, whether there was
an upgrade path from the 3G Combo
to the 6G Combo. He said that,
unfortunately, there isn’t because the
base board is different in eachmodel.
However, he did suggest that I could
buy a 6Gmodel (non-combo) that
covers 4.85GHz-6.1GHz, and then
move the 15MHz-2.7GHz frommy 3G
Combo into the new device to turn it
into a 6G Combo.

That sounded like a good plan. I
bought the 6Gmodel from EXP Tech
in Germany (pcpro.link/287exp). Not
only does EXP sell the device cheaper
than the usual UK suppliers, it also
offers a fantastic range of products
for us IoT, Raspberry Pi and Arduino
enthusiasts. The owner, YuanWang,
is knowledgeable and friendly too.
Don’t worry about the language
barrier –most of the website has been
translated into English, and Yuan and
his team speak the language well.

I did swap the boards over, as Ariel
suggested, but after a while I switched
them back again. I have a certain
fondness for the 3G Combomodel,
andwas used to how it works. From
now on I’ll carry both devices.

Incidentally, I asked Ariel about
the coverage gap between 2.7GHz
and 4.85GHz, becausemuch of the
upcoming UK 5Gmobile coverage
will utilise the 3.4GHz bands formerly
used by theMinistry of Defence. Ariel
toldme: “We’re working on additional
models to cover 50KHz to 6,100MHz
with no gaps, hopefully before the
end of the year, at usual price ranges
for RF Explorer products. 5G is a big
move in the industry and covering
frequency gaps is important, but it’s
challenging to do so and keep product
costs down.”

Projecting the right image
Have you noticed howAndroid is no
longer just an OS for phones and
tablets? There are the official

offshoots, such as Android
Auto for cars and Android
Wear used in watches and
other wearables, but
Android now goes way
beyond these!

To take an extreme
example, Samsung has a
fridge-freezer that runs
the company’s Tizen OS (a
close relative of Android –
Tizenwill runmany
Android apps). It’s one
of those American-style
two-door jobs, with one of
its doors housing a huge
touchscreen; it looks just
like amassive phone.
Then there’s Nikonwith its
attempts at using Android
as themain interface on a
compact digital camera
(the original S800cwas a
bit of a dog, and the
“improved” S810c
follow-upwas only
slightly better).

And let’s not forget
Android-based smart TVs.

There’s a plethora available, from
high-end brands such as Sony and
Samsung, through to a host of cheaper
brands that you’ll never have heard of.
The ever-increasing cost of
subscription TVmeans various
Android-powered Kodi boxes also sit
beneathmany a TV.

Over the past year or so, another
class of Android-based device has
started gaining popularity: projectors.
It makes sense, because Android
works best on devices that already
have some kind of display, which is
the reason items such as fridges can
feel a bit clunky.

I recently started to lookmore
seriously at Android-based projectors,
because I was asked to recommend a
portable projector to an author friend
who could take it to hisWest Country
bolt-hole, but bring it back home
when he returned. I was keen to
investigate: “domestic” portable
projectors have a huge overlap with a
certain type of business use too.

When visiting a prospective client,
many people assume that they’ll be
shown into a fancy boardroomwith
leather chairs, expensive table and
a high-tech screen setup. But trust
me, the daywill comewhen the
boardroom is in use by someone
more important (it’s called boardroom
for a reason), and so you’ll end up
having to give your presentation in a
crampedmeeting room or office that’s
the size of a cupboard. Onewith no
screen or projector.

“Android is no
longer an OS
just for phones
and tablets.
Samsung has a
fridge-freezer
that runs a
close relative
of Android”

ABOVE The latest RF
Explorer, 6G Combo,
covers both 2.4GHz
and 5GHz bands
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When this happens, the usual
thing seems to be for everyone to
crowd around a laptop, but that’s
hardly professional, especially if
you’re trying to win a pitch for a big
new contract. It’s so much better if
you can magically pull a projector
from your bag and start using it –
prospective clients seem to love
that. But such a projector needs to
be both small and bright.

A few years back, the only
option would have been a projector
with a halogen lamp. However,
these suffered some serious fragility
problems, especially if you moved
them immediately after a presentation
whilst the bulb was still hot. And, of
course, you wouldn’t know you’d
killed the unit until the next time
you tried to use it! Somewhere in
my junk cupboard, I still have one of
those portable halogen projectors. I
got through so many bulbs while
lugging it around that I eventually
began to carry a spare lamp, along
with the screwdrivers needed to
disassemble it!

These days, most portable
projectors use LEDs, and are very
robust. The first generation of LED
projectors weren’t particularly bright,
but things have moved on. But the
brightest LED projectors also tend to

be quite bulky, and so aren’t what’s
needed here. My author friend wants a
unit he can easily carry on the train, so
a “beast” is out of the question. The
same is true for the business case
outlined above – you need a device
that you can just pull from your bag if
needed, but one that won’t weigh you
down if you don’t.

The sweet spot for portability
versus brightness seems to be around
600 lumens. Now, to those of you with
fancy home-cinema systems, this will
seem ridiculously dim, but remember
that for PowerPoint presentations and
the like, you don’t need the same level
of screen brightness as you would for
watching a Hollywood blockbuster.
Also, the brightness of the projected
image will depend on how wide you
stretch it – remember, the projector
brightness requirement squares with

screen size. An 8ft-wide screen
has four times the area of a
4ft-wide screen, so needs four
times as many lumens for the
same brightness. Keep the
picture to the size of a large
TV (46in, say – but there isn’t
even room for that in my
friend’s cottage) and draw
the curtains and you’ll find
that a 600 lumens projector
will be fine.

There’s lots of choice in
this part of the market, but
one device that caught my eye
was the Qumi Q38 from
Vivitek. Many of the projectors
on offer come from no-name
manufacturers, but Vivitek has
been making projectors for
more than a decade, so I got one
in to have a play.

Let’s start with the size,
because regular readers will
know how much I love my little
gadgets. The Q38 is pretty
much the same size as a VHS
tape, if you’re old enough to
remember one of those. For you
young ’uns it’s just 188 x 118 x
34mm, and weighs 750g. That
really is tiny considering the
specs. Not only does that little
package contain the projector

and a speaker, it also has an internal
rechargeable battery that’s good for a
couple of hours. This is especially
important in an emergency meeting
room scenario, where the last thing
you want to be doing is scrabbling
around under a desk looking for
power sockets.

The Q38 has built-in Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth, and includes around
5GB of usable internal storage, if
you want to pre-load content. The
1080p picture quality is superb, and
it has automatic keystone adjustment
whereby the projector detects how
much you have it tilted and will
adjust the picture automatically to
keep it square. You can switch this
off by using the comprehensive
on-screen menu.

Best of all, though, it has an
Android-based operating system,
so you can easily add apps such as
iPlayer, Netflix and YouTube. It’s
based on Android 6 (Marshmallow) –
and, if I’m honest, it’s a bit clunky in
places and isn’t as well integrated
into the hardware as it could be.
Android is unable to report on the
battery status, for example, and the
firmware update function would
often fail. In some respects the
Android functionality feels a bit
of a last-minute bolt-on, which
is a shame. But once you’re familiar
with its idiosyncrasies, it works okay.

Those criticisms aside, I think the
Qumi Q38 is a brilliant little projector:
very well made, super-portable, and
equally suited to small-room domestic
use or emergency business meetings.
And unlike those halogen projectors
of old, the bulb in the Qumi Q38 is
good for around three and half years
of continuous use!

I love gadgets such as this. To be
able to pull a paperback-sized box
from your bag and watch Game of
Thrones in 1080p on a nearby white
wall (or, indeed, present your latest
sales pitch) is just brilliant!

“The first
generation of
LED projectors
weren’t
particularly
bright, but
things have
moved on”

LEFT The nav buttons
under the screen on
the Samsung Family
Hub fridge-freezer
give away its Android
origins @PaulOckenden
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be quite bulky, and so aren’t what’s 
needed here. My author friend wants a 
unit he can easily carry on the train, so 
a “beast” is out of the question. The 

and a speaker, it also has an internal ABOVE The Qumi Q38
is a tiny battery-
powered 1080p
projector that can run
your favourite
Android apps
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KEVINPARTNER

“Gutenbergissettotransformthe
entiresite-buildingprocess,making
WordPress5unrecognisable”
In the meantime, Kevin examines the options for building custom
websites in WordPress using the latest generation of page builders

“These third-
party plugins
combine the
ease of use of
Wix with the
power of
WordPress”

WordPress is the king of
website frameworks,
powering up to around a

third of all sites, but it isn’t themost
intuitive of platforms. It’s brilliant for
bashing out a few hundredwords to
pour into a template on publication,
but a beast when it comes to creating
fully featured customwebsites.

Wix, SquareSpace and other site
builders seek to exploit its weakness
with their drag-and-drop interfaces
and slick advertising. However,Wix is
to web development what AOLwas to
the internet: an easy-to-use walled
garden that’s fine until youwant to
see what’s beyond the fence. I’ve been
buildingWordPress sites for over a
decade now and have yet to come
across a problem that couldn’t be
solvedwith a plugin, theme or, if all
else fails, some hand-crafted code.
Good luck persuadingWix to let you
hack into its codebase.

Things are changing forWordPress
with the forthcoming introduction of
the Gutenberg visual builder. Initially
intended as a replacement for the
basic text editor, the plan is for
Gutenberg to transform the entire
site-building process, making
WordPress 5 almost unrecognisable.
For those of us who don’t wish to wait
forWordPress to reach this nirvana,
there’s a range of third-party plugins
and themes with whichwe can
achieve the same effects today,
combining the ease of use ofWix
with the power ofWordPress.

Elementor
The newest of the big page builders,
the Elementor plugin can be usedwith
anyWordPress theme. Most themes
feature a particular design, but this
largely defeats the object of a page
builder, so it makes sense to pick a
plain theme. OceanWP is an ideal

partner and is also available in a
free version. Beware, though: both
Elementor and OceanWP offer
premium versions to which you’ll
be sorely tempted to upgrade!

Begin by installing OceanWP via
theWordPress dashboard. Go to
Appearance | Themes and search for
it in the repository. Then, once this is
done, go to Plugins | Add New, search
for and install Elementor.When you
next go to add a new page, you’ll see
the “Edit with Elementor” button –
use it to switch from the classic editor
to the page builder. Before you do
that, however, go to Page Attributes
and select Elementor Full Width from
the Template dropdown. This gives
you a blank canvas to work on.

Click the blue button to launch
Elementor and, on the left-hand side
of the page, you’ll find the list of
content blocks. You can simply drag
them from the tool panel onto the
page, but it’s more efficient to click
the Add New Section button so you
can pick a column layout first. The
Add Template button pops up a list of
complete and partial page layouts that
you can addwith a single click – only
around a quarter are available in the
free version. All page builders offer
such templates, and they can be an
excellent way to practice. I don’t find
them terribly useful in real life,

however; it’s generally better to
construct pages from scratch.

For this example, I’m creating a
website for a new YouTube channel.
It’s intended to be the focal point for
all our social media efforts, as well as
a place for our blog posts. Elementor
is ideally suited for this, and it’s
even possible to sidestep some of the
limitations of the free version by using
plugins and shortcodes. For instance,
the social media feeds are provided by
third-party plugins (Custom Facebook
Feed, Custom Twitter Feeds and
Instagram Feed, all by Smash Balloon)
and the shortcodes they generate
added to Elementor Text modules.

Having said that, the free version
of Elementor comes with a generous
selection of modules, including text
and image blocks, carousels and
galleries through to progress bars,
social media icons and tabs.

Divi
I confess that I’m a Divi fanboy, and
myWordPress development business
is built upon it. When I set up the
business in early 2017, I evaluated
all the page builders – Divi was the
clear winner forme. It can be used
either as a complete theme or as
the Divi Builder plugin, the latter
working like Elementor by adding
page-building to any theme. For
this comparison to be fair, I’m going
to use the plugin with OceanWP.

There’s no free version of Divi. It
comes with amembership to Elegant
Themes that costs $89 per year. Once
you’ve signed up, you can download
the Divi Builder plugin, upload it to
your site, and then use your username
and API code to unlock updates.

Building a page in Divi is as
straightforward as it is with
Elementor, albeit handled differently.
Divi supplies full-page templates but,
again, I prefer to build from scratch.

RIGHT Divi offers
fancy effects through
an efficient user
interface – and it’s
fantastic value

Kevin is a serial
entrepreneur who
has set up a number
of successful online
businesses

@kevpartner
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ABOVE Elementor’s
free version, allied to
the OceanWP theme,
can produce pleasing
results quickly

BELOW The
Gutenberg plugin
adds block-based
visual editing to the
WordPress back-end
– but it isn’t ready for
prime time

Once you open a page using Divi’s
Visual Builder, you’ll see a green box
representing a row of content and,
if youmove yourmouse around it,
a bigger blue box that represents a
section (a group of rows). Add a row
by clicking the big plus icon and
selecting a column layout. You’re now
prompted to pick from one of Divi’s 40
or so contentmodules – in this case,
I’m choosing a video box and entering
the URL of our YouTube trailer. Hover
yourmouse over the edges to visually
adjust padding, then save by clicking
the purple circle at the bottom.

It’s easy tomake your site stand out
with Divi. For example, parallax
scrolling is a staple feature of many
sites: adding that to a Divi section is as
simple as ticking a box and choosing
the type of parallax you prefer. Divi
also includes graphical section
dividers, including the cloud effect
shown in the screenshot opposite, and
a host of other flourishes including
box shadows, animations and border
controls. Elementor lacksmany of
these graphical niceties.

To pay or not to pay?
If you’re determined to build a
website for free, then Elementor and
OceanWP are a decent combination.
However, although Elementor’s free
version includes plenty of features,
you’ll find yourself frustrated if
building anything other than a basic
site. For example, the free version
doesn’t allow you to edit the CSS of
amodule directly (you could use a
global CSS file andwork out the class
or ID of each element, but that would
quickly become annoying). While I’m
all for doing things on the cheap, I
think I’d inevitably feel compelled
to upgrade to the Pro subscription
sooner rather than later.

While Divi and Elementor are
neck-and-neckwhen it comes to
features and ease of use, Divi wins
hands-down on pricing. Elementor
offers three pricing levels starting at
$49, but this is for a single site. An
Elegant Themesmembership,
although pricier at $89, covers
unlimited websites, including those
you build for clients. Elementor’s
equivalent plan is $199.

It’s a pity that Elegant Themes
doesn’t offer a trial of its plugin and
theme. Elementor deserves credit for
doing so – and for the fact that its free

version is usable for basic sites. I
found it easy to get to grips with and
it’s under very active development –
something also true of Divi.

Accepting that I’m going to pay for
a premium page builder, then, Divi is
the winner, simply because it’s more
affordable. Look out for promotions,
too: I upgraded to a lifetime Elegant
Themesmembership during the Black
Friday event in 2017 for only a little
over half the cost of a year’s unlimited
membership to Elementor.

Divi has someweaknesses, though,
including the fact that you can’t edit
the header and footer directly, nor
can you use it to create child themes
without coding – but these things are
beingworked on.

I’ve excluded Beaver Builder from
this comparison because the fully
featured version aimed at agencies
costs a hefty $399 per year. Now, I’m
certain that this is entirely justifiable
if seen in isolation, but Divi costs a
fifth of that and offers much the same.

What about Gutenberg?
It might be that this discussionwill
becomemoot whenWordPress 5
arrives with its built-in visual editor.

Frankly, I’m not holdingmy breath.
Currently, you can test it by installing
the Gutenberg plugin; you’ll see
from the low star rating what the
community thinks of it. Having said
that, its block-based approachworks
well to produce a similar layout to
that achieved by Elementor.

However, there’s no prospect of
it being as sophisticated as either
Elementor Pro or Divi in the short
tomedium term. In fact, I doubt it’ll
evermatch them feature for feature.

The developers of Gutenberg point
out that it should currently only be
used on a test server, which suggests
it isn’t ready for the spotlight. I
wonder whether, in fact, it will ever
achieve its potential of being a visual
editor to replace the existing back-
end.WordPress has grown
incrementally over the years, but
the changes proposed for the next
big iteration dwarf anything that’s
come before. This is risky, since
whatever it doesmust be backwards
compatible with themillions of
existing sites. I hope I’mwrong, but I
fear themakers ofWordPress might
have bitten off more than they can
chew; while Gutenbergmight replace
the ancient text editor, its greater
ambitionsmay go unfulfilled.

For now, if you’re looking for a
free way to drag-and-drop your way
to an attractive, customWordPress
website, the Elementor/OceanWP
combination is the best I’ve come
across. For anything other than a
basic site, Divi’s combination of
sophistication and value formoney
put it at the top of the list.

“While Divi and
Elementor are
equal for
features and
ease of use,
Divi wins
hands-down
on pricing”

kevin.partner@nlightn.net
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Davey is an
award-winning
journalist and
consultant
specialising in privacy
and security issues

@happygeek

DAVEY WINDER

“ThenewGmailcomeswithanother
weapontowieldintheever-evolving
battleforbetteremailsecurity”
Davey explores the effectiveness of Gmail’s security enhancements, and
wonders how chicken bits helped Red Hat fight the CPU Meltdown crisis

Fetch the bunting! Google has
at last updated the Gmail web
interface, although youmay

need to hit the settings cog to opt into
using it. Until now, there have been
two versions of Gmail: the standard
interface that hasn’t changedmuch
since it launched in beta in April 2004;
and the radically different “Inbox”
interface, launched by Google as an
invitation-only beta in 2014.

I never got onwith Inbox, as I
found its insistence on sortingmy
email into predefined “smart” folders
quite dumb.With the classic interface
I could see all my email in a list, with
the important – byway of sender and
subject – and unread stuff at the top. It
isn’t perfect; I’ve used the excellent
Gmelius extension since 2013 to add
the features I thought weremissing.
Things like being able to snoozemy
emails for attention later, disabling
tracking that allows a sender to see
when I’ve read their email, and the
option to print direct fromGmail
with a cleaner outcome.

With the newGmail update you
get the best of all three worlds,
where features from the old, new
and third-party interfaces integrate
to becomewhat Gmail has promised
but never quite delivered: a
powerhouse of an email client.

The new privacy features are front and
centre when it comes to floatingmy
own boat, so no surprises there!

As youmight expect, my Gmail
accounts all comewith two-factor
authentication activated, complex
and random passwords, up-to-date
recovery details, and the bare
minimum of third-party app
permissions enabled. In addition to
the already-noted Gmelius function
to detect and block trackers, the new
Gmail comes with another weapon to
wield in the ever-evolving battle for
better email security and privacy.

It can be found in the form of the
new Confidential Mode, which adds
several welcome tweaks to the
security and privacy of your emails.
And, yes, I appreciate there are
readers already rolling on the floor
laughing at a Gmail user talking about
privacy of message content. However,
it’s been about a year now since users
of the free consumer service joined
commercial G Suite customers in not
having email analysed by bots to
target advertising. Instead, Google
uses datamined from across its
portfolio of other services to do this.

Of course, there’s still a degree
of scanning required to analyse
messages to remove spam, feed the
AI that provides “smart reply”

functionality and so on. As I’ve stated
before, there are options to easily
encrypt Gmail messages with
OpenPGP plugins such as Mailvelope.

Anyway, the new Confidential
Mode bringsMission Impossible-style
self-destructingmessages into play.
Bywhich I mean that you can set an
expiry date for the email sent, after
which it can’t be opened or read by
the recipient. The options aren’t as
flexible as I’d like, however: you can
choose from a day, a week, amonth,
threemonths and, rather inexplicably,
five years. Currently, it doesn’t
support attachments, which I’m
assuming is a storage issue.

So it isn’t fool-proof by anymeans
– a simple screenshot would derail it
– but it’s a welcome nod towards
message access control. As is the
ability to require that a code be
entered before the recipient can open
the email. This code is generated by
Google and delivered by SMS, so
requires you to know themobile
number of the recipient, but it’s
another layer of security tomake the
opening of emails by anyone other
than the intended reader that bit
harder. Confidential Mode can disable
the option for the recipient to
forward, download, copy or print the
message as well.

This all works by sending the
person a link to themessage rather
than themessage itself, falling short
of what encrypted-up-the-wazoo and
privacy-focused email clients can
deliver. If the recipient is another
Gmail user then everything looks
pretty standard, but the link thing is
very apparent to non-Gmail users.

Given the sheer number of Gmail
users out there, anything that can
help users act more securely and
provide easy-to-use additional
privacy protectionwhen required is a

good thing. Sort of. I have some
concerns over the way Google
has implemented Confidential
Mode, with the emailing of a
link for a user to click, the
message being stored in the
cloud, and the requirement to
sign into a Google account, if not
already logged in. Doesn’t that
sound just like a phishing
attempt of the type I’m always
warning folk not to fall for?

I’m sure it won’t be too long
before social engineers are
exploiting this similarity to steal
user credentials. I’m also not too
keen on the fact that messages
are stored on Google servers,
with access via that link sent in
an unencryptedmessage. Then

BELOW Google
launches a slick
redesign to Gmail, and
Gmelius makes it even
slicker
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ABOVE Confidential
Mode adds a level of
security to Gmail, but
is it enough?

there’s the issue of the phone numbers
you need to provide to send codes via
SMS. I’ve been unable to find any
mention of how, where, and for how
long they’re stored. I’d like to think
they expire with themessage itself,
but I doubt that will be the case.
Google needs to amend privacy policy
tomake this clear. GDPR, anyone?

Will I be using it? Certainly not for
my business communications, and
probably not for personal mail, where
I want to keep the conversation truly
private. There are far better secure-
messaging solutions out there.

New-look Gmail does have some
other interesting functionality worthy
of amention. Intelligent nudging –
although it looks like dumb nagging to
me –will alert you to things that need
to be prioritised within your inbox.
For example, highlighted tags have
started appearing next tomessages
saying things such as, “Received 3
days ago. Reply?”, whichmight be
useful for the chronically unorganised.

The smart-reply function is a
feature I’ve actually been using on
mymobile Gmail client for some
time. It suggests relevant responses
that can be sent with a click of the
finger, and as a time-saver for
responding tomessages that don’t
require anythingmore personal than a
“no thanks” or “sorry I can’t make it”,
it does the job.

Then there’s the addition of inline
quick task buttons as you hover over
amessage in your inbox, making
deletion, archival and replying a
one-click action. I mentioned that
Gmelius provides a snooze function,
and this is now an integral part of
Gmail, accessed via those quick task
buttons. You can remove non-urgent
stuff from your inbox by “snoozing”
them to reappear at a later date. This is
made even better by using Gmelius: it
has reactivated the “smart snooze”
feature to work alongside the Gmail
functionality. So, for example, you
can snooze an email only if nobody
replies to it, so active conversation
threads aren’t overlooked, and it adds
greater flexibility to custom times for
waking upmessages.

One of my favourite additions to
Gmail is the new sidebar, which can
display your Google calendar among
other things. If you’re a Gmelius user,
this includes the ability to attach
custom and shareable notes to
individual messages.

Secure is the new default
Stickingwith Google for amoment, it
looks like the “security indicators” in
Chrome are changing. This comes off

the back of Google’s decision to
actively promote secure pages by
hitting insecure ones, in terms of
Hypertext Transfer Protocol at least,
with SEO penalties andwarnings
within the browser itself.

We already knew that plain vanilla
HTTP pages would bemarked as “not
secure”, and now the situation is
evolving naturally so that HTTPS ones
won’t bemarked as secure.While this
might sound daft, it makes perfect
sense: if all HTTP pages aren’t secure
then the default unmarked state
should be secure. Expect to see this
rolling out from September this year
in Chrome 69, and the red “not
secure” warning for HTTP pages (with
user input) fromOctober. HTTP pages
without user input will get a grey
“not secure” warning.

Did chicken bits help
Red Hat to mitigate
against Meltdown?
I was recently in San Francisco for the
Red Hat Summit, celebrating 25 years
of the commercial open-source outfit
that now powers large swathes of the
internet and cloud.While hybrid
cloudwas the focus of the event, the
topic of security was there – if you
knewwhere to look.

For example, there was a
workshop that looked to demystify
the dark art that is SELinux
management in the form of “Security-
Enhanced Linux for MereMortals”,

and an in-depth look at howMITRE
and Red Hat Consulting collaborated
with the US Air Force Program
Management Office to develop a
mission-critical, containerised
DevSecOps platform.

In case you’re wondering, it was
through the use of an Infrastructure-
as-Codemodel to produce a self-
contained, bootable DVD that
automated the installation process.
All the while meeting a whole host
of military requirements: being a
dev-replicable and consistent
runtime across multiple sites to
support development through
production via air-gapped and
secure environs; being SEC-secured
out of the box using hardening tools,
compliant with US government
security baselines; and providing
a fully autonomous installation of
OpenShift, CloudForms, Cluster
Storage and Enterprise Linux into
a bare-metal environment.

However, themost interesting
presentationwas a panel discussion
covering theMeltdown and Spectre
processor vulnerability. The excellent
JohnMasters, Red Hat’s chief ARM
architect and processor nerd, took
centre stage alongside Chris
Robinson, an incident handler from
the product security team.

Johnwas candid about the
necessity formitigations to work,
while at the same timeminimising the
performance hit. As a security geek

“I’m sure it
won’t be too
long before
social engineers
are exploiting
this similarity
to steal user
credentials”
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I’m always wanting things secured,
nomatter what it takes. At the large
enterprise coal face things aren’t
so black andwhite; performance
issues can’t be ignored.When you
understand that the speculative
execution process within the CPUs
at the heart of these vulnerabilities
exists to improve performance, you
also understand that mitigating it
was always going to do the opposite.

It took John and his team around
twomonths to come upwith a
ready-to-roll patch, all before the
public disclosure took place. Red Hat
was among the first to get patches out
to customers, and although initially
this resulted in performance hits of
20% ormore, ongoing tweaks quickly
reduced that to 10%. One of the
fascinating revelations for someone
who isn’t a CPU nerd, was how
chicken bits helped resolve the issue.

Note that no actual chickens were
harmed. The chicken bits in question
being configuration bits incorporated
into the design of a chip. They’re
introduced to enable the disabling of
workarounds to issues that come to
the fore in the development process.
Sometimes, these workarounds
have side effects that can impact
performance or security. By disabling
the correct chicken bit, you can
disable an entire workaroundwithout
impacting the essential configuration
bits locked into place. It’s my
understanding that chicken bits
helped John and his team to get to
the bottom of producing amitigating
patch. If you’re still scratching your
head about Spectre andMeltdown,
head on over to pcpro.link/287melt
for an explanation of how speculative
execution vulnerabilities work.

And finally…
Anyonewho has ever cursed as they
repeatedly input the wrong code in a
Captcha box should head over to the
Crapcha site (crapcha.com). I’m not
advocating that anyone installs the
code to create a Crapcha code for their
site; heaven knows that winning the
security versus usability argument is
difficult enough. However, you can
have a laugh at some of the Crapcha
codes, which are about as difficult as
many of the real thing...

Continued from previous page

Steve is a consultant
who specialises in
networks, cloud, HR
and upsetting the
corporate apple cart

@stardotpro

STEVECASSIDY

“Tosaymybankwasannoyedwith
theidiocyoftheairlineandcarhire
firmwouldbeanunderstatement”
It’s nothing personal, Steve tells himself, as a worrying series of events
make him consider a false identity

This month has been the oddest in
my life. Not just for the deluge of
fake GDPR opt-in/opt-out spam

emails, but because in themidst of all
that contralogical, unnecessary and
fabricated flapping about protection
of personal data, I think I was the
subject of a traceable case of misused,
AI-filtered personal data-trawling.

But I’ll come back to that later.
First: let’s talk GDPR. Its heavy fines
are partially meant to tackle firms that
have allowed information about their
customers to leak. Most people have a
foggy understanding of what’s done
with their data after a breach or “loss”
(copying, to IT insiders like us): it’s
taken by the shadowy, archetypal
hacker, who then… does things with it,
sometimes culminating in emptying
your bank account or ordering four
tonnes of coal delivered to your house.

As GDPR bites, companies are
revising their systems, in ways that
have nothing at all to dowith the
direct impact of stolen data. As I found
out, when I tried to book a hire car for
a press trip using some air miles.

On completing the booking via the
prominent UK airline website, I
received an instant email response.
Bookingwas cancelled, it said, due to
a payment problem. Now, I have a
posh bank, and it’s on constant alert
after an incident of fraud a few years
back so large it hit the
mainstream news, of
which some ofmy
relatives were victims.
We all get called, very
quickly indeed, if there’s
a transaction problem. I
looked expectantly at my
phone. Andwaited.
Overnight, in the end.

After two days and an
accumulated four hours
on hold listening tomy
bank’s plinky-plonky
guitar theme tunemusic,
and some evidently
determined and intense
investigation bymy
bank’s fraud team –who

hadn’t rejected any such transaction
–we concluded that the hire car
transaction had been stopped because
one of themega-corporations
involved (the airline or the car rental
company) were now checking credit
cards against lists of those stolen from
other retailers in data breaches. Mine
was apparently on such a list, even
though it hadn’t been used for any
dubious transactions

To say that my bankwas annoyed
with the combined idiocy of the
airline and the car hire firmwould
be an understatement of massive
proportions. Most people on business
trips book cars at the last minute, and
if this transaction-rejection thing
kicks off, the only valid response for
the bank is to kill off that card and
issue a new one. A procedure that can
take over a week.Well inside the time
horizon for a business trip to be
messed up by the delivery delay.

I put this to the assembled
technocrat horde, at breakfast in San
Jose. Lots of them talked about using
smartphone apps that apply all sorts
of restrictions to your credit card, like
not working in other countries or only
being usable to buy fuel. But none of
those apps can combat a reasonless
transaction refusal by a vendor, and
national restrictions no longermake
sense.When I buy internet access on

BELOW Buying Wi-Fi
in international
waters could cause all
sorts of processing
issues for my bank

davey@happygeek.com
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“Searching the
dark web for
signs that you’re
a victim is akin to
the search for
weapons of mass
destruction”

the Harwich to Hook ferry, Stena Line
processes the transaction in Norway. I
don’t want to make a call to my British
bank to authorise it.

Worse still, my bank spent some
of the two-day research interval
worrying about whether telling me
the cause of the problem counted as a
GDPR violation! This was because the
refusal was based on a service outside
GDPR’s legislative reach, which is a
collected database of credit card
details and identifying information
clawed back from the dark web. Isn’t
that supposed to be exactly what
GDPR protects us against?

There is no approved, centralised,
charitably run open-access site on
the normal internet that can tell you
authoritatively which data breach
included you. Sure, there’s Have I
Been Pwned – but that’s focused on
email addresses, not credit card data.
Searching the dark web for signs that
you’re a victim of this mechanism is
akin to the search for weapons of
mass destruction in Iraq. You can’t
guarantee that you missed something,
and there’s no handy way to view the
data: in a lot of cases, you’re expected
to pay with Bitcoin for access and
maybe – possibly – be sent a download
in due course. There’s no Consumer
Association for the dark web to handle
non-delivery complaints.

My only response is to adopt a
completely different card, ideally with
a fake identity that has no searchable
link back to my real-world persona.
Of course, to do this, I’d then need
accompanying ID in the same fake
name, because a lot of places now
want to see photo ID before they’ll
even present the card to the machine.
From the initial fraud case a few years
ago, my family already know our data
is out there – and that the banks won’t
extend us the protective measures
they use with mega-celebrities.

We’re constantly told that FinTech
is disruptive and transformative, and
can handle the problem of credit card
theft, duplication, and so on. So far,
all my incidents have been based on
transactions that don’t pass through
the modern IT estate in any way –
the French boat-hire firm whose
embezzling staff waited until my
holiday started to use the card number
on its manual booking form for
purchases in Francophone countries
only, to take one example.

The current truth seems to be that
almost every business concerned with
consumer purchasing is desperate,
beyond endurance, to show any kind
of protective measure. Not to the
consumer, but to their shareholders.

Solutions that use cloud systems,
AI searches and shady business
relationships with apparent reason to
stay in the shadows, without any form
of communication with the customers
whose good character and credit
rating they blithely traduce, are being
taken up in the absence of any more
sophisticated solution. This is, as the
younger technocrats like to say,
genuinely disruptive – just not in the
way they think.

The last time I had unwilling
participation in online fraud, when
some 1990s raver decided to steal
money from the Cassidy clan, he
ended up in jail. This incident became
a signal trial in the history of online
fraud and an investigation that broke
all the preceding laissez-faire rules
about computerised identity theft.
Judging by my bank’s reaction to my
latest encounter with the long tail of
internet fraud, I have some hope that
this new idiocy will come under much
pressure, although I rather suspect
no-one will be locked up as a result.
Apart from me, that is, when some
hotel booking in a country with
non-English-speaking policemen
suddenly goes sour at the whim
of a plonker with a list of credit
card numbers.

Family values
For someone with zero
reputation as an expert in the
ins and outs of online
personal data, I’ve been
getting an awful lot of
questions about this topic.
I’ve lost count of the number
of times that someone believes
they’ve caught out Facebook

with some immense global data-
washing conspiracy, and ignores my
explanation that a distributed
transaction-processing system will
look exactly like what they’re seeing
and griping about. Battling through
their conspiracy theories to explain
how the tech actually performs is such
a thankless task that I rarely make the
effort these days.

In the first incident, both the
battle and the final revelation were
worth the effort. One of my nieces
has inherited the argument gene
that’s been so apparent in me from the
day I could talk: put us in a room (or
worse still, online) and it will develop
into a full-scale shouting session.
Nevertheless, I wanted to bring her
into the little-used Facebook Family
Group feature. So, because she’s
fiercely independent, I searched by
her name and sent her a private
message. We briefly agreed to friend
up, so I could put her in the group, and
then we defriended again, so she
could guarantee her mates that no
wrinkly old uncles were snooping.

Initially, this seemed to work well.
She could participate in the family
group, chatter about births, deaths
and funerals, and do her social thing

with her peers. Except that a few
weeks later, I wanted to follow up

on some of her initial security
questions, so I searched for
her name again. I found a
group chat she’d
participated in – and much
to my utter incredulity, I
could join and read that

group chat, without
inhibition from Facebook.

It turns out that group chats

ABOVE Is my best
option to go dark and
set up a secret, false
identity for my
credit cards?

BELOW Check your
Facebook Groups
sharing settings: they
may be more open
than you think

of a plonker with a list of credit and funerals, and do her social thing 
with her peers. Except that a few 

weeks later, I wanted to follow up 
on some of her initial security 

questions, so I searched for 

group chat, without 
inhibition from Facebook.
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start out with no security at all. If you
can guess what a group chat is called,
you can click in and read the contents,
without the original members having
any idea you’ve done so. There are
plenty of security features to the
group chat system – originators can
limit read/write rights, delete
participants and so on – but these
features are all turned off by default.
Chats don’t disappear on closing the
window, either. If you remember
what your chatroomwas called, you
can re-enter at any time in the future.

Naturally, I wrote this up for the
family group. Somemembers -
notablymy niece, who is head of
digital at a large Australian bank –
picked up the warning immediately.
Indeed, the wild child whose personal
security concerns sparked the whole
investigation, didn’t get the point and
will probably fume atme for even
mentioning it on paper.

The second incident involves time
travel. Some 5,000miles away from
the first incident, I was sitting in the
gardenwithmy nephew-in-law,
talking about this security hole in
Facebook, which prompted him to
express his concerns over what he
would do, a decade and a half away,
when his daughter went online and
startedmisbehaving. I’d not thought
about this inmuch depth, but the sun
and the scent from the lemon trees in
his gardenmust havemotivatedme.

My suggestion started from the
observation that while they call it
“social media”, the actual function
is to isolate the individual. Contact
online isn’t the same as real contact:
there’s an aspect of being hidden
away, just you and the screen.
The best way to copewith this, I
suggested, was to actively reject
the online service agenda, and show
kids that what you see online in your
own social media accounts isn’t
automatically private to you in the
first place. Share those appalling jokes
andmisfired adverts with the growing
child, so that when they take up their
own online identity they have a
defence against the “just on your own”
subtext that the social media
architects impose on us.

That way, parents can ask about
what their children are looking at
online, with a family precedent set
that discussing it isn’t automatically
a red flag for the child. As services

such as Snapchat begin to dominate
the younger generation’s online use,
there’s no automatic reason to take
their proposedmixture of approach
and features as the only way to work.
It’s up to you.

They’re watching you – maybe
Not all of this month’s strangeness
concerned the peculiar results of data
breaches or gamified security settings
in social media; the very strangest
moment, no question, came in a
security company briefingmeeting.
Its topic was a forthcoming release of a
product that uses AI to provide the
highest possible level of defence
against online threats. Speakers
talked about howmuch of our
personal lives were visible online,
especially to those who are prepared
to search the darkweb, asmuch as the
more familiar precincts of Google.

Then things took a peculiar and
dark turn. The speaker asked the
audience to put up their hands if
they’d suffered from several quite
widespread diseases. As questions go,
this was dashed peculiar. Forme, it
got more than peculiar, as the diseases
they focused on (in particular, the
cross-product of asthma and
pneumonia) have been particular
burdens of mine for the past two
years. At a crucial and disturbing
moment, when the English of the
presenter appeared to become notably
worse, the entire topic of the past
couple of hours of presenting seemed
to be pointed directly at me, your
humble correspondent.

Up to this point, I ‘d been a fully
paid-upmember of the web sceptics
club.Whenever people talked about

odd concordances
between their web search
history and the adverts
they saw, or of the
strange things they’d be
shown in spam after a
conversationwithin
earshot of an Amazon
Echo or similar device, I’d
dismiss their accusation
out of hand. You’re
seeing ghosts, I’d say.
Statistically, the chance
that a big company or
someone’s assiduous web
research on youwould
deliver those kind of
effects is so vanishingly
small that all that’s left is
human paranoia.

After the shock of
the increasingly weird
personal presentation,
I haven’t changedmy

mind about the odds being heavily
stacked against individual fame or
findability on the web by traditional
means. However, I do think that new
technologies – especially AI searches
primed to discard irrelevant bits of
data – and the opening of access to
the darkwebmean that relevance
to you has becomemuchmore of an
issue than it used to be.

What normal businesses choose
to dowith these newly targeted
data sets is a different matter.
Fundamentally, what these security
guys wanted to reveal wasn’t
information that was damaging
in a criminal, financial or even
reputational way. Being good guys
at heart, they had no idea what to do
next, after the revelation.

I was taken aback by the rapidity
of my fight-or-flight reaction, so
much so that I left the event early.
Now, I’m prepared to listen far
more sympathetically to those who
believe their data has been used in
unexpectedways: it definitely
triggers a deep human response.
The question that we should all be
asking is howmany separate pieces
of our personal picture need to be
presented before we realise that it
isn’t just a shot in the dark?

I’ve been left traumatised by
this month’s events. So I’m going
to propose a rule of thumb that says
you need to see four or five distinct
personal attributes being played back
to you, from amixture of life topics,
before you should start thinking about
changing credit card numbers and
passwords. Or, indeed, inventing a
new fake persona.

“Contact online
isn’t the same
as real contact:
there’s an
aspect of being
hidden away,
just you and
the screen”

ABOVE I thought
people were being
paranoid about smart
speakers spying on
them, but now I’m not
so sure

cassidy@well.com
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Technology Excellence Awards

WIN one of
these brilliant prizes
worth a total of £1,109
Vote in the PC Pro Excellence Awards 2018 and you’ll be
entered into our exclusive competition

Closing date: 31 July 2018. On completing and submitting this survey, you will automatically be entered into a draw for one of these prizes. No correspondence will be entered into and the winners will be notified by post or email
within 28 days of the closing date. The prize draw is not open to employees of Dennis Publishing or participating companies. No cash alternative will be offered. The prize(s) described are available at the date of publication.
Events may occur that render the promotion or the rewarding of the prize impossible due to reasons beyond PC Pro’s control, which may at its discretion vary or amend the promotion, and the reader agrees that no liability shall
be attached to PC Pro as a result thereof. Proof of emailing will not be accepted as proof of delivery and no responsibility can be accepted for entries lost, delayed or mislaid, or for any technical failure or for any event that may
cause the survey to be disrupted or corrupted. Unless otherwise stated, entry to all prize draws is restricted to entrants of 18 years of age or over. Names of winners will be available on receipt of a request enclosing a stamped
self-addressed envelope to: Competitions Manager, Dennis Publishing, 31-32 Alfred Place, London, WC1E 7DP. If the winner of a prize draw is unable to take up a prize for any reason, the editor reserves the right to award it to an
alternative winner, in which case the first winner chosen will not be eligible for any share of the prize whatsoever. The editor’s decision is final and it is a condition of entry to any prize draw that the entrant agrees to be bound by
these rules whether they be published or not, and that the decisions of the editor and judges on any matter whatsoever arising out of or connected with the prize draw are final. No purchase of the magazine is necessary.

Enter now at pcpro.link/techies18

WIN Synology DS918+
NAS SERVER WORTH £520
Synology’s powerful DS918+ offers a cracking set of features, whether
you’re buying for personal or business use. There’s space for four hard
drives, giving a maximum 48TB of storage: you’ll need to buy and fit these drives yourself, but
that’s an easy process. Add the easy-to-use features that Synology is renowned for, from
video surveillance to simple backup, and it’s an excellent addition to any technologist’s home.

synology.co.uk

WIN Iiyama ProLite XB3270QS-B1
32IN MONITOR WORTH £289
Thanks to Iiyama, we have one feature-rich, height-adjustable and flicker-free
32in monitor to give away. With an IPS panel featuring a 2,560 x 1,440
resolution, it promises excellent colour reproduction with wide viewing
angles to meet the demands of
both graphic design and the
modern workplace. That
height-adjustable stand ensures
you can adjust the screen
position to your preferences,
and the flicker-free panel with
blue light reducer function
combats eye fatigue, too.

iiyama.com

WIN Logitech MK540 Advanced
SIX SETS WORTH £50 EACH
This superb wireless set won a PC Pro Recommended
award because it’s designed for life: not only is the
keyboard spill-proof, but it will keep going for up to three
years on a pair of AA batteries. The mouse lasts for 18
months on a single battery, too, and is small enough that
you can sling it in your bag when on the move. The killer touch? Logitech’s
usual build quality and excellent Options software for creating shortcuts.

TECHNOLOGY
EXCELLENCE
AWARDS 2018
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The future of tech in the UK is
suburban. Tech City, aka
London, still reigns supreme,

followed byManchester and
Edinburgh, but some of the fastest
growth in tech companies is to be
found in smaller towns, commuter
belts and the suburbs.

The latest figures from this year’s
report by Tech Nation (pcpro.
link/287nation) reveal that 16 “silicon
suburbs” and “tech towns” – tech
industry cheerleaders are big on
alliteration – have a higher proportion
of technology-related employment
than the UK average, including
Newbury, Southend and Swindon.
That makes them a “fertile breeding
ground for the next generation of
tech startups”, the report notes.

Of course, London is still the centre
of British tech, but a wider spread of
companies across the country, the rise
of co-working spaces, and support
from universities meansmore tech

ideas are finding their feet not in
Shoreditch but in Slough.

Slough over Shoreditch
There are plenty of reasons for tech
to expand into the suburbs. First,
there’s the rising cost of running a
business in east London. Rent has
skyrocketed: residential property in
Hackney has seen the fastest growth
in rent over the past decade across
Britain, according to Rightmove,
while commercial property rents
climbed by 181% in Shoreditch from
2010 to 2015, according to Ernst &
Young. That makes it a lot harder to
found a companywithout going broke
first, with pressure from higher costs
for office space and the need to pay
staff a living wage. Co-working spaces
and incubators help, but the former
are often expensive, while the latter
requires applications and approval
before you’ll get your free desk and
mentorships.

Slug SectionheadSlug SectionheadFutures
We explore the trends and technologies that are set to shape the future

Build your future-gazing skills
Choose your ideal online course
to keep up with innovations p126

Averting the AI danger
Will a new agreement stop the
worst from happening? p127

Step past airport security
The footstep recognition system
that aims to cut the queues p128

That said, plenty of Brits are
founding outside of London for
reasons other than its vampiric effects
on raised funds. Gerard Grech, CEO
of Tech City, explained that there are a
range of benefits to starting up outside
of themajor cities, frommore space
for your family to basing yourself near
your customers.

“People have donewell in London
andManchester and Edinburgh and
other big cities,” said Grech, “and
they’re now thinking about setting up
their own business and they do it with

their family inmind.
They do it on their own
terms in places youmay
not expect, because they
want to be in the
countryside or where
they have family,” he
added, “and there’s a

clustering effect that happens as
companies becomemore successful, it
attracts others to the area.”

That’s not the only draw.While
London is home to plenty of startups,
largermultinational tech giants in
need of masses of office space often
locate themselves on the fringes of
cities, setting up big campuses. Grech
points to Newbury as an example,

New British technology businesses can be found in
suburbs across the country. Nicole Kobie reveals
why innovation isn’t locked into London

“While London is home to
plenty of startups, larger
tech giants in need of masses
of office space often locate
on the fringes of cities”

Startups head to
the suburbs
Startups head toStartups head to
the suburbs
Startups head to
the suburbs
Startups head to
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Grech says seeking out help from
other tech firms in the area – building
your own network and tech hub –
will give your startup support and let
companies learn from each other.
“That’s why you’re seeing a growth
spurt in co-working spaces,” he

said, noting startups and
tech firms benefit from
“clustering” to share what
they learn.

But startups shouldn’t
be afraid to go it alone.
Look at Xero in New

Zealand, says Grech, a “big tech
unicorn based in a place youwouldn’t
necessarily expect”. The same is true
of British games company Coatsink.
“They’re building great stuff for the
Oculus Rift in the US, and they’re in
Sunderland,” noted Grech, adding
Coatsink is helped by the University of
Newcastle having a strong gaming
programme, offering a stream of
talent. “They’re ambitious, connected
and theymay not be in Edinburgh and
London, but they are definitely
servicing their market very well.”

Past and future
That the suburbs could be the future
of British startups shouldn’t come as a
surprise. The neighbourhoods that
make up Silicon Valley are full of
suburban streets – indeed, the garages
where HP and Applemade their start
aren’t to be found attached to urban
apartments but suburban houses.

“There aremore andmore tech
companies being incorporated every
year, and that’s because it is somuch
cheaper to start a company than it’s
ever been, and digital innovation can
come from anywhere,” Grech said. So
the next Googlemaywell not be found
in Old Street, but Newbury instead.

“Seeking out help from
other tech firms in the area
will give your startup
support and let companies
learn from each other”
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where Vodafone has its global
headquarters. “What tends to happen
is around Vodafone, a number of
companies cluster up to serve it and its
needs as it grows – that’s why you’re
seeing these types of companies in
places youmay not expect,” he
explained. That can include firms
offering basic IT services or
procurement platforms to cutting-
edge data analytics or the latest AI
developments — the key “underwiring
and infrastructure” that props up the
wider industry.

That may sound less sexy than a
group of hipster friends forming a
global startup around IPAs in the local
craft beer bar, but getting a foot in
the door at an international giant is a
goodway to accelerate the spread of
your idea, said Grech. “Vodafone is
obviously amulti-billion pound
companywithmultiple offices around
the world, so it can [help you spread]
internationally,” he explained.

Starting in the suburbs
If starting up your tech firm in the
dining room of your suburban home
appeals, be warned there are some
challenges. Venture capitalists and
other funders tend to be based in
London – so be ready for a few train
journeys to the capital when on the
hunt for investment. Plus, the Tech
Nation report notes that finding the
right staff remains a challenge for
everyone, regardless of location. John
Jackson founded software firm Flow
XO in Burnley because it’s near his
home, but being close to Manchester
makes hiring easier. “We decided to
focus on hiring developers from
Manchester because of the talent pool
there,” he told PC Pro, saying the
company now has offices in both

locations. “For some reason, it’s still
easier to hire developers in cities.”

Chris Reid, founder and CEO of
Burnley-based Connect Childcare,
said that hiring “can be tricky, in
truth”, with higher wages in
neighbouringManchester. However,
his software company benefits from
connections to the neighbouring
college with its apprenticeship
schemes and local development
bootcamps, not tomention good
transport links. Still, he says, talent
often gets “sucked into Manchester”.

Overcoming the challenges
Mojiworks is an early-stage startup
making games formessaging
platforms such as Facebook
Messenger. It’s based in Guildford,
said co-founder and CEOMatthew
Wiggins, because the city is a “major
European hub of game development”
– and it’s only half an hour on the
train to London. “It has a long history
of significant game companies
stretching back to the 1980s, andwas
Electronic Arts’ first European HQ,”
Wiggins said. “By being here, we get
access to the vibrant local community
of tens of game companies and
thousands of developers, plus we can
attract talent from the other nearby
tech clusters.”

Hiring staff can be a problem,
Wiggins admitted, but noted that the
local games community is well
connected, offering a better network
than the disperse developers scattered
about London. Plus, the lower costs
and good quality of life in Guildford
are “both big positives” – while those
who dowant to live in London are still
close enough to commute. “We’re
often a shorter commute than if they
were travelling from one side of the
city to the other,”Wiggins said.
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Wanttostayaheadofthe
curve?Headbacktoclass
withthesecoursesonfuture
techfromAItotheethics
oftechnology

EVEN KEEPING UPwith the basics is hard
given tech’s pace of change, but it’s
possible to stay ahead thanks to online
courses. There are hours of classes,
many for free, from universities
around the world and digital
educators such as Udacity, Coursera
and FutureLearn. So there’s no excuse
not to learn how to build the future,
whether it’s machine learning,
blockchain or automated cars.

Artificial intelligence
AI is one of the hottest, most over-
hyped technologies in years, but
many people don’t know their neural
networks from their machine
learning. If youwant to get up to
speedwith the basics, Helsinki
University in Finland offers a free
online course to anyone. The
aim is for 1% of the Finnish
population to give it a go –
that’s apparently 54,000
people – to help spark an
AI revolution in the
Nordic nation, but the
rest of us can use it to
earn a LinkedIn
certificate. It should take
about six weeks to finish
– no pun intended – the
coursework. Sign up at
elementsofai.com.

Driverless cars
Plenty of people want to ride in
self-driving cars, but if you fancy
building automated vehicles thenwe
have good news: online tech school
Udacity offers a “nanodegree” in
self-driving engineering. Designed
alongside driverless leaders such as
Uber and Nvidia, students will be
taught about computer vision, deep
learning, using sensors to control the
cars, and navigation. The intro to
self-driving cars, which teaches the
essentials to anyonewith “minimal”
programming experience, costs €800
for a four-month term, while the
advanced engineering course is
€2,400 for three terms of three
months each.If your head is in teh
clouds, there’s also a flying car course
(think drones). For themore
grounded technology students, there
are plenty of practical free short
courses, too. Head to eu.udacity.com/
nanodegree for more information.

Open University, itself a handy
resource for online education.
Alongside courses on Big Data, digital
healthcare and the digital economy,
the Queensland University of
Technology offers three short courses
on “Introducing Robotics”
(futurelearn.com/programs/
robotics), where you’ll learn how to
build a robot arm, how robots will fit
into society, and how tomake
machinesmove – please don’t skip
that middlemodule. The courses are
free, lasting between three to seven
weeks. You can upgrade for £62 to get
a certificate of achievement and other
perks, and follow up your robot arm
building with a similar set of courses
on robotic vision (futurelearn.com/
programs/robotic-vision).

Ethics
The future of tech isn’t all about
development and engineering. One
area that’s long beenmissing from
the industry is ethics – but there are
plenty of online courses to help
anyone lacking amoral compass shore
up their skills. We’re looking at you,

Mark Zuckerberg.
EdX (edx.org) has a
wide range of tech
and business
courses from top
universities,
including a free
seven-week
module on
Responsible
Innovation from
the University of
Delft (pcpro.
link/287eth),
covering risk
analysis to
robotics.

Buildyourfuture-gazingskills

ABOVE Helsinki
University’s online
course will introduce
you to the basics

Bitcoin, cryptocurrency
and blockchain
Still can’t wrap your head around
Bitcoin? You’re not alone. But there’s
help from awide variety of courses.

On online course site Coursera,
Princeton University offers a

free course focusing on
Bitcoin (coursera.org/learn/
cryptocurrency), but the
University of Nicosia takes
things a step further: it
provides an entire degree
in digital currency.
Perhaps unsurprisingly,
your academic certificate
is held on a blockchain,
and you can pay tuition in

Bitcoin. The university also
offers a free MOOC —massively

open online course — for beginners
if you’re just looking for an
introduction to the subject. Register
at digitalcurrency.unic.ac.cy.

Robotics
Want to build your own Terminator,
but not sure where to start? Head over
to FutureLearn, a spin off from the

ABOVE Baffled by
Bitcoin? The Coursera
course can help

BELOW FutureLearn
offers three free
robotics programmes
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Artificial intelligence is creeping
into every aspect of our lives – and
that terrifies plenty of people. Even
setting aside fears of technological
apocalypse brought about by
machine learning, AI could further
embed existing problems in society.
AI-based systems are already
working on medical diagnoses and
bail decisions – even though they
mirror biases and assumptions. For
example, a 2016 study by ProPublica
in the US revealed racial bias in an
algorithm used to determine the risk
of offenders committing crimes in
the future.

Making AI behave better than
humans isn’t easy, but a group of
tech rights organisations has taken
the first step by laying out a detailed
set of warnings and advice for
developers and engineers to
consider when building systems. It’s
called the Toronto Declaration for
Machine Learning.

What does the Toronto Declaration
say? The declaration asks anyone
developing or using AI to consider
human rights, and make an effort to
ensure their algorithms and systems
are balanced and fair. It calls on
governments and private companies
to identify potential pitfalls and prevent
them, and to hold responsible anyone
who causes harm via AI.

How can governments monitor AI?
This is a frequent criticism of calls for
ethics in AI: it’s too difficult for non-
tech-savvy politicians and their staff to
understand complicated algorithms
and systems, so we pretend they’re
black boxes where data goes in and

answers come out. This is the wrong
approach, the declaration stresses,
and it calls for any government using
machine learning technologies to
understand how systems work before
rolling them out. It also calls for
regular impact assessments during
use, and for assurance that those
affected have real recourse. In other
words, the declaration asks
governments to do their jobs and run
consultations, perform audits and
enforce regulations – as they already
do for non-AI related topics. And if the
government can’t explain how AI
works or why it makes certain
decisions, it simply shouldn’t use it.

Can a document make AI and its
developers behave? Perhaps the key
question. So far it’s been signed by
Amnesty International, Access Now
and Human Rights Watch, as well as
Wikimedia, the organisation behind
Wikipedia. But there’s nothing to
enforce compliance. That said, such a
declaration is a starting point, offering
guidance to firms who want to do
better and governments that are
looking to legislate.

So our best bet is just asking nicely
for AI to behave? The next time
someone claims algorithms are fair
decision-making machines that act
with unbiased precision, forward them
the declaration. It lays out exactly how
to go about auditing and improving
algorithms and AI, offering practical
solutions. The aim is to spark and shape
a discussion, and hopefully push
developers towards more ethical,
considered AI. Read the declaration in
full here: pcpro.link/287dec.

Whatis...theToronto
Declarationon
MachineLearning?
Artificialintelligenceworriesplentyofsmartacademics
andforward-thinkingtechleaders.Willanagreement
preventtheworstfromhappening?

What Apple does, the rest of tech copies — be
it pointless notches or ditching headphone
jacks. That makes Apple the company to

watch bywould-be futurists, so take note of its latest
workplace innovation: standing desks.

We’ve heard this before. Sitting is the new cancer,
the headlines scream, so everyonemust switch to
standing desks NOW! (Nevermind that the research
doesn’t actually bear this out, with recent studies from
UCL and University of Exeter suggesting there’s no
real difference between sitting or standing all day.)
Apple’s desks won’t require staff to be on their feet all
day, but will let employees switch between the two. “It’s
much better for your lifestyle,” Cook has reportedly
said, with the desks to be offered to all employees as a
perk — all employees at head office, that is, as
presumably those contractors assembling the iPhone
aren’t offered such benefits.

Such perks are oneway that tech companies such as
Apple win and retain staff in a competitivemarket,
alongside reputation and pay packets. Apple also offers
healthcare, expensive desk chairs and a subsidised
cafeteria filled with reportedly very tasty food. Google
similarly offers a steady flow of complimentary snacks,
brightly decorated offices, free transport and fitness
classes. Software firm Intuit, not normally one listed
alongside the likes of Google and Apple, is taking it a step
further: its Mountain View, California campuswill use
Starship’s autonomous robots to deliver meals from the
cafeteria to workers.While those skipping lunchesmay
appreciate the cute-and-clever drone dropping off
lunch, it rolls contrary to Apple’s standing desks: should
we sit for longer to get more work done, or stand up
ready for our walk to get lunch?

Tech companies are seen as innovative by default, so
what they do in their offices sets trends
elsewhere: even PC Pro’s own
publishers have shifted to
brightly coloured rooms
designed for hotdesking.
But we should pick and
choose what actually
works for us, rather than
merelymimicking in the
hopes of absorbing some
innovation. Standing desks
are grand, but even
better are flexible
hours, taking a full
lunch to go for a
walk, and regular
breaks from our
desks. The free
snacks, though,
that we’ll take.

@njkobie

Appleswitchesto
standingdesks;
hopefullyitdoes
publunchesnext

OPINION
NicoleKobie
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No-oneenjoyswaitingwhilesecuritystaffstareattheirpassportphotosortake
fingerprintscans.OmarCostilla-Reyes,aresearcherattheUniversityofManchester,
hasafootsteprecognitionsystemthatcouldlettravellersstompawayqueues

HOW YOU WALK is special– and is as good
at identifying us as our fingerprints.
Footstep recognition systems could
replace other biometrics for security
and identity confirmation, letting us
keepwalking instead of queuing and
waiting at airports.

That’s according to Omar Costilla-
Reyes, a researcher at the University
of Manchester. He has built a floor
sensor system and paired it with a
neural network algorithm to identify
people by their footsteps, which have
24 different characteristics. And it
works, with an encouraging 0.7 error
rate per hundred people. Here, he
reveals how the systemworks.

Gait analysis isn’t new.What have
you done differently here?
This is not somethingwe’ve created,
but what we did differently is footstep
analysis [rather than gait]. That
means we only need two footsteps to
recognise you, while most studies
focus on larger gait, so you have to
walkmore steps, as many as six. The
second difference is that we have a
new algorithm that’s using neural
networks, and that’s the first time it’s
used for footstep recognition.

How does it measure your footstep?
There are four platforms.When you
start walking, you focus weight on the
front side of your foot, then you
complete the footstep and lift the heel.
Wemeasure the force and temporal

signal from themoment you start
walking until you step off; that’s your
style that our algorithm analyses.

And thenwe can checkwhowe
think you are based on your walking
characteristics. Shoes don’t matter,
there’s something very special about
your walk that’s not about your shoe
but the style of your walk, which
doesn’t change. It characterises you as
a unique person.

Howwould this work in an airport?
What passengers have to do is nothing
– just walk normally. If it’s installed
before the passport window, you just
walk up, with the sensors installed
below the floor… that capture the
signals. Themodel needs to be trained,
so the first time you go to the airport
they capture the data to identify your
signal. Theywould correlate your
footstep to the identification you
show, like your passport, in a
database. Eventually we reach a point
where we have enough data.

For future crossings through a
checkpoint, it could be an extra layer
of security [alongside your passport
photo or fingerprint], and once it is
established, they could drop other
modalities. If everything goes okay,
wewould reach a point where you
don’t have to show your fingerprint
anymore, because we could use your
footstep. But to do that, we need time
to prove the system is resilient and
works in the real world.

Omar Costilla-Reyes
is a research assistant
at the University of
Manchester

BELOW By analysing
footsteps, rather than
taking a photo or
checking fingerprints,
airports could slash
queue times to zero

Why is this better than a fingerprint
or other biometric?
Every biometric has advantages and
disadvantages – none are perfect. But
the special thing about behavioural
biometrics, like howwewalk, versus a
physical feature such as a fingerprint…
this is unobtrusive. You don’t need to
film anyone ormake themwait; this
could accelerate how people go
through an airport. Imagine if you
don’t have to wait in a line to see an
officer to show a fingerprint or take a
photo, you just walk straight.

How accurate is it in your tests?
With one scenario we have almost
reached 100%.We test on other
scenarios, so the performance
changes. The dataset we collected was
very large; we had 127 users on this
database of 20,000 footsteps to
develop the AI algorithms based on
this large data set, so we can prove it’s
resilient over a large number of users.

What are youworking on next?
It will be interesting tomix the
technologies. It won’t just be
fingerprints or footsteps, it will be a
more complex process. I think that
will be another approach, to combine
biometrics. Another future direction
is to capture a longer gait, as at an
airport you can capture ten footsteps
ormore, so we’d build a sensor that
can capturemore signals and see how
our AImodels perform.

Q&ABreezepast
securitythanksto
footstepanalysis
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Onelastthing...

It’s Mondaymorning, 8am. The Heathrow
terminals are busy, with the usual rush of
business people flying off to parts foreign.

According to Heathrow’s own figures for 2017,
each day 214,000 passengers fly into and out of
the UK’s biggest airport. Top destinations? New
York JFK, Dubai, Dublin, Amsterdam andHong
Kong, all of which (with the possible exception
of Dublin) aremajor hubs in their own right.

Fourmen stand, one in each terminal’s
departure lounge. At the prescribed time, they
open a sealed vial and spray a colourless,
odourless vapour into the air of the lounge.
No-one notices. Everyone proceeds onto their
flight, unaware of what has happened.

Within hours, tens of thousands of exposed
individuals have boarded planes, many destined
for those four global hubs. Each is now a carrier
for a custom-made, genetically designed plague.

After a few hours, they start to cough. Not
enough to reduce a plane full of people to a
wrackingmedical emergency; just enough to
aerosolise the pathogen into the arrivals halls
and air-conditioning systems, where it’s quickly
transported to the departure lounges for the
next wave of carriers. That’s assuming this is
some clever custom infection. Something based
on common cold virus takes two to three days to
incubate – it’s 11-14 days for flu, according to
doctor friends – and less than 24 hours is pretty
much unworkable (pcpro.link/287vir). But let’s
imagine that this is something new and exotic,
and so phase two starts. Especially if our four
instigators have themselves got onto planes, and
travelled to these destinations to take onward
flights and repeated their spraying in new
departure lounges.

Within 48 hours, the initial Heathrow
passenger carriers are feeling deeply unwell,
with a rising temperature and flu-like
symptoms. But they’ve dispersed around the
globe, so it’s hard to spot the trend. After 72
hours, the secondwave has succumbed too, and
A&Ewards inmajor cities are becoming
overwhelmed. After six days, the first Heathrow
passengers start to die.

The plague creeps out across the globe,
eventually reaching into every town and village.
There is no immediate cure, nor hope for a
vaccine to prevent infection, because this is

JonHoneyball
imagineswhatwould
happenifadifferent
typeofvirusattacks
ournetworkhubs

leading-edge, customDNA engineering, paid for by the endless wash
of money that floats around themad, bad and truly evil.

In amonth, a billion are dead. In threemonths, 2.5 billion. In six
months, half the world’s population has gone, with only those in the
remotest of outposts being safe. Society has collapsed: those who
smugly predicted the end of the world and had stocked up on baked
beans have discovered that their water supply wasn’t as good as they
hoped. America goes intomassmeltdown, where everyone has a gun
and good reason to use it.

Those that have the real resources have fled to their private
islands, or are in their bunkers.Which is good for humanity, because
what we really need are the billionaire social media founders. They
will rebuild the planet, one Like button at a time.

Is this fantasy land? Could we lose half the world’s population by
Christmas due to a bioterrorism attack at Heathrow?Maybe, maybe
not. But the answer is not a definitive “no”. Are there government

initiatives to deal with this? I have no idea – I’m
not security cleared for this sort of stuff, and if
I were, I wouldn’t be writing this column. I’m
sure there are plans in place, and I’d hope that
they have the right people being considered for
protection. If the world doesn’t need social
media founders, it certainly doesn’t needmany
of our MPs either. Or, as dear Douglas Adams
put it, “the telephone sanitisers”.

Is there anythingwe can do? Shut down air
travel? Dr Tom Frieden, director of the USA’s Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, said this regarding the Ebola outbreak in
2014: “A travel ban is not the right answer. It’s simply not feasible to
build a wall – virtual or real – around a community, city, or country.
When awildfire breaks out we don’t fence it off. We go in to
extinguish it before one of the random sparks sets off another
outbreak somewhere else.”Whichworks when you have a
containable problem.What happens when it’s in everymajor city?

Why am Iminded of this? I was standing on the concourse of
Heathrow Terminal 5 and suddenly thought “what if”? Andwhen you
do the sums, and think of an edge case that might just workwell
enough to actually spread some custom nasty bug, the numbers are
truly terrifying. Hopefully no-one out there is mad enough or well
funded enough to actually do this. But I can’t claim to be hopeful.

Jon Honeyball is contributing editor to PC Pro. He has a cold but hopes it isn’t
terminal. Email jon@jonhoneyball.com

Could we lose half
the world’s population
by Christmas due to a
bioterrorism attack at
Heathrow?
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